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Abstract

Ocean waves represent an untapped source of renewable energy which can significantly contribute
to the energy transition towards a sustainable energy mix. Despite the significant potential of this
energy source and the multiple solutions suggested for the extraction of energy from ocean waves,
some of which have demonstrated to be technically viable, no commercial wave energy farm has
yet been connected to the electricity grid. This means that none of the technologies suggested in
the literature has achieved economic viability.
In order to make wave energy converters economically viable, it is essential to accurately understand and evaluate the holistic behaviour and performance of wave energy converters, including
all the different conversion stages from ocean waves to the electricity grid. This can be achieved
through wave tank or open ocean testing campaigns, which are extremely expensive and, thus,
can critically determine the financial sustainability of the developing organisation, due to the risk
of such large investments. Therefore, precise mathematical models that consider all the important dynamics, losses and constraints of the different conversion stages (including wave-structure
hydrodynamic interaction and power take-off system), known as wave-to-wire models, are crucial
in the development of successful wave energy converters. Hence, a comprehensive literature review of the different mathematical approaches suggested for modelling the different conversion
stages and existing wave-to-wire models is presented, defining the foundations of parsimonious
wave-to-wire models and their potential applications.
As opposed to other offshore applications, wave energy converters need to exaggerate their
motion to maximise energy absorption from ocean waves, which breaks the assumption of small
body motion upon which linear models are based. An extensive investigation on the suitability of
linear models and the relevance of different nonlinear effects is carried out, where control conditions are shown to play an important role. Hence, a computationally efficient mathematical model
that incorporates nonlinear Froude-Krylov forces and viscous effects is presented. In the case
of the power take-off system, mathematical models for different hydraulic transmission system
configurations and electric generator topologies are presented, where the main losses are included
using specific loss models with parameters identified via manufacturers’ data. In order to gain
confidence in the mathematical models, the models corresponding to the different conversion stages are validated separately against either high-fidelity well-established software or experimental
results, showing very good agreement.
The main objective of this thesis is the development of a comprehensive wave-to-wire model.
This comprehensive wave-to-wire model is created by adequately combining the subsystems corresponding to the different components or conversion stages. However, time-step requirements
vary significantly depending on the dynamics included in each subsystem. Hence, if the time-step
required for capturing the fastest dynamics is used in all the subsystems, unnecessary computation
is performed in the subsystems with slower dynamics. Therefore, a multi-rate time-integration
scheme is implemented, meaning that each subsystem uses the sample period required to adequately capture the dynamics of the components included in that conversion stage, which significantly
reduces the overall computational requirements. In addition, the relevance of using a high-fidelity
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comprehensive wave-to-wire model in accurately designing wave energy converters and assessing
their capabilities is demonstrated. For example, energy maximising controllers based on excessively simplified mathematical models result in dramatic consequences, such as negative average
generated power or situations where the device remains stuck at one of the end-stops of the power
take-off system.
Despite the reasonably high-fidelity of the results provided by this comprehensive wave-towire model, some applications require the highest possible fidelity level and have no limitation
with respect to computational cost. Hence, the simulation platform HiFiWEC, which couples a
numerical wave tank based on computational fluid dynamics to the high-fidelity power take-off
model, is created. In contrast, low computational cost is the main requirement for other applications and, thus, a systematic complexity reduction approach is suggested in this thesis, significantly
reducing the computational cost of the HiFiWEC platform, while retaining the adequate fidelity level for each application. Due to the relevance of the nonlinearity degree when evaluating
the complexity of a mathematical model, two nonlinearity measures to quantify this nonlinearity
degree are defined. Hence, wave-to-wire models specifically created for each application are generated via the systematic complexity reduction approach, which provide the adequate trade-off
between computational cost and fidelity level required for each application.
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Introduction
”The struggle for existence is the struggle for available energy”
Ludwig Boltzmann
The social and economical development of human society since the industrial revolution is
strongly correlated with a continuous increase in energy demand. The availability of easily accessible and cheap energy resources, i.e. fossil fuels such as oil, coal and gas, made that development
possible, which brought prosperity and stability to modern society.
Nevertheless, easily accessible and cheap fossil fuels are rapidly depleting, which seriously
questions the foundations of the current energy supply system and, consequently, the development
of modern society. Therefore, different studies have tried to forecast the point where the extraction
of oil will reach the maximum rate, referred to as the oil peak by Marion King Hubbert in 1956,
after which the oil extraction will steadily decline. Different predictions place the oil peak at
different points in time: some studies suggest the oil peak has already happened [1], while others
conclude it will happen before 2030 [2]. However, the relevant point regarding the oil peak is that,
while energy demand continues to increase, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, fossil fuel resources are
depleting.

Figure 1.1: Evolution of the energy consumption worldwide in the last decades, based on the data
from [3].
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Moreover, comparisons between climatic models and observations suggest that human activities, particularly greenhouse emissions (GHE) from the combustion of fossil fuels, are responsible
for the increase in global temperature during the second half of the 20th century [4]. The first 17
years of the 21st century only confirmed the trend: 17 of the 18 warmest years occurred within this
period and the global average temperature rose by almost 1◦ C compared to the mean temperature
of the 20th century [5].
Finally, the worldwide population is constantly and continuously increasing over recent decades and the probabilistic predictions by the United Nations estimate that the population will
increase to over 11 billion by the end of the century [6]. Hence, the combination of the ever increasing worldwide population and energy demand, the fast depletion of traditional fossil fuels, and
the unequivocal impact of the combustion of these traditional fossil fuels on climate change, make
energy supply one of the most important challenges of the 21st century [7]. In addition, other
aspects, such as the dependency of the energy supply system on external resources, e.g. Europe
imports over 53% of the energy it consumes [8], or the potential to create a new and powerful economic sector [9], also suggest that a shift from fossil fuels to renewable energy systems (RESs) is
necessary.
In this sense, the first legally binding global climate deal, known as the Paris Agreement, was
signed by 195 countries in 2015 at the Paris climate conference COP21. All the signatories agreed
to reduce GHE so that global average temperature remains ’well below 2◦ C above pre-industrial
levels’ [10]. More recently, the European Parliament has approved the proposal to increase the
2030 renewable energy target from 27% to 35% of the energy consumption in the EU.
The contribution of RESs to the final energy consumption worldwide has significantly increased in the 21st century in absolute values, more than doubling the installed power capacity of
RESs from 800 GW to 2017 GW between 2004 and 2016 [11]. However, because the energy
demand increased by over 20% within the same period [3], the share of RESs on the final energy
demand only increased 2.3%, from 17% to 19.3% [11]. Figure 1.2 illustrates the share of RESs
and the contribution of each renewable energy technology.

Figure 1.2: Worldwide contribution of RESs in the final energy consumption, based on the consumption data from 2015 [11].
Traditional biomass, which is the main contributor among the different RESs, makes up almost one half of the total renewable energy generation (9.1% out of the 19.3% share of all RESs).
Nevertheless, traditional biomass has only grown at a 1.2% average yearly rate over the last decade, which is considerably lower than the average growth rate of modern RESs (4.7%) [11].
Modern RESs include hydropower, modern biomass, geothermal, solar (PV and thermal), wind
and biofuels.
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When only electricity production is considered, the figures of RESs are even more encouraging: 30% of worldwide power generation capacity and an estimated 24.5% of the total electricity
demand was supplied from RESs in 2016 [11]. In addition, the non-hydro RESs achieved significant penetration levels throughout 2016 in different countries, such as the 37.6%, 27% and 24%
of the electricity demand covered by wind energy in Denmark, Ireland and Portugal, respectively,
or the 7.3%, 7.2% and 6.4% covered by PV solar in Italy, Greece and Germany, respectively [11].
These trends in the global energy market show the increasing role of modern RESs, which
account for 10.2% of the total energy consumption. However, apart from a higher participation
of the established RES technologies, i.e. hydropower, wind and solar, the contribution of new
renewable sources into the national electricity networks will be crucial to fulfil the objective of
significant GHE reduction.
Offshore renewable energy technologies, such as offshore wind (fixed and floating), tidal or
ocean current energy, ocean energy thermal conversion and wave energy, have the potential to
significantly support traditional RESs in the short- medium-term future. The European Wind
Energy Association (EWEA) suggests that offshore wind installed power capacity could be of up
to 460 GW and could produce about 1800 TWh annually by 2050 [12]. Similarly, the European
Commission estimated the contribution of offshore renewable energy systems (excluding offshore
wind) could meet 10% of the total power demand in the European Union by 2050, with about
100GW installed power capacity and an annual production of about 350 TWh [13].

1.1
1.1.1

Wave Energy
Wave energy resource

Ocean waves represent an untapped source of energy. The worldwide wave energy resource has
been estimated to be around 3.7 TW and about 32000 TWh/yr in [14] and [15], while around 2.1
TW and 18500/yr TWh in [16]. Comparing these resource estimates to global energy consumption, 152411 TWh [3] in 2015, from which only 22386 TWh [17] corresponded to electric energy,
one can note that wave energy could only cover a small fraction of the global energy demand, even
when the wave energy resource is fully extracted.
Figure 1.3 illustrates the power flow per meter of wavefront (J) in different locations worldwide, given in kW/m, which corresponds to the average power per metre of wavefront, where the
wavefront refers to the crest line of waves. The average power is obtained by evaluating the wave
energy potential over different sea-states, defined using significant wave height (Hs ) and peak period (Tp ). Assuming deep water conditions, the power flow per meter of wavefront of a specific
sea-state can be expressed as follows,
Jss =

ρw g2 2
H Tp ≈ 0.5Hs2 Tp ,
64π s

(1.1)

where ρw is the sea water density and g the acceleration due to gravity. It is important to note
that resource potential increases with the square of the wave height, while increasing linearly with
wave period.
However, a large part of that energy resource is located in remote areas, as illustrated in Figure
1.3, where deployment of real wave energy converter (WEC) farms may not be technically feasible
due to the large transmission distance to consumption centres. In addition, WECs are designed to
produce power within a pre-defined operational space limited by wave periods and wave heights,
beyond which the focus is on protecting the device from critical damage. In this respect, recent
studies have demonstrated that part of the estimated resource may correspond to storms [19, 20],
which are not exploitable. In addition, the analysis of wave trends over the 20th century in different
points of the European coast, suggests that the wave energy resource is becoming more energetic,
especially in recent decades, which entails more frequent non-exploitable extreme events [21, 22].
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Figure 1.3: Global annual mean wave energy resource estimation in kW/m, retrieved from [18].

Therefore, the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defined, in 2007, the “technical
potential” of wave energy, which assumes that the deployment of WECs will only be possible
along 2% of the total length of coastline worldwide, estimating a more realistic resource of about
500 GW based on a WEC conversion efficiency of about 40% [23]. Other similar studies place
the “technical potential” of wave energy between 2000-4000 TWh/yr [24]. In fact, due to the
early stage of development of the wave energy industry, and the uncertainties of its evolution
in the medium- and long-term future, the “technical potential” of wave energy becomes quite
unpredictable.
Technological developments of the wave energy industry in the next years/decades will define
the role of wave energy in the future energy-mix. In any case, it seems reasonable to anticipate
that this “technical potential” of wave energy will be significantly below the theoretical resource
estimates and, thus, cannot be the only solution for the decarbonisation of the energy sector, but a
complementary source.

1.1.2

WEC classification

Due to the large number of devices suggested by inventors, researchers and developers, different
classifications have been proposed to organise WECs into groups. When considering the orientation and the size of the WEC [31], three type of devices can be distinguished: point absorbers,
attenuators and terminators. Point absorbers are small devices with respect to the wavelength
and are, in general, multi-directional devices. In contrast, attenuators and terminators are large
devices (similar to, or greater than, a wavelength) whose main dimensions are aligned with, and
facing the waves, respectively.
A second classification is based on the working principle [32], using three main groups to classify all the different WECs: oscillating water column (OWC), wave-activated oscillating bodies,
and overtopping devices. In OWC devices, the action of the wave makes the water-column in the
lower part of the chamber oscillate, which, in turn, drives the oscillating air-flow trapped in the
upper part of the chamber through an air-turbine located at the top-end of the chamber. Wave-
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Figure 1.4: Different types of wave energy converters: (a) is an onshore OWC like the Mutriku OWC plant [25], (b) a nearshore OWSC as the Oyster device by
Aquamarie Power Ltd. [26], (c) a nearshore point absorber like the CETO device by Carnegie [27], (d) an offshore overtopping device like WaveDragon [28], (e)
an offshore self-reacting point absorber as PowerBuoy by OPT [29], and (f) an offshore attenuator like Pelamis [30].

activated oscillating bodies react to ocean waves with oscillatory motion of the body. Depending
on the principal motion of the device, two categories can be distinguished within wave-activated
oscillating bodies: heaving point absorbers (HPAs), when the device mainly reacts with vertical
oscillations, and oscillating wave surge converters (OWSCs), when the device mainly uses the
horizontal components of the wave motion.
Finally, a third classification is possible based on the location of devices [33]. WECs located
on the coastline are known as onshore devices, while WECs installed in the ocean are referred to
as near-shore devices when located close to shore and use the seabed as the reference point for the
motion, and offshore devices when deployed far from the coastline (water depths of about 100m)
using loose mooring lines.
Figure 1.4 illustrates different WECs, showing the working principle, and an example of a
real device, for each case. Figure 1.4 (a) shows an onshore OWC device, for which a real example includes the Mutriku power plant, where 16 OWC cavities are built into a breakwater [25].
Oscillating water column devices can also be floating and be deployed offshore, such as the case
of the Sparbuoy [34]. Figure 1.4 (b) illustrates an OWSC located near-shore, where the device
is shown to rotate around a reference point on the seabed, and the Oyster device [26] is one of
the physical examples. Also, OWSC devices can be floating and be deployed offshore, such as
the Langlee concept [35]. Figures 1.4 (c) and (e) show two HPAs located near-shore, e.g. the
CETO device [27], and offshore, e.g. the OPT Powerbuoy [29], respectively. The near-shore HPA
uses the seabed as its reference point, while the offshore HPA reacts against itself. Figure 1.4 (d)
illustrates a floating overtopping device, such as the Wavedragon [28], where waves break on a
ramp, capturing the water of the waves in the reservoir to use the potential energy of the water in
the reservoir by means of a turbine located at the bottom of the floating structure. Overtopping
devices can also be located onshore, as the TAPCHAN device [36]. Finally, Figure 1.4 (f) shows
an attenuator located offshore, such as the Pelamis device [30], which extracts energy from the
relative motion of the different bodies.

1.1.3

Brief historical perspective

Despite the general belief that wave energy is a new technological solution for energy production,
[37] shows that the first idea to harvest power from ocean waves goes back to 1799, when the first
patent on wave energy was presented in Paris. The WEC suggested in this first patent is a pontoon
connected to an onshore power station by means of a lever. Other pioneering ideas to use wave
energy were suggested in the following decades: an OWC was built in 1910, using natural cavities
in cliffs, to light a house [38], and another OWC, also built in natural cavities, was used to pump
sea-water from 1898 to 1910 [39]. Dhaille [40] states that more than 600 patents related to wave
energy conversion were already presented by 1956.
However, the wave energy industry, as we know it nowadays, defined as the ”modern age”
in [41], started to develop with the energy crisis originated after the oil crisis in 1973. The key
inventions and advancements suggested in the years after the energy crisis provided a breakthrough
in the development of the wave energy industry. Stephen Salter published two articles in 1974 and
1975 in the influential scientific journal Nature, where he presents the WEC known as Salter’s
duck [42, 43]. Also in 1975, and also in Nature, Budal and Falnes introduced the point-absorber
concept and the theoretical foundation for optimal control of WECs [44], and extended their work
on the control of point absorbers in 1980 [45]. Another important theoretical contribution of the
1970’s is the paper by David Evans [46], where the maximum theoretical wave energy absorption
by an oscillating device is presented.
One of the first WECs to be tested in real conditions was the KAIMEI, which basically consisted of a large ship with several OWCs. Although Yoshio Masuda invented the OWC device in
the early 1940’s, it was in 1978 when the prototype suggested by Masuda was tested in Japan [37].
The KAIMEI evolved in time into the well known OWC Backward Bent Duct Buoy (BBDB). A
significant contribution for OWC devices also happened in the 1970’s, when Alan Arthur Wells
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invented the first air turbine, known as the Wells turbine, specifically designed for wave energy
conversion. The Wells turbine was the first self-rectifying air turbine and provided such a significant improvement to absorb energy from ocean waves, using the OWC concept, that most OWC
prototypes at that time utilised a Wells turbine.
Also in 1978, Sir Christopher Cockerell invented the Cockerell raft [37], which is considered
to be the first attenuator. The Cockerell raft consisted of three hinged pontoons and energy was
extracted by means of hydraulic components installed in the hinges. A 1/10 scale prototype of
the Cockerell raft was tested in the Solent, south of England, and was considered to be the first
WEC to produce electricity in the UK. Later in 1985, an onshore overtopping device called TAPCHAN was installed in Norway. This concept was invented by a research group at the Centre
for Industrial Research and the installed power of the first prototype was 350kW. The TAPCHAN
stopped working after three years of operation due to the damage inflicted by storms and was never
repaired.
The significant contributions, both theoretical and experimental, of the 1970’s and 1980’s
were crucial for an accurate understanding of wave-body interactions and significantly aided the
development of future WEC concepts. However, after the high activity of the 1970’s and early
1980’s, the subsequent significant drop in oil prices, making oil affordable again, dramatically cut
the financial support for ocean energy research [47]. As a consequence, the ocean energy research
and industry fell into a crisis. Figure 1.5 clearly illustrates this crisis, which is expressed by the
dramatic reduction of ocean energy patents highlighted in blue.

Figure 1.5: Number of patents for wave and tidal/stream energy technologies between 1978 and
2005, where the blue circle highlights a strong trough. Figure adapted from [41].

However, the interest of researchers focused again on ocean energy just before the end of the
millennium, when a second generation of wave energy converters started to emerge. The interest
of different funding agencies and private companies increased, and ocean energies re-emerged in
the spotlight. As a consequence, different WEC concepts were invented and tested all over the
world, and the number of patent publications recovered the levels of the 1970’s and early 1980’s
by 2005, as shown in Figure 1.5.
For further details about the historical perspective, the readers are referred to [41], where
Babarit thoroughly reviews the historical development of WECs from the first patent in 1799 to
the present.
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1.1.4

Current status and future challenges

Despite better understanding of WEC behaviour, and the significant development of different
technologies achieved during recent decades, none of the prototypes suggested so far has yet
shown true commercial viability. The resounding bankruptcy of important wave energy companies, such as Pelamis, Wavestar or Aquamarine, and the lack of successful prototypes showing
economical viability of wave energy made the involved companies and funding agencies become
somewhat sceptical.
Several WEC prototypes have been demonstrated to be technically successful while only a
few have suffered tragic failure, where [41] states that only 5% of the prototypes have failed.
Unfortunately, the impact of failure is strong in an industry where good news is scarce and, thus,
the wave energy industry and research seems to be falling into a second crisis.
However, the reason why important wave energy companies went into bankruptcy may not be
their specific technology, but the development methodology of such technologies. Investors want
to see their prototypes at full-scale (or close to full-scale) installed in the ocean to demonstrate
the technical maturity as soon as possible, which requires colossal investment. The idea was that
once the prototype demonstrated its capacity to harvest energy and survive extreme events, the
economical viability would be further developed over time.

Figure 1.6: Two technology development methodologies: yellow line shows the traditional methodology where the technology maturity is the main objective, green line shows the improved
methodology where energy cost is included in the development from the beginning, and blue dots
correspond to the development status of real WEC technologies. Figure adapted from [48].
Hence, the performance of a WEC concept was only measured by its technical maturity. To
that end, the metric known as technology readiness level (TRL) was used, originally designed for
defence and aerospace industries, for which the cost of the technology is secondary. However,
cost is crucial for the wave energy industry. Therefore, Weber [48] suggests a new metric to com-
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plement the TRL, which includes the economical performance of the technology: the technology
performance level (TPL). The combination of the TRL and TPL metrics allows for the design
of an ‘improved’ technology development methodology that assesses the overall performance of
a WEC, including economic aspects, and minimises the investment risk, as suggested in [49].
Figure 1.6 shows the traditional (in yellow) and the improved (in green) development methodologies, with respect to TRL and TPL values. In addition, blue dots in Figure 1.6 correspond to the
development status of real WEC technologies.
Therefore, the wave energy industry now has the chance to shift the development methodology
to assess technology and economic performance from the early stages of development. Indeed,
economic viability, that is, making wave energy generation cost-effective, is the main challenge
of the wave energy industry today. Babarit [41] presents an interesting analysis regarding the
marketability of wave energy, comparing the price of electric energy in different regions around
the world and the current estimation of the cost of energy generated from ocean waves (estimated
to be about 0.5e/kWh today). The remarkable conclusion of this analysis is that pre-commercial
wave energy projects require a cost reduction by a factor of 2 in order to be attractive for public
and/or private investors.
Significant improvements are thus required in different aspects related to wave energy to reduce the cost of energy by a factor of 2, meaning that the cost reduction challenge further implies
other more specific challenges:
• Power take-off design: The design of the power take-off (PTO) system must allow for efficient conversion from mechanical energy absorbed from ocean waves into electric energy,
suitable for integration into national grids. The PTO configuration and efficiency strongly
affect the final cost of energy.
• Energy extraction performance: The configuration of the WEC, i.e. the geometry and the
specific degree(s) of freedom (DoF) in which energy is absorbed, strongly affects energy
extraction. In addition, the device can be controlled to maximise energy extraction performance. Optimally selecting the working principle of the device, and accurately maximising
energy absorption by means of control, is vital in making a WEC economically viable.
• Survivability: Apart from extracting energy from ocean waves, WECs have to survive in
extreme conditions, such as storms. Within its lifetime, typically considered between 20-30
years, a WEC can encounter extremely harsh conditions, which suggests that a survivability
strategy to minimise structural damage is essential. An efficient survivability strategy should
not greatly affect energy extraction, but directly affects the sizing of different components
and, as a consequence, the cost of energy.
• Construction, deployment and maintenance: Due to the harsh environment where WECs
operate, construction, deployment and maintenance activities are difficult and expensive.
Reducing the capital expenditure (CAPEX), and especially the operation expenditure (OPEX),
is essential to make a WEC commercially viable.
These specific challenges individually affect the cost of energy produced from ocean waves,
but analysing them independently may not reflect their real implication on the cost of energy,
since the different specific challenges are strongly interconnected, as illustrated in Figure 1.7. For
example, the design of the PTO system not only facilitates an efficient energy conversion, but also
restricts the energy extraction performance, affects the survivability, and influences maintenance
requirements. This thesis focuses on aspects related to the PTO system and the energy extraction
performance, as highlighted in Figure 1.7, so survivability and construction/maintenance analysis
is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 1.7: Main challenges for the development of successful WECs and the illustration of the
relation between the specific challenges and the final cost of energy.

1.2

Motivation

Mathematical models are crucial tools in designing a successful WEC that can achieve economic
viability, which can be used for simulation of WEC behaviour, power production assessment, or as
a basis for the design of model-based control strategies. The accuracy of mathematical models is
essential, so that WEC developers can rely on the results provided by these mathematical models,
and minimise expensive wave tank experiments or open ocean tests. Most commonly, WECs are
tested by combining mathematical models with wave tank and/or test rig experiments, so that
mathematical models can be validated and, in some cases, tuned to improve the accuracy of the
results.
In general, WECs are developed through independent stages, where different subsystems of
the WEC are analysed independently, in the following order:
A. The concept of the absorber1 is established based on significantly simplified and computationally fast hydrodynamic models, which determines the working principle of the absorber;
B. The suitability of the concept is verified in wave tank experiments with a small scale prototype, ensuring that the prototype responds as expected to the action of the waves and that
the motion of the device can actually be used to extract energy from ocean waves;
C. The geometry of the absorber is optimised via simplified hydrodynamic models tuned based
on the wave tank experiments with small scale prototypes;
D. A PTO system is designed for the WEC, based on mathematical models and test rigs that
often ignore the performance of the absorber in extracting energy from ocean waves; and
E. An energy maximising control strategy is designed for the WEC, based on simplified hydrodynamic models and neglecting or excessively simplifying the effect of the PTO system.
The result is a WEC with individually optimised subsystems, where the effect of the energy
maximising control is not included in the geometry or PTO optimisation, and/or the PTO system
1 Note that the absorber and the WEC are intentionally distinguished in the following, where absorber(s) is referred
to the part of the WEC that absorbs energy from ocean waves and the WEC corresponds to the whole energy conversion
system, including the absorber(s) and the PTO system.
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is designed to ensure the highest possible efficiency of the individual components. However,
similarly to the specific challenges presented in Figure 1.7, the different subsystems, from ocean
waves to the electricity grid, are interconnected. Thus, following the traditional development
strategy described in stages A-E, the final WEC may be composed of optimised subsystems, but
be suboptimal as a whole [50].
To design a successful WEC, the holistic performance of the WEC should be evaluated, so
that the different subsystems are designed and optimised according to their impact on the overall
WEC economic performance. To that end, mathematical models that adequately incorporate all
these subsystems, known as wave-to-wire (W2W) models, must be developed.

1.3

Objectives and Contributions

The main objective of the present thesis is to design a comprehensive W2W model that includes
all the required dynamics (including nonlinearities if necessary), constraints and losses of the
different subsystems from ocean waves to the electricity grid. A further objective of this thesis
is to demonstrate the need for accurate W2W models in different potential applications, such
as identification of model parameters, power production assessment or simulation of the WEC
behaviour, and constructing application-specific W2W models that fulfil the specific requirements
of these applications.
Wave-to-wire models created in this thesis are W2W models based on hydraulic PTO (HyPTO)
systems (HyW2W). The main contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows:
1. The primary contribution of this thesis is the construction of a comprehensive parsimonious W2W (parW2W) model that includes accurate mathematical models for the different
subsystems from ocean waves to the electricity grid. This unique parW2W model is referred to as the comprehensive HyW2W (cHyW2W) model, and includes the following aspects:
• A computationally efficient partially-nonlinear model to solve wave-structure hydrodynamic interactions (WSHIs), where nonlinear Froude-Krylov (FK) forces and viscous effects are considered, showing significantly more accurate results than the commonly employed linear models. The influence of the partially-nonlinear model is demonstrated to be particularly relevant when the device is actively controlled to maximise the energy extracted from ocean waves.
• Mathematical models for two different hydraulic transmission system configurations,
i.e. constant- and variable-pressure configurations, where all the important dynamics,
losses, and constraints are included. In addition, mathematical models for three different electric generators and back-to-back (B2B) power converters are incorporated,
which also include the main dynamics and losses. The mathematical models for the
hydraulic transmission systems, electric generators and B2B power converters are validated against experimental results obtained using different test rigs.
• The HyW2W model is efficiently implemented by utilising a multi-rate time-integration
scheme, so that each subsystem uses the time-step required to adequately capture the
dynamics of the components included in that subsystem and avoids unnecessary computation in the subsystems where components with slower dynamics are included.
2. In addition, the relevance of the cHyW2W model in accurately designing a WEC and assessing its capabilities is demonstrated in this thesis. Hence, the cHyW2W model is shown to
be vital in demonstrating the benefits of active control strategies, evaluating the performance
of different PTO configurations, accurately maximising energy generation of a WEC, and
assessing power generation capabilities of a WEC.
3. A further novel contribution presented in this thesis is the design of a high-fidelity HyW2W
simulation platform, referred to as the HiFiWEC, where a numerical wave tank (NWT)
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based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is coupled to a high-fidelity PTO model.
The HiFiWEC provides an unprecedented numerical platform to evaluate the performance
of the WEC at medium-high TPLs and low-medium TRLs, which can be crucial in the
development of the successful WEC.
4. Finally, a systematic complexity reduction (CR) approach is presented in this thesis to design application-specific W2W models that fulfil the specific requirements of different applications, which have particular fidelity and/or complexity requirements. In addition, two
nonlinearity measures, to quantify the nonlinearity degree of the behaviour of a WEC, are
presented in this thesis as part of the systematic CR approach.
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1.4

Thesis outline

The thesis consists of nine additional chapters, the subjects of which are outlined in the following
part of this section:
• Chapter 2 introduces W2W models and defines different potential applications for W2W
models. The chapter divides the path from ocean waves to the electricity grid into different subsystems and conversion stages, and provides a comprehensive literature review of
the approaches used to model each of the subsystems. The last part of the chapter analyses existing HyW2W models, evaluating their advantages and limitations based on the
applications they were designed for. In addition, the foundations of parsimonious HyW2W
modelling are defined in this last part.
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• In Chapter 3, the fundamental aspects of potential flow theory which describe WSHIs are
described in detail. The chapter first describes the linear potential flow (LPF) theory, including linear wave theory and the identification of frequency-domain (FD) hydrodynamic
coefficients using boundary element method (BEM) solvers. Then, the influence of nonlinear effects in WSHIs is evaluated, including nonlinear FK and viscous forces, and nonlinear
waves. The last part of the chapter briefly presents the computationally-efficient partiallynonlinear hydrodynamic model implemented in the cHyW2W model.
• Chapter 4 presents the different mathematical models for the HyPTO systems implemented in the cHyW2W model and is divided into two main parts: the hydraulic transmission
system, including constant- and variable-pressure configurations, and the electrical system,
including models for three different generators and the B2B power converter.
• Chapter 5, is divided into three main parts. On the first part, the different mathematical
models presented in Chapter 3 are compared, demonstrating the relevance of considering
nonlinear effects in the WSHI. In the second and third parts, the mathematical models for
the hydraulic and electrical systems presented in Chapter 4 are validated against high-fidelity
numerical models or experimental results obtained from different test rigs.
• Chapter 6 describes the efficient implementation of the cHyW2W model, comparing the
single-rate and multi-rate time-integration schemes, and various different numerical methods. In addition, results of the cHyW2W model are shown for different HyPTO configurations, and the relevance of using the cHyW2W model to accurately design a WEC and assess
its capabilities is demonstrated.
• In Chapter 7 the HiFiWEC simulation platform is presented, a high-fidelity HyW2W simulation platform composed of a CFD-based NWT (CNWT) and the HyPTO model described
in Chapter 4. The coupling between the CNWT and the HyPTO is verified in the first part
of the chapter and the value of using such a high-fidelity platform is shown in the last part
of the chapter.
• In Chapter 8, a systematic CR approach is presented. The specific requirements of each
application described in Chapter 2 and the complexity of a mathematical model are defined
in the introduction to Chapter 8, where the nonlinearity degree is shown to be an important
factor. Therefore, the first part of the chapter presents two nonlinearity measures to quantify
the nonlinearity degree of mathematical models. Then, the systematic CR that considers
the application requirements is presented in the second part of the chapter. Finally, the last
section of the chapter evaluates the reduced models, selecting specifically designed HyW2W
models for each application (specific HyW2W) and testing the specific HyW2W models for
power assessment and controller design applications.
• Conclusions of the thesis are drawn in Chapter 9, where a summary and a discussion on the
contributions and results of the thesis is presented along with a short discussion on potential
future work.
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Chapter

2

Wave-to-wire modelling: A literature
survey
The different subsystems involved in energy generation from ocean waves and the interconnections
between these subsystems are illustrated in Figure 2.1. The initial and final subsystems refer to
the ocean waves and the electricity grid, respectively, mooring lines employed to keep the WEC
on station only interact with the absorber, and the WEC comprises all the subsystems required for
energy generation, including the absorber and the PTO system. Hence, the path from ocean waves
to the electricity grid is divided into five main subsystems: ocean waves, absorber, moorings, PTO
and electricity grid.

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the different subsystems involved in wave energy generation and the interconnection between these subsystems. Dashed rectangles represent the subsystems that are included only in certain WECs.
Wave energy converters deployed in the ocean interact with ocean waves to absorb energy
in the form of kinetic and/or potential energy, depending on the type of WEC. That mechanical
energy needs to be converted into electrical energy, which often requires conditioning so that
the requirements imposed by the electricity grid are adequately fulfilled. Thus, the energy from
ocean waves passes through between two and four different conversion stages, depending on the
PTO system integrated into the WEC, before it is delivered to the electricity grid. Figure 2.1
illustrates the different subsystems and conversion stages, where the dashed rectangles represent
the subsystems that are included only in certain WECs.
For instance, in the case of a wave-activated WEC with a HyPTO system [27, 30, 51], the
absorption stage comprises the conversion of wave motion into oscillating motion of the absorber. This absorbed mechanical energy is then transmitted into hydraulic energy in the transmission
stage and converted into electricity in the generation stage. Finally, the power signal from the electric generator is adapted for delivery into the electricity grid in the conditioning stage. As shown in
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Section 2.3, the hydraulic PTO system can be replaced by a mechanical or magnetic transmission
system, in the case of a wave-activated body, or by a pneumatic transmission system, in the case
of an OWC, preserving, in both cases, the four-conversion-stage chain (absorption-transmissiongeneration-conditioning). In some particular cases, known as direct conversion, wave-activated
WECs are directly connected to the electric generator using a linear electric generator, in which
case the transmission stage is eliminated, resulting in a three-conversion-stage chain (absorptiongeneration-conditioning).1
Wave-to-wire models should include all the subsystems shown in Figure 2.1, for a holistic
study of a WEC. However, the focus of this thesis is on PTO systems and the energy extraction
performance, as illustrated in Figure 1.7. Thus, moorings and electricity grid are beyond the scope
of this thesis, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The improved technology development trajectory presented in Figure 1.6 illustrates the need
for accurate mathematical models to improve the TPL of a WEC, while preserving a relatively
low TRL. These mathematical models are particularly crucial at the initial steep portion of the
improved trajectory, where the WEC concept, including the absorber and the PTO system, is being
established and optimised.
More specifically, some of the most relevant decisions to be made, at this initial stage, are the
design of the absorber, and the type and configuration of the PTO system. Though these decisions
may seem to be independent of each other, they are actually tightly connected. The design of
the absorber can significantly influence the optimum design of the PTO system and, in turn, the
configuration of the PTO system can considerably influence the performance of the absorber. In
addition, optimally controlling the WEC to maximise energy generation, can significantly influence the design of the absorber and PTO system [52, 53], and vice versa. As a consequence, the
correct decisions concerning the design of a WEC can only be made if the overall performance
of the WEC system is evaluated, for which a W2W model, where control inputs are accommodated, is vital. Hence, in the initial stages of the design process, W2W models are essential for the
assessment of WECs’ power production capabilities (PowAss), the optimisation of the PTO system configuration and sizing of PTO system components (PTOopt), and the design of upper-level
model-based control strategies to maximise energy generation (MBC).
Once the concept and size of the absorber, and the PTO system configuration, are established,
W2W models are also necessary to accurately simulate the behaviour of WECs and evaluate their
performance (SimWEC). Excessive simplification of mathematical models can lead to significant
overestimation of the device motion and, as a consequence, power generation, which can lead to
unrealistic optimism of the real behaviour and performance of a WEC. Another potential application of W2W models is the modelling of electrical power systems and power quality analysis
(PowSyst). Unless the mathematical models for PowSyst accurately incorporate all the different
conversion stages presented in Figure 2.1, the power flows estimated from these mathematical
models are likely to be inaccurate. This may result in an inappropriate design of energy storage
systems and/or electric interconnection between the WEC, or WEC array, and the electricity grid.
Another consequence of inaccurate power flow estimates is the potential violation of the restrictions stipulated in the grid code, with the consequence that energy generated by the WEC will not
be delivered/sold into the electricity grid.
Also, high-fidelity W2W models can be utilised as validation tools for simpler mathematical
models or as verification platforms to test the effectiveness of different control strategies (ValVer).
Similarly, mathematical models used for the identification of model parameters (Ident) need to
accurately represent the holistic performance of WECs, so that the identified models capture the
behaviour of the device precisely.
Each of these potential applications of W2W models has very specific requirements and, as a
consequence, require specific W2W models, as discussed in Chapter 8.
1 Note that the distinction between energy absorption and generation is made intentionally, where absorption refers
to the mechanical energy absorbed from ocean waves and generation to the electric energy generated through the power
take-off system.
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Including nonlinearities in mathematical models can be crucial for an accurate representation
of WECs’ behaviour. Any WEC deployed in the ocean deals with a wide range of sea states.
Therefore, the operation of WECs is divided into two operational modes, as illustrated in Figure
2.2. The power production mode refers to the operational mode when the device produces energy
from ocean waves without compromising its integrity, while the survival mode is activated during extreme conditions to avoid structural damage in the WEC. Similar operational modes are
also utilised in other offshore engineering applications, where nonlinear behaviour is assumed to
be particularly relevant during extreme conditions, but relatively negligible in power production
mode.
In fact, WECs are commonly designed and studied by utilising numerical models previously
employed in other offshore engineering applications. However, in contrast to other offshore engineering applications, WECs are designed to maximise power by encouraging exaggerated motion
of the absorber via a control strategy. Therefore, large motion, which lead to nonlinear behaviour,
should also appear within the power production mode. Accordingly, linear approaches, originally
created for the traditional offshore engineering applications (where small deviations from equilibrium are both present and desired), may not be adequate to accurately reproduce the behaviour
of WECs. Some evidence on the nonlinear behaviour of different WECs, within the power production mode, can be found in [54–56] for HPAs, oscillating pitching converters [57] or oscillating
surge converters [58–60]. The impact of different nonlinear effects is further discussed in Section
2.2.
This evidence challenges typical WEC modelling approaches and suggests a scenario divided
into three different regions: a linear region, a nonlinear region and a highly nonlinear region, as
shown in Figure 2.2. In such a scenario, nonlinear models would also be important within the
power production mode.

Figure 2.2: Different operating regions for wave energy devices
This thesis focuses on the design of W2W models for the power production mode, as highlighted in Figure 2.2, while the behaviour of WECs during the survival mode is beyond the scope of
this thesis. Sources of nonlinear effects within the power production mode have been identified in
all the different subsystems involved in wave energy generation: ocean waves [61], WSHIs [56–
58] and PTO systems [62–64]. Therefore, the relevance of nonlinear effects and the mathematical
approaches to articulate these nonlinear effects, are evaluated for each subsystem in this section.
Although not all WECs are designed for electricity production, i.e. some produce potable
water, this thesis only studies the WECs that generate electricity from ocean waves. The W2W
models developed in this thesis consist of three main subsystems, i.e. ocean waves, absorber and
the PTO system, and four different conversion stages, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. This chapter
is divided into six different sections, based on the separation of the path from ocean waves to the
electricity grid presented in Figure 2.1: Ocean waves in Section 2.1, Absorption stage in Section
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2.2, Transmission stage in Section 2.3, Generation stage in Section 2.4, Conditioning stage in
Section 2.5 and an application-based HyW2W survey in Section 2.6.

2.1

Ocean waves

Incoming waves, originally produced by consistent wind activity, can be represented in many different ways, from linear monochromatic waves, where waves are basically adjustable (in amplitude
and frequency) sinusoidal signals, to irregular and fully nonlinear (including viscous effects) waves in three dimensions. Figure 2.3 illustrates the appropriate wave theory to be used as a function
of wave height, wave period and water depth. These three terms should be considered when analysing nonlinear waves, with special emphasis on the wave height and period. Wave steepness,
defined as the ratio between the wave height and the wavelength ( Hλww ) is commonly used as the indicator of nonlinearity of ocean waves, where nonlinearity increases with steepness. Hence, short
and high waves result in steep nonlinear waves.
Since the thesis focuses on devices operating in power production mode, only waves that are
suitable for power production are considered, avoiding extreme, highly nonlinear, waves. Indeed,
it is believed that a large percentage of the wave resource in operational conditions (some researchers suggest over 90%) can be covered by linear wave theory. Unfortunately, no reference has
been found that addresses the importance of modelling nonlinear waves for wave power production
purposes.
Therefore, defining a region of the wave theory diagram where power production mode is activated, is useful for identifying the relevance of nonlinear effects and finding an appropriate wave
modelling approach. However, operational conditions of WECs are highly device-dependent. For
each device, data from open ocean tests can be used to determine the upper boundary of the power
production region in relation to the location characteristics (water depth). Figure 2.3 shows the
upper boundary of three different devices, the Oyster (near-shore) [65] and the Pelamis (off-shore)
WECs [66], deployed at the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC), and the Sea Power device
(off-shore) [67], deployed at the Atlantic Marine Energy Test Site (AMETS). The boundaries of
these three devices provide a reasonable spread of different WEC types and location characteristics. Hence, an approximate power production mode operation area, the blue area in Figure 2.3,
is defined.
This power production mode operation area suggests that Stokes water waves [69] up to third
order should be considered in intermediate and deep water waves. Stokes’ theory, nevertheless,
breaks down in shallow water [70], where a possible alternative is Cnoidal theory [71], providing
waves with sharper crests and flatter troughs. However, it should be noted that the data from open
ocean tests is provided for different sea-states, that is, polychromatic waves, while the wave theory
diagram represents the different wave theories required for monochromatic waves. The difference
between the energy contained in a monochromatic (Em ) and a polychromatic wave (E p ), with
the same wave height and period characteristics, is significant (Em ≈ 2E p ). Therefore, the power
production mode operational area delimited in Figure 2.3 may be too conservative, meaning that
second-order Stokes theory may be sufficient in the power production region.
Fenton [70] shows that fifth-order expansions of Stokes’ and Cnoidal theories are of acceptable accuracy almost everywhere within the range of validity of each theory, but very high-order
expansions are required to get really accurate results. However, expansions of up to fifth order
largely cover the power production mode operation area. Rienecker and Fenton presented an efficient method [72], where the equations are solved via the Newton’s method and coefficients are
calculated numerically by solving fully nonlinear equations. Further details on different numerical
modelling techniques for the propagation of nonlinear waves can be found in [73].
In any case, regular (monochromatic) wave theory cannot represent real waves, since two
consecutive waves are never identical in real seas. Therefore, irregular wave models are used to
reproduce real sea-states. The most established way of describing real sea-states is via the Fourier
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Figure 2.3: Wave theory diagram with the application area for power production in wave energy.
Figure modified from [68], based on data published in [65] for the Oyster prototype, in [66] for
the Pelamis WEC and in [67] for the Seapower platform.
analysis of records taken in different sites. These records are used to create a wave spectrum for
each sea-state in a given location, giving the distribution of wave energy among different wave
frequencies or wave-lengths on the sea surface. Various idealized spectra are used in ocean engineering and oceanography, such as Pierson-Moskowitz [74], JONSWAP spectra [75], Bretschneider [76] (all representing single-peaked spectra) or Ochi-Hubble [77], which is able to describe
a multi-peak spectrum. A recent study describes two different methods to generate free-surface
elevation time-series (ηw (t)) for wave energy applications, using harmonic sinusoidal components
either with randomly chosen phases and deterministic amplitudes (DAS), or randomly chosen amplitudes (RAS) [78]. More realistic irregular waves can also be modelled using nonlinear wave
theories. In fact, the same Rienecker and Fenton method suggested in [72] is also used for irregular waves in [79], where the impact of the nonlinear wave theory on the pressure field is shown to
be always lower than 5% within the operational space.
Other alternatives include the high order spectral (HOS) methods, developed independently in
[80] and [81], created to simulate nonlinear free-surface waves [82]. These HOS methods use a
spectral expansion and the Fourier transforms, together with a modified Taylor series expansion,
and are also used for the representation of nonlinear irregular waves, in [83] or [84], for example.

2.2

Absorption stage

This section focuses on WSHIs, with the section divided into three main parts: the different effects
involved in WSHIs are first identified and described in Section 2.2.1, the relevance of the nonlinear
representation of these effects is studied for different WECs in Section 2.2.2, and the different
nonlinear modelling approaches are analysed in Section 2.2.3.
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2.2.1

WSHI effects

The response of the absorber is represented as a function of different effects that participate in the
WSHI,
(xabs , ẋabs , ẍabs ) ← f (Fg , FFK , Fdi f f , Frad , Fvis , Fother ),

(2.1)

where diverse effects acting on the absorber are shown, without specifying the mathematical description of these effects, nor the way the different effects interact with each other, that is, without
assuming superposition of these effects.
The WSHI, which only considers the interaction between waves and the absorber, can be represented by the effects of the gravity (Fg ) and the four main hydrodynamic effects: Froude-Krylov
(FK) effect (FFK ), diffraction effect (Fdi f f ), radiation effect (Frad ) and viscous effects (Fvisc ). In
addition, other external effects, for example, the effect of the wind, tides or the coriolis effect,
can also affect the behaviour of the absorber, for which Fother is included in Equation (2.1). The
following subsections analyse the different effects involved in the WSHI.
2.2.1.1

Froude-Krylov effect

The FK effect is the load introduced by the unsteady pressure field generated by undisturbed
waves. It is generally divided into static (FFKstat ) and dynamic (FFKdyn ) effects. The static part,
also known as the buoyancy effect, represents the hydrostatic effect in a static situation with a still
ocean (FFKstat , combined with Fg , results in hydrostatic force), while the dynamic part represents
the effect of the incident wave.
Linear codes compute the FK force over the mean surface of the body, while nonlinear computation requires the integration of the incident wave pressure and the hydrostatic force over the
instantaneous wetted surface, at each time step.
2.2.1.2

Diffraction effect

The diffraction effect is the effect associated with the action of the diffracted wave. Diffracted
waves are introduced into the wave system by the presence of the floating structure. FroudeKrylov forces, together with the diffraction force, make up the total non-viscous hydrodynamic
forces acting on a floating body in LPF theory. In fact, the commonly used excitation force (Fex )
is formed by the sum of the diffraction and dynamic FK forces. With respect to the diffraction
due to a floating structure, [85] mentions that neglecting the diffraction term in Fex is a reasonable
approximation if the body is very small in comparison to the wavelength.
2.2.1.3

Radiation effect

The radiation effect, on the other hand, is the hydrodynamic force associated with the motion of
a floating body. In the LPF theory, the radiation force is expressed by a convolution product,
following the Cummins’ equation [86], where the convolution term describes the water memory
effects. In general, a linear approach for the radiation force is reasonably good for devices which
are much smaller than the wavelength [87, 88].
2.2.1.4

Viscous effects

In the traditional offshore industry, in which hydrodynamic models have been mainly based on
LPF theory, viscous losses are considered relevant for structures that are small compared to the
wavelength (high λw/Lcharac ratios, where λw and Lcharac are the wavelength and characteristic length
of the structure, respectively) [89]. This ratio is known as the KeuleganCarpenter (KC) number,
which shows the importance of viscous effects over inertia effects [90]. The smaller the KC
number, the more dominant inertia effects are. However, offshore structures (offshore oil and
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gas platforms or ships) are, in general, large, with relatively low λw/Lcharac ratios, meaning that
diffraction forces are dominant and viscous losses are minor losses, except for localized effects,
such as vortex shedding generation around sharp edges. However, WECs are generally small
structures with high λw/Lcharac ratios, especially point-absorbers, and so viscous effects, at least in
theory, can be relevant.
In addition, viscous effects depend on the relative structure/fluid velocity. Offshore platforms
are generally designed to remain still, so the relative structure/fluid velocity is low, while WECs
are designed to maximise energy absorption by exaggerating their motion, which significantly
increases the relative structure/fluid velocity. Therefore, viscous effects in WECs should not be
neglected without a thorough study.
2.2.1.5

Device specific effects

Some WECs, due to their particular working principles, may experience particular hydrodynamic
effects that can significantly affect the behaviour of the WEC. Three effects that can be relevant for
specific WECs include parametrically excited motion, sloshing phenomena and slamming events.
Parametrically excited motion is caused by the nonlinear coupling of at least two DoFs, and
mainly appear in pitch and/or roll. This coupling appears when the incident wave has a frequency
of approximately twice the resonance roll/pitch frequency. This nonlinear effect is also known
in the literature as a Mathieu-type instability [91], and has been investigated since the 60s in the
offshore and shipping industries [92]. When a floating body is angularly displaced, its buoyancy
centre moves and the body starts oscillating about a new reference point. This new point is known
as the metacentre, and the distance between the metacentre and the centre of gravity is known
as the metacentric height. The instability due to parametric motion is caused by the dynamic
variation of the metacentre position, as a consequence of heave motion. Basically, the metacentric
height becomes negative at some points during the simulation/experiment, which makes the object
unstable, causing large roll/pitch motion amplitudes.
The sloshing phenomenon has been studied in ships and trucks transporting liquids, and is
highly nonlinear. When a liquid is enclosed in a container and the liquid has a free-surface within
that container, slosh dynamics refer to the movement of the liquid in the container, which can
severely affect the overall system dynamics [93]. Hence, the sloshing effect is effectively restricted
to OWC devices [94], where the sea water enclosed in the OWC can be considered as a slosh tank,
or specific concepts with an internal fluid tank [95, 96].
Finally, slamming is the impact of a structure onto the free surface, which is very common
in some WECs when the device rises from the free surface and subsequently impacts it. Impact
events are typical under extreme conditions, which are beyond the scope of this thesis, but may
also appear when operating within the power production mode, especially in devices where energy
is extracted by means of a rotating motion. Slamming is a highly nonlinear phenomenon, for which
key variables are the pressure magnitude, duration of the event and the spatial distribution of the
impact [97].

2.2.2

Relevance of nonlinear effects

The relevance of nonlinear effects for WECs is discussed in this section. However, due to the wide
variety of different WECs, based on diverse working principles, it is extremely difficult to analyse
the relevance of nonlinear effects in general. Therefore, WECs are classified into four groups,
based on the classifications presented in Section 1.1.2, with special attention paid to the relevance
of different nonlinear effects:
• OWC,
• HPA,
• oscillating pitching converter (OPC), and
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• OWSC.
Examples of each WEC group are given in Table 2.2. Overtopping devices, which form a
group in all the aforementioned classifications and are shown in Figure 1.4, are omitted in this
literature review due to their very particular working principle, described in Section 1.1.2. In
fact, the overtopping phenomenon itself is extremely nonlinear, which can only be analysed by
using fully nonlinear mathematical models. However, an empirical approach to estimate the timevarying overtopping discharge-rate [98]. The relevance of nonlinear effects for each WEC group
is analysed in the following subsections.
2.2.2.1

Oscillating water columns

Oscillating water columns extract energy from the motion of the water column inside the device
chamber. The behaviour of the free-surface inside this chamber is irregular and nonlinear [99].
Hence, the free-surface elevation modelled by linear approaches, such as the piston model used in
commercial codes such as WAMIT [100], AQWA [101] or Aquaplus [102], may under- or overestimate the free-surface elevation, and, as a consequence, pressure differential in the chamber
[103, 104].
Apart from the water column, nonlinear effects are also relevant to WSHIs of OWC devices.
Nonlinear FK forces are, for example, an important factor for floating OWC devices, as the variation of the entrained water mass in the chamber depends on the relative motion between the OWC
device and the free-surface. Therefore, the pressure of the water mass inside the chamber and, as a
consequence, the absorbed power can be more accurately computed when nonlinear FK forces are
considered [105]. In addition, and related to nonlinear FK forces, parametrically excited motion
can appear in floating OWCs, as shown in [106, 107].
Viscous effects are also important in OWCs. In onshore located fixed OWCs, waves arrive
at the chamber with high components of turbulence and generate shedding vortices around the
outer wall of the chamber. A similar phenomenon also appears in the case of floating devices.
Zhang [94] demonstrates this phenomenon by simulating the fluid around and inside a fixed OWC
converter, covering the whole cycle of vortex generation and free surface elevation, as illustrated
in 2.4. These viscous effects can be analysed by using models that incorporate viscous effects
automatically, as in [108], or by including them externally via a calibration process, where results
from experiments or fully viscous simulations are utilised [109].
Finally, especially in the case of a floating oscillating water column, where a partially empty
chamber is moving, a sloshing effect may appear [89]. Seakeeping software (e.g. WAMIT or
AQWA), fail to accurately capture sloshing effects and, therefore, fully nonlinear modelling approaches become necessary [110]. Sloshing phenomena in floating structures create a non-uniform
force field in the chamber, with direct consequences on the whole body dynamics and stability, as
seen in [111].
2.2.2.2

Heaving point absorbers

Linear computation of FK forces can be accurate for small motion, or even in situations where
the device behaves as a wave follower, but lose accuracy when the relative motion between the
device and the free-surface increases. Therefore, considering only the nonlinear restoring force,
that is, the static FK force, appears acceptable in some cases [112]. However, when the relative
motion between the device and the free-surface is large enough, for example, when the device
resonates due to a control strategy, the influence of nonlinear FK forces on the dynamics of the
system becomes relevant [56], as shown in Figure 2.5.
Motion and absorbed power overestimation from linear models when the device is actively
controlled to maximise energy absorption, illustrated in Figure 2.5, is further investigated in Chapter 3, where this overestimation of device motion is clearly demonstrated. In addition, Chapter 3
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Figure 2.4: The cycle of the water-column behaviour within one wave period, [94]

demonstrates that the implementation of nonlinear restoring force alone, as in [112], can lead to
unbalanced mathematical models that provide even lower accuracy than linear models. Finally, a
geometric factor in the relevance of nonlinear FK forces is shown in Chapter 3, highlighting that
nonlinear FK effects can be important, even for small and flat waves, in the case where the crosssectional area is non-uniform, such as a sphere, while the linear model representation appears to
be reasonable for the case where the cross-section is uniform.
In contrast, viscous effects appear to have a low influence in small HPAs [112–114]. Vortex
shedding is generated by the motion of the body relative to the surrounding fluid, but this shedding
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Figure 2.5: Operational space as a function of relative displacement and velocity for a spherical
HPA for uncontrolled and controlled (via latching control) case evaluated with LPF and CFD [56].
The uncontrolled case is identical in both numerical models, for which only one curve (the dashed
blue curve) is shown.

is not powerful enough, in general, to produce significant changes in the behaviour of the body
and its power production capacity, as shown in Table 2.1. However, when the HPA is controlled
via an relatively aggressive control strategy, such as reactive or latching control, viscous effects
appear to gain relevance [56]. In addition, some two-body HPAs use a damping plate attached
to the bottom of the central floater, which changes the hydrodynamic properties of the device by
introducing extra damping (viscous damping) and increasing the added-mass [115]. As a consequence, the vortex shedding process is significantly enhanced in HPAs with damping plates.
Hence, if a damping plate is included, the extra viscous damping should not be neglected [116]. In
any case, Chapter 3 demonstrates that the FK force is the most relevant force for HPAs, meaning
that nonlinear FK forces should be considered for an accurate representation of HPAs.
Due to the relevance of nonlinear FK forces in HPAs, parametrically excited motion can also
be significant for HPAs that use more than one degree of freedom. For instance, self-reacting
devices, are highly sensitive to the nonlinear coupling between heave, roll or pitch [117, 118].
2.2.2.3

Oscillating pitching converters

The nonlinear hydrodynamic behaviour of OPCs has been demonstrated in [57], where wave tank
experiments show parametrically excited motion, as illustrated in Figure 2.6 for roll motion. Similarly to HPAs, the computation of nonlinear FK forces is crucial for OPCs, in order to predict these
parametrically excited modes [57]. In addition, fast and large motion, typical in OPCs, encourage
the formation of vortex shedding and other viscous effects. Therefore, viscous effects become
important and lead to highly nonlinear effects, such as slamming events, which dissipate energy
and limit the amplitude of the motion.
Such nonlinear behaviour can only be predicted by fully nonlinear models which include viscosity effects. Indeed, [57] shows that even fully-nonlinear models may not be able to accurately
represent the behaviour of OPCs, including the nonlinear behaviour, unless the turbulence model
is adequately tuned.
2.2.2.4

Oscillating wave surge converters

In the case of OWSCs, radiation and diffraction effects prevail over other forces [60], which suggests that the impact of nonlinear radiation and diffraction may not be negligible, as in OWCs,
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Figure 2.6: Nonlinear behaviour of the SEAREV device for large motion, where parametric roll is
not captured by the linear model, modified from [57]

HPAs or OPCs. Although the number of studies in the literature that deal with nonlinear radiation/diffraction effects in OWSCs is rather scarce, a recent publication [119], using a nonlinear representation of radiation and diffraction effects, concludes that nonlinear radiation and diffraction
effects could be more significant than viscosity effects in OWSCs.
In addition to radiation and diffraction effects, viscous effects also appear to be important
for OWSCs. Different studies have analysed viscous effects in OWSCs, where strong turbulent
vortices around the devices have been found, which have a significant impact on the motion of
OWSCs [58]. Table 2.1 presents the impact of viscous effects on power production for OWSCs,
where overestimation of the absorbed power by mathematical models that neglect viscous effects
is demonstrated.
Table 2.1: Viscous effects and their impact on the power production, in terms of annual mean
power production (AMPP) of HPAs and OWSCs. Table created with the data from [113] and [58].
WEC
type

Without
viscous term

With
viscous term

HPAs

58 kW

56 kW

OWSCs

114 kW

74.4 kW

Slamming events in OWSCs are studied in [97, 120], demonstrating the need to satisfactorily
capture the slamming phenomenon to accurately predict the behaviour of the device. Unfortunately, very little research has been carried out about slamming events in WECs, meaning that
further investigation in required to fully understand, for example, the cause of the sudden plunge
of the water level, in front of the device prior to the impact. In addition, due to the slamming
phenomenon, a water jet is created as the device re-enters the water [121]. This water jet travels
up the face of the flap and is finally ejected when the flap enters the water.
Table 2.2 summarises the relevance of the different nonlinear effects for each WEC group,
providing literature references for each case. In addition, particular nonlinear effects that are
important to consider in each WEC group are given.

2.2.3

Nonlinear modelling approaches

A critical classification of the existing modelling approaches to solve WSHIs is presented in this
section. This classification is organised following, first of all, the physical theory the models are
based on and, secondly, the way in which nonlinear effects are treated. Hence, the main existing models are divided into three groups: Navier-Stokes and smoothed-particle hydrodynamics,
potential flow models and parametric models, in Sections 2.2.3.1, 2.2.3.2 and 2.2.3.3, respectively.
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High: essential to predict parametrically excited motion [57].

Parametric excitation

Parametric excitation
Slamming

Wavestar [64]
CETO [27]
PowerBuoy [29]

SEAREV [122]

Waveroller [123]

HPA

OPC

OWSC
Slamming

High: crucial under large relative motion (i.e. under control),
for reproducing devices’ behaviour
[56], including parametrically excited motion [117, 118].

Breaking waves
Sloshing
Parametric excitation

Mutriku [25]
SparBuoy [34]

OWC

Froude-Krylov

Low: the contribution of FK forces
is low in OWSCs [60, 114].

High: essential to account for the
time-variant entrained water mass
in the chamber [105] and predict
parametrically excited motion [106,
107].

Particular
effects

Reference
WEC

WEC-type

N/A: although dominated by radiation and diffraction forces
[60, 114], the relevance of nonlinear effects is not proven.

Negligible: nonlinear radiation
and diffraction effects are negligible for devices much smaller than the wavelength [87,
88].

Radiation/Diffraction

Viscosity

High: crucial to predict the vortex shedding
on the sides of the flaps [58] and slamming
events [97, 121].

High: crucial to predict the vortex shedding
on the edges and slamming events [57].

Low: viscous effects are low in general
[112, 113], but may become important for
HPAs under aggressive control [56] or with
damping plates [115, 116].

High: crucial to predict the vortex shedding
at chamber walls [94], behaviour of the freesurface in the chamber [94] (sloshing phenomena [89, 110, 111]) and highly turbulent
broken waves.

Relevance of nonlinear effects

Table 2.2: A comparison of the impact of different nonlinear effects on different WECs.

2.2.3.1

Navier-Stokes and smoothed-particle hydrodynamics

Navier-Stokes and smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) are both fully nonlinear mathematical
modelling approaches. The main difference between the two options is the domain discretisation
method: mesh-based in CFD and mesh-free in SPH. In addition, another important difference between CFD and SPH models is the way they deal with viscous effects. CFD uses turbulent models,
described in Section 2.2.3.1.1, while viscous effects in SPH cannot be accurately considered.
The behaviour of a fluid is analysed by solving a set of differential equations known as the
Navier-Stokes equations. The fundamental basis of almost all problems are governed by the transfer of mass and momentum (Navier-Stokes equations), described by the following equations: the
continuity equation (2.2) and the equation of motion (2.3):
∂ρw
+ 5(ρw v) = 0,
∂t

(2.2)

µ 2
∂v
1
5 v,
+ (v5)v = − 5 p f + F +
∂t
ρw
ρw

(2.3)

where v(x, y, z) is the fluid flow velocity vector, p f the pressure field, F the external force per
unit mass and µ the fluid viscosity.
However, Equations (2.2) and (2.3) cannot be solved analytically, and so numerical discretisation is necessary to obtain a solution. It is at this point that computational codes must be employed
to implement the complete Navier-Stokes equations. The phenomenon to be simulated, the computation capacity of our machine and/or the fidelity requirement drive the decision between the
different approaches.
In the case of wave energy, wave tank experiments or open water tests can be implemented in
NWTs [124]. These simulations have been used for decades in offshore and ocean engineering for
fluid-body interaction analysis.
2.2.3.1.1

Computational fluid dynamics

Computational fluid dynamics software solves the Navier-Stokes equation by numerically discretising space and time. The main issue when modelling WECs, using CFD, is the presence of a
free-surface, dividing the domain into two phases: air and water. Specific free-surface modelling
techniques have been developed, which can be classified into two main categories [125]: fitting
methods (also known as tracking methods) [126] and capturing methods [127]. Tracking methods
model the free surface as a sharp boundary [128], while interface-capturing methods include water
and air in the mesh, adopting either the volume of fluid (VOF) method [129] or the level-set formulation [130]. Free surface capturing methods are more common in hydrodynamic applications
[131], mainly because they are more robust, since remeshing is not required. Further details on
numerical CFD discretization methods are given in [132].
In wave energy, especially in real devices, the flow is considered turbulent, which suggests the use of the Reynolds decomposition of the fluid velocity. The Reynolds decomposition
consists of decomposing instantaneous quantities into time-averaged and fluctuating quantities.
Therefore, Navier-Stokes equations become Reynolds-Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations,
giving approximate time-averaged solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations. Reynolds-Average
Navier-Stokes is the most widely used method, due to the high computational requirements of
other methods like large eddy simulation (LES) or direct numerical simulation (DNS).
In order to produce a closed system of solvable equations, RANS equations require a turbulence model. The two most common turbulence models are the two-equation k − ε [133, 134] and
the k − ω models [134], where k refers to the turbulent kinetic energy, ε represents the dissipation of the turbulence kinetic energy and ω is the turbulence frequency. The k − ε model is more
robust and computationally cheaper, but performs poorly under severe pressure gradients, while
the k − ω model shows superior performance under adverse pressure gradients and separation,
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although separation is typically exaggerated and predicted too early. Shear stress transport (SST)
turbulence models have also been suggested, using k − ε away from walls and the k − ω near walls
[55, 135]. Although the SST model is stated to be more appropriate for separated flows, giving
highly accurate predictions of the onset and the amount of flow separation under adverse pressure
gradients [136], [135] concludes there is a week dependency on changes in the turbulence model.
A complete comparative study of the different turbulence models can be found in [137].
In addition, [138] presents the main advantages and drawbacks of using CFD methods in the
design process of a WEC, with the main weakness being the high computational requirements.
In addition, wave energy specific literature survey on CFD modelling approaches can be found in
[139].
2.2.3.1.2

Smooth-particles hydrodynamics

Smooth-particles hydrodynamics is a purely Lagrangian meshless interpolation method that can
approximate continuous field quantities and their derivatives by using discrete sample points,
known as smoothed particles [140]. These discrete elements, or particles, are transported with
the local velocity and they carry the information of the field, such as mass, pressure and density.
Thus, the fields are only defined at these discrete points. In order to define continuous fields,
smoothing kernel functions (or weighting functions) are used, which specify the contribution of
a typical field variable at any position. This means for example, that pressure at any position (r)
depends on the pressure of all the particles within a radial distance h, also known as smoothing
length.

Figure 2.7: The principle of the SPH kernel function, modified from [141].
The contribution of all the particles within this radial distance to a property of the particle
being analysed is not equal. This contribution is weighted relative to the distance between the
analysed particle and the contributor particle (r − r j ) and their density. This is mathematically
governed by the kernel function, illustrated in Figure 2.7. As a consequence, the field variable is
known at a discrete set of points (NSPH ) within this radial distance and can be defined as follows:
NSPH

A(r) =

∑

j=1

m p, j
A(r j )W (r − r j , h),
ρ p, j

(2.4)

where A(r) could be any field variable at any position r, m p the mass and ρ p the density
associated with the particle, and W is the kernel function.
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Two main variables need to be selected for each specific problem: the smoothing kernel and
the smoothing length. Several smoothing kernels have been used in the literature, such as the
Gaussian kernel [142], the q-spline kernel [143], the 6th order polynomial kernel [144] or the
quintic Wendland kernel [145]. The quintic Wendland kernel is the most commonly implemented
kernel for wave energy applications [97, 146–148], probably because it was found to give the best
compromise between accuracy and computation [149]. On the other hand, the smoothing length
can be fixed in space and time or can be assigned to each particle and make it vary in time, adapting
the resolution of the simulation depending on the local conditions of the area where that particle
is located. This adaptability is comparable to the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) codes in gridbased methods and can be introduced via two different methods: changing a particle’s smoothing
length or dividing the particle into ‘daughter’ particles, with smaller smoothing lengths.
Different SPH techniques may be implemented, as shown in [150], depending on the characteristics of the flow and the problem to be studied. SPH was originally developed for astrophysics
[151], but has been applied to diverse applications [140, 152], including marine environment hydrodynamic problems [143] and, more specifically, hydrodynamic interactions in the presence of a
free-surface [153]. The interpolation of the smoothing kernel outside the boundary may lead to
inconsistent behaviour of the system [154], and so may require special treatment. Other alternative
particle methods, such as the moving-particle semi-implicit method [155] or the consistent particle
method [156], have also been suggested in the literature, but have never been implemented in a
wave energy problem, to the best knowledge of the author.
In SPH, two main approaches are available to calculate the pressure: the weekly compressible
SPH (WCSPH) and the incompressible SPH (ISPH). In wave energy applications, the WCSPH
method has been typically used [97, 146, 157–159], although the ISPH method has also been
implemented [147, 148] in order to reduce the pressure oscillations (pressure noise) typical of
WCSPH.
Most of the studies using SPH in wave energy applications are focused on extreme events
[97, 147, 148, 159], where the SPH can have significantly greater fidelity than CFD. However,
such extreme events are beyond the scope of this thesis. When SPH has been implemented to study
WECs’ behaviour under operational conditions, results showed good agreement with experimental
results.
2.2.3.2

Potential flow models

Potential flow theory describes the velocity flow as the gradient of the velocity potential (Φ(x, y, z)).
Thus, the pressure of the total incident flow acting on the body (pW SHI ) can be obtained by deriving
Φ in Bernoulli’s equation as follows,
pW SHI = −ρw gxabs − ρw

∂Φ
|∇Φ|2
− ρw
,
∂t
2

(2.5)

where ρw gxabs is the hydrostatic pressure applied on the body. Further details concerning the assumptions considered in the LPF theory and the derivation of the equations of motion that describe
the behaviour of a floating body are provided in Chapter 3.
2.2.3.2.1

Linear potential flow model

Analysing the linear approximation of the WSHI, the governing equation based on Newton’s second law, previously presented in Equation (2.1) for the general case, can be described as:
M ẍabs = Fg −

Z

pW SHI n dS,

(2.6)

S(t)

where S(t) is the instantaneous wetted surface and n the unit vector normal to the absorber’s
surface. However, S(t) is approximated using the mean wetted surface (S) in the LPF model,
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where the quadratic term shown in Equation (2.5) is neglected. Therefore, the governing equation
presented in Equation (2.6) is developed as follows:

M ẍabs = −KH xabs +

Z ∞
−∞

Kex (t − τ)ηw (0, 0, τ)dτ − µ∞ ẍabs −

Z t
−∞

Krad (t − τ)ẋabs (τ)dτ,

(2.7)

where Kex is the excitation force kernel and KH the hydrostatic stiffness, which represents the
relationship between Fg and the buoyancy force. The radiation force is expressed as a convolution
product based on the Cummins’ equation [86], where µ∞ is the added mass coefficient at infinite
frequency and Krad the radiation impulse-response function.
2.2.3.2.2

Multi-linear potential flow model

Multi-linear models based on LPF theory (mLPF) provide an alternative to LPF models. These
mLPF models consist of multiple linear models, where each of these linear models is designed
to represent the behaviour of the absorber at a different operational point. That way, the whole
operational space can be covered by adequately combining different LPF models. For the specific
case of wave energy applications, a pioneering work is presented in [160] for OWSCs. In this
case, the model structure is the same as in Equation (2.7) and remains the same over the whole
operational space. Only the parameters of the model vary with the position of the device. In [160],
the only parameter that varies, depending on the position of the OWCS, is the Kex , but an extension
of this work could be carried out varying the parameters corresponding to the radiation force, i.e.
µ∞ and Krad . The same approach is applicable to any type of WEC.
2.2.3.2.3

Partially-nonlinear potential flow model

The partially-nonlinear potential flow (pNLPF) model is essentially an extension of the LPF model. The pNLPF maintains the same structure as the LPF, but modifies the linear description of
specific forces to include nonlinear effects. Two main extensions are found in the literature, where
the first extension considers nonlinear FK forces and the second one allows a more precise computation of radiation-diffraction forces. One of the first contributions to pNLPF models is presented
in [161], where the two extensions are analysed for the SEAREV device. The same approach is
then adapted to a two-body HPA [87] and a single-body heaving sphere [88].
The extension to include nonlinear FK forces is implemented by integrating pW SHI over the
instantaneous wetted surface of the absorber, as in Equation (2.6). However, quadratic terms of
pW SHI are neglected in this case, meaning that all the forces except the FK force remain linear.
The efficacy of this partially-nonlinear extension is extremely sensitive to inaccuracies in the instantaneous wetted surface. With a fixed mesh for the absorber, the panels on the boundary of the
free-surface can be partly submerged and partly out of the water, leading to a misestimation of
the instantaneous wetted surface and, as a consequence, the FK force. Therefore, different strategies to accurately estimate the wetted surface at each time-step are presented in the literature. A
fixed but fairly fine mesh is utilised in [57], considering only those cells below the instantaneous
free-surface at each time-step. On the other hand, [57, 87, 88] use a remeshing routine, modifying
those cells of the mesh which are partly submerged and partly out of the water. Both strategies are
compared for the same device and the same simulation conditions in [57], where both strategies
show an accurate estimation of the wetted surface at each time-step. However, the technique using
a fixed, but fine, mesh seems to be computationally more efficient.
An alternative method to compute FK forces over the instantaneous wetted surface is suggested
in [162], based on an algebraic solution, which substantially reduces computational requirements.
The pNLFK model is thoroughly evaluated in Chapter 3 for a HPA, using both the remeshing
routine and the algebraic solution, highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of both methods.
A second extension of the LPF model, considering a more accurate computation of radiation and diffraction forces, is also included in this literature review. There exist two different
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approaches: expanding the forcing terms around the mean wetted surface or directly expanding
the equation for hydrodynamic force. The expansion to second order is carried out in two steps,
where the linear hydrodynamic force is developed to second order in the first step and the quadratic
terms in Bernoulli’s equation are added in the second. This nonlinear extension requires a recalculation of the hydrodynamic parameters at each sampling instant, resulting in a high computational
overhead.
However, it should be considered that the pNLFK approach in theoretically inconsistent and,
thus, requires a comprehensive validation in order to gain confidence on the approach.
2.2.3.2.4

Weakly-nonlinear potential flow model

While the pNLPF method aims to extend the LPF method maintaining the same structure as the
LPF method, the approach pursued by the so-called weakly-nonlinear potential flow (wNLPF)
method is to simplify the fully-nonlinear potential flow (fNLPF) formulation.
An option for wNLPF models is to perform a perturbation expansion of the equations describing the interactions between waves and structure with respect to the wave steepness (kA), where
the boundary conditions are approximated by their Taylor expansion. The perturbation method
solves the WSHI for the lowest degree of steepness and uses the results as an input for the higher
terms. Typically, a second order approximation is used, where the (linear) solution in kA is used
to solve for (kA)2 . Different codes which use a second order approximation, are able to more
effectively describe the diffraction and the excitation problem [163, 164].
An alternative approach to simplify the fully-nonlinear problem is the weak-scatter approximation [165], which assumes the perturbation potential (composed by radiation and diffraction
potential) small, compared to the incident potential. Such an approximation is valid for bodies
whose characteristic dimension is much smaller than the wave length. The boundary value problem (BVP) is then solved iteratively on the exact free surface elevation and the instantaneous
wetted surface. This weak-scatter approach is applied in [166] to a submerged body constrained
to move only in heave, where different schemes are integrated to capture the motion of the submerged body by adapting the mesh. More recently, [119] presents a new flow solver based on the
weak-scatter approach, which is compared to the LPF method, providing identical results under
linear conditions (differences between the wNLPF and LPF methods being lower than 1%), but
large differences under nonlinear conditions with large body motion and wave steepness.
2.2.3.2.5

Fully-nonlinear potential flow model

When sea conditions exceed the operational limits of power production mode, any simplification
of the complete model becomes unacceptable, and the only way to describe the response of the
device in extreme conditions is to consider all the nonlinearities. In spite of the neglected viscous,
green water, slamming or sloshing effects, fNLPF models seem to provide accurate results even
in extreme conditions thanks to the calculation of the exact instantaneous boundary conditions.
Therefore, fNLPF models have been used effectively to simulate NWTs in 2D by Guerberg [167,
168] and, in 3D, by Grilli [169].
Weakly- and fully-nonlinear potential flow models are both in an early stage of development,
so further research is necessary to extract more definitive conclusions, particularly for wave energy
applications. However, [170] presents a comparison of wNLPF and fNLPF by analysing a fully
submerged cylinder, and concludes that both methods give good agreement on hydrodynamic coefficient values. Although the low complexity of the analysis is recognised, i.e. a fully submerged
cylinder, [170] remarks that expectations have been met with both methods. A final table summarising the main characteristics of each method in [170] highlights the much higher computational
requirements of the fully nonlinear method.
Other approaches which consider nonlinear effects have combined CFD and potential flow
methods (PF-CFD). The SWENSE method presented in [171] is one of the existing codes in this
sense, used in [172] to simulate the CALM buoy and in [57] to study the behaviour of the SEAREV
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device. Two main challenges, i.e. the development of numerically stable two-phase equations and
the mapping of the potential flow solver to the CFD grid, are recently identified for the development of the SEWENSE method [173]. However, [174] demonstrates the capabilities of the
SWENSE method, where a novel formulation is presented to solve two-phase problems, showing
significant improvement in accuracy and stability compared to conventional two-phase VOF solvers. In [175], a fully nonlinear potential flow solver was combined with a fully nonlinear NavierStokes VOF solver by an efficient and geometrically flexible one-way coupling method. Different
tests for surface piercing circular cylinders were simulated, showing good agreement between the
code and experimental results. Another alternative was presented in [176], coupling a linear BEM
code, NEMOH [177], with a finite element analysis (FEA) tool, CodeAster, to analyse numerical
vibration of an oscillating surge converter. Hydrodynamic coefficients, with a special focus on the
added mass, are first computed by a linear BEM method for different rates of immersion and then
used in numerical vibrational analysis, considerably reducing the required computational effort.
Results obtained from the coupled methodology are compared to experimental results, returning
good results and proving its functionality.
2.2.3.2.6

Viscous effects in potential flow model

Viscous effects are neglected by all potential flow models, as the fluid is considered inviscid.
However, their relevance has been demonstrated in Table 2.2 for different WECs, which suggests
that viscous effects should be externally included. There exist two main methods to externally
include viscous losses into potential flow models: using an additional linear damping term or
through the Morison equation [178], using a quadratic viscous term. The most widely used method
in wave energy, and other offshore applications, is the Morison form expressed as follows:
1
Fvis = − ρAcsCdrag (ẋabs − η̇w ) | ẋabs − η̇w |,
2

(2.8)

where Acs is the cross-sectional area and Cdrag the viscous drag coefficient. Thus, the LPF model
with viscous effects included, following Equation (2.8), is referred to as viscLPF.
The true nature of viscous drag is nonlinear, and can only be identified when using wave tank
experiments [57, 106, 121, 179] or fully viscous modelling methods that are generally based on
Navier-Stokes equations: NWT simulations implemented in CFD codes [58, 113] or some other
specific hydrodynamic codes [57, 108].
Drag coefficient values used in different studies come from offshore industry publications
[180], identification procedures utilising fully nonlinear methods [58, 113] or experimental tests
[181, 182]. However, discrepancies between different studies lead to uncertainty in the correct drag
coefficient. As an example of the uncertainty, drag coefficients for OWSCs found in the literature
can vary from 1.9 [58] to 8 [183]. The uncertainty and inconsistency of Cdrag is confirmed in
[184], highlighting the infeasibility of a single representative Cdrag for all the different operational
conditions. In addition, [184] concludes that the viscous model is usually used to cover other
modelling errors, apart from viscous effects. Finally, [184] suggests that “it is preferable to choose
a larger rather than smaller” Cdrag in the case of uncertainty, since the inaccuracies derived from
overestimated Cdrag coefficients are lower than the inaccuracies which arise from underestimated
Cdrag coefficients. The inconsistency of the Morison equation and the Cdrag coefficient, and their
impact on the performance of WECs estimated via BEM-based hydrodynamic models, are also
demonstrated in Chapter 7.
2.2.3.3

Parametric models identified from data

Sometimes, the physical system being analysed is so complex that it can be practically impossible to create a model which includes all the components that comprise the ‘system’, or needs a
mathematical model with excessive computational requirements.
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In such cases, alternative modelling approaches, successfully tested in other fields, can be used.
Parametric models identified from data (ParaM) are well established, for example, in the control
systems community, where complex models are determined from input/output (u/y) data. Hence,
the model is based on the data, rather than the physical process, as in the case of conventional
models. System identification models use statistical methods to build mathematical models of
dynamic systems from measured data, which is particularly interesting for very complex systems,
where the physical principles are too complicated to formulate.
The identification procedure comprises:
• conducting a series of representative tests on the ‘system’,
• selecting a series of representative data of the ‘system’ to be reproduced,
• determining the structure of the model (model type and order, nonlinear terms, etc.),
• defining the fitting criteria, and
• using numerical optimisation to identify the system parameters.
Thus, there are three key elements in system identification: the representative data, the model
structure and the identification algorithm.
Using representative data of the system dynamics, that entirely covers the whole range of
frequencies/amplitudes the system is likely to deal with, is crucial. In the particular case of hydrodynamic applications, such data can be obtained from wave tank experiments [185, 186], or
from NWT simulations implemented in BEM or CFD codes [187–189]. Numerical wave tank
simulations have certain advantages compared to experimental tests, since intermediate variables,
such as fluid force, can be measured. In addition to access, measurements are accurate in NWT
simulations (within the numerical precision of the computing hardware and the numerical model),
since there is no reflection effect or measurement noise, as in experimental tests. The main disadvantages of NWT simulations are the heavy computational requirement and the uncertainty of the
results’ accuracy, for which previous model validation is recommendable.
In order to generate adequate data for the identification of model parameters, various experiments can be carried out to provide data related to different characteristics: free decay tests (no
external input) [188], tests with input waves (free surface elevation as input) [190], tests using
external forces (e.g. PTO force) as inputs [189] or prescribed motion tests [187].
Once the data is generated, the structure of the model must be determined, which is probably
the key point in order to create a representative model. The majority of system identification
techniques are based on discrete-time models [191], which can be of very diverse form. The
choice of the model structure essentially depends on the features of the system.
If the system to be modelled is considered linear, an autoregressive with exogenous input
(ARX) model can be suitable [188]. In order to capture nonlinear effects, nonlinear autoregressive
with exogenous input (NARX) models are suggested [192]. Figure 2.8 illustrates a general block
diagram for NARX models, where na and nb represent the order of the model, and nd the input
delay.
There are several candidate model structures, g[ ] in Figure 2.8, from a structure based on the
knowledge of the physical principals of the system (grey-box) to a structure completely ignorant of
these principals (black-box) [191]. Apart from the model structure, the way to analyse nonlinearities (the form), and its complexity, need to be selected. ARX, Hammerstein/Wiener and Feedback
block-oriented models have already been analysed for wave energy applications [187, 188]. The
Hammerstein and feedback block-oriented models are nonlinear in u/y relationship, but linear in
the parameters. While the ARX model is unable to capture nonlinear behaviour, both Hammerstein and Feedback block-oriented models show good agreement in reproducing the response of
the data containing significant nonlinear behaviour.
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Figure 2.8: Block diagram of a general NARX discrete-time model.

Other alternatives tested for wave energy applications include the Kolmogorov-Gabor Polynomial (KGP) model in [193], which is a black-box model that uses polynomial nonlinearities to
describe the u/y relationship of the data [192]. KGP structures with a low polynomial order (order
2) show good agreement with the data generated in a NWT, while higher-order polynomials are
shown to perform better in training than in validation, which suggests overfitting. Overfitting is a
common problem in system identification and shows the importance of parsimoniously selecting
the structure of the models.
Finally, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have also been suggested in the literature for wave
energy applications [189, 194]. There exist a variety of ANN structures. However, the complexity
of these structures, which are nonlinear in u/y relationship and in the parameters, may lead to
complex identification processes, since local minima can be found in the parameter optimisation
problem, which can strongly affect the performance of ANNs [189].

Similarly to Table 2.2, a summary of the different modelling approaches reviewed in Section
2.2.3 is shown in Table 2.3, where the fluid and hydrodynamic models, the expected accuracy and
computational cost, and the main advantages and drawbacks of each method are evaluated. The
ratings included in Table 2.3 are relative ratings, where + + ++ + is the best rating and − − −− −
the poorest. It should be noted that all the characteristics are not applicable to all the methods, e.g.
the ANN model does not use any fluid or hydrodynamic model, which is denoted by using the
N/A abbreviation that means ‘not applicable’. In addition, the capabilities of ParaM models are
still untapped due to the lack of comprehensive validation. Therefore, the Accuracy column in
Table 2.3 reads N/I for ParaM models, which means ‘not enough information’.

2.3

Transmission stage

The conversion from wave-induced mechanical motion into useful mechanical energy can be carried out by means of different technologies. The main challenge for the technologies to be implemented in the transmission stage, is to reliably and efficiently convert the power absorbed by
the absorber, dealing with extreme variations between maximum power peaks and average power
flow (which can be higher than a factor of 10).
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Table 2.3: A comparative study of the different numerical modelling approaches for wave energy converters evaluated in Section 2.2.3.
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2.3.1

Pneumatic transmission system

Pneumatic transmission systems are implemented in OWCs, either fixed (e.g., the LIMPET shoreline plant [195], the PICO power plant [196], the Mutriku wave power plant [25] or the recently
built Yongsoo plant [62]), or floating converters (e.g., the BBDB converter [197, 198], the Mighty
Whale concept [199] or the Oceanlinx converter [62]). The interaction between ocean waves and
the air trapped in the OWC chamber, illustrated in Figure 2.9, is studied using thermodynamic
relations, to determine the evolution of the air mass in the chamber and the air flow through the
turbine.

Figure 2.9: Schematic representation of OWC devices, including the water column, turbine and
the horizontal piston that represents the air-water interface in the piston-model approach.
The compressibility effect in the chamber is important in OWC devices, especially in fullsize OWC converters [62], which is very often modelled utilising a simple isentropic relationship
between the pressure (pc ) and density (ρc ) of air in the OWC chamber [200–202], as
pc
patm
γa = γa ,
ρc
ρatm

(2.9)

where γa is the specific heat ratio of the air (γa = 1.4), and patm and ρatm the pressure and density
of atmospheric air. The assumption of an isentropic process in the chamber is reasonable, since
the heat exchange in the chamber during a wave cycle is considered to be small [203].
Therefore, the pressure in the chamber can be given [204], as follows:
1

γa
˙
˙ c = −γa pc Vc − γa pκc (patm ) ṁt ,
∆p
Vc
ρatm Vc

(2.10)

where Vc is the air volume in the OWC chamber, mt the air mass flow through the turbine and
κ = γaγ−1
. Hence, Vc is proportional to the displacement of the water column, and V̇c is proportional
a
to the velocity of the water column.
Air mass flows in (inhalation) and out (exhalation) of the chamber through the air turbine.
When pc > patm , air in the chamber is pressurised and is exhaled from the chamber. In contrast,
when pc < patm , air is depressurised in the chamber and is inhaled into the chamber.
The density of air can change during inhalation and exhalation phases, due to compressibility.
Therefore, the air mass flow rate should be considered differently for inhalation and exhalation,
using ρatm for inhalation and ρc for exhalation [203, 205].
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The pressure difference, created in the chamber by ocean waves, drives the air turbine located
at the top of the OWC structure. The most widely used method for modelling air turbines is based
on dimensional analysis [203, 206–208], where the dimensionless flow and power are given as a
function of the dimensionless pressure head [209],
Φ = fΦ (Ψ),

Π = fΠ (Ψ),

(2.11)

where
Ψ=

∆pt
,
ρre f ωt 2 Dt 2

(2.12)

Φ=

ṁt
,
ρre f ωt Dt 3

(2.13)

Π=

Pt
,
ρre f ωt 3 Dt 5

(2.14)

and ∆pt , ωt and Dt are the pressure drop across the turbine, the rotational speed and diameter
of the turbine, respectively, ρre f is the reference density, measured at stagnation inlet conditions
(when velocity of the fluid is zero and static pressure is at its maximum value), Pt the turbine power
output and Φ, Ψ and Π are the dimensionless flow rate, pressure head and the aerodynamic torque
or turbine power output, respectively. However, it should be noted that, under normal operating
conditions, Reynolds and Mach number effects can be ignored, and the air flow through the turbine
is considered to be incompressible [203].
Different options to model the air turbine have been presented in the literature [62, 210],
such as turbine induced damping. In general, a linear relationship between chamber pressure
and air mass flow is used for Wells turbines, via Equation (2.15), and a nonlinear relation for
self-rectifying impulse turbines, via Equation (2.16),
Ψ = K1 Φ,

(2.15)

Ψ = K2 Φl ,

(2.16)

where the constants K1 and K2 depend only on the turbine geometry, if Reynolds and Mach number
effects are neglected, and typically 1.5 ≤ l ≤ 2.
Although conventional turbines can be used in OWC devices, the reciprocating motion of
ocean waves requires a rectifying system, since reciprocating unidirectional turbines have been
proven to be impractical in large OWC plants [62, 210]. Therefore, different self-rectifying air
turbines were developed for OWC devices, which can be divided into two main turbine categories:
Wells turbines [211] and impulse turbines [212], shown in Figures 2.10 (a) and (b), respectively.
Other turbine configurations have also been suggested, such as the modified Wells turbines [18],
the Dennis-Auld turbine [213, 214] or the recently developed bi-radial turbine [215]. Falcão [210]
presents a good overview of the different air turbine configurations for OWC converters and their
main characteristics.
A comparison between Wells, axial-impulse and bi-radial turbines is shown in Figure 2.10 (c),
where the efficiency of the different turbines (ηt ) is shown against flow rate. The operational flow
range of axial-flow impulse turbines is wider compared to the range of Wells turbines, since the
efficiency of Wells turbines drops sharply when stalling occurs at rotor blades [216].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.10: Two self-rectifying axial turbines, Wells turbine without guide vanes (a) and impulse
turbine (b), and the efficiency of Wells turbines, axial-impulse turbines and bi-radial turbines plotted against the flow coefficient ratio Φ/Φηt (c), where Φηt expresses peak efficiency conditions,
adapted from [210] and [62].

2.3.2

Mechanical transmission system

Mechanical transmission systems may be one of the best known transmission technologies due to
their application in several different but acknowledged industrial sectors, such as the automotive
industry. Nevertheless, due to the reciprocating motion of WECs, traditional mechanical transmission systems may not be adequate. Different conventional mechanical transmission mechanisms,
such as rack and pinion, ratchet wheel or screw mechanisms, have already been suggested for use
in WECs.
2.3.2.1

Rack and Pinion Mechanism

The well-known rack and pinion mechanism has inspired many different patents for wave energy
conversion, where the difference between the patents is basically the rectification system facilitating unidirectional rotation of the generator, irrespective of the direction of motion of the absorber.
Figure 2.11 illustrates two different mechanisms based on a rack/pinion assembly.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.11: Rack and pinion mechanisms: (a) double rack system adapted from [217] and (b)
double pinion system, reproduced with kind permission from Ocean Power Technologies as published in their US Patent US 8487459 B2, 14 April 2011 [218].
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The CorPower point absorber [219] converts the linear motion into rotation by using a cascade
gear box, based on a rack and pinion system, as presented in [220]. The efficiency of rack and
pinion mechanisms is one of the main advantages of this technology, up to 97% [221], while the
biggest challenge is the relatively short lifetime.
2.3.2.2

Winch-based system

A winch-based system is a mechanical transmission mechanism which can convert linear motion
into rotation. This rotation is bi-directional, but can be rectified with a rectification system. Some
systems consist of a rope connected to the absorber on one end, and wound on a winch on the
other. That way, the linear motion of the buoy is converted into the rotation of the winch that
drives the gearbox, realised as a winch-based system, which in turn drives the electric generator.
Such a winch-based system has been suggested, for example, for the Lifesaver WEC [222]. In
this case, the rectification is realised by means of a gearbox, based on a belt drive system, which
only produces energy during the upwards motion of the absorber, while operates in motor mode
during the downwards motion of the absorber, to wind the rope on the winch. The design of the
mechanical PTO is shown in Figure 2.12 (a). This innovative system splits the gearbox into two
small pulleys, which create a torque on both sides of the large pulley, balancing the force. That
way, bearing loads are minimised and the generator can be mounted with the pulley directly on
the shaft, avoiding complex coupling solutions [223].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.12: The PTO design based on a belt-drive system for the Lifesaver converter [223] (a)
and the ratchet mechanism in the WEPTOS converter [224] (b).

2.3.2.3

Ratchet-wheel mechanism

Another alternative for mechanical transmissions is the ratchet-wheel mechanism. The ratchet is
implemented in the absorber, while the toothed wheel, is attached to the main shaft. This main
shaft can only rotate in one direction and, as it drives the generator, the rotation speed is constant.
Therefore, when a wave hits the absorber, this moves freely until the speed of the absorber reaches
the shaft speed. At that moment, the ratchet mounted on the absorber clutches the main shaft, and
locks the absorber and shaft motion together. Once the wave has passed, the absorber swings back
towards the starting point due to the effect of the gravity force.
Single or double ratchet mechanism have been suggested in the literature. Using a single
ratchet, only one direction of the absorber motion can be harnessed, while the double ratchet
system allows wave energy to be harnessed in both directions. In spite of the advantage of the
double ratchet mechanism, only the single ratchet version has been adopted by WEC developers:
an early version of the Wavestar converter [225] and the Weptos WEC [224]. In the latter case,
absorbers (rotors in Figure 2.12 (b)) are all located on a common axle, and the ratchet mechanism
is included inside the absorber, as shown in Figure 2.12 (b). The pivoting motion of the absorber
is only transferred to the common axle on the upstroke motion of the absorber, through the ratchet
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mechanism. At the end of the axle, a generator is attached to produce electricity, where the axle is
connected to the generator through a 1:3 gear.
2.3.2.4

Screw mechanisms

Different screw mechanisms have been suggested for the transmission of the energy absorbed from
ocean waves. A lead screw is suggested to transform linear motion into rotational motion in [226].
However, lead screws present high friction on the thread, low gearing ratios and low efficiencies
(about 25%). Alternatives to lead screws include roller screws or ball screws. A variety of screw
mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 2.13.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.13: Screw mechanisms: (a) ball screws, reproduced with kind permission from Barness
Industries Ltd. [227], (b) planetary roller screws, and (c) recirculating roller screws, reprinted with
kind permission from SKF Group [228].
Ball screws allow for the application of high thrust loads with minimum friction, but a mechanism to return balls is necessary even for bi-directional motion. The use of a ball screw for wave
energy conversion is suggested in [229, 230]. Providing more bearing points than ball screws
within a given volume, roller screws can be more compact for a given load capacity, while providing similar efficiency. Roller screws can surpass ball screws in positioning precision, load rating,
rigidity, speed, acceleration, and lifetime. In addition, roller screws require lower maintenance and
have a longer lifetime. Efficiencies of up to 90% can be achieved with ball/roller screws [221].
An innovative alternative is the permanent-magnet piston/ball-screw/generator system presented in [231], referred to as a contact-less force transmission system. The ball screw mechanism
is coupled to the generator using a one way clutch, which enhances the uni-directional rotation
of the generator, and acts as a mechanical gear system for a direct drive permanent magnet linear
generator.

2.3.3

Magnetic transmission system

Magnetic gears and couplings have been investigated to improve the relatively low force densities
of permanent magnet generators. Studies carried out for rotary generators have shown considerably higher power densities for magnetic coupling compared to linear electric generators, which
encouraged a study of magnetic coupling systems with regard to wave energy conversion.
A magnetic lead screw (MLS) was suggested for the Wavestar WEC [232], based on the same
idea as mechanical screws. The advantage of the MLS is the lack of contact between the parts
transferring the force, reducing the friction, and, consequently, losses and wear. An efficiency of
about 95% is assessed for the MLS, from the mechanical input to the shaft output. Considering the
MLS and the electric generator as a whole, the efficiency drops to 80%. However, the efficiency
of the inverter, and other losses, such as idle losses of the generator or Coulomb-like losses in
the MLS, must be considered as well, which may further diminish the final efficiency [233]. In
addition, an important drawback of the MLS is the lack of power smoothing.
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2.3.4

Hydraulic transmission system

Hydraulic transmission systems are the choice of the vast majority of developers working with a
wave-activated WEC, since they offer unmatched force density at low velocities, high controllability, and relatively easy rectification (valves) and smoothing (accumulators) solutions. In addition,
hydraulic transmission systems provide high flexibility in the required hydraulic transmission system topologies by combining different components. All the topologies include a hydraulic cylinder and a hydraulic motor, and the distinguishing factor is the way to connect both. Depending on
the connection, different components may be necessary, and different types of hydraulic cylinders
and motors can be used.
Several hydraulic transmission system topologies have been suggested for wave energy converters in the literature. The simplest topology includes a hydraulic cylinder, high- and low-pressure
accumulators, a rectification bridge, and a fixed-displacement hydraulic motor, as suggested in
several studies [234–238].
In order to improve the performance of such a ‘standard’ system, alternative hydraulic transmission system configurations have been suggested in the literature. Four configurations with
higher flexibility are presented in [239], where the main difference among the four configurations
is the arrangement of the accumulators. Another topology with direct connection between the
hydraulic cylinder and a variable-displacement motor is suggested in [64]. Finally, an innovative
configuration using a multi-chamber hydraulic cylinder connected to multiple accumulators with
different pressure levels, which, in turn, are connected to a fixed-displacement motor, is presented
in [240]. All these topologies can be organised into two main categories [241]: constant- and
variable-pressure configurations.
The hydraulic cylinder, or hydraulic ram, is the mechanism for connecting the moving absorber to the hydraulic circuit, converting the mechanical energy absorbed from ocean waves into
hydraulic energy. Conventional cylinders, single- or double-acting, and symmetric or asymmetric,
have a single piston which divides the cylinder into two chambers. Thus, the pressure difference
between these two chambers (∆p) determines the reaction force applied on the absorber (Fpis ), and
the torque induced in the hydraulic motor.
Pressure dynamics in hydraulic cylinder chambers are described by the flow continuity equation [242], as follows:
ṗcyl =

βe f f (pcyl )
(Qcyl − ẋ p A p ),
Vcyl + A p x p

Fpis = A p ∆pcyl − Ff ric − Fin ,

(2.17)
(2.18)

where pcyl , Qcyl , βe f f (pcyl ) and Vcyl are the pressure, the flow entering or exiting the cylinder
chamber, the effective bulk modulus and the minimum volume (calculated when the piston reaches
its minimum or maximum position) in the cylinder chamber, respectively. In addition, A p is the
piston area, x p and ẋ p the piston position and velocity, Ff ric the friction force, and Fin the inertia
force.
Friction losses in hydraulic cylinders arise from leakage/friction in piston and rod seals, which
are estimated to represent an energy loss of about 5%, following a rule of thumb in [243].
In conventional hydraulic systems, the cylinder operates as a passive pump, where the pressure
difference is manipulated via the control input of the hydraulic motor. An innovative system,
consisting of multiple differently-sized cylinders mounted in parallel, is suggested in [244] for the
Wavebob converter, where each cylinder has different damping characteristics, and a controller
operates to select the desired PTO damping. The case presented in [244] is comprised of three
cylinders, connected to a set of check valves to rectify the flow, and a high pressure accumulator
for energy smoothing. Cylinders can be activated or de-activated by closing or opening a set
of active valves, which results in 15 different PTO force settings, with 7 identical, but opposite,
positive and negative force levels. Other WEC developers, for instance Pelamis, also analysed
similar PTO systems [245].
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The idea of a force-control strategy implemented via a hydraulic cylinder, i.e. by connecting
or disconnecting cylinders from the hydraulic circuit, is a very appealing strategy, although the implementation of multiple cylinders may be problematic for some WECs. Therefore, [240] presents
a discrete displacement cylinder (DDC), a cylinder with multiple chambers, as shown in Figure
2.14. These chambers are connected to a manifold with several electronic on/off valves, which
present a combination of pressure and piston areas of the different chambers.
Hansen [240] presents two different configurations: One with four chambers and two pressure
lines, high- and low-pressure, which results in 24 =16 different PTO forces, and a second configuration with three chambers and three pressure lines, incorporating a medium-pressure line that
enables 33 =27 PTO-force possibilities, as shown in Figure 2.14. The controllability of the latter
configuration is analysed in [246], where the role of active valves is found to be important.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.14: Discrete displacement cylinder: (a) configuration of the cylinder and the different
pressure lines and (b) PTO force possibilities [240]. Reproduced with kind permission of Rico H.
Hansen.
On the other hand, hydraulic motors convert the hydraulic pressure, and flow discharged from
the cylinder, into torque (TM ) and angular displacement (ωM ) of the shaft. The flow through the
motor (QM ), and the torque produced by the motor, are calculated as in Equations (2.19) and
(2.20), respectively, including volumetric (Qlosses ) and mechanical (Tlosses ) losses,
QM = αM Dω ωM − Qlosses ,

(2.19)

TM = αM Dω ∆pM + Tlosses ,

(2.20)

where αM is the fractional displacement of the hydraulic motor, DM the displacement of the hydraulic motor and ∆pM the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet ports of the hydraulic
motor.
Several types of hydraulic motors are currently available for diverse applications. Wave energy
converters require fast hydraulic motors and, due to the variability of the resource, high efficiency
is required not only at full-load, but also at part-load operating conditions. It is precisely this variability which suggests the use of variable-displacement motors, unless another component in the
hydraulic circuit facilitates the adaptation of the system to ocean waves. Diverse hydraulic motor
topologies with different characteristics are available to meet the requirements of each hydraulic transmission system topology: bent-axis, swash-plate, and digital displacementT M , or discrete
displacement, motors (DDMs).
The bent-axis motor, illustrated in Figure 2.15 (a), is a good option for a constant-pressure hydraulic transmission system, and offers either fixed- or variable-displacement versions. However,
the bent-axis topology appears to be inappropriate for pressure control, due to their slow response,
which requires more than 1 s to change from null to full displacement. Therefore, another alternative is needed to implement fast force control. In [240], for example, a fixed-displacement
bent-axis motor is implemented, and force control is achieved via the DDC.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.15: The bent-axis (a) and swash-plate (b) hydraulic motors.

When force control is achieved, by adjusting the pressure through the hydraulic motor, swashplate and DDMs provide the best alternatives. The response time of swash-plate machines from
null to full displacement is usually below 50 ms.
The mechanism to modify the displacement in swash-plate motors is to mechanically vary the
stroke of an actuator, which, in turn, modifies the angle of the swash-plate. Figure 2.15 (b) shows
a generic illustration of a swash-plate motor. At full displacement, the efficiency of swash-plate
machines can be over 80%, but dramatically drops as the displacement is reduced.
A new generation of hydraulic motors has been developed to overcome the poor performance
of conventional machines at part-load conditions, which is one of the main challenges in wave
energy applications. Instead of mechanically varying the stroke of an actuator, the output of a
DDM is controlled by individually activating or de-activating the pistons of the DDM. Figure
2.16 (a) illustrates the structure of the E-dyn 96 digital displacement hydraulic pump.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.16: (a) E-dyn 96 digital displacement hydraulic pump, reprinted with kind permission
from Artemis Intelligent Power Ltd., Loanhead, Scotland (UK). (b) Simplified circuit diagram of
a DDM with check valves and solenoid operated poppet valves [247].
Such control is achieved by electronically-controlled digital on/off valves, which switch the
pistons from idling, motoring or pumping cycles, every shaft revolution. Figure 2.16 (b) shows a
simplified circuit diagram of a DDM, illustrating the operation of different valves. The response
time of these valves needs to be of the order of a few milliseconds. Digital displacement motors
provide a much faster and more accurate control response, and superior efficiency, compared to
the more common swash-plate motors.
Figure 2.17 illustrates efficiency curves for the bent-axis, swash-plate and DDM machines at
different operating conditions: (a) at full displacement and constant pressure; (b) at 20% displa-
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cement and constant pressure; and (c) at constant pressure and speed. The DDM appears to be
superior to the swash-plate machine at all operating conditions, but the difference is especially
significant at part-load conditions.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.17: Efficiency comparison between bent-axis, swash-plate and Digital Displacement hydraulic motors [233]. (a) shows the efficiency at constant pressure (300 bar) and full displacement,
(b) at constant pressure (300 bar) and 20% displacement and (c) at constant rotational speed (1500
rpm) and pressure (300 bar). Reproduced with the kind permission of Rico H. Hansen.
Chapter 4 provides further information about mathematical modelling of HyPTO systems, including different types of HyPTO system configurations, and the most relevant dynamics and losses of different components. In addition, Chapter 5 presents the validation of these mathematical
models against results obtained from different test rigs and high-fidelity software.

2.4

Generation stage

The generation stage involves the conversion of absorbed energy into electricity, either directly or
through a transmission stage. Hence, such a conversion can be carried out by means of two types
of electric generators: rotary- and linear-generators. Rotary generators require, in general, a transmission mechanism (either pneumatic, mechanical, magnetic or hydraulic, as shown in Section
2.3) between the absorber and the generator, while linear generators are directly connected to the
absorber. Since no intermediate conversion stage is used with linear-generators, this generation
arrangement is also referred to as direct-conversion.

2.4.1

Rotary generator

Rotary electric power generation machines are basically divided into two different categories:
fixed- and variable-speed generators. Fixed-speed generators are widely used in different conventional power plants. However, the high variability of renewable energy sources suggests that
variable-speed generators are more appropriate. The superiority of variable-speed generators has
been demonstrated in wind energy [248], but the same conclusion is not as clear in wave energy,
which strongly depends on the type of PTO system and its configuration.
The most commonly used fixed-speed configuration in the generation stage is a squirrel-cage
induction generator (SCIG) directly connected to the grid. The main advantage of fixed-speed
configurations is that the generator is directly connected to the grid, which avoids expensive power
converters and does not add any harmonics into the network. In contrast, the generator loses
flexibility due to the fixed-speed restriction. Hence, the PTO system can provide controllability
only through the equipment of the transmission stage.
The dynamics of an electric generator are represented in the rotor reference frame, also known
as the dq frame, in most studies. The main advantage of dq models is that all the sinusoidal
variables appear as direct-current quantities, referred to the synchronous rotating frame [249].
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A configuration with a fixed-speed SCIG is implemented in the Pelamis WEC, driven by a
variable displacement hydraulic motor [250]. SCIGs are also implemented, coupled to hydraulic
transmission systems, in [238] and [251].
In the case of variable-speed generation, different configurations have been proposed by different WEC developers: a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) for an OWC converter [252],
a permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) for the Lifesaver [253] and the Wavedragon converters [254], and a variable-speed induction generator for the Oceanlinx [250] and the
Wavestar [240] WECs.
Due to the frequency requirements of the grid, variable-speed generators cannot be directly
connected to the grid. Therefore, power converters are required to decouple the generator from
the grid. The dynamics of variable-speed rotary electric generators are also represented via the dq
frame.
Chapter 4 includes mathematical models for fixed- and variable-speed electric generators,
which are validated against experimental results in Chapter 5.

2.4.2

Linear generators

Several linear generator topologies currently exist, but only a few are suitable for wave energy conversion. Baker [255] examines various linear generator topologies, providing a discussion about
the suitability of such machines for WECs. The study concludes that, among the conventional generator types, only linear permanent magnet generators (LPMG) may be suitable for wave energy
conversion purposes.
The main drawback of linear generators is that the linear velocity of the translator, determined
by the velocity of the absorber, is much lower than the equivalent rotational velocity of conventional rotary generators. Accordingly, the reaction force needs to be much greater (in the same
proportion of the velocity, defined as between 15 and 50 times in [18]), in order to generate the
same power. These large forces result in very large machines that involve large structures and
several bearing points, to maintain the air gap between the stator and the translator, as illustrated
in Figure 2.18.
The main advantages of LPMGs are a relatively high efficiency (over 86% [256]) and continuous force control possibility. In contrast, the main disadvantages are the low power to weight ratio
(very large machines are required), and the necessity of a heavy structure (which implies high cost)
due to the attractive forces between the stator and the translator. In order to avoid such large and
heavy structures, air-cored/iron-less configurations [257, 258] have been suggested, which result
in significant structural savings and magnetic force reductions.
The dynamics of linear electric generators are expressed similarly to rotary electric generators
[249],
d
π
isd + ẋt Ls isq ,
(2.21)
dt
τ
π
d
(2.22)
Vsq = Rs isq + Ls isq + ẋt (λPM − Ls isd ),
dt
τ
where ẋt represents the linear velocity of the translator, which is consistent with the motion of the
absorber, τ is the pole pitch or pole width, R the resistance, L the inductance, λPM the permanent
magnet flux, and V and i the voltage and current, respectively. In addition, the subscripts s, d and
q refer to the stator, and direct and quadrature axes, respectively.
The original Archimedes wave swing (AWS) used direct conversion via a LPMG [259], and a
LPMG is also suggested in [260] and [63] as the solution to generate electricity from ocean waves.
Alternatives to large and heavy LPMGs are magnetic coupling machines. These alternative
generators use magnets mounted in the armature and the translator, generating a magnetic coupling, and are able to generate shear stresses of up to 10 times those generated in conventional
electrical generators, with zero loss [261]. These magnetic couplings are able to achieve very high
Vsd = Rs isd + Ls
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Figure 2.18: Illustration of a linear generator [18]. Photography supplied courtesy of João Cruz.

torque per volume densities, up to 400 kNm/m3 , while, in the case of standard linear generators,
this torque per volume density is about 10 kNm/m3 , as reported in [262].
An example of such magnetic coupling machines is the Snapper concept. The Snapper is an
electrical generator specifically created for wave energy conversion, that combines the magnetic
gearing concept with a linear electric generator [261, 263].
Losses in electric generators, either rotary or linear, appear mainly due to large current requirements, especially in linear generators, manifested as large copper losses. Nevertheless, copper
losses are not the only losses that affect the performance of a generator. The efficiency of electric generators is generally high at full-load operation, regardless of the topology of the generator.
However, as in the case of hydraulic motors, the efficiency drops at part-load conditions.
The impact of each of these losses is described in [264] for an induction generator (IG) and a
PMSG. Figure 2.19 illustrates power losses for an IG, where copper losses appear to be the most
significant losses, and a PMSG, where iron losses appear to be the most important losses. Tamura
[264] also considers losses of power converters in the PMSG, which are studied separately in this
thesis. All the generators appear to perform similarly at nominal power rates, whereas the PMSG
appears to be superior at part-load conditions.
The mathematical models for electric generators described in Chapter 4 also include the main
losses of electric generators. The efficiency values obtained from these mathematical models are
compared in Chapter 5 to those obtained from experimental results, showing very good agreement.

2.5

Conditioning stage

The conditioning stage is imperative for variable-speed electrical generators to adapt the frequency
of the generated electric power to the frequency of the grid. Power electronic converters (PECs)
have an AC-DC-AC configuration, which decouples the electric machine from the electric net-
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Figure 2.19: Relative power loss estimation for an induction generator and a permanent magnet
generator, based on the information published in [264].

work, with an intermediate DC stage. Therefore, the speed of the generator can be modified,
via the generator-side converter (GenSC), in order to absorb and generate power more efficiently,
while the grid-side converter (GridSC) adapts the output power signal to meet the grid requirements. However, PECs incur extra losses and inject harmonics into the grid, which also need to be
considered.
The AC-DC-AC conversion is achieved via a B2B converter, which consists of a rectifier
and an inverter connected via a common DC-link. Many different B2B converter configurations,
based on combinations of diodes and thyristors, are possible and used across a variety of different
applications [265].

Figure 2.20: Schematic representation of the three-phase to three-phase B2B converter, adapted
from [266].
However, since the control of power converters is crucial for wave energy applications, only
fully-controlled PECs are studied here, where both the rectifier (GenSC stage) and the inverter
(GridSC stage) use thyristors, rather than diodes. In general, a three-phase converter bridge is
chosen over a single-phase bridge, due to the significant improvement in the output voltage waveform shape [267]. A three-phase to three-phase B2B converter, also known as the full-bridge
converter, is shown in Figure 2.20.
Rectifier and inverter thyristors are controlled by regulating the switching periods, varying
the on/off ratio time, where the control input is the firing angle or conduction angle. The different
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objectives of the GenSC and GridSC demand specific controllers for each converter stage. In some
cases, depending on the control strategy, the output signal from these controllers is converted by
means of a pulse width modulation (PWM) approach, as shown in Chapter 4.
Power losses in the converters also need to be considered. Some studies include a constant
efficiency, or an efficiency map [233], while others suggest a combined generator and converter
loss model [222]. However, a more realistic consideration of power losses may be required. These
losses in converters are divided into two different groups: conduction losses and switching losses
[264]. Figure 2.21 illustrates the distribution of conduction and switching losses for an AC motor
drive system with two type of connections. Switching losses are shown to be considerably higher
in both cases.

Figure 2.21: Power converter losses distribution, adapted from [266].
Chapter 4 analyses losses in PECs, and modelling approaches to include them into the mathematical model. These approaches include switching operations of PECs, prohibitively increasing
computational requirements. Therefore, an alternative approach neglecting these switching operations, but retaining power losses, is suggested and validated in Chapter 5.

2.6

Wave-to-wire models with hydraulic transmission system: An
application based survey

Accurate W2W models should include all the important dynamics, losses and constraints of the
different conversion stages from waves to the electricity grid. However, the level of detail included
in each sub-system varies significantly among the different W2W models in the literature.
Wave-to-wire models, for different WECs and type of PTO systems, have been suggested
in the literature: an overtopping converter, including the hydraulic motor and the generator, is
presented in [268], OWC devices with air-turbines coupled to electric generators are modelled in
[208, 252, 269–271], wave-activated converters coupled to PTO mechanisms with mechanical and
magnetic transmission systems are described in [222, 272] and [233], respectively, while examples
of HPAs connected to linear generators are presented in [63, 259, 260].
However, HyPTO systems appear to be the choice of the vast majority of WEC developers,
including Pelamis [30], Searev [234], Wavestar [246], Oyster [26], CETO [27], Waveroller [123]
and Langlee [35]. Therefore, this thesis focuses on HyW2W models, as shown in Figure 2.22,
where the different conversion stages of a HyW2W model are illustrated as a particular case of
Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.22: Diagram of a HyW2W including the interconnection between the different subsystems and the potential control inputs for the HyPTO components.
The vast majority of the HyW2W models suggested in the literature often incorporate highfidelity into a specific component or stage, but fail to design a balanced (fidelity) parsimonious
model. The main weakness of the HyW2W models suggested in the literature is, in general, the
WSHI model. In the simplest version, the WSHI is represented as a mass-damper (M-D) system
[273, 274], but the most widely used approach is the LPF model based on Cummins’ equation
[275], which in some cases includes viscous effects via the viscLPF [183]. However, the LPF and
viscLPF models are demonstrated to overestimate the motion of WECs and, as a consequence, the
absorbed energy. A number of modelling approaches, presented in Section 2.2, are suggested to
improve the results of the LPF and viscLPF models.
Hydraulic PTO models have also been represented in many different ways in the literature,
from an ideal HyPTO that completely neglects all the dynamics and losses [183], to a thoroughly
modelled hydraulic transmission system, coupled to an excessively simplified electric generator
[276], to a simplified hydraulic transmission system coupled to a detailed electric generator [238].
In order to critically evaluate the suitability of the different HyW2W models presented in the
literature, it is essential to consider the application for which the HyW2W models in the literature
were originally developed. Table 2.4 presents a summary of this critical evaluation.
Table 2.4: Critical evaluation of the different HyW2W models suggested in the literature. The
following abbreviations are used in the table below: Ref for reference, NL for nonlinear, App
for application, Compr for compressibility, N/A for not applicable, const. for constant, and η for
efficiency.
Hydraulic transmission system

Electric
generator

Absorber
Cylinder

Ref

Accumulators

LPF

NL
effects

Internal
dynamics

Losses

[235]

3

7

7

7

adiabatic

[234]

3

7

Compr

3

viscLPF

7

7

[277]

Motor
losses

Power
converter
App

Shaft
inertia

Electrical
dynamics

Losses

Internal
dynamics

Losses

const. η

3

7

7

7

7

PowAss
MBC

adiabatic

const. η

7

7

7

7

7

PowAss

adiabatic

3

3

7

const. η

7

7

PowAss

[237]
[276]

M-D

7

7

3

adiabatic

3

3

7

7

7

7

PTOopt
MBC

[64]
[240]

3

7

Compr

3

Dynamic &
compresible

3

3

7

3

7

η(ωM ,
Pgrid )

PTOopt
MBC

[278]

3

7

7

3
(ANFIS)

Dynamic &
compresible

3
(ANFIS)

7

7

η(Pgrid )

7

7

MBC

[279]

3

7

7

7

isothermal

const. Ploss

3

3

3

N/A

N/A

PowSyst

3

NL
restoring

7

7

adiabatic

3

3

3

3

N/A

N/A

PowSyst

[238]

Ricci [235] suggests a HyW2W model for MBC and PowAss, where the compressibility of the
hydraulic fluid and losses in hydraulic components are excessively simplified or neglected, and the
electric generator is represented by an ideal constant load. Similar models for PowAss are presented in [234] and [277], where [234] also includes compressibility effects of the hydraulic system
and [277] includes losses for the hydraulic motor. However, [234, 235, 277] miss, or excessively
simplify, important losses and constraints in the HyPTO model. Chapter 7 demonstrates that such
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simplifications result in generated power overestimation.
A HyW2W model is employed in [237, 276] for PTOopt and MBC. This HyW2W model
includes losses in the hydraulic cylinder and motor, but neglects the electrical dynamics and losses.
Therefore, the HyPTO model and the active PTO tuning strategy suggested in [276] may not be
adequate, since PTOopt and MBC require the incorporation of losses of the electric generator to
be articulated. The HyW2W model suggested in [64, 240] is also used for PTOopt and MBC, but
includes losses in the electric generator and power converter, providing more reliable results. The
only missing aspects in [64, 240] are the electrical dynamics, which are neglected, via a steadystate representation of the electric generator.
Due to the computationally fast models required for MBC, [278] suggests an adaptive neuro
fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to represent the losses in the hydraulic cylinder and motor. The
HyW2W model suggested in [278] also neglects electrical dynamics in the electric generator and
the efficiency is calculated with a polynomial approximation, using efficiency constants that represent part- (25% and 50% of the full load) and full-load operations of the electric generator. The
HyPTO model presented in [278] for MBC seems to be appropriate from a complexity perspective,
but the suitability of the HyPTO model strongly depends on the fidelity of the (black-box) ANFIS
model, which is not clear from [278].
HyW2W models for PowSyst are suggested in [279] and [238], where electrical dynamics and
losses are included in both models. However, losses in the hydraulic system are either excessively
simplified, represented with a constant power loss value [279], or neglected [238], which results
in overestimated power generation estimates. This generated power overestimation can have a
relevant impact on the design of storage systems, incorporated to improve the smoothness of the
power delivered to the electricity grid [279], or the design of the interconnection between a WEC
array and the electricity grid.
Therefore, to date, and to the best of author’s knowledge, no published HyW2W model captures all the main characteristics of the different sub-systems from wave to the electricity grid. In
general, a parW2W model should include:
(c.1) Balanced parsimonious models for each conversion stage of the drive train (including nonlinearities where required);
(c.2) Consideration of all possible control inputs at the various stages in the drive train;
(c.3) Articulation of constraints, energy losses and efficiency curves for each component;
(c.4) Specification of physical constraints for each component, e.g., displacement, velocity and
force (for mechanical components), pressure (for hydraulic components), current, voltage
(for electrical components) and power specification (at all levels).
In the case of WSHIs, the parsimonious model that accurately represents the hydrodynamic
behaviour of WECs depends on the type of WEC and the application of the model, as demonstrated in Section 2.2. All the applications presented in the introduction can be divided into two
groups, with a distinguishing dominant requirement: a balance of complexity vs. fidelity (accuracy). The complexity of a mathematical model includes aspects like computational requirements,
nonlinearity degree and model order, and is also very application specific. Figure 2.23 (a) illustrates the compromise between complexity and fidelity of the modelling approaches described in
Section 2.2.3.
Specific requirements of each application are described in Chatper 8, but, in general, PowAss,
PTOopt and MBC require reasonably fast mathematical models, since a large number of cases need
to be studied. In contrast, VerVal and Ident do not have restrictive computational requirements,
while high-fidelity is crucial.
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(a) WSHI modelling approaches.

(b) HyPTO modelling approaches.

Figure 2.23: Fidelity/complexity trade-off of different modelling approaches for WSHIs (a) and
the HyPTOs (b), where the grey dashed ovals denote a lack of physical meaning of the modelling
approach.

For applications that require fast mathematical models, the only approaches within the affordable computation region, delimited by the red dashed line in Figure 2.23 (a), are the M-D, LPF,
viscLPF, mLPF, pNPFL and the parametric models. Due to the lack of validation of ParaMs for
wave energy applications, it is hard to determine the real capabilities of these approaches. In addition, the M-D, LPF and viscLPF models seem to overestimate the motion and power absorption of
WECs. The only exception to this might be the case of viscLPF models when applied to OWSCs.
Therefore, the pNLPF model, with an externally added viscous force, is suggested for all the WEC
groups, except for the OWSC, for which viscLPF seems accurate enough. Table 2.5 presents the
modelling approaches suggested for each WEC group, where examples showing the performance
of these modelling approaches are included.
In the case of SimWEC and PowSyst, high-fidelity is important, but computational requirements are more restrictive than in the case of VerVal and Ident. Therefore, SimWEC and PowSyst
are also included in Table 2.5.
Table 2.5: Suggested WSHI modelling approaches for applications with low computational requirements.
Low complexity
(PowAss, PTOopt, MBC, SimWEC and PowSyst)
OWC
HPA
OPC*
OWSC
* OPCs

Partially nonlinear potential theory
[107]
with viscous drag
Partially nonlinear potential theory
with viscous drag [117, 280, 281]
Partially nonlinear potential theory
with viscous drag [57]
Linear potential theory
with viscous drag [282]

in this table include self-reacting HPAs with damping plates.

Where high-fidelity is the main requirement of the application, regardless of the complexity
of the model, the suggested approaches vary significantly, compared to the applications that need
fast mathematical models, as shown in Table 2.6.
Fully nonlinear approaches, such as CFD or fNLPF, seem to be necessary to accurately reproduce the WSHI behaviour of WECs. In the case of OWCs, viscosity effects seem predominant,
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Table 2.6: Suggested WSHI modelling approaches for models with high fidelity requirements.
High fidelity
(VerVal and Ident)
OWC

CFD** [94, 133, 283, 284]

HPA

CFD* [285, 286]

OPC

Partially nonlinear potential theory
combined with CFD [57]

OWSC

CFD** [58, 120, 134, 135]

* While

pNLPF models with an external viscous model can provide relatively
high-fidelity results [280], CFD is necessary in applications where the highest
possible fidelity is required, due to the inconsistency of the viscous model.
** The additional computation of SPH models can be justified under specific
(extreme) conditions in OWCs [158] or OWSCs [97, 148], but not in models
for WECs operating within the power production mode.

which restricts the set of possibilities to CFD. Similarly, viscous effects appear to dominate the
dynamics of OWSCs, along with radiation and diffraction forces, for which CFD seems again to
be the only viable solution. For HPAs, the relevance of viscous effects is demonstrated to be significantly lower than potential flow nonlinearities. Therefore, a pNLPF model, with an externally
added viscous force, seems to be accurate enough. However, due to the uncertainty and inconsistency of the external viscous model described in Section 2.2.3.2, high-fidelity WSHI results can
only be obtained via CFD models. Finally, OPCs are in between OWCs and HPAs, where both
potential flow nonlinearities and viscous effects are equally important. Therefore, mathematical
models that combine a nonlinear potential flow method to account for the incident wave, and a
CFD (RANS) model for the scattering and viscous effects, seem to be the best solution. Note that
HPAs with damping plates may be considered as OPCs, due to the higher relevance of viscous
effects compared to HPAs without damping plates.
With respect to the HyPTO, Figure 2.23 (b) illustrates the different modelling options suggested in the literature and presented in Section 2.6. None of the HyPTO models suggested in the
literature includes all the relevant dynamics, losses and constraints of all the different components.
Therefore, a complete HyPTO model (cHyPTO) that includes all the relevant dynamics and losses
of the different components is presented in Chapter 4, which is validated against experimental
results and high-fidelity established software in Chapter 5.
This cHyPTO can be coupled to the appropriate WSHI model, to design comprehensive parsimonious HyW2W models that fulfil the required characteristics (c.1)-(c.4). All HyW2W models
presented in the following chapters involve a HPA. Hence, the HyW2W models NLBEMW2W
and HiFiWEC are presented in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 2.23. The
NLBEMW2W model is initially designed for applications with low complexity requirements, and
couples the pNLPF and the cHyPTO models. Alternatively, the HiFiWEC is designed for highfidelity applications, and comprises a CNWT and the cHyPTO model. Finally, the HiFiWEC is
also used in Chapter 8, as the basis for the systematic CR, to specifically design efficient comprehensive HyW2W models for each application described in the introduction of this chapter.

2.7

Summary

This chapter presents a comprehensive introduction to W2W models, including the different subsystems and conversion stages: absorption, transmission, generation and conditioning stages. In
addition, the introduction of the chapter is dedicated to the potential applications of W2W models,
where seven different applications have been identified and described briefly.
The chapter is divided into six different parts, where a comprehensive review of the diverse
mathematical models to represent the different parts involved in W2W models is presented, inclu-
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ding the relevance of different nonlinear effects within the power production mode. The first part
of the chapter (Section 2.1) describes the different modelling approaches for ocean waves, where
a power production mode operation area has been delimited in the wave theory diagram, which
provides a preliminary idea about the need for nonlinear wave theories. In addition, Section 2.2
indicates the relevance of different nonlinear effects for diverse types of WECs, and different modelling approaches to consider these nonlinear effects. The different conversion stages included
in the power take-off systems, e.g. transmission, generation and conditioning stages, are reviewed in Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, respectively, including the different technologies suggested by
developers and researchers for each stage.
Finally, a survey of existing HyW2W models is presented in Section 2.6, based on the application for which each HyW2W model was designed. These HyW2W models are critically evaluated,
summarised in Table 2.4, identifying the weak points of each HyW2W model, based on the requirements of the different applications. Furthermore, the requirements to create parsimonious
HyW2W models are defined in Section 2.6, which are used as the basis to design the cHyW2W
model in this thesis. In addition, WSHI modelling approaches suitable for low-complexity and
high-fidelity applications are suggested in Tables 2.5 and 2.6, respectively, which are used in the
following chapters to design different HyW2W models.
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Chapter

3

Modelling the cHyW2W model: Ocean
waves and wave-structure hydrodynamic
interactions
Ocean waves and Absorber, which represents WSHIs, are the first two subsystems of any W2W
model, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, and accurate mathematical models to represent both subsystems
are essential. Ocean waves and WSHIs can be represented using several different approaches, as
described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, and the most suitable approach depends on the type
of WEC, the operational conditions and the application the mathematical model is designed for.
This thesis focuses on the analysis of WECs in power production mode, excluding extreme
events. In this context, potential flow theory is the most commonly used approach for modelling
ocean waves and WSHIs, regardless of the type of WEC, due to its appealing computational requirements. In fact, LPF models are used in the vast majority of studies when modelling ocean waves
and WSHIs, neglecting nonlinear effects. However, nonlinearities in ocean wave representation
and WSHIs may be relevant even within the power production mode, and, as a consequence, linear models may be inaccurate. The objective of this chapter is suggesting the best mathematical
models to be implemented in the Ocean waves and Absorber subsystems of the cHyW2W model
presented in this thesis.
Section 2.6 suggests the optimum WSHI mathematical models, including nonlinear effects,
for different WEC types and applications. Although the computationally demanding CFD approach may be required for some specific applications, where high-fidelity is essential, WSHIs can,
in many cases, also be represented via the potential flow theory, with satisfactory fidelity and significantly lower computational effort. However, LPF models need to be extended to include the
most relevant nonlinear effects to provide the required fidelity levels.
This chapter presents a brief introduction to potential flow theory, starting from the LPF model
to represent ocean waves and WSHIs, described in Section 3.1. Hence, the assumptions considered
in the LPF model are presented and the equations of motion that describe the behaviour of the absorber, using a linear approximation, are derived. Section 3.1.3 describes the method to obtain the
hydrodynamic coefficients required in any mathematical model based on LPF theory and discusses
the capabilities of the open-source BEM solver NEMOH [177], using the well-known commercial
BEM solver WAMIT [100] as a benchmark. The extension of the linear model is presented in
Section 3.2, where the pNLPF model is defined. This pNLPF model is evaluated for a HPA, analysing the impact of including different nonlinear effects: nonlinear FK forces, nonlinear viscous
effects, and nonlinear waves. Finally, a computationally efficient version of the pNLPF model is
presented in Section 3.3, which uses the analytical solution to solve nonlinear FK forces and is
implemented in the cHyW2W model presented in Chapter 6.
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3.1

Linear potential flow model

The system of nonlinear equations, composed of the continuity and motion equations defined
in Equations (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, results in a complicated and computationally expensive
problem to solve numerically. Therefore, a computationally more appealing technique can be used
to solve WSHIs, considering a number of simplifying assumptions that lead to the formulation of
the LPF model.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the BVP for a floating body, where S corresponds to the submerged part
of the body in still water. Hence, the three-dimensional coordinate system is defined so that the zaxis represents the vertical axis perpendicular to the free-surface, with its origin on the undisturbed
free-surface and positive values above the free-surface. In this coordinate system, ocean waves
propagate in the positive sense of the x-axis. Hence, ηw is positive when the free-surface is above
the x-y plane illustrated in Figure 3.1.

z
∂2 Φtot
∂t 2

tot
+ g ∂Φ
=0
∂z2

x

y

S
n
∂Φtot
∂n

5Φtot → 0

= vn

∂Φtot
∂z

5Φtot → 0

=0

−hsea
Figure 3.1: The BVP for a floating body assuming the hypothesis of the LPF theory, where the
positive sense of the y-axis is out of the page.
The simplifying assumptions considered in the LPF model are the following:
(A.i) The fluid is incompressible ( ∂ρ∂tw = 0),
(A.ii) The fluid is inviscid (µ = 0),
(A.iii) The flow is considered irrotational (5 × v = 0),
(A.iv) Wave amplitude is small with respect to the wavelength, and
(A.v) The amplitude of the body motion is small compared to its dimensions.
Based upon assumption (A.i), the continuity equation presented in Equation (2.2) can be expressed [85] as follows,
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5 · v = 0,

(3.1)

stating the conservation of mass in the control volume defined in Figure 3.1. Similarly, using
assumptions (A.ii) and (A.iii), the fluid flow velocity vector v can be defined as,
v = 5Φ.

(3.2)

Thus, by substituting Equation (3.2) into Equation (3.1), the velocity potential can be solved
using the Laplace equation [85] as follows,
52 Φ = 0.

(3.3)

In addition to the Laplace equation, the flow must satisfy the boundary conditions of the BVP
at the free-surface, on the seabed and the floating body, and far from the floating body [287], as
illustrated in Figure 3.1:
(BC.i) Two different conditions must be fulfilled at the free surface. Firstly, the pressure at the
free-surface must be equal to the atmospheric pressure (dynamic boundary condition) and,
secondly, the component of the fluid velocity normal to the free-surface must equal the freesurface velocity (kinematic boundary condition). Respectively, the dynamic and kinematic
boundary conditions at the instantaneous free-surface, z = ηw , can be expressed as,
∂Φ 1
+ (5Φ)2 + gηw = 0
∂t
2

at z = ηw (x, y),

(3.4)

and
∂ηw ∂Φ ∂ηw ∂Φ ∂ηw ∂Φ
+
+
−
=0
∂t
∂x ∂x
∂y ∂y
∂z

at z = ηw (x, y),

(3.5)

(BC.ii) The boundary condition on the seabed assumes its impermeability, which imposes a null
vertical component of the fluid velocity,
∂Φ
=0
∂z

at z = −hsea ,

(3.6)

where hsea is the water depth.
(BC.iii) The boundary condition on the floating body also involves impermeability of the submerged
body surface, which implies that the component of the fluid velocity vector normal to the
body surface (vn ) must equal the body velocity in the direction normal to the body surface
∂Φ
= vn .
∂n

(3.7)

(BC.iv) Finally, far from the oscillatory body, the wave field should appear undisturbed or identical to the incoming wave field (radiation condition). Therefore, the perturbation potential,
which includes radiation and diffraction effects, must decay as the distance from the oscillatory body increases, resulting in
Φ ∝ (kw drad )− /2 e−ikw drad
1

as drad → ∞,

where drad is the radial distance from the oscillatory body and kw the wavenumber.
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(3.8)

3.1.1

Linear wave theory

The Laplace equation defined in Equation (3.3) is linear, but boundary conditions at the freesurface (BC.i), expressed in Equations (3.4) and (3.5), are nonlinear. Thus, further simplifications
are required to define the LPF model. Linearised boundary conditions at the free-surface, under
assumptions (A.iv) and (A.v), can be obtained by neglecting the higher-order terms in Equations (3.4) and (3.5), and by considering free-surface boundary conditions at the undisturbed freesurface z = 0, instead of at the instantaneous free-surface z = ηw . Consequently, the linearised
version of Equations (3.4) and (3.5) yields [287], respectively,
∂Φ
+ gηw = 0
∂t

at z = 0,

(3.9)

and
∂ηw ∂Φ
−
=0
at z = 0.
(3.10)
∂t
∂z
Introducing Equation (3.10) into the time derivative of Equation (3.10), the linearised boundary condition at the free-surface can be given as,
∂2 Φ
∂Φ
+g
=0
at z = 0.
(3.11)
∂t 2
∂z
Assuming a uniform water depth, the solution of the BVP takes a sinusoidal form, which
allows for the spatial and temporal decomposition of the problem [287]. This decomposition
allows each quantity to be represented as a frequency-dependent function. If the velocity potential
oscillates harmonically in time, with an angular frequency ωw , then
Φ(x, y, z,t) = Re{Φ̂(x, y, z)eiωwt },

(3.12)

where the ˆ sign represents complex amplitude and t is the time vector. Note that the harmonic
content in Equation (3.12) is represented as e−iωwt in NEMOH [177].
Initially, monochromatic waves are convenient, since they represent the basic problem, even
if real waves are never monochromatic. In any case, the extension to polychromatic waves, which
better represent real waves, is straightforward using the superposition of sinusoidal waves of different frequency and amplitude.
Based on Equation (3.12), the Laplace equation is represented as
52 Φ̂ = 0,

(3.13)

and the boundary conditions become,
−ω2w Φ̂ + g
∂Φ̂
=0
∂z

∂Φ̂
=0
∂z

at z = 0,

(3.14)

at z = −hsea , and

(3.15)

∂Φ̂
= v̂n .
∂n
The wave frequency ωw is related to the wavenumber via the dispersion relation,
ω2w
= kw tanh(kw hsea ),
g
and the wave elevation ηw for monochromatic waves can be given as follows,

(3.16)

(3.17)

ηw = Re{Aw e(ωwt−ikw (x cos βw +y sin βw )+φw ) } = Aw cos(ωwt − kw (x cos βw + y sin βw ) + φw ), (3.18)
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where Aw is the wave amplitude, βw the direction of propagation of the incident wave and φw the
phase of the wave. In the case of more realistic polychromatic waves, assuming unidirectional
waves and ηw measurements at the centre of the absorber, the most established way to generate
ηw is by adding a finite number of sinusoidal Fourier components [78] as follows,
Nw

ηw (k) =

∑

Aw,k cos(2π fw,k t(k) + φw,k ),

(3.19)

k=1

where Nw is the number of frequency
pcomponents, fw,k the frequency in Hz, φw ∈ [0, 2π] the vector
of randomly chosen phases, Aw = 2Sw ( fw,k )∆ fw the amplitude function, Sw ( fw,k ) the spectral
density function that represents wave characteristics of a given location, and ∆ fw the frequency
step. The spectral density function Sw can be generated following different theoretical spectra, as
described in Section 2.1.

3.1.2

Linear WSHI forces

The governing equation of the absorber is represented by Newton’s second law, as shown in Equation (2.6), where the total fluid force acting on the absorber is calculated by integrating the pressure
of the fluid over the wetted surface, and the pressure is calculated via Bernoulli’s equation. In the
linear case, based on the superposition principle, Φ can be represented as the superposition of the
incident (ΦI ), diffracted (Φdi f f ) and radiated (Φrad ) potentials as follows,
Φ = ΦI + Φdi f f + Φrad ,

(3.20)

where the velocity potential of a propagating incident wave, based on Airy’s theory and using the
boundary conditions described in Equations (3.14) and (3.15), can be obtained [287] as,
ΦI =

g
cosh[kw (z + hsea )] ikw (x cos βw +y sin βw )
Aw
e
.
ωw
cosh(kw hsea )

(3.21)

In addition, pressure is integrated over S and the nonlinear terms in Equation (2.5) are neglected. Hence, the pressure of the incident wave field acting on the body in the linear case, including hydrostatic and hydrodynamic pressure, can be given as,

pI = −ρw gxabs − ρw

∂ΦI
cosh[kw (z + hsea )] −ikw (x cos βw +y sin βw )
. (3.22)
= − ρw gxabs − ρw gAw
e
| {z }
∂t
cosh(kw hsea )
|
{z
}
hydrostatic
hydrodynamic pressure (pIdyn )

pressure (pIstat )

Therefore, assuming the superposition principle of the different effects acting on the WSHI,
Equation (2.6) can be replaced using Newton’s second law,
M ẍabs = Fg + FFKst + FFKdyn + Fdi f f + Frad + Fext ,

(3.23)

where Fext represents any external force, such as Fvisc , FPT O or Fmoo . Apart from Fext , the rest of
the forces are calculated by computing the corresponding part of the pressure pW SHI described in
Equation (2.5) over S:
• FFKstat is the static FK force, also known as buoyancy force, formed by integrating pIstat over
S,
x
FFKstat = −
pIstat n dS,
(3.24)
S

• FFKdyn is the dynamic FK force, obtained by integrating pIdyn over S,
x
FFKdyn = −
pIdyn n dS,
S
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(3.25)

• Fdi f f , given by integrating the pressure of the diffracted wave (pdi f f = −ρ
x
Fdi f f = −
pdi f f n dS,

∂Φdi f f
∂t

) over S,
(3.26)

S

• Frad , obtained by integrating the pressure of the radiated wave(prad = −ρ ∂Φ∂trad ) over S,
x
Frad = −
prad n dS.
(3.27)
S

Hence, as shown in Equation (2.7), the governing equation (3.23) can be represented following
Cummins’ equation, as follows,

M ẍabs = − KH xabs +
| {z }
Fg +FFKstat

Z ∞

| −∞

Kex (t − τ)ηw dτ − µ∞ ẍabs −
{z
} |

Fex =FFKdyn +Fdi f f

Z t
−∞

Krad (t − τ)ẋabs (τ)dτ,
{z
}

(3.28)

Frad

where KH is the hydrostatic stiffness and any Fext is neglected. Hence, the mathematical model
based on Equation (3.28) corresponds to the LPF model presented in Figure 2.23 (a).

3.1.3

Hydrodynamic coefficients

The solution of the LPF model, using Equation (3.28), requires the identification of hydrodynamic
coefficients KH , Kex , µ∞ and Krad . To that end, BEM solvers are commonly used. These BEM
solvers, also known as panel methods solvers, are numerical techniques which use systems of partial differential equations formulated into a boundary integral form. Boundary element method
solvers attempt to fit boundary values into the integral equation and employ Green’s functions to
transform a flow problem into a problem of source distribution on the body surface [177]. In the
hydrodynamic context, BEM solvers are used to solve the scattered and radiated velocity potentials, which are solved separately, and which arise from the interaction of a harmonic linear wave
field with a body located within that field. The scattering potential is solved for the submerged
part of the body when the body is held fixed and is used to determine the excitation force acting
on the body due to the action of the waves (F̂ex ). The radiation potential, where the potential is
found for a moving body in the absence of incident waves, is commonly resolved into components
in phase with the body acceleration and the body velocity, and gives rise to the added-mass (Arad )
and radiation damping (Brad ) terms.
A number of commercial software codes have been developed to implement the BEM and
determine the hydrodynamic parameters of user-generated geometries. Such codes include FD
(e.g. WAMIT [100], Aquaplus [102], Aqwa [101] or WADAM [288]) and time-domain (TD)
solvers (e.g. ACHIL3D [289]). In 2014, the École Centrale de Nantes released NEMOH [177], an
open-source FD BEM solver.
Capabilities of the open-source code NEMOH [177] for different types of WECs are verified
in Appendix A, using the well-established commercial BEM solver WAMIT [100] as the benchmark. The results in Appendix A are only evaluated as relative agreement between NEMOH and
WAMIT, showing the good performance of the NEMOH solver, meaning that it is able to produce
results similar to WAMIT.
The suitability of the NEMOH solver is particularly good for wave-activated WECs, unless
the wave-activated WECs include a damping plate that requires the use of thin elements, as demonstrated in Appendix A. The absorber utilised in this thesis is a spherical HPA of 5m diameter,
restricted to heave motion for the sake of simplicity, as illustrated in Figure 3.2 (a). Therefore,
hydrodynamic coefficients obtained with NEMOH can be considered reliable. In addition, the
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(a) Spherical HPA sketch.

(b) Mesh of the spherical HPA.
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(c) Mesh convergence study.

Figure 3.2: Spherical HPA schematic representation (a), converged mesh (b) and results of the
mesh convergence study (c).

device is assumed to operate in deep-water conditions. The device is modelled in NEMOH using
121 panels, following a mesh convergence study. Figure 3.2 (b) and (c) illustrate, respectively, the
mesh of the spherical HPA and results of the convergence study.
Using the mesh shown in Figure 3.2 (b), FD hydrodynamic coefficients Arad , Brad , and F̂ex ,
illustrated in Figure 3.3, can be obtained. One can notice that the FD coefficients obtained from
NEMOH include some undesirable spikes, which correspond to aforementioned irregular frequencies. These spikes should be removed, since they are numerical errors. In this thesis, the data
corresponding to the irregular frequencies are manually removed and the curves are interpolated,
using a spline interpolation function [290], to fit the gaps of the irregular frequencies. Results are
shown in Figure 3.3, where the final FD coefficients without irregular frequencies (NEMOHadjusted
in Figure 3.3) are compared with the coefficients obtained directly from NEMOH (NEMOHoriginal
in Figure 3.3) and from WAMIT.
In addition, FD coefficients need to be converted into TD coefficients to be used in Equation
(3.28). The excitation IRF can be obtained as follows,
Kex (t) =

1
π

Z ∞

ℜ(F̂ex (ωw )eiωwt ) dωw ,

0

(3.29)

while Ogilvie’s equations [291, 292] can be used to calculate TD radiation coefficients,
Krad (t) =

2
π

Z ∞

1
µ∞ = A(ωw ) +
ωw

3.2

0

Brad cos(ωw τ) dωw ,

(3.30)

Z ∞
0

Krad (τ) sin(ωw τ) dωw .

(3.31)

Partially-nonlinear extension of the linear model

The linear model presented in Equation (3.28) can be extended to include nonlinear effects. The
relevance of different nonlinear effects is studied in Chapter 2, where the need for nonlinear waves
is examined and the relevance of nonlinear effects for WSHIs are analysed separately for each
WEC type. In the case of HPAs, Section 2.2.2.2 suggests that nonlinear FK forces are the most
important nonlinear effects. However, since the characteristic length of the spherical HPA is considerably smaller than the wavelength, the linear representation for radiation and diffraction forces
is considered to be accurate. Finally, viscous effects also seem to be important under control
conditions.
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(a) Arad

(b) Brad

(c) F̂ex

Figure 3.3: FD hydrodynamic coefficients for the spherical HPA.
Hence, approaches to include nonlinear waves (Section 3.2.1), nonlinear FK forces (Section
3.2.2) and viscous effects (Section 3.2.3) in the mathematical model are analysed in the following
subsections.

3.2.1

Nonlinear waves

Two main approaches for nonlinear waves have traditionally been used: Stokes’ and Cnoidal theory. Stokes’ theory is suitable for deep water waves, while the Cnoidal theory is suitable for shallow water waves [293]. Due to the lack of universal applicability of Stokes’ and Cnoidal theories,
a numerical method based on the Fourier approximation technique was created: Rienecker-Fenton
theory [72]. This mathematical formulation is based on potential flow theory and gives the numerical solution of a regular progressive wave.
Rienecker and Fenton presented a mathematical formulation using Airy’s theory as the first
approximation. The Rienecker-Fenton algorithm generates wave-trains for different ocean depths,
wave amplitudes and wavelengths, respecting nonlinear limit conditions on the free-surface.
n

ΦI = ∑ Φi ,

(3.32)

i=0

Φi = BiRF

sinh(ikw (z + hsea ))
cos(ikw (x − cwt)),
cosh(ikw hsea )
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(3.33)

where BiRF is a coefficient defined in the algorithm presented in [72] and cw the phase velocity.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the free-surface elevation for Airy’s theory (Lw ) and Rienecker-Fenton’ algorithm (NLw ) for an 8s monochromatic wave, where the free-surface elevation of the linear and
nonlinear wave theories appear to be identical. However, the nonlinear wave has a slightly sharper
crest and flatter trough, as expected.

Figure 3.4: Free-surface elevation for a wave of 8s period based on linear and nonlinear wave
theories.

3.2.2

Nonlinear Froude-Krylov forces

Nonlinear FK forces can be considered by computing the pressure of the potential flow acting on
the body over the precise instantaneous wetted surface at each time-step.
3.2.2.1

Nonlinear restoring force

The simplest possibility to partially consider nonlinear FK forces is to include a nonlinear restoring
force by integrating Equation (3.24) over S, instead of S. The mean S and instantaneous wetted
surface S are respectively depicted in Figures 3.5 (a) and (b) for a generic heaving body. The
instantaneous wetted surface S can be described by subtracting the horizontal surface that defines
the intersection between the floating body and the water plane SW P to the closed surface Sc (S =
Sc − SW P ), as shown in [238]. This SW P is defined in Figure 3.5 (b) as the intersection between
the body and the horizontal plane at the free surface elevation ηw . Consequently, FFKstat can be
computed as follows:

FFKstat = − 

x

pIstat n dS −

Sc

x


pIstat n dS .

(3.34)

SW P

Applying Gauss’s divergence theorem to the integral over the closed surface Sc , Equation
(3.34) becomes:
FFKstat = (ρw gVsub − ρw gηw Acs ) ,

(3.35)

where Vsub is the submerged volume enclosed by Sc .
Since the instantaneous wetted surface is taken into account, it is possible to evaluate when
the relative displacement between the vertical motion of the floater and the free surface elevation
exceeds the vertical dimensions of the floater itself, i.e. when the floater is completely out of the
water. In such an unrealistic situation, the fluid force is absent; therefore, the excitation force is
set to zero.
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(a) A generic device floating in still water.

(b) A generic device moving with waves.

Figure 3.5: A generic heaving device, with the centre of gravity G at the still water level (SWL)
(a), and the free surface elevation ηw and the device’s heave displacement zd after a time t ∗ (b).
The closed surface Sc surrounds the submerged volume Vsub , which is bounded from above by the
water plane surface SW P .
3.2.2.2

Nonlinear static and dynamic Froude-Krylov forces

A more consistent method to consider nonlinear FK forces is to include, both static and dynamic
FK forces. In that case, Equation (3.28) is replaced as follows,
M z̈d = Fg −

x

(pIstat + pIdyn )n dS −

S

|

{z

FFK

}

Z ∞

Kdi f f (t − τ)ηw dτ − µ∞ z̈d −
−∞
{z
} |
|
Fdi f f

Z t
−∞

Krad (t − τ)ẋabs (τ)dτ,
{z
}
Frad

(3.36)
where Kdi f f is the diffraction IRF. Since the spherical HPA is restricted to move only in heave,
the generic displacement, velocity and acceleration terms xabs , ẋabs and ẍabs in Equation (3.28) are
replaced by the more specific zd , żd and z̈d , respectively, which only represent the heaving motion
of the spherical HPA.
In order to integrate the Froude-Krylov forces over S, different methods are described in
Section 2.2.3.2, which all provide identical results. The approach with the remeshing routine
suggested in [161] is used in Section 3.2.4 to evaluate the impact of nonlinear static and dynamic
FK forces.

3.2.3

Viscous effects

Finally, viscous effects, in potential flow theory, must be added as external forces, as described
in Section 2.2.3.2. To that end, a Morison-like equation is commonly used [178], as shown in
Equation (2.8), where viscous effects are captured by a quadratic drag term,
1
Fvis = − ρAcsCdrag (ẋabs −Vw0 ) | ẋabs −Vw0 |,
(3.37)
2
where Vw0 represents the undisturbed flow velocity. Notwithstanding the simplicity of the viscous
model in Equation (3.37), the identification of Cdrag is not straightforward. Ideally, experimental
tests can be used to identify Cdrag , as in [182]. Nevertheless, in most cases, access to wave tank
facilities is costly and time consuming, and the construction of a scaled prototype is not always
possible. Such problems may be overcome by performing the identification of Cdrag in a CNWT,
as in [184, 294].
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Alternatively, when the absorber’s geometry under analysis is simple, it is possible to define
an a priori Cdrag based on established theoretical or tabulated knowledge. In the case of HPAs, the
KC number, introduced in Section 2.2.1.4, can be used. In the case of sinusoidal motion, the KC
number can be computed as:
KC = 2π

Aabs
,
Lc

(3.38)

where Aabs is absorber’s amplitude of motion and Lc the characteristic length (spheres diameter in
this case). For the spherical HPA studied in this thesis, Aabs is likely to be of the same order of
magnitude as Lc , resulting in a Keulegan-Carpenter number KC of about 2π, for which a Cdrag = 1
is a reasonable option, according to [180]. Hence, the viscLPF model presented in Figure 2.23 (a),
where viscous effects are the only nonlinear effects, is given by extending Equation (3.28) to
include Fvisc as follows,

M z̈d = −KH zd +

3.2.4

Z ∞
−∞

Kex (t − τ)ηw dτ − µ∞ ẍabs −

Z t
−∞

Krad (t − τ)żd (τ)dτ + Fvisc .

(3.39)

Evaluation of the different nonlinearities

Once the mathematical models to represent the different relevant nonlinearities are described, the
impact of each nonlinear effect can be evaluated. Equation (3.28) can be extended to include
nonlinear FK forces and externally added viscous effects as follows

M z̈d = Fg −

x

Z ∞

(pIstat + pIdyn )n dS +

S

−∞

Kdi f f (t − τ)ηw dτ − µ∞ z̈d −

Z t
−∞

Krad (t − τ)ẋabs (τ)dτ

+ Fvisc + FPT O + FEndStop . (3.40)
To quantify the impact of each nonlinear effect, the simulation conditions, including the range
of incoming waves and control strategies employed, need to be first defined.
3.2.4.1

Simulation conditions

A range of monochromatic waves is defined with waves of periods (Tw ) between 3 and 8s, for
which the wave steepness, the relationship between the wave height (Hw ) and the wavelength (λw ),
remains constant over the complete range ( Hλww ≈0.018). Table 3.1 defines the main characteristics
of the incoming waves analysed in this section.
Table 3.1: Range of monochromatic waves analysed, with a constant steepness of approximately
0.018.
Tw [s]
Hw [m]
λw [m]

3
0.25
14

4
0.45
25

5
0.7
39

5.5
0.85
47

6
1
56

6.5
1.19
66

7
1.38
77

7.5
1.58
88

8
1.8
100

In addition, in order to demonstrate the impact of the absorber’s geometry on the relevance of
nonlinear FK forces, a cylindrical HPA with a uniform CSA is included in the analysis. Table 3.2
provides the necessary information about the spheric and cylindrical HPA.
Finally, the control strategy used to maximise power absorption from ocean waves has an
influence on the relevance of nonlinear effects. Therefore, the relevance of nonlinear effects is
analysed under docile and aggressive control strategies. For the present study, resistive control,
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Table 3.2: Geometrical and PTO characteristics of the bodies
Characteristics [unit]
Radius [m]
Draft [m]
Displacement [m3 ]
Natural period [s]
BPT O,1 [Ns/m]
BPT O,2 [Ns/m]

Spherical HPA
2.5
32.72
3.2
25000
42000

Cylindrical HPA
2.5
2.5
49.1
4.1
26000
52000

described in Equation (3.41), is implemented as the docile control example, while the aggressive
control strategy is represented by latching control. Resistive control is defined by
FPT O = −BPT O żd ,

(3.41)

where BPT O is the PTO damping coefficient. Table 3.2 includes the values of the BPT O parameters
implemented in the analysis. Two BPT O parameters are provided for each absorber. The first set
of BPT O parameters (BPT O,1 ) is optimised with the linear representation of FK forces to maximise
power absorption. The second set (BPT O,2 ) is also optimised with the linear representation of the
FK forces, but the motion of the HPAs is constrained, so that they never get fully submerged nor
fully out of the water. Thus, the set of BPT O,2 parameters allows for a fair comparison of the effects
of nonlinear FK forces for the two HPAs.
The latching strategy consists of locking (latching) the device when its velocity goes to zero
and keeping the device latched until the wave force reaches the most advantageous phase, as shown
in Figure 3.6, where θF is the phase offset between the force and the displacement. Latching
control has proven to increase power absorption by a factor of 2 in polychromatic waves and a
factor of 4 in monochromatic waves [295].
θF

Fex , zd

Fex = Aw sin(ωw t)

t1

TL

TL

TL
t2

t4
t3
Time [s]

t5

Figure 3.6: Latching calculations, [296]
The control variable is the
duration of the latching period (TL ), calculated using the natural peq
riod of the device (Tω0 = 2π/ (M+AKradH (ωw )) ) and Tw . Equation ((3.42)) shows, to a first approximation,
the calculation of the latching period as a function of the timings defined in Figure 3.6,
t5 − t1
Tw Tω0
− (t5 − t4 ) =
−
.
(3.42)
2
2
2
The PTO system in the case under latching control is also modelled as in the case of the
resistive control, following Equation (3.41). Equation (3.42) is designed for an optimal performance with linear WEC models, for which Tω0 is constant. In the following, the latching strategy
designed using a constant Tω0 is referred to as the fixed-time latching strategy.
However, Tω0 is not as clearly defined for a model containing a nonlinear computation of FK
forces, since the hydrostatic stiffness varies significantly for the case where the cross-sectional area
TL =
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(CSA) of the device is not constant. Therefore, the optimal latching period needs to be adaptively
calculated to achieve the greatest motion and power absorption. A basic algorithm, referred to as
the adaptive latching strategy and illustrated in Figure 3.7, is used here to determine the optimal
latching period. This adaptive latching algorithm consists of modifying the latching period stepby-step in a direction that increases the motion amplitude. Between two consecutive updates, the
algorithm waits for the motion to reach a steady state in order to get a reliable evaluation of the
behaviour of the device. The criterion to confirm that steady state has been reached is to check
whether the measured period of the device motion (Tm ) is similar to the wave period (Tw ). It should
be noted that the adaptive strategy presented in Figure 3.7 can only be used with monochromatic
waves.

Figure 3.7: Diagram of the adaptive latching strategy algorithm.
In Figure 3.7, L is the threshold which determines whether the motion has reached steady state,
A∗ the memorised motion amplitude obtained with the previous latching time and d the variation
in latching time. It is important to note that, when applied to the linear hydrodynamic modelling
case, the adaptive latching strategy converges to the fixed-time latching strategy.
3.2.4.2

Results

Firstly, the impact of the absorber’s geometry on the relevance of nonlinear FK forces is analysed
comparing the response of the cylindrical and spherical HPA under latching control. For this case,
the set of BPT O,2 is used, so that the HPAs never clear the water or get fully submerged. Hence,
discrepancies between the cylindrical and spherical HPA arise from their geometric differences,
that is, the different CSA profiles. To that end, two representations of the FK forces are used: linear
(LFK) and nonlinear FK forces (NLFK), where the latter includes nonlinear static and dynamic
FK forces using a mesh-based approach [161], for which mesh conversion has been checked.
Figure 3.8 (a) illustrates the response of the cylindrical HPA, over the complete range of incoming waves described in Table 3.1, via the response amplitude operator (RAO), which illustrates
the absorber’s motion with respect to the free-surface elevation. Hence, RAO values for the LFK
and NLFK simulation models show identical results, showing, as expected, that nonlinear FK effects are negligible for HPAs with a uniform CSA. Figure 3.8 (b) illustrates the velocity of the
cylindrical HPA for the 8s monochromatic wave under fixed-time latching control, where the responses of the LFK and NLFK models are shown to be identical. In addition, Figure 3.8 (b)
illustrates the device velocity to be perfectly in phase with the excitation force for the linear and
partially-nonlinear models, which demonstrates the efficacy of the fixed-time latching strategy for
both simulation models.
In contrast to the cylinder case, nonlinearities have a significant impact on the behaviour of
the sphere, due to its non-uniform CSA. The solid and dashed curves in Figure 3.9 illustrate RAO
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: Response of the cylindrical HPA represented via the LFK and NLFK models: RAOs
over the complete range of input waves (a) and the velocity (b) for the 8s wave.

values for simulation under fixed-time latching control, using the LFK and NLFK representations,
respectively. The difference between the LFK and NLFK models under the fixed-time latching
strategy increases substantially as waves and, as a consequence, device motion become larger.
Figure 3.10 (a) also illustrates the significant reduction of the oscillation amplitude for the NLFK
representation, compared to the LFK representation, for the 8s wave.

Figure 3.9: RAOs for the spherical HPA via the LFK and NLFK representations over the complete
wave range and under fixed-time and adaptive latching strategies.
However, the difference between the LFK and NLFK simulation models is mostly due to the
inability of the fixed-time latching strategy to align the peaks of the device velocity and the excitation force for the NLFK model, as shown in Figure 3.10 (c). Therefore, it is demonstrated
that the accurate representation of FK forces is crucial to accurately design energy maximising
control strategies, unless robust control strategies that are relatively insensitive to modelling errors are used. In the presence of significant nonlinearities, the control strategy that considers the
effect of nonlinear FK forces (adaptive latching) shows the ability to maximise the motion of the
device and, as a consequence, absorbed power. Figures 3.10 (a) and (b) illustrate the difference
in performance of the fixed-time and the adaptive latching strategies. When applied to the LFK
model, the adaptive latching strategy provides identical results to the fixed-time latching strategy.
In contrast, when applied to the NLFK model, the adaptive latching strategy substantially enlarges
the amplitude of device motion, compared to the case where the fixed-time strategy is applied.
Such improvement in the controller performance, arises from the adjustment of the latching
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time to the slower nonlinear dynamics of the spherical HPA. The adaptive algorithm calculates the
0
optimal latching time for the NLFK model (TL ), which is shorter than the optimal latching time
for the linear case TL , as shown in Figure 3.10 (b).

(a) Fixed-time latching.

(b) Adaptive latching.

(c) Fixed-time latching.

(d) Adaptive latching.

Figure 3.10: Free-surface elevation, and body displacement and velocity for the 8s wave via the
LFK and NLFK simulation models under fixed-time latching (a) and (c), and adaptive latching
control (b) and (d).
In fact, Figure 3.9 also illustrates RAO values for the NLFK representation using adaptive latching control, where the improvement of the adaptive strategy compared to the fixed-time latching
strategy is shown to be significant.
The comparison between the LFK and NLFK representations can be extended to the analysis
of the static and dynamic components of the FK forces. Due to the differences between Equations
(3.28) and (3.36), static and dynamic FK forces from the LFK and NLFK models cannot be compared directly. The restoring force in the LFK model is given by means of the KH , while in the
NLFK model it is the sum of Fg and FFKstat . Similarly, excitation force in the LFK model is equivalent to the sum of Fdi f f and FFKdyn in the NLFK model. Therefore, displacement, and restoring
and excitation forces are compared in Figure 3.11, where differences are normalised against the
results obtained in the LFK model.
Displacement, and restoring and excitation force amplitudes from the NLFK model, compared
to the LFK model, are shown to be always lower in Figure 3.11, which means that the LFK representation overestimates the forces acting on the spherical HPA and, as a consequence, the response
of the spherical HPA. In addition, this difference between the LFK and NLFK models increases
for all the three variables as waves become longer and higher. However, while the excitation force
for the NLFK representation is always close to the LFK representation, the difference between the
linear and nonlinear restoring forces is significant. Furthermore, one can observe, in Figure 3.11,
that differences between the LFK and NLFK representations for the displacement and the restoring
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Figure 3.11: Normalised differences between the LFK and NLFK models for the displacement,
restoring force and excitation force amplitudes over all the analysed wave periods. The amplitudes
are normalised against the LFK model, 1 meaning results are identical to the LFK model.

force are very similar, which demonstrates the higher relevance of the static part. Thus, one may
think that a mathematical model that only considers the nonlinear restoring force (NLrest) can be
sufficient to accurately represent the behaviour of the spherical HPA.
To study the suitability of the NLrest model, the response of the spherical HPA is evaluated
under the aggressive control strategy, i.e adaptive latching, over the complete wave range. In this
case, the PTO damping optimised to maximise energy absorption without constraints (BPT O,1 ) is
used, to cover all the possible situations of a WEC, including the device getting fully submerged
or fully out of the water. Hence, device motion increases considerably, compared to simulations
where the PTO damping is optimised subject to constraints (BPT O,2 ), as one can notice comparing
Figures 3.9 and 3.12 (a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: Response of the spherical HPA estimated via different modelling approaches under
docile and aggressive (adaptive latching strategy) control and using the BPT O,1 parameter: displacement RAOs (a) and absorbed power (b) over the global wave range.
Under docile control, also using BPT O,1 , the spherical HPA behaves as a wave follower, since
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the RAO is effectively 1 over the complete range of incoming waves, as illustrated in Figure
3.12 (a). Conversely, the aggressive control enhances the motion of the spherical HPA, specially
for waves with periods greater than 6s, and, consequently, the nonlinear representation of FK forces becomes relevant. However, Figure 3.12 (a) illustrates that the NLrest model cannot accurately
capture the behaviour of the spherical HPA. In fact, the NLrest model overestimates the motion of
the spherical HPA even more than the LFK model. This happens because, in the LFK representation, the restoring force is computed as if the CSA were constant, so the restoring force increases
as the absorber moves away from the equilibrium position. Hence, the restoring and the excitation
forces are balanced in the LFK representation, meaning that the inaccuracies of the restoring force
somewhat counterbalance the inaccuracies of the excitation force, and vice versa.
In contrast, the CSA decreases in the NLrest model as the body moves away from the equilibrium position and, thus, the restoring force decreases and a larger amplitude of motion ensues.
Moreover, the magnitude of the nonlinear restoring force has an upper limit equal to the gravity
force (when the body is completely out of the water or completely submerged) while, in the linear
case, the restoring force is unbounded and directly proportional to the absorber’s displacement.
Therefore, the balance between the restoring force and the excitation force is broken in the NLrest
model, resulting in greater overestimation of the displacement and absorbed power.
In addition to the NLrest model, an additional mathematical model that includes the nonlinear
representation of the static and dynamic FK forces and viscous effects (viscNLFK) is also analysed
in Figure 3.12. The viscNLFK model highlights the impact of viscous effects, which reduce the
motion of the spherical HPA. Even though these viscous effects seem important, FK nonlinearities
are the most relevant nonlinear effects in the case of the spherical HPA [114]. Similar trends can
be observed in Figure 3.12 (b), where power estimates for the four different mathematical models
analysed in this section are shown. The LFK and NLrest models significantly overestimate the
power absorption of the spherical HPA, while the viscNLFK is the most conservative model.

Figure 3.13: Comparison of the RAOs for the sphere, using linear and nonlinear waves and linear
and nonlinear FK forces.
The implementation of the nonlinear FK forces is theoretically more consistent when nonlinear
waves are considered, due to the nonlinear boundary condition on the free-surface (pW SHI (z =
ηw ) = 0). However, comparing the RAOs obtained with the linear and nonlinear wave models,
one can note that the difference is imperceptible, as illustrated in Figure 3.13. Therefore, for loworder nonlinear waves, the approximation using linear wave theory seems to be adequate even
with nonlinear FK forces. In fact, waves within the power production region tend to be linear or
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low-order nonlinear, as shown in Section 2.1, based on the power production data of different real
devices during open-ocean tests. Therefore, higher order nonlinear waves may not be necessary
within the power production region.

3.3

Computationally efficient partially-nonlinear extension

Despite the need for considering nonlinear FK forces to accurately predict the behaviour of the
spherical HPA, the approach employed to compute the nonlinear FK forces in Section 3.2.4, via
a remeshing routine to identify the submerged part of the absorber at each time-step, is computationally expensive: over 500% slower than the LFK approach. These computational time
requirements may preclude the NLFK model for certain applications with low computational requirements presented in Table 2.5. Therefore, an approach that can compute nonlinear FK forces
in, or close to, real-time is necessary.
A computationally efficient algebraic solution that considers nonlinear FK forces (NLFKa)
of axisymmetric absorbers is presented in [162], which is briefly described in this section. This
computationally efficient model is implemented in the cHyW2W model presented in this thesis.
In the NLFKa model, the integrals in Equations (3.24) and (3.25) are solved algebraically
over the instantaneous wetted surface. Hence, the pressure applied on the surface of the absorber,
shown in Equation (3.22), can be replaced by its deep-water (hsea → ∞) definition as follows,
pIdw (x, z,t) = −ρw gzd + ρw gAw ekw z cos (ωwt − kw x).

(a)

(3.43)

(b)

Figure 3.14: Axisymmetric heaving device with generic profile f (σ): (a) the absorber at rest, with
the centre of gravity G at the SWL and draft h0 , and (b) the free surface elevation ηw and the
device displacement zd after a time t ∗ . The pressure is integrated over the surface between σ1 and
σ2 .
Figure 3.14 illustrates an axisymmetric absorber with a fixed vertical axis, which allows for a
description of its surface in parametric cylindrical coordinates as follows,


x(σ, θ) = f (σ) cos θ
y(σ, θ) = f (σ) sin θ


z(σ, θ) = σ

, σ ∈ [σ1 , σ2 ] ∧ θ ∈ [0, 2π) .

(3.44)

Different f (σ) corresponding to different revolution bodies are described in [162]. In the case
of the spherical HPA, the resulting FK force is computed [162] as follows,
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FFK =

x

Z 2π Z σ2

(pIstat + pIdyn )n dS =

S

Z 2π Z σ2

=
0

0

pI (x(σ, θ), z(σ, θ),t) f 0 (σ) f (σ)kdσdθ

σ1

(ρw gAw ekw σ cos (ωwt − kw f (σ) cos θ) − ρw gzd ) × f 0 (σ) f (σ)dσdθ, (3.45)

σ1

where the algebraic solution of the static and dynamic pressure under the long wave approximation
(wavelength considerably longer than the characteristic length of the device) for the spherical HPA
are, respectively,
σ2 i
,
3
2
h
i
1
2π
f (σ)dyn = − ρw gAw cos(ωwt) (zd + − σ)ekw σ ,
kw
kw
f (σ)stat = −2πρw g

h σ3

+ zd

and the limits of integration defining the instantaneous wetted surface,
(
σ1 = zd − h0 ,
σ2 = ηw ,

(3.46)
(3.47)

(3.48)

where h0 is the draft of the device at equilibrium, as shown in Figure 3.14 (a). In case the long wave
approximation is not applicable, the FK force can also be solved using the McLaurin expansion of
the cosine term in Equation (3.45) [162].
Hence, the algebraic solution provides identical results as the NLFK model via the remeshing
routine, but only requires an overburden of about 50% with respect to the LFK model, significantly
reducing the computational time of the NLFK model. Although not studied in this thesis, it is
important to note that a similar approach can also be applied to WECs with several DoFs by
numerically solving the FK force integrals in Equations (3.24) and (3.25), as demonstrated in
[107, 118].

3.4

Summary

This chapter introduces the potential flow theory that underpins the most commonly used mathematical models in wave energy applications and presents the different possible mathematical
models to consider the most relevant nonlinear effects for a spherical HPA.
Section 3.1 describes the foundations of potential flow theory, including the simplifying assumptions, and develops the governing equation to predict the behaviour of WECs. The identification of the required hydrodynamic coefficients of this governing equation is described in
Section 3.1.3. The capabilities of the open-source BEM solver NEMOH are compared to the wellestablished commercial code WAMIT in Appendix A. In addition, the details of the spherical HPA
used in this thesis are presented in Section 3.1.3, including its FD hydrodynamic coefficients.
The impact of different nonlinearities (nonlinear waves, nonlinear FK forces and viscous effects) and different modelling approaches to consider these nonlinearities, are analysed in Section
3.2, where results show that nonlinear FK forces and viscous effects are crucial to accurately reproduce the behaviour of spherical HPA, especially when the absorber is actively controlled to
maximise energy generation. However, the use of nonlinear wave theory is demonstrated to have
very little influence on the behaviour of the spherical HPA in power production mode. Finally,
an efficient approach to consider nonlinear FK forces, based on an algebraic solution, is briefly
presented in Section 3.3, which significantly reduces the computational overhead of the more conventional approach with the remeshing routine.
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Chapter

4

Modelling the cHyW2W model: Hydraulic
power take-off systems
The mechanical energy absorbed from ocean waves needs to be converted into electricity in an
efficient way, either directly converting the mechanical energy into electricity or via an intermediate transmission system. In the cHyW2W model presented in this thesis, the energy absorbed
from ocean waves is converted first into hydraulic energy and then into electricity, as illustrated
in Figure 2.22. However, there exist a wide variety of possibilities to generate electricity via a
hydraulic transmission system coupled to an electric generator, as reviewed in Section 2.3.4.
The main objective of this chapter is to present the mathematical models for the different components usually incorporated in hydraulic transmission systems and electrical systems (including
the rotational electric generator and PECs) installed in real WECs. Mathematical models that provide high-fidelity results are crucial for an accurate evaluation of the performance of different PTO
systems and, thus, all the relevant dynamics, losses and constraints are included in the mathematical models presented in this chapter, as suggested in Section 2.6. In addition, the mathematical
models presented in this chapter incorporate the potential control-inputs of different components
from ocean waves to the electricity grid (C1 , C2 and C3 in Figure 2.22), which is crucial in evaluating the practical implication and limitations of different control strategies.
Section 4.1 describes a mathematical model for hydraulic transmission systems, where the different hydraulic PTO configurations or topologies are first described, and the mathematical models
to represent the different components included in the different configurations are then presented.
The second part of the chapter, Section 4.2, describes the various possibilities for conversion of
the hydraulic energy into electricity using rotational generators, including three electric generator
topologies and power converter units. However, the solutions suggested in Section 4.2 are not
only applicable to PTO topologies with hydraulic transmission systems, but for any transmission
mechanism that converts the energy absorbed from ocean waves into rotational motion, for example, pneumatic or mechanic transmission systems, as described in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2,
respectively.

4.1

Hydraulic Transmission system

Hydraulic transmission systems have been and are used for a wide variety of applications in various engineering sectors, meaning that many companies and research groups have accumulated
wide experience and knowledge about hydraulic systems. Hence, the solutions initially suggested
for, and implemented in, real WECs (the Oyster OWSC by Aquamarine Power Ltd. [51], the
Searev OPC [297] or the CETO HPA by Carnegie [285]) were rather conventional topologies, previously used in other applications, that consisted of well-known off-the-shelf components. However, wave energy is rather different to any other application for which hydraulic systems have been
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suggested so far. Any PTO system implemented in a WEC needs to provide high force/torques
under relatively low velocities, for which hydraulic systems are a good solution. However, the
main challenge for PTO systems implemented in WECs is dealing with large peaks/average power values, derived from the variability of the wave resource. As a consequence, PTO components
end up operating at part-load operational conditions most of the time, which results in significant
losses.

4.1.1

Hydraulic transmission system configurations for wave energy

The simplest hydraulic transmission systems suggested for WECs use off-the-shelf components,
where a hydraulic cylinder is connected to a hydraulic motor through low- (LP) and high-pressure
(HP) hydrualic accumulators, as suggested in several studies [234–238]. This ‘standard’ configuration somewhat solves the problem of having hydraulic components operating at part-load
operating conditions, but significantly reduces the possibility of maximising power absorption via
an energy maximising control strategy.
In order to improve the performance of that ‘standard’ system, alternative configurations have
been suggested in the literature. Four configurations with higher flexibility are presented in [239],
where the main difference among the four configurations is the arrangement of the accumulators. Another topology with a direct connection between the hydraulic cylinder and a variabledisplacement motor is suggested in [64], while a configuration using a multi-chamber hydraulic
cylinder connected to multiple accumulators, with different pressure settings (which, in turn, are
connected to a fixed-displacement motor), is presented in [240].
All these topologies can be organised in two main groups [241]: constant- and variablepressure configurations. These two configurations are described in the following subsections.

4.1.1.1

Constant-pressure configuration

The typical constant-pressure configuration is described in [298]; and generally includes a hydraulic cylinder, a set of check-valves for the rectification of the flow, LP and HP accumulators, a
hydraulic motor, a relief valve, and a boost pump powered by an electric motor, as illustrated in
Figure 4.1. The reciprocating motion of the WEC and, as a consequence, of the cylinder piston,
is rectified by means of the rectification valves. The HP and LP accumulators dictate the pressure
difference in the cylinder and help to provide a smooth and slowly varying torque in the hydraulic
motor. Relief valves only open when the pressure in the system exceeds the maximum pressure
allowed by the different components of the system and the boost pump ensures that the pressure in
the system never falls below a pre-defined minimum pressure level, avoiding undesirable effects
such as cavitation.
An important advantage of the constant-pressure configuration is that the absorption and transmission stages can be completely separated, which allows the hydraulic motor to perform close to
the optimal operating point most of the time. This enables a reasonably high HyPTO efficiency.
However, the control of the absorption stage to maximise the energy absorbed from ocean waves is, in general, quite limited in hydraulic transmission systems based on the constant-pressure
configuration. The only control-input of the constant-pressure HyPTO configuration is accommodated in the hydraulic motor (C1 in Figure 2.22), and, since large HP accumulators are installed
between the hydraulic cylinder and motor, variations in the motor displacement take a long time
to affect the pressure in the hydraulic cylinder and, eventually, the behaviour of the WEC. As a
consequence, the power absorption of the wave energy converter is rather poor, with very limited
possibilities for improvement, which may result in poor power generation. Only the use of extra
(smaller) accumulators beside the hydraulic cylinder, as described in [235], can improve power
absorption, by implementing control strategies such as latching or declutching, as shown in [233].
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Figure 4.1: The scheme of a typical constant-pressure hydraulic transmission system.

4.1.1.2

Variable-pressure configuration

The typical alternative to the constant-pressure HyPTO configuration is shown in Figure 4.2, where
the hydraulic cylinder is directly connected to the hydraulic motor. Only the LP accumulator is
included in this configuration, which, along with the boost pump, avoids pressure drops in the lowpressure line. A boost pump is also necessary to replenish the fluid leaks in the motor. Similarly
to the constant-pressure configuration, relief valves in the variable-pressure HyPTO configuration
protect the system from overpressure. In contrast, the reciprocating motion of the WEC and the
cylinder piston is rectified in the hydraulic motor.

Figure 4.2: The scheme of a typical variable-pressure hydraulic transmission system.
The absence of a HP accumulator provides a more flexible hydraulic system, where variations
in the hydraulic motor displacement rapidly affect the behaviour of the absorber, which facilitates
effective control of the PTO force applied on the absorber, to maximise power absorption from
ocean waves. However, the hydraulic motor may be required to provide four-quadrant operation,
only if reactive power is required, i.e. capability to deliver and receive fluid power from either
direction, to compensate for bi-directional flow. The four-quadrant operation is further described
in Section 4.1.2.4.
The system shown in Figure 4.2 is the simplest version of a variable-pressure HyPTO configuration. Similar configurations have been suggested in [64, 239], including an energy overflow
system connected to the relief valves, so that the extra flow, that the hydraulic motor cannot handle,
is used to generate electricity, instead of leaking it into the LP accumulator, wasting the energy
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contained in the HP fluid.

4.1.2

Mathematical modelling of hydraulic system components

Mathematical equations to model the different components included in hydraulic transmission systems, i.e. hydraulic cylinders, valves, accumulators and hydraulic motors, are common to any
hydraulic system configuration or topology. Therefore, the equations for the different components
are given in the following subsections, regardless of whether such components are used in the
constant- or variable-pressure HyPTO configuration. The model structures used for each component are generic, in the sense that components of different characteristics, e.g. a hydraulic gear
motor or a hydraulic radial piston motor, can be modelled using the same model structure. However, due to the very specific characteristics of each component, the parameters of the models may
need to be adjusted for each specific component.
4.1.2.1

Hydraulic cylinder

Hydraulic cylinders consist of a piston that divides the cylinder into two chambers and can be
symmetric or asymmetric. These two chambers are identical in symmetric cylinders, as illustrated
in Figure 4.3 (a), meaning that the same piston area is used for pushing and retracting. In contrast,
the two chambers of a hydraulic cylinder are significantly different in asymmetric cylinders, as
shown in Figure 4.3 (b). Therefore, the active piston areas used in the pushing and retracting
operations are also different. The active area used during the pushing or extension is the full
piston area, while the active piston area used during the retraction is known as the annular area, as
illustrated in Figure 4.3.

(a) Symmetric cylinder.

(b) Asymmetric cylinder.

Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of a symmetric and an asymmetric hydraulic cylinder.
Hence, the pressure difference between the two chambers determines the cylinder force(load)
applied to the WEC. This pressure difference ∆pcyl is imposed by the pressure levels in the HP and
LP accumulators in constant-pressure HyPTO configurations and the torque-control implemented
in the hydraulic motor in variable-pressure HyPTO configurations. Following Equation (2.17),
pressure dynamics in the different chambers of the cylinder can be given as:
ṗAcyl =
ṗBcyl

=

βe f f (pAcyl )
VA + A p x p
βe f f (pBcyl )
VB − A p x p

(QAcyl − ẋ p A p ),

(4.1)

(ẋ p A p − QBcyl ),

(4.2)

where superscripts A and B refer to chambers A and B in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The other parameters
used in Equations (4.1) and (4.2) are defined after Equation (2.17), where they are used for the first
time.
4.1.2.1.1

Fluid compressibility

Fluid compressibility is typically represented via the effective bulk modulus βe f f , which shows
the relation between pressure and volume variations at a constant temperature. Hence βe f f varies
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significantly with fluid pressure, as shown in Equations (2.17), (4.1) and (4.2), while the influence
of temperature is negligible [242]. This bulk modulus varies due to the air entrained in the hydraulic fluid, which can reach up to 20% when the fluid is at atmospheric pressure [242], but dissolves
into liquid as the pressure increases.
Therefore, different mathematical models have been suggested in the literature to represent
variations in the bulk modulus, such as the isentropic model, and empirical models following
Lee’s and Hoffmann’s formulae [242] illustrated in Equations (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5), respectively.
isen,0
βisen
e f f (p) = βe f f

1 + rν
β0

max
βLee
log(a2
e f f = a1 β
Ho f f mann

βe f f

,

(4.3)

f
1 + ( p1cyl )1/γoil rν γoilepf cyl

pcyl
+ a3 ),
pmax
cyl

= βmax log(1 − e−0.4−2×10

−7 p
cyl

(4.4)
),

(4.5)

VG0
where βisen,0
e f f is the isentropic bulk modulus of the liquid without entrained air, rν = VL0 the relation
between the volume of gas entrained in the liquid at atmospheric pressure (VG0 ) and the volume
of liquid at atmospheric pressure (VL0 ), and γoil = 1.4 the adiabatic index. The isentropic bulk
0
0
modulus is given as βisen,0
e f f = βe f f + K p pcyl , where typical values are βe f f = 16500bar and K p =
9.558m [242].
As an alternative to Equations (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5), constant βe f f values are often used in
the mathematical models that represent hydraulic transmission systems, based on a βe f f value
provided by the manufacturer. Some studies directly use the air-free value provided by manufacair− f ree
turers (typically βe f f
=17MPa [299]), while others recommend using a reduced value, with a
reduction of between 25% [300] and 50% [301]. The reason why reduced values are recommended is because air-free values are, in general, determined via laboratory tests where the hydraulic
fluid is carefully degassed. However, hydraulic fluids tend to aerate in use, making the air-free
value inaccurate.
Ho f f mann air− f ree
Lee
Thus, five different approaches are compared in this subsection: βisen
, βe f f
e f f , βe f f , βe f f
60%air- f ree

and a 40% reduced value (βe f f
), following the recommendation provided in [299]. Figure
4.4 illustrates effective bulk modulus variations as a function of pressure for the five different
approaches compared in this subsection, where a pressure range between 1 bar (equivalent to
atmospheric pressure) and 50 bar is analysed.

Figure 4.4: Effective bulk modulus as a function of pressure for different bulk modulus representations.
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Significant differences can be observed in Figure 4.4 among the different approaches, which
suggests that the impact of the different approaches on the pressure dynamics may be relevant.
Therefore, the different approaches are compared under realistic operational conditions, using
a mathematical model for the constant-pressure HyPTO configuration. The constant-pressure
HyPTO configuration is selected since βe f f variations are expected to be more relevant than in
variable-pressure configurations, due to the more severe compression-expansions cycles. Figure
4.5 (a) illustrates the normalised βe f f for the different approaches under these realistic operational
conditions, where differences between the alternative approaches are significant. However, pressure values in the cylinder chamber, calculated using Equation (4.1), are almost identical for all
the approaches, as shown in Figure 4.5 (b). Deviations among the different approaches can only
be observed when the check valves of the constant-pressure HyPTO configuration open and close,
resulting in very fast dynamics, as illustrated in the zoomed snapshot in Figure 4.5 (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Effective bulk modulus variations in time (a) and the impact of the different bulk
modulus on the pressure variations (b).
Since almost identical results can be obtained with all the different approaches, a constant
60%air− f ree
effective bulk modulus, the βe f f
, is implemented in the mathematical models presented in
this thesis due to its simplicity.
Once the βe f f value is selected, the force(load) applied by the hydraulic cylinder to the absorber can be determined. The pressure difference between the different chambers in the hydraulic
cylinder can be calculated via Equations (4.1) and (4.2), but, in that case, friction and inertia effects
would be neglected, which can represent between 5% and 10% of energy losses in the cylinder
[242]. A more accurate representation of the force applied on the absorber can be obtained as
follows,
Fpis = A p ∆pcyl + Ff ric + Fin ,

(4.6)

where ∆pcyl = (pAcyl − pBcyl ) and Fin includes the inertial force of the piston, the rod and the oil,
which can be given as,
Fin = ẍ p (M p + Mr + Moil ),

(4.7)

and M p , Mr and Moil are the mass of the piston, the rod and the oil stored in the cylinder chambers,
respectively.
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4.1.2.1.2

Friction model

The friction force Ff ric is considered to be one of the main nonlinearities in hydraulic cylinders.
Similarly to βe f f , several different approaches have been suggested in the literature to describe
friction losses in hydraulic cylinders, including static and dynamic models [302].
The vast majority of these models divide the friction model into different effects: viscous
friction, Coulomb friction and static friction. A well-known mathematical model, referred to as
the Stribeck model, combines these three effects [242] as follows,



|ẋ p |
Ff ric = σst ẋ p + sign(ẋ p ) Fc + Fst exp −
,
(4.8)
cst
where σst is the linear viscous coefficient, Fc the Coulomb friction force, Fst the static friction force
and cst the characteristic velocity of the Stribeck curve. Figure 4.6 (a) illustrates the contribution
of each friction effect, normalised against the maximum friction force.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Friction losses in the hydraulic cylinder: (a) the impact of different friction effects
normalised against the maximum friction force; and (b) the approximated efficiency map of a
cylinder, reproduced from [239].
Once the model structure is selected, the parameters (σst , Fc , Fst and cst ) of the model need to
be defined. The most appropriate way to proceed would be to fit such parameters using experimental data from the hydraulic cylinder to be implemented in real life. However, experimental results
are not always available, so parameters need to be identified using other relevant information, such
as manufacturers’ data. Therefore, the parameters for the present model are identified using an efficiency map, as a function of velocity and pressure difference presented in [239]. Figure 4.6 (b)
shows the efficiency map of the hydraulic cylinder, reproduced with the model parameters fitted
from [239].
The friction model presented in this section assumes friction losses are symmetric, as shown
in Figure 4.6 (a). However, this is not always true, especially in asymmetric cylinders. In some
cases, a lag exists between the pushing (positive velocity) and retracting (negative velocity) forces.
To include such asymmetry, the model structure presented in Equation (4.8) is still useful, but
needs to be duplicated to distinguish the performance during the pushing and retracting operations,
separately identifying the parameters for each operation [242].
4.1.2.2

Valves

Valves are essential components for the successful performance of HyPTO systems, required to
rectify or control the flow at different points in the circuit. Active and passive valves can be
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included in the hydraulic system, depending on the purpose of the valve, and both can be described
using the orifice equation [242] as follows,
s
2
Qv = Cd Av (∆pv )sign(∆pv )
|∆pv |,
(4.9)
ρoil
where Qv is the flow through the valve, Cd the discharge coefficient, ∆pv the pressure difference
between the inlet and the outlet of the valve, Av (∆pv ) the valve opening area as a function of ∆pv ,
and ρoil the density of the hydraulic oil.
Only passive valves, check valves in the rectification bridge and relief valves, are used in this
thesis, which open and close as a function of the pressure difference across the valve, as expressed
in Equation (4.9). The valve remains closed while the pressure difference across the valve is lower
than the cracking pressure (∆pcrack ). Once the cracking pressure is reached, the valve starts to
open and continues to open until the valve is fully open. The pressure at which the valve is fully
open is known as the maximum pressure (∆pmax ). The maximum area of the valve (Amax
v ), ∆pcrack
and ∆pmax are, in general, provided in manufacturers’ catalogues. However, the valve opening,
from fully closed to fully open, can follow different profiles. Some of the most commonly used
profiles [303] are illustrated in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Valve opening functions.

4.1.2.3

Accumulators

The performance of hydraulic accumulators, typically compressed gas accumulators, can be described by means of an isentropic process, where the volume of hydraulic oil contained in the
accumulator changes in time as follows,
Z t

Vacc (t) =

0

Qin
acc (t)dt,

(4.10)

where Qin
acc (t) is the input flow into the accumulator, which is positive if hydraulic oil flows in and
negative if oil flows out. Hence, following isentropic compression, the pressure in the accumulator
is given by
pre
pacc = pacc

 V tot γoil
acc

gas
Vacc

,

(4.11)

pre
tot and V gas are the pre-charge pressure, and the total volume and volume of comwhere pacc
, Vacc
acc
pressed gas in the accumulator, respectively. However, accumulators are designed to store fluid up
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to a pre-defined pressure level (pmax
acc ). This maximum pressure level is normally defined as twice
the pre-charge pressure, as illustrated in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Non-constrained and constrained evolution of the pressure in the hydraulic accumulator as a function of the oil volume.

4.1.2.4

Hydraulic motor

As pressure increases in the cylinder chamber, oil flows from the hydraulic cylinder to the motor
(through the check-valves and the HP accumulator, in the case of the constant-pressure HyPTO
configuration), where pressure and flow discharged from the cylinder are converted into mechanical torque and rotation of the shaft. Once the motor extracts the energy from the high-pressure
fluid, low-pressure oil flows back to the cylinder. As presented in Equations (2.19) and (2.20), the
output flow, and the torque generated in the hydraulic motor, can be expressed, respectively, as,
QM = αM Dω ωM − Qlosses ,

(4.12)

TM = αM Dω ∆pM + Tlosses .

(4.13)

With respect to the four quadrant operation capabilities, the diagram presented in Figure 4.9
illustrates the four different operation required in a hydraulic motor implemented in a variablepressure HyPTO configuration. Hence, the piston can rise because the absorbers pulls, as in the
qII case in Figure 4.9, or because the hydraulic motor sends high pressure fluid into the lower
chamber of the hydraulic cylinder, as in the qI case in Figure 4.9. Same can be applied for the
downwards motion of the piston, with the qIII and qIV cases in Figure 4.9. As a consequence,
first and third quadrants (qI and qIII, respectively, in Figure 4.9) are only required when reactive
power is used to enhance energy generation.
4.1.2.4.1

Loss model

Losses in hydraulic motors appear mainly due to friction and leakages, and can be significant,
especially in part-load operations. Hydraulic motors in wave energy applications frequently operate at part-load operating conditions, due to the high variability of the wave resource and, thus,
accurate estimation of the losses in hydraulic motors is essential. Different loss models have been
suggested to approximate such losses, as described in [299]. The first loss model is suggested
by Wilson [304], based on fixed-displacement gear pumps and motors, where the most widely
used model structure, separating torque and volumetric efficiencies, is introduced. Wilson’s model [304] uses constant loss coefficients, and is implemented in a wave energy context in [237].
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LP
accumulator

LP
accumulator

LP line
HP line

(a) Motoring - qII.

(b) Pumping - qI.
LP
accumulator

LP
accumulator

(c) Pumping - qIII.

(d) Motoring - qIV.

Figure 4.9: Four-quadrant operation hydraulic motor.
McCandish and Dorey [305] present an analytical model, described in detail in [306], to compute
losses using variable loss coefficients for fixed- and variable-displacement motors. A polynomial
based approach is suggested in [307], where the coefficients of the polynomial are identified using
flow and torque data from experimental data.
The cHyW2W model presented in this thesis include the Schlösser model [308, 309], which
includes losses due to friction and leakages in the motor. The beauty of the Schlösser model is that
it can be fitted using data from manufacturers, so experimental data is not necessarily required:
Qlosses = ∆pMCQ1 ,

(4.14)

Tlosses = CT 1 +CT 2 ∆pM +CT 3 ωM +CT 4 ω2M ,

(4.15)

where CQ1 , CT 1 , CT 2 , CT 3 and CT 4 are model parameters of the Schlösser loss model.
Several types of hydraulic motors are currently available for diverse applications, which can
also be suitable for wave energy, depending on the hydraulic transmission system implemented
in the HyPTO system. In general, due to the variability of the resource, hydraulic motors that
can rapidly vary the displacement are required. These hydraulic motors should ideally have high
efficiency capabilities not only at the optimum, but also at part-load operating conditions. As
described in Section 2.3.4, different hydraulic motor topologies with different performance characteristics have been suggested for inclusion in the HyPTO systems of diverse WECs: bent-axis,
swash-plate or DDM. The model structure presented in Equations (4.12)–(4.15) is suitable for all
the different hydraulic motor topologies. However, similarly to the case of the hydraulic cylinder,
it is necessary to adapt the model parameters for each specific case, as shown in the following
subsections. Due to the lack of available manufactures’ data for the DDM, only the bent-axis and
swash-plate topologies are analysed in this thesis.
Bent-axis motor
In the case of bent-axis hydraulic motors, the parameters of the loss model, presented in Equations
(4.14) and (4.15), are identified using the data from manufacturers for the Sauer-Danfoss 511 Series bent-axis motor [310], which includes efficiency data for two specific cases, i.e., fulldisplacement (αM = 1) and partial-displacement (αM = 0.3). Figures 4.10 (a) and (c) illustrate
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the efficiency map reconstructed from manufacturers’ data for the full- and partial-displacement,
respectively. The loss model presented in Equations (4.14) and (4.15) needs to be fitted using these
sets of manufacturers’ data.
The parameters of the loss model are identified for each operating case, i.e. the full- and
partial-displacement operating conditions, using the linear least square fitting approach. Using the
fitted parameters, efficiency maps for each operating condition can be reconstructed, as shown in
Figures 4.10 (b) and (d) for the full- and partial-displacement operating conditions, respectively.

(a) αM = 1
Reconstructed from manufacturers’ data.

(b) αM = 1
Reconstructed from Schlösser model.

(c) αM = 0.3
Reconstructed from manufacturers’ data.

(d) αM = 0.3
Reconstructed from Schlösser model.

Figure 4.10: Efficiency maps of the Sauer-Danfoss 250 cc Series 51-1 bent-axis motor: top and
bottom rows correspond to full- and partial-displacement operating conditions, respectively, while
left and right columns correspond to reconstructions from manufacturers’ data and the Schlösser
loss model, respectively.
The agreement between the efficiency maps reconstructed from the manufacturers’ data and
the Schlösser model is reasonably good for both operating conditions, as illustrated in Figure 4.10.
However, in variable-pressure HyPTO configurations, αM varies rapidly, and can take any value
between -1 and 1. Losses in the hydraulic motor can vary considerably for different operating
conditions, as illustrated in Figure 4.10, and, thus, model parameters for all the different operating
conditions need to be identified. Since manufacturers’ data only covers two specific operating
conditions, the model parameters for the rest of the cases can only be obtained by means of extrapolation. Hence, parameters can be expressed as a function of αM using linear extrapolation
between the two operating conditions, as shown in Figure 4.11 for the parameter CQ1 . Linear ex-
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trapolation is convenient to obtain the parameters of the loss model at different operating points,
since manufacturers only provide the data for two operating points, but it should be noted that the
real behaviour of the motor is not expected to be linear.

Figure 4.11: Identified parameter (CQ1 ) for the two operating conditions available in [310] and the
linear extrapolation function that fits the two parameters.

Swash-plate motor
Similarly to the bent-axis hydraulic motor, manufacturers’ data for a swash-plate motor can be
used to identify the parameters of the loss model presented in Equations (4.14) and (4.15). In
the case of the swash-plate motor, the manufacturers’ data corresponds to the Kawasaki K3VL
Series [311], which provides the data for only one rotation speed: 1500rpm. However, the data
covers different fractional displacement options. Figures 4.12 (a) and (b) illustrate the efficiency
maps reconstructed from the manufacturers’ data and the Schlösser model, respectively, where the
agreement is again shown to be good.

(a) Reconstructed from manufacturers’ data.

(b) Reconstructed from Schlösser model.

Figure 4.12: Swash-plate motor efficiency maps reconstructed from (a) manufacturers’ data [311]
and from (b) the Schlösser model.
Similarly to the identification carried out for the bent axis motor, the parameters of the Schlösser
model are identified for different values of αM : 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1. Thus, the behaviour of the
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hydraulic motor can be approximated more accurately by using higher-order extrapolation. Figures 4.13 (a) and (b) illustrate the values for the CQ1 and CT 2 parameters, respectively, including
different αM values. A quadratic extrapolation function is compared to the linear extrapolation in
Figure 4.13, where the relative inaccuracy of the linear function is demonstrated.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: Schlösser model parameters CQ1 (a) and CT 2 (b) identified from manufacturers’ data
[311], and the linear and quadratic extrapolation functions to fit the identified parameters across
different operating points.

Manufacturers’ data is available for a specific hydraulic motor size (250cc/rev and 200cc/rev
for the bent-axis and swash-plate, respectively). However, the mathematical model suggested in
Equations (4.12)-(4.15) should ideally be applicable to different hydraulic motors, regardless of
the dimension of the motor. To that end, the mathematical model for the hydraulic motor can be
scaled, using the baseline motor characteristics, to be implemented in larger or smaller hydraulic
motors [64] as follows:
QRS
M =

rated,RS
 ωrated

DRS
ω ωM
M
Q
ω
,
∆p
,
M
M
M
Dω ωrated
ωrated,RS
M
M

(4.16)

ω

DRS
rated
ω
TM RS ωM , ∆pM ,
Dω
ωrated

(4.17)

TMRS =

rated and ωrated,RS are the rated rotational
where DRS
ω is the displacement of the re-sized motor, and ωM
M
speed of the baseline and re-sized motors, respectively.

Finally, it should be noted that, in the mathematical model of the hydraulic transmission system
presented in this thesis, pressure losses in transmission lines are neglected, which is reasonable if
short transmission lines are assumed.

4.2

Electrical systems

The mathematical model for the electrical system, which includes an electric generator occasionally complemented with PECs, is an essential part of any W2W model, regardless of the PTO
mechanism incorporated in the WEC. Electrical systems implemented in WECs can include either
a linear or rotational generator, as described in Section 2.4.2. However, rotational electric generators are (currently) most widely used in WECs, mainly because of their popularity in other
renewable energy applications, such as wind turbines. In contrast, linear generators, despite their
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potential for high efficiency performance [256], have been shown to be highly challenging in
keeping the required air gap without using robust supporting structures, which considerably reduces the power-weight ratio [18].
The hydraulic transmission systems described in Section 4.1 require rotational generators and,
thus, the following subsections analyse different rotational generators that can potentially be coupled to these hydraulic transmission systems. The most widely used rotational electric generators
in wave energy applications, and also in other renewable energy applications, such as wind energy
[264], can be reduced to three electric generator topologies: the SCIG [240], the PMSG [253] and
the DFIG [252].

4.2.1

Electric generators

The dynamics of three-phase electrical machines are typically represented using the two-phase orthogonal rotating dq reference frame, regardless of the machine topology, as mentioned in Section
2.4. Thus, the original alternating-current (AC) signals become direct-current (DC) signals, as
shown in Figure 4.14, which simplifies the analysis of the three-phase machines. In addition, this
two-phase reference frame is also convenient for control calculations.

Clarke
Equation
(4.18)

iα
iβ

Park
Equation
(4.19)

id
iq

id
iq

Control

ia
ib
ic

Inverse
Park
Equation
(4.20)

iα
iβ

Inverse
Clarke
Equation
(4.21)

3-phase
system

2-phase
system

3-phase
system
AC
Stationary reference frame

DC

ia
ib
ic

AC

Rotating reference frame

Stationary reference frame

Figure 4.14: The reference frame transformation process from a three-phase stationary to a twophase rotational reference frame, and vice versa, using the Park and Clarke transformations.
The transformation from a three-phase reference frame into the dq reference frame is carried
out in two steps following the well-known Clarke and Park transformations [312], as illustrated
in Figure 4.14. Hence, the three-phase reference is first transformed into an orthogonal stationary
reference frame (αβ) using the transformation described in Equation (4.18). This two-phase αβ
representation is then converted into the dq reference frame via the vector rotation block described
in Equation (4.19), where the αβ reference frame is rotated over an angle θdq to follow the dq
reference frame attached to the rotor flux.
# i 
a
−√21
ib 
− 23
ic

(4.18)

  
 
id
cos θdq sin θdq iα
=
iq
sin θdq cos θdq iβ

(4.19)

  "
1 −√12
iα
=
iβ
0 − 23

Once the analysis has been carried out and all the necessary variables have been calculated in
the dq reference frame, results can be converted back to three-phase quantities, as shown in Figure
4.14, by performing the inverse Park and Clarke transformations [267] as follows,
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The mathematical models for the two induction machines, i.e. SCIG and DFIG, are identical
except for the rotor voltages Vrd and Vrq , which are zero for the SCIG and non-zero for the DFIG.
Thus, the model for the DFIG is presented in Section 4.2.1.1, which can also be used for the
SCIG, setting the rotor voltages Vrd and Vrq to zero in Equations (4.24) and (4.25), respectively.
The model for the PMSG is presented in Section 4.2.1.2.
4.2.1.1

Induction generators

The model for an induction machine is based on the equivalent two-phase circuit illustrated in
Figure 4.15, where the circuits for the direct (d) and quadrature (q) axes are shown in Figures
4.15 (a) and (b), respectively.

Figure 4.15: Induction generator dq equivalent circuit, based on [249], where (a) represents the
d-axis and (b) represents the q-axis.
Equations for the induction machine model are given [313] as follows:
Vsd = Rs isd − ωdq λsq + Ls

d
d
isd + Lm (isd + ird ),
dt
dt

(4.22)

Vsq = Rs isq + ωdq λsd + Ls

d
d
isq + Lm (isq + irq ),
dt
dt

(4.23)

Vrd = Rr ird − (ωdq − ωr )λrq + Lr

d
d
ird + Lm (isd + ird ),
dt
dt

(4.24)

Vrq = Rr irq + (ωdq − ωr )λrd + Lr

d
d
irq + Lm (isq + irq ),
dt
dt

(4.25)
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where ωdq and ωr are the angular velocities of the dq reference frame and the rotor, respectively,
with the subscript r denoting the rotor of the electric generator, Rs and Rr the stator and rotor
resistances, and Ls and Lr the stator and rotor inductances. In addition, isd , ird , isq and irq are the
stator and rotor currents in the d- and q-axis, respectively. Note that, since the electric generator is
coupled to the hydraulic motor, and assuming infinite rigidity of the shaft, ωr is identical to ωM .
Finally, the flux linkages, λi j are represented as,
λsd = (Ls + Lm )isd + Lm ird ,

(4.26)

λsq = (Ls + Lm )isq + Lm irq ,

(4.27)

λrd = (Lr + Lm )ird + Lm isd ,

(4.28)

λrq = (Lr + Lm )irq + Lm isq ,

(4.29)

where Lm is the mutual inductance. Equations (4.22)-(4.25) include eight unknowns (dq voltages
and currents in the stator and the rotor) for only four equations. Therefore, Equations (4.22)(4.25) can only be solved by imposing the voltage in the stator (Vsd and Vsq ) and the rotor (Vrd and
Vrq ) from the grid or the GenSC, depending on the grid-connection configuration of the electric
generator. Finally, the electromagnetic torque developed in an induction machine is given by:
Te =

3Np
(λsd isq − λsq isd ),
4

(4.30)

where Np is the number of poles in the generator.
4.2.1.2

Permanent magnet generator

The mathematical model for the permanent magnet machine is different from the model for induction machines shown in Section 4.2.1.1, due to the major differences in the electrical machine
topologies. Figure 4.16 illustrates the equivalent circuit for a PMSG, where one can note substantial differences compared to the equivalent circuit of induction machines, shown in Figure
4.15.

Figure 4.16: The dq equivalent circuit of the PMSG, based on [249], where (a) represents the
d-axis and (b) represents the q-axis.
The voltage equations for the stator are given [249] as follows,
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Vsd = Rs isd + Lsd

d
isd − ωe Lsd isd ,
dt

(4.31)

d
isq + ωe (Lsq isq + λPM ),
(4.32)
dt
where ωe is the electric angular frequency of the generator. The electromagnetic torque, using the
permanent magnet flux λPM of a PMSG, is given [249] by:
Vsq = Rs isq + Lsq

Te =

3Np
(isq λPM − isd isq (Lsd − Lsq )).
4

(4.33)

Apart from voltage and electromagnetic torque equations, a mechanical equation for the acceleration of the rotor is required, which is identical for both induction and permanent magnet machines. The electromagnetic torque produced in the generator equals the driving torque (including
mechanical losses due to friction and windage). Hence, the acceleration of the rotor can be expressed as:
ω̇r =

Np
(Te − TM − Bwind ωr ),
2Jsha f t

(4.34)

where Jsha f t is the rotor’s mechanical moment of inertia and Bwind the friction/windage linear
damping.
Finally, voltages and currents from the stator of the generator are converted into active (Pe )
and reactive power (Qe ) by means of Equations (4.35) and (4.36), respectively. Equations (4.35)
and (4.36) are also identical for both induction machines and permanent magnet machines.

4.2.2

3
Pe = (Vsd isd +Vsq isq ),
2

(4.35)

3
Qe = (Vsq isd −Vsd isq ).
2

(4.36)

Back-to-back power converter

Electric generators can be connected to the electricity grid directly (operating at fixed speed) or
using a B2B power converter (operating at variable speed). In the latter case, the B2B power
converter includes two inverters, a GenSC and a GridSC, linked through a smoothing DC line
with a capacitor, as illustrated in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.17: Diagram of a B2B power converter with controllers and pulse width modulators.
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The inverters of the B2B power converter allow the rotational speed and air-gap flux in the
electric generator to be controlled, and the output power to be suitably conditioned, for delivery
into the grid. The air-gap flux is assumed to be constant, and the GenSC controller only controls
the speed of the generator. Hence, reference signals for each inverter, reference rotor speed (ω∗r )
∗ ), are delivered to the corresponding controllers, which are converted into
and DC voltage (VDC
voltage pulses for the inverters by means of a PWM unit, as shown in Figure 4.17.
Ideally, the mathematical model of an inverter, either GenSC or GridSC, includes the operation
of the power switches, reproducing the pulses generated in PWM units. Despite the accuracy
used to define and generate the switching instants in the PWM, it is well known that an inherent
waveform distortion occurs in PWM units (due to switching operations), generating an output
voltage signal that necessarily contains harmonics, unless some technique is used to eliminate
such harmonics [314]. To examine the bulk performance of the electric generators, however, such
harmonics can be neglected [315].
In addition, due to the high switching frequencies of PWM units (typically between 1–20 kHz
in applications related to the control of AC motors), simulations require a very refined time step
(1–10µs), which increases computational requirements to prohibitive levels. Therefore, the mathematical model of the B2B power converter presented in this chapter neglects the switching action
(and consequent harmonics) of the PWM unit, and considers only the fundamental frequency of
the voltage signals delivered into the electric generator and the electricity grid, referred to as VGenSC
and VGridSC in Figure 4.17, respectively. Therefore, the PWM block in Figure 4.17 is represented by a simple unit gain, similarly to [223], meaning that reference voltage signals obtained in
∗
∗
the controllers and the actual voltage signals are identical (VGenSC
= VGenSC and VGridSC
= VGridSC ,
in Figure 4.17).
The DC-link between the GenSC and the GridSC can include a single capacitor or a bank
of capacitors. These capacitors can absorb instantaneous active power fluctuation, smoothing the
output power flow, and work as a voltage source for the converters. Variations of the DC voltage
on the capacitor(s) can be calculated [316] as follows,
d
VDC = iDCGridSC − iDCGenSC ,
(4.37)
dt
where iDCGridSC and iDCGenSC are the current at the grid and generator side of the capacitor, in the DC
link, respectively, C is the capacitance of the capacitor at the DC-link, and VDC is the voltage on
the capacitor.
C

4.2.3

Power losses in the electrical system

Modelling power losses in electric generators and power converters is vital to accurately evaluate
final power generation. Electric generators are generally designed to minimise losses at full-load
operational conditions, but losses increase substantially at part-load conditions, as shown later in
Section 5.3.3.1 for the three different electric generator configurations studied in this thesis. Power
losses may arise from different sources, and it is not always straightforward to include them in the
mathematical model.
More insight into the efficiency characteristics of electrical machines is provided in [264],
where losses in the SCIG, PMSG and DFIG, including the associated power converters, are studied.
4.2.3.1

Electric generators

Power losses in electric generators appear mainly due to large current requirements, which are manifested as large copper losses. The models described in Sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2, for induction
and permanent magnet machines, respectively, include the most important electric and mechanical
dynamics and consider losses due to the Joule effect (i.e., copper losses in the stator and the rotor),
core losses (i.e., stray losses) and mechanical losses (i.e., friction and windage losses). However, it
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should be noted that iron losses are not included in the model, since they are considered negligible
[313].
Figure 4.18 illustrates the losses in the different parts of an electric generator, from the rotor
to the stator. Mechanical losses due to friction and windage (Pmechloss ) can be described as follows,
Pmechloss = Bwind ω2r ,

(4.38)

s
r
) are given as,
) and the stator (Pcopp
while copper losses in the rotor (Pcopp
r
Pcopp
= Rr (i2rd + i2rq ),

(4.39)

s
Pcopp
= Rs (i2sd + i2sq ).

(4.40)

Stray-load losses (Pstray ), which become important when operating at rated power, can be
expressed [264] as:
Pstray = 0.005

Ps2
,
PN2

(4.41)

where PN is the nominal power of the electric generator.

Figure 4.18: Specific power losses in electric generators.

4.2.3.2

Power converters

Power converter units comprise a number of power switches interconnected in a way that allows
for the generation of AC signals from DC signals, and vice versa, by switching on and off these
power switches at appropriate times.
Energy losses in converters arise from the non-ideal switching and conduction phases, illustrated in Figure 4.19, since power switches cannot switch on and off instantaneously. As a consequence, there exits a finite time window, referred to as ∆Ton or ∆To f f for switching on or off,
respectively, where the non-zero overlap of collector-emitter voltage (Vce ) and current (ice ) happens in the power switch. Figure 4.19 illustrates this non-zero overlap between Vce and ice , and the
power losses associated with switching operations in such a time window.
Switching losses, regardless of switching on or off, are commonly expressed as,
Z ∆T

Pswitch = fsw

0
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ice (t)Vce (t)dt,

(4.42)

Figure 4.19: Diagram of a typical switching operation of a power switch that illustrates the (nonideal) switching and conduction phases, and the power losses related to each phase.
where fsw is the switching frequency, and ∆T is ∆Ton when switching on and ∆To f f when switching off. On the other hand, conduction losses can be calculated as follows,
Pcond = Rds i2ce ,

(4.43)

where Rds is the resistance of the selected power switch. These conduction losses are constant for
the whole period the power switch is conducting, as illustrated in Figure 4.19. However, if switching operations in the inverter are not included in the model, as described in Section 4.2.2, power
losses cannot be calculated using Equations (4.42) and (4.43). Therefore, another alternative to
evaluate power losses in the inverters, via experimental data, is suggested in Chapter 5.

4.3

Summary

This chapter presents the mathematical models for the hydraulic transmission system, including
the constant- and variable-pressure HyPTO configurations, and the electrical system, with three
different electric generators and power converters.
Section 4.1 focuses on the hydraulic transmission system, where the different configurations
are described and the mathematical model for each component used in hydraulic transmission systems is provided. These mathematical models include the most relevant dynamics and losses of
each component, and analyse different modelling possibilities. For example, the compressibility
effect is evaluated via different mathematical models and different opening functions are suggested
for valves. In the case of the hydraulic cylinder and motor, losses are incorporated into the mathematical model using manufacturers’ data. Since the hydraulic motor used in the different hydraulic
transmission system configurations is usually different, manufacturers’ data for two hydraulic motors is presented, identifying loss model parameters for each case. Although manufacturers’ data
is provided for a limited range of operating conditions, model parameters are extrapolated so that
the whole range of operating conditions is covered. In addition, the mathematical model for the
hydraulic motor is scalable, meaning that the same model can be used for a variety of different
motor sizes.
Section 4.2 describes the electrical system of the HyPTO system, divided into three main parts:
the electric generator (Section 4.2.1), the B2B power converter (Section 4.2.2) and power losses
in electrical systems (Section 4.2.3). Electric generators are three-phase electrical machines, but
are typically represented via the two-phase dq reference frame. Thus, this dq reference frame
is first introduced, explaining the transformation from a three-phase stationary to a two-phase
rotational reference frame, and vice versa. Then, mathematical models for electric generators,
including induction and permanent magnet rotational electric generators, are defined via the dq
reference frame. The mathematical model of B2B power converters involves very high-frequency
switching operations that reproduce the pulses generated in the PWM, but make the mathematical
model computationally prohibitive. Therefore, PWM blocks are represented as unitary gains,
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neglecting switching operations. Finally, the main power losses are studied in electric generators,
including mechanical, stray-load and copper losses. Losses in power converters cannot be analysed
if switching operations are neglected in the mathematical models and, thus, an alternative approach
is required, which is described in Chapter 5.
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Chapter

5

Validation of the cHyW2W model
The cHyW2W model presented in this thesis includes the most important dynamics, losses and
constraints of each subsystem, as shown in Chapters 3 and 4. Nevertheless, in order to gain
confidence in the cHyW2W model, it is crucial to validate the results against experimental data,
ideally, or, in the absence of experimental results, against well-established high-fidelity software.
However, the large number of components included in the HyW2W models makes its validation, as a whole, quite challenging, mainly due to the complexity and cost of building a physical
model where all the components are integrated. An alternative to validating the cHyW2W model
as a whole, is to attempt to accomplish the validation by separately validating each subsystem or
conversion stage of the model. The latter strategy is consistent with the way the cHyW2W model
is implemented, since it is designed as a combination of inter-connected subsystems, as illustrated
in Figure 2.22 and described later in Chapter 6.
Hence, this chapter presents the validation of the mathematical models described in Chapters
3 and 4. First, the different WSHI approaches, presented in Chapter 3, are compared against
CNWT results in Section 5.1. Validation of WSHI models is often carried out in the literature
by analysing absorber’s motion under either uncontrolled or docile control conditions, meaning
that the impact of nonlinear effects on the behaviour of the absorber is negligible. However, as
demonstrated in Chapter 3, energy maximising control strategies can significantly enhance the
impact of nonlinear effects. Therefore, a comparison of the different WSHI models is carried
out under an aggressive control strategy, latching control. The comparison presented in Section
5.1.2 is a preliminary comparison, which only covers a single wave frequency/amplitude, and,
thus, cannot be considered as a comprehensive validation. However, this preliminary comparison
shows that the fidelity of mathematical models can be improved significantly by considering the
most relevant nonlinear effects.
On the other hand, Section 5.2 shows the validation of the mathematical models for the hydraulic transmission system, including the constant- and variable-pressure configurations described in
Section 4.1. Hence, two experimental test-rigs, one for each hydraulic transmission system configuration, are used. The details of the two experimental test-rigs are provided in Section 5.2.1,
and results from the test-rigs are used to validate the mathematical models for the hydraulic cylinder, including the effect of the check valves, and the LP and HP accumulators. In the case of
the hydraulic motor, due to the lack of experimental data, the well-known established simulation
software AMESim [317] is used for the validation of the mathematical models presented in Section
4.1.2.4.
Finally, mathematical models for the electrical system are validated in Section 5.3, using experimental data generated in three different test-rigs, one for each electric generator topology
described in Section 4.2.1. Mathematical models for these three electrical machines are validated
across a broad range of operating conditions, using several different input signals, including partand full-load conditions. To generate such input signals, the electric generator must be controlled
via the power converters, which allows for the validation of the simplified mathematical model
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suggested for power converters in Section 4.2.2.

5.1

Wave-structure hydrodynamic interactions

The validation of WSHI approaches is ideally carried out comparing the simulated behaviour of
the absorber against results obtained from wave tank or open-sea experiments. However, results
from such experiments are not always available, especially due to the high cost of the experiments,
and, thus, alternative sources of data must be found for the validation. The mathematical approach,
that provides results closest to real wave tank or open-sea experiments, is the fully-nonlinear CFD
approach, as shown in Figure 2.23.
Therefore, in the present case, CNWT is implemented using the open-source software, OpenFOAM [318]. The main reason to select the OpenFOAM software, instead of other commercial
software, is the open-source availability and the flexibility this provides. The source code can
be accessed and manipulated as desired, which gives the user the total control over the software
and allows for modification/augmentation, such as the coupling of the CNWT and the cHyPTO
model, presented in Chapter 7. As for any CFD software, the OpenFOAM based CNWT captures all relevant hydrodynamic non-linearities when simulating WECs, by numerically solving the
incompressible RANS equations shown in Equations (2.2) and (2.3).
Apart from the mathematical approach, simulation conditions are essential for a comprehensive validation, meaning that the complete operational space of the absorber must be covered,
including a wide range of incoming waves and control conditions. In fact, when the absorber behaves as a wave follower, under docile control, mathematical models based on LPF theory show
good agreement with wave tank experiments [179, 185, 319]. In contrast, when the motion of
the absorber is enhanced via a control strategy, results from wave tank experiments or CNWTs,
and from the LPF model diverge significantly [57, 188]. Therefore, when more aggressive control
strategies are implemented, enhancing absorber’s motion, mathematical models based on LPF theory become unreliable, overestimating motion and power absorption, as demonstrated in Section
3.2.4.

5.1.1

Case study

The BEM-based WSHI models suggested in Chapter 3 are evaluated for the spherical HPA, described in Section 3.1.3, using CNWT results as a benchmark. In this comparison, the B1PT O parameter
is utilised, since it is the case that exaggerates the differences between the linear and nonlinear
WSHI approaches, to the greatest extent. However, due to the prohibitive computational cost of
CNWT simulations, only one case is selected to perform the comparison among all the monochromatic waves analysed in Section 3.2.4: Hw = 1m and Tw = 6s. This specific case allows for the
comparison of the different numerical approaches while the absorber never gets fully submerged
or clear the water.
The setup of the CNWT is divided into three main parts: the tank, the boundary and the
background mesh. The overall geometry of the tank is first defined using rectangular blocks. This
overall geometry is defined based on the specific characteristics of the experiment to be analysed.
More specifically, the water depth and the wavelength are the most important aspects. Finally, a
symmetry plane is implemented in the X0Z plane, which is defined as a boundary. Wall boundary
is implemented in OpenFOAM for the seabed, while the patch boundary is implemented for the
four walls of the tank and the top face.
Once the tank geometry and the boundaries are determined, the background mesh can be
defined. This background mesh is one of the most important aspects of the CNWT. In fact, due to
the exaggeration of the body motion under aggressive control conditions, a poor mesh can result
in failure due to over-deformation of the cells. In addition, the accuracy of the generated waves
also depends on the adequacy of the mesh. The mesh contains a central part where the density
of cells, uniform cubic cells, is highest and stretches horizontally and vertically away from this
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central block. Horizontally, the mesh stretches towards the back and front walls, reducing the
overall number of cells. Vertically, the mesh is divided into three regions: air, interface and water.
The interface region spans the area where the free-surface appears and is implemented with high
mesh density. The water region has a moderate mesh density and stretches gradually from the
interface region down to the tank floor. Finally, the air region has a rather low mesh density and
the mesh stretches from the interface region up to the top of the tank.
There exist numerous methods to create and absorb waves in OpenFOAM. The case study
analysed in this section uses the relaxation zone method implemented in the waves2Foam toolbox.
The user selects a target solution for input waves and the relaxation zone method blends this
solution smoothly, generating the desired input wave in the wave creation zone and absorbing the
wave field in the absorption zones to avoid reflected waves from the tank walls. The recommended
lengths for the wave creation and absorption zones are 1.5 and 3 times the wavelength, respectively
[320], which result in a wave creation zone of 170m and an absorption zone of 335m.
With respect to the control conditions, absorber motion is enhanced in the present case via
latching control, as described in Section 3.2.4.1, to enhance energy absorption from ocean waves.
The latching control strategy, implemented in a CNWT, is presented in [321] for the first time
and the same implementation is followed here. The algorithm to implement latching control in
OpenFOAM uses the built-in function sixDoFRigidBodyMotion. This function was originally
created to calculate the motion of the body under analysis, by integrating the forces applied on
the absorber and solving Newton’s second law. However, in order to highlight the relevance of
control for validation purposes, all the different numerical approaches are compared under docile
and aggressive control.

5.1.2

Preliminary comparison

Hence, results for the selected incoming wave under docile and aggressive control are calculated
for six different approaches: LFK, NLrest, NLFK, NLFKa, NLFKa with externally added viscous
effects following Equation (3.37) (viscNLFKa), and CNWT. In this comparison, results from the
fully-nonlinear CNWT are taken as a fidelity benchmark, evaluating the results from the rest of the
approaches against CNWT results. Displacement comparisons are used for evaluating the fidelity
of the different approaches, and the deviation between these different approaches and the CNWT
is calculated by means of the normalised root mean square deviation (NRMSD) as follows,
q
NRMSD =

n

t (y(k)−ŷ(k))2
∑k=1
nt

y

,

(5.1)

where ŷ and y represent any variable (displacement in this specific case) obtained from the WSHI
approach being evaluated and CNWT, respectively, nt is the number of samples, and y represents
the mean of the variable y. Thus, the NRMSD is bounded between 0 and 1, and the fidelity of the
evaluated approaches expressed in percentage can be given as follows,
Fidelity = (1 − NRMSD) × 100

[%].

(5.2)

However, another important characteristic of numerical models is the computational time,
which also needs to be considered in this comparison. Figure 5.1 illustrates the fidelity of the
different approaches versus their computational time requirements, under docile and aggressive
control. Due to the high computational cost of the CNWT, compared to the rest of the approaches
(up to 4 orders of magnitude higher), the computational cost of the different approaches are compared using the logarithmic scale and normalised against the computational time required by the
norm ).
LFK model (tCPU
For the docile control case, all the approaches provide high fidelity results, always over 97%
as shown in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1. Thus, if the comparison is performed under docile control
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Figure 5.1: Fidelity of the different approaches versus their computational requirements, under
docile and aggressive control for a monochromatic wave of 1m Hw and 6s Tp .

conditions, one could argue for the suitability of all the different mathematical models, including
the LFK model. In fact, the comparison would conclude that the LFK model is the most adequate
one, since it is computationally more appealing than the rest of the approaches. However, when a
more aggressive control strategy, that maximises energy absorption, comes into play, results from
different approaches diverge significantly, as shown in Figure 5.1.
Table 5.1: Fidelity [%] and normalised computational time under docile and aggressive control,
using a regular wave of period Tw 6 s and Hw 1 m.
FidelityDocile [%]
FidelityAggressive [%]
norm
tCPU

LFK
97.35
66.26
1

NLrest
97.25
63.19
1.09

NLFK
97.84
73.84
5.15

NLFKa
97.84
73.84
1.26

viscNLFKa
98.32
96.83
1.35

CNWT
100
100
23000

For the aggressive control case, the inaccuracy of the LFK and NLrest approaches is confirmed, as expected from the results presented in Chapter 3. In addition, one can notice that the
NLFK and NLFKa approaches are equivalent in terms of accuracy, while differing significantly in
computational time requirements, where the NLFKa approach reduces the computational time by
a factor of 5. However, the implementation of the nonlinear FK forces is demonstrated to be insufficient to accurately represent the behaviour of the spherical HPA. Therefore, viscous effects have
been added externally in the viscNLFKa approach, using Cdrag = 1 as suggested in Section 3.2.3.
The incorporation of viscous effects in the mathematical model provides reasonably high-fidelity
results for a fraction of the computational time required for the CNWT approach, as illustrated in
Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1.
In addition to the comparison in the fidelity/computational time plane presented in Figure 5.1
and Table 5.1, results of the comparison in time-domain are illustrated in Figure 5.2, in order to
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show the impact of fidelity percentages on device motion.

Figure 5.2: Displacement of the spheric HPA under latching control for the LFK, NLFKa, viscNLFKa and CNWT approaches for a monochromatic wave of 1m Hw and 6s Tp .
Since the complete operational space of the absorber should be covered in a comprehensive
validation, the preliminary comparison presented in this section cannot be considered as a thorough validation study. However, this comparison is extended in [56] to include a wider range of
incoming waves, where the conclusion is identical, highlighting the high fidelity of the viscNLFKa
approach and, as a consequence, the need for nonlinear FK forces and viscous effects.

5.2

Hydraulic transmission system

The validation of hydraulic transmission system models includes two significantly different mathematical models, which require separate validation. Therefore, experimental data, generated by
using two different test-rigs, are used in the validation. The performance of the hydraulic cylinder
for both hydraulic system configurations is validated against experimental results, while the wellknown simulation software AMESim [317] is used to validate the performance of the hydraulic
motor, due to the lack of experimental results for the hydraulic motor.

5.2.1

Experimental setup

The particularities of each test-rig used in the validation of the mathematical models for the
constant- and variable-pressure hydraulic transmission system configurations presented in Section
4.1 are discussed in the following subsections, but a number of commonalities should be reported
before describing each test-rig.
Both test rigs were set-up on the same bed plate at the University of Bath’s Centre for Power
Transmission and Motion Control (CPTMC). Both rigs were driven by a double ended high precision linear actuator with 250 mm of stroke and piston area of 25 cm2 . This actuator was operated
in position control and was powered by a power pack capable of delivering 52 L/min at pressures
up to 195 bar. A Simulink Real-Time system was used for data logging and control purposes in
both test rigs, using a National Instruments PCI6221 data acquisition (DAQ) board sampling at 1
kHz and a National Instruments PCI6229 DAQ board sampling at 100 Hz, on the constant- and
variable-pressure rigs, respectively.
Both test rigs were also constructed from discrete components and, as a result, losses within
the circuits are higher than would be expected within custom manufactured units of similar design.
Maximising efficiency was not the intent of these test rigs, and so these losses were not of concern,
as long as they could be quantified for the purpose of model validation.
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It should be noted that the test-rigs and experiments presented in this section, which are used
for the validation of the mathematical models presented in Section 4.1, were designed and carried
out in previous projects, and so cannot be considered as a contribution of this thesis. However,
it is important to describe the test-rigs and the experiments to better understand the validation
described in Section 5.2.3.
5.2.1.1

Constant-pressure configuration

For the validation of the constant-pressure hydraulic transmission system configuration, a test-rig
similar to the schematic illustrated in Figure 4.1 is necessary. However, the experimental test-rig
implemented in the University of Bath’s CPTMC slightly varies from that shown in Figure 4.1.
The main difference is the use of an asymmetric cylinder, with an area ratio of approximately
2:1, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. Hence, to reproduce the behaviour of a test-rig with a symmetric
cylinder and maintain similar flow rates in extension and retraction, further changes are necessary
in the test-rig. Figure 5.3 shows the modified test-rig and Table 5.2 provides the details of the
individual components. This test-rig was originally constructed by Chris Cargo for his PhD thesis
in the University of Bath [322], where further information about the test-rig can be found.

Figure 5.3: Experimental constant-pressure circuit.

Table 5.2: Constant pressure test rig components.
No.

Description

Details

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Hydraulic cylinder
Regenerative check valves
Rectification check valves
HP accumulator
Relief valve
Gear motor
DC Generator
LP accumulator
Boost pump
Throttle valve

40 mm bore, 28 mm rod, 300 mm stroke
0.35 bar preload
0.35 bar preload
3.8 L, 10 bar precharge
100 bar cracking pressure
4.0 cc/rev
90 W at 3000 rpm
1 L, 2 bar precharge
4 cc/rev, 7 bar relief pressure
3/8” needle valve
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Hence, when the hydraulic cylinder 1 is retracting, part of the fluid exiting the piston chamber (chamber A in Figure 5.3) is transferred, via the regenerative check valve 2 , to the annulus
chamber (chamber B in Figure 5.3). As a consequence, the rectified flow that goes through the
rectification bridge 3 to the HP accumulator 4 and, eventually, to the hydraulic motor 6 , is
equal to the annular area multiplied by the piston velocity (or half the piston area multiplied by
piston velocity, due to the 2:1 area ratio). In contrast, when the hydraulic cylinder is extending,
the annulus flow is rectified to feed the motor, and the LP accumulator 8 and boost pump 9
provide make-up flow to the piston chamber A. A fixed-displacement motor is used in the testrig along with a DC generator 7 , and a throttle valve 10 is included in the circuit to mimic
variations of the hydraulic motor displacement. Also, a relief valve 5 is implemented to avoid
overpressure in the hydraulic circuit.
In Figure 5.3, the location of the six pressure sensors and two flow sensors used in the experimental test-rig can be identified. The pressure sensors themselves are all Transinstrument 2000
series rated to 250 bar and individually calibrated before installation. The flow meters are Hydac
EVS3100 series capable of measuring flows between 6 L/min and 60 L/min, and are delivered
pre-calibrated and with signal conditioning. The physical location of the different components
included in the test-rig is shown in Figure 5.4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Front (a) and side view (b) of the constant-pressure configuration test-rig.

5.2.1.2

Variable-pressure configuration

The hydraulic circuit employed for the validation of the variable-pressure hydraulic transmission
configuration is shown in Figure 5.5 and also includes a fixed displacement hydraulic motor 3 ,
instead of the variable displacement motor shown in Figure 4.2. The leakage from the motor is
directly returned to the circuit via a LP accumulator 5 and a pair of check valves 4 , obviating
the need for a boost pump. Pressure signals are measured by means of pressure sensors from the
Parker ASIC series rated to 250 bar, which are calibrated at manufacture. Relief valves 2 to
avoid overpressure in the circuit are also incorporated in this test-rig. Table 5.3 shows the details
of each component for the variable-pressure test-rig.
Figure 5.6 illustrates the variable-pressure test-rig, where one can notice that there are two
different hydraulic motors, since different sized motors were tested in the previous projects for
which the test-rig was designed. However, all results discussed in this chapter are measured with
the 7.8 cc/rev motor installed.
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Figure 5.5: Experimental circuit of the variable-pressure.
Table 5.3: Variable pressure test rig components.
No.

Description

Details

1
2
3
4
5

Hydraulic cylinder
Relief valves
Gear motor
Leakage check
LP accumulator

30 mm bore, 25 mm rod and 500 mm stroke
200 bar cracking pressure
7.8 cc/rev displacement
0.35 bar cracking pressure
5 L, 1 bar precharge

Figure 5.6: The physical variable-pressure test-rig.

5.2.2

Hydraulic motor model in AMESim

In the test-rigs presented in Sections 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.2, the results corresponding to the hydraulic motors are not available. Therefore, resort to a high-fidelity simulation platform was made to
validate the mathematical model of the hydraulic motor presented in Section 4.1.2.4. Hence, a
comparison between the model presented in Section 4.1.2.4, referred to as the Schlösser model in
the following, and two different models created with the high-fidelity AMESim software, defined
as the idealised and the detailed models, is presented. AMESim is a physical modelling and simulation package for mechatronic systems based on bond graph methods. It is used widely within the
fluid power industry and there are numerous publications validating its results against empirical
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data, including [323–326].
The idealised and detailed models created in AMESim reproduce the behaviour of a gear motor
and use the pressure at the HP and LP accumulators, and the hydraulic motor’s velocity from the
numerical models, as inputs. The comparison between the Schlösser model, and the idealised and
detailed AMESim models is carried out using the output torque at the motor shaft and flow at the
outlet of the hydraulic motor.
5.2.2.1

Idealised model

The idealised model assumes a perfect motor with no losses and continuous flow. Therefore,
motor flow in the idealised model is a linear function of the shaft velocity used as input. It is
further assumed that there are no losses between the pressure sensors and the motor. This is the
simplest model of a hydraulic motor and is created as a baseline for future models.
5.2.2.2

Detailed model

A second model is also created, which models the individual teeth of the gear motor, in addition to
other effects. Thus, the displacement varies with the absolute rotational position of the motor. The
pumping gears have a total of 12 driving and 12 driven teeth with a module of 2.65mm and width
of 7mm each. This detailed hydraulic motor model is also coupled to a Wilson loss model, which
uses the same efficiency map as shown in Figure 4.10, originally used to fit the hydraulic motor
model developed in Section 4.1.2.4. The output torque measured in AMESim ignores the effect of
inertia within the motor or generator, and so is more variable than the actual torque measured at
the motor shaft.

5.2.3

Validation results

The two experimental set-ups described in Section 5.2.1 allow for complete validation of the mathematical models presented in Section 4.1, analysing the performance of the different components
implemented in the constant- and variable-pressure hydraulic transmission systems, under different operating conditions.
The inputs to the mathematical models are, for both hydraulic transmission system configurations, piston position and velocity, and rotational speed of the electrical generator, as illustrated in
Figure 2.22. Those inputs are taken directly from the experimental data and the outputs from the
mathematical models are compared to the test-rig measurements and results from the high-fidelity
software AMESim. Figures 5.7 (a) and (b) show the displacement and velocity of the piston, and
the rotational speed, respectively, for one of the test cases simulated in the constant-pressure experimental set-up.
In the test-rig with the constant-pressure configuration, the hydraulic cylinder is coupled to a
hydrodynamic model that reproduces the behaviour of a WEC by means of a hardware-in-the-loop
(HIL) system. Further details about the WEC and the HIL system are given in [322]. However,
these details are irrelevant for the validation presented in this section, since the hydrodynamic
model computes the position and velocity of the WEC (and, thus, position and velocity of the
piston in the hydraulic cylinder), which are used as the inputs to the experimental test-rigs.
Three test cases, based on regular waves, are studied in the constant-pressure test rig, which
need to be scaled down (using a scaling factor of 10) to be implemented in the experimental testrig:
• 10s (3.2s) wave period and 1.5m (15cm) amplitude,
• 10s (3.2s) wave period and 1m (10cm) amplitude, and
• 12s (3.8s) wave period and 1.25m (12.5cm) amplitude.
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Figure 5.7: Inputs for the mathematical model: (a) position and velocity of the piston; and (b)
rotational speed of the electric generator.

In the case of the variable-pressure configuration, no HIL system is implemented, and piston
position and velocity from the experiments are directly used as inputs. A total of 20 test cases are
analysed, combining four different sinusoidal input signals and five damping coefficients for the
force control.
Hydraulic cylinders and motors are the most important components in hydraulic systems, because the performance of the whole system essentially depends on the performance of these two
components. The major challenge when modelling hydraulic cylinders is to accurately reproduce
losses and dynamics due to friction. In the case of the hydraulic motor, friction and leakage losses
are the main challenge. Therefore, the validation of the mathematical models focuses on these
two main components, carefully examining friction effects in hydraulic cylinders and losses in
hydraulic motors.
5.2.3.1

Hydraulic cylinder

The performance of the hydraulic cylinder depends on the configuration of the hydraulic transmission system. In the case of constant-pressure configurations, the pressure in the cylinder chambers
and, as a consequence, the force applied on the WEC, is practically constant, as illustrated in Figures 5.8 and 5.9, respectively. In contrast, the pressure in the cylinder chambers and the force of
the hydraulic cylinder in the variable-pressure configuration follow the profile of the velocity, as
shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11, respectively.
5.2.3.1.1

Constant-pressure configuration

Pressure in the hydraulic cylinder is driven by the pressure in the hydraulic accumulators, which,
in turn, depends on the pre-charge pressure and the oil volume, as shown in Equation (4.11). The
pressure of the oil in the accumulator sets the threshold for the check valves, so that check valves
open only when the pressure in the cylinder chamber is higher than in the HP accumulator.
As one can note from Figure 5.8, the hydraulic cylinder in the constant-pressure configuration
repeats the same cycle during the simulation. When the piston reaches its final position (1 in
Figure 5.8), the pressure in the high-pressure chamber starts to decrease, falling below the HP
accumulator pressure level. At that point, check valves close and the piston starts to oscillate
for a short period of time, which produces pressure fluctuations in both chambers (2 in Figure
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Figure 5.8: Pressure in the chambers A and B of the hydraulic cylinder from the experiments and
the mathematical model for the constant-pressure configuration.

5.8). As soon as the pressure in any of the chambers increases again over the pressure in the HP
accumulator, check valves open again, and the piston starts to move ‘freely’, pushing the oil in the
chamber, and, consequently, increasing the pressure in the chamber (3 in Figure 5.8). When the
piston again reaches its end point, the whole process repeats in the other chamber.
The behaviour of the hydraulic cylinder in the constant-pressure configuration is similar for
all the test cases analysed in the validation, where the profile of the pressure signals is practically
identical and only the magnitude of the signals changes from one test case to another. Figure 5.8
illustrates the pressure in the chambers of the hydraulic cylinder for the 12s period and 1.25m
amplitude test case, showing good agreement between the experimental results and the results
from the mathematical model, in the sense that the profile and magnitude of the pressure signals
are similar. However, pressure signals in the experimental test-rigs appear to be slightly flatter
at low pressure levels, while one can notice a negative overshoot in the results obtained from the
mathematical model. This negative overshoot should not happen in the numerical model, since
it would represent a negative volume in the LP accumulator. Therefore, the model of the LP
accumulator should include a constraint to avoid these situations. In addition, a phase lag exists
between the experimental measurement and the numerical simulation, as a result of the different
pressure transitions. It should be noted that the opening of the check valves in the mathematical
model follows the step function described in Figure 4.7, in order to reproduce the same valve
opening profile as in the original study where the experimental data is taken from [322]. This step
function results in an instantaneous pressure transition in the numerical simulations.
Similar agreement can be observed in Figure 5.9 for the piston force, where friction or inertia
forces are also considered. The phase lag between the mathematical model and the experiments
observed in the pressure signals remains, as expected, in the force signals. However, it should be
noted that the effect of friction is rather low in these test cases, about 1% of power loss due to
friction, based on the mathematical model.
5.2.3.1.2

Variable-pressure configuration

In the case of the variable-pressure configuration, agreement between the experiments and the
numerical simulations is also good for the different test cases, as illustrated in Figure 5.10, where
the pressure signal is clearly asymmetric. This asymmetry appears due to a non-symmetrical
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Figure 5.9: Pressure in the chambers A and B of the hydraulic cylinder from the experiments and
the mathematical model for the constant-pressure configuration.

Figure 5.10: Piston force from the experiments and the mathematical model for the constantpressure configuration.

control force signal, with a different damping coefficient for each direction of motion.
As for the constant-pressure configuration, the measured and simulated force signals match
well, as illustrated in Figure 5.11. Apart from the total force signal, Figure 5.11 also shows
the contribution of the different factors, such as pressure difference, friction and piston mass.
Hence, one can observe that, for the pressure force, referred to as the force considering only the
contribution of the pressure difference in the cylinder (F∆Pmodel ), the amplitude is lower than the
experimental piston force (Fpisdata ). In addition, the pressure force is, as expected, asymmetric,
while the experimental piston force appears to be completely symmetric. However, when friction
force and gravity force due to the piston mass are added to the pressure force, the total piston force
obtained from the mathematical model (Fpismodel ) accurately matches the experimental piston force.
Finally, the friction force signal shows the relevance of the Coulomb and static friction over the
viscous friction and, as a consequence, the impact of the friction force is especially recognisable at
low velocity. When the friction force suddenly changes from positive to negative, or vice versa, the
force signal also shows an abrupt change, which can only be reproduced by accurately modelling
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Figure 5.11: Contribution of the different forces in the hydraulic cylinder compared to the piston
force measured in the test-rig with the variable-pressure configuration.

the effect of friction in the cylinder. Figure 5.12 illustrates the impact of the friction force at
low velocity, where the force signal, considering the pressure difference alone, simply follows the
velocity profile, while the signal that includes friction clearly shows an abrupt drop, similar to the
measured force signal.
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Figure 5.12: The effect of friction force at low velocity, comparing measured piston force and the
contribution of the different effects obtained from the numerical model for the variable-pressure
configuration.

5.2.3.2

Hydraulic motor

Losses in the hydraulic motor also depend on the operational characteristics, especially pressure
difference and rotational speed, as described in the Schlösser model defined in Equations (4.14)
and (4.15). Using the well-known simulation software AMESim, flow and torque outputs in the
hydraulic motor are analysed, as illustrated in Figure 5.13, where results obtained from AMESim
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are compared to the results from the Schlösser model.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13: Flow (a) and torque (b) outputs of the hydraulic motor for the Schlösser model,
presented in Section 4.1.2.4.1, and the detailed and ideal models implemented in AMESim.
Figures 5.13 (a) and (b) illustrate the motor flow and torque, respectively, where the flow of the
Schlösser model stays always below the ideal flow, due to the losses neglected in the ideal AMESim
model, and the torque stays always above the ideal AMESim model, to overcome the friction losses
and supply the required torque. Compared to the detailed AMESim model, the flow and torque of
the Schlösser model follow the upper envelope of the flow and torque outputs obtained from the
detailed AMESim model, which suggests that the efficiency is similar for the detailed AMESim and
Schlösser models. However, significantly more oscillation can be observed in the outputs of the
detailed AMESim model, due to modelling of the movement of the individual pumping elements,
which cannot be captured unless a detailed model is used.

5.3

Electrical system

The validation of the electrical system includes three different electric generators (SCIG, DFIG
and PMSG), which need to be validated independently. Therefore, three independent test-rigs, one
for each electric generator topology, are used to validate the mathematical models. In addition, the
B2B power converter unit, including the GenSC and GridSC, as illustrated in Figure 4.17, is also
part of the electrical system, which can be validated when coupled to any electric generator. In
this case, all the test-rigs include the GenSC, but only the DFIG is connected to the grid in a B2B
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configuration. Thus, the model for the B2B power converter is validated using the test-rig with the
DFIG.

5.3.1

Experimental setup

The three electrical machines used for the validation of the mathematical models, presented in
Sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2, are installed in the University of the Basque Country in Eibar. The
electrical machine is driven, in all cases, by a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM),
coupled to the rotor of the different generators. Among these different generators, only the DFIG
is grid connected using a B2B configuration, while the SCIG and the PMSG are connected to a
capacitor bank, where energy is stored. That capacitor bank is used as the energy source for the
PMSM and as a sink for the energy generated in the SCIG and PMSG, forming a closed loop and
avoiding the need to dissipate the generated energy.
To generate input signals for validation, a control platform is required in the experimental
setting. The control platform is identical for the SCIG and PMSG and varies slightly in the case
of the DFIG, since it is grid connected. Figure 5.14 illustrates the diagram of the experimental
platform for the DFIG, including the B2B power converter and the control platform, where u is
the voltage, ig the grid current and subscripts a, b and c represent the three phases of the threephase reference frame described in Figure 4.14. In the case of the SCIG and the PMSG, the
second converter of the B2B power converter, illustrated inside the red dash-dotted rectangle in
Figure 5.14, does not exist, and the first inverter of the B2B power converter is connected to the
stator, instead of the rotor. An image of the experimental platform is shown in Figure 5.15, where
all the components of the diagram illustrated in Figure 5.14 are shown: the PMSM, the DFIG, the
control PC with the DS1103 controller board, and the GridSC and GridSC, referred to as RSC and
GSC, respectively, in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.14: Diagram of the experimental platform for the DFIG [327].
The control platform shown in Figure 5.14, which has been employed to test several control strategies in the context of wind energy [327, 328], includes a PC with MATLAB/Simulink
R2007a and dsControl 3.2.1 software, as well as the DS1103 Controller Board real-time interface
using a dSpace system. The DS1103 Controller Board controls the GridSC and GridSC, generating the space vector PWM pulses with a maximum frequency of 7 kHz (143 µs).
The starting sequence of the machines varies for each generator. In the DFIG, the capacitor
in the DC-link needs to be charged first. Once the DC-link is charged, the GridSC is connected
to the grid by means of the connector K1, allowing for DC-link voltage regulation. Voltage in the
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DC-link must be greater than the peak value of the grid voltage, which is about 540V for a grid
RMS voltage of 380V. Therefore, the DC-link voltage is set to 570V in the experiments. After
connecting the GridSC to the grid, the stator voltage is synchronised with the grid voltage. This
voltage synchronisation is carried out by means of a phase locked loop (PLL), using measurements
of the grid side voltage. Finally, the stator is connected to the grid by switching the connector K2.
In the SCIG and the PMSG, the capacitor in the DC-link must also be charged first, but the
rest of the starting sequence is significantly different. In fact, the capacitor in the DC-link is a
capacitor bank of 3300 µF and 1500 µF in the SCIG and PMSG, respectively, which is used as
the voltage source for the GridSC. In the case of the SCIG, once the DC-link is charged, the rated
flux is imposed in the generator via the control platform, so that the rotational speed regulation
can only start after the rated flux is established in the generator. The PMSG, on the other hand,
requires the determination of the initial position of the rotor before starting. To that end, a brief
impulse is introduced to the generator, so that the encoder offset, with respect to the position of
the rotor, can be determined. Hence, the rotational speed of the generator can be regulated using
an adequate angle compensation.

Figure 5.15: Picture of the experimental platform [327].

Sensors are essential in the experimental platform, for the measurement of currents, voltages
and rotational speed in the generator. All the sensors are adapted and connected to the DS1103
Controller Board. Finally, it is important for the machines to be protected against overloading,
and, thus, rotor and stator currents are limited to the nominal values of the machines. In addition, the operating conditions of the electric generators used in the validation are limited to
sub-synchronous speeds, due to limitations of the experimental platform, as described further in
Section 5.3.2.
All of the ratings and parameters for the SCIG, PMSG, DFIG and power converters included
in the experimental test-rigs used in this section are provided in Table 5.4.
As for the hydraulic transmission system experimental setups described in Section 5.2.1, the
test-rigs presented in this section, and used for the validation of the mathematical models presented
in Section 4.2, were designed in previous projects, and so cannot be considered as a contribution of
this thesis. Nevertheless, unlike in the case of the hydraulic transmission system, the experiments
carried out to validate the electrical system are designed within the framework of this thesis and,
as a consequence, can be considered as a contribution of this thesis.
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Table 5.4: Ratings and parameters of the different electric generators and power converters.
Nominal power
Stator voltage
Rated stator current
Rated speed
Rated torque
Stator resistance
Rotor resistance
Magnetizing inductance
Stator leakage inductance
Rotor leakage inductance
Inertia moment
Friction/windage damping

7500 W
380 V
21 A
1450 rpm @50 Hz
50 Nm
0.729 Ω
0.40 Ω
0.111 H
0.1152 H
0.1138 H
0.045 kg·m2
0.015 N·m·s

(a) Ratings and parameters of the SCIG.

Nominal power
Stator voltage
Rated stator current
Rated speed
Rated torque
Stator resistance
Stator (d-axis) leakage inductance
Stator (q-axis) leakage inductance
Rotor permanent magnet flux
Inertia moment
Friction/windage damping

3830 W
380 V
15 A
3000 rpm @50 Hz
12.2 Nm
0.49 Ω
0.0069 H
0.039 H
0.2484 Wb
0.006 kg·m2
0.008 N·m·s

(b) Rating and parameters of the PMSG.

Nominal power
Stator voltage
Rated stator current
Rated rotor current
Rated speed
Rated torque
Stator resistance
Rotor resistance
Magnetizing inductance
Stator leakage inductance
Rotor leakage inductance
Inertia moment
Friction/windage damping

7500 W
380 V
18 A
24 A
1447 rpm @50 Hz
50 Nm
0.42 Ω
0.70 Ω
0.055 H
0.06 H
0.06 H
0.04 kg·m2
0.001 N·m·s

(c) Ratings and parameters of the DFIG.

Nominal power
Switching frequency
Inverter gain
Dead-time

35 kW
7 kHz
310
1.4 µs

(d) Rating of the power converter units.
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5.3.2

Experiment design

Having full access to the test-rigs with the electric generators allows experimental design freedom
to adequately validate the mathematical models over the complete operational space of the system.
The design of the experiments to validate mathematical models is not a trivial process. In particular, the input signals used in the experiments should excite the system over its complete range of
operation, so that the experiments cover:
• the response to all the important frequencies and
• the full input/output signal ranges.
In addition, the experiments should cover the complete operational space in an efficient way,
making a good use of the testing time. This is a common issue in system identification [191],
where the information of the system’s behaviour for the complete range of possible conditions is
essential to accurately identify the parameters of the model. Multi-sinusoids, which contain a set
of frequencies, or pseudo-random binary signals, which have a flat frequency spectrum, are typically used for the identification of linear systems [329]. However, nonlinear systems require a full
operational range of both frequency and amplitude, for which pseudo-random signals with randomly varying amplitudes, also known as random-amplitude random-phase (RARP) sequences, are
a good candidate [190].
Inputs for the electric generator system, which includes the generator, the GenSC and the
controller, are TM from the hydraulic motor and the reference rotational speed ω∗r , as illustrated
in Figure 5.16. Hence, ω∗r in Figure 5.16 is the control-input to the electric generator validation
system, which corresponds to the C3 control-input illustrated in Figure 2.22. The same electric
generator can be used for different hydraulic transmission system configurations, so the same
inputs, TM and ω∗r , can be used for the validation of the three generators. However, the pattern of
the TM signal depends on the configuration of the hydraulic transmission system, where the TM for
a constant-pressure hydraulic transmission system varies slowly and is practically constant, while
the TM for a variable-pressure configuration is highly variable. Therefore, realistic operational
conditions can be categorised into two groups: constant input torque and variable input torque.
In addition, in the variable-pressure configuration, the efficiency of the HyPTO system can be
improved by varying ωr in the electrical generator [64], which significantly modifies the behaviour
of the electric generator.

Figure 5.16: Diagram of the electric generator system, including the GenSC and the controller,
where the inputs and outputs of the system are illustrated.
Consequently, the experiments utilised for the validation of electric generators should include,
at least, three different test cases: constant input torque combined with constant rotational speed,
variable input torque with constant rotational speed and variable torque with variable rotational
speed. However, the amplitude and period of the input signals, for any of the three test cases, may
vary considerably depending on the amplitude and period of the input waves. As a consequence,
several different experiments should be considered for each test case, potentially resulting in an
excessive number of experiments.
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However, the full range of different amplitudes and periods can be efficiently covered by using
RARP input signals. Therefore, the combination of RARP signals and realistic HyPTO signals
can comprehensively cover the operational space of any electric generator coupled to a hydraulic
transmission system, with a minimum number of experiments. Hence, six sets of combined TM
and ω∗r are specified in total for the validation of each machine, three sets based on RARP sequences and three further sets based on realistic HyPTO signals. In the latter, input TM signals
are generated by implementing, in Simulink, the mathematical models for WSHIs and hydraulic transmission systems, described in Sections 3.3 and 4.1, respectively, and using the platform
described in Section 5.3.1.
Although the experiments are specifically designed to validate the mathematical models of
electric generators coupled to hydraulic transmission systems, this validation could equally serve
for any other transmission system coupled to a rotary electric generator, since the input signals
designed for the realistic HyPTO tests, described in Section 5.3.2.2, also correspond to typical
inputs for other types of transmission systems. For example, the case that includes constant input
torque combined with constant rotational speed, which represents a constant-pressure hydraulic
transmission system, can also represent an overtopping device [268]. Similarly, the case that uses
a variable input torque with a constant or variable rotational speed can represent the inputs from
air turbines in OWC devices [330], or mechanical transmission systems [222, 272].
5.3.2.1

Random input signals

The three sets of RARP signals considered consist of two sets, where only one of the inputs varies
randomly, while the other remains constant, and a third set, where both inputs vary randomly:
• Test 1a: Zero TM and varying ω∗r .
• Test 1b: Varying TM and constant (rated) ω∗r .
• Test 1c: Varying TM and ω∗r , as shown in Figure 5.17 (a).
The first 50s of Test 1c are shown in Figure 5.17 (a), for which the frequency content and
the normalised amplitude distribution are shown in Figures 5.17 (b) and (c), respectively. The
test duration is chosen to be 200s, which permits good coverage of the required amplitude and
frequency ranges. In general, increasing the length of the signals results in a more even coverage of
the amplitude range. However, increasing the signal duration beyond 200s, returns no substantial
improvement in the coverage of frequency and amplitude. In contrast, the distribution of the
frequency content is heavily influenced by the maximum allowable switching period of the signal,
which is selected to be 1.4s [0.7072Hz], to enable a good coverage of the frequency range, as
shown in Figure 5.17 (b).
All initially-generated RARP signals are normalised in amplitude, so that the same inputs can
be implemented in different machines by multiplying the normalised signals with the rated torque
and speed of the generator under analysis, given in Tables 5.4.
5.3.2.2

Realistic HyPTO input signals

Realistic HyPTO input signals are generated using the mathematical models described in Sections
3.3 and 4.1, producing input signals that an electric generator would experience when coupled to a
realistic hydraulic transmission system, which, in turn, is connected to an absorber. The incoming
waves, generated with the mathematical model implemented in Simulink, are polychromatic waves
generated using a JONSWAP spectrum [75], and the spherical HPA described in Chapter 3 is used
as the absorber. The JONSWAP spectrum is generated for a Tp of 10s, a Hs of 1.5m and a peakenhancement factor γJ = 3.3, which are typical values of the Atlantic ocean, and the polychromatic
ηw is generated following Equation (3.19). Figure 5.18 illustrates the JONSWAP spectrum and the
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(a) RARP signal.

(b) RARP frequency spectrum.

(c) RARP amplitude distribution.

Figure 5.17: RARP signals for the Test 1c test case, with the reference rotational speed and torque
(a), and their spectral (b) and amplitude (c) properties.

free-surface elevation corresponding to the polychromatic wave analysed in the realistic HyPTO
test cases.
Hence, following the constant- and variable-pressure hydraulic transmission system configurations described in Section 4.1, three sets of realistic HyPTO inputs are suggested:
• Test 2a: Practically constant TM and constant (rated) ω∗r , illustrated in Figure 5.19 (a).
• Test 2b: Varying TM and constant (rated) ω∗r , illustrated in Figure 5.19 (b).
• Test 2c: Varying TM and varying ω∗r , illustrated in Figure 5.19 (c).
In Test 2c, rotational speed follows the profile of the driving torque, but is constrained to the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.18: Incoming waves included in the mathematical model to generate realistic HyPTO
input signals, with the JONSWAP spectrum (a) and the free-surface elevation (b).

rated rotational speed of the generator, as shown in Figure 5.19c. Similarly to the RARP signals,
realistic HyPTO signals are also initially normalised, so that they can be used for the validation of
the three electric generators.

(a) Test 2a

(b) Test 2b

(c) Test 2c

Figure 5.19: The three signals based on realistic HyPTO systems: constant torque and rotational
speed (a), variable torque and constant rotational speed (b) and variable torque and rotational speed
(c).
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5.3.3

Validation results

Electrical and mechanical dynamics of the generators are validated by comparing measurements
from real machines to the corresponding output signals from the mathematical models. The output
signals from the test-rigs are the rotational speed ωr and three-phase stator current vector iabc , as
illustrated in Figure 5.16. However, the electromagnetic torque Te , generated power (real power
Pe and reactive power Qe ) and total power losses in the generators (Ploss ) are also compared, to
evaluate the fidelity of the mathematical models.
In the validation of electrical systems, a variety of variables from diverse test cases and different electric generators are studied. Hence, for the different error measures to be comparable,
an error measure that is suitable for all variables is preferred. Normalised measures facilitate the
comparison of diverse datasets with different scales, which is necessary in this case. Unfortunately, the popular mean average percentage error (MAPE) metric cannot be employed, since there
are values in the datasets that are zero, or close to zero, which would potentially involve a division
by zero. The NRMSE defined in Equation (5.1) is a suitable candidate.
However, when a single average values is used for normalisation, over the complete simulation, the NRMSE is susceptible to rapid shocks or variations, which are common in RARP signals,
as illustrated in Figure 5.17 (a). Therefore, the validation is evaluated by means of a more robust
measure, the moving average (also known as rolling average) normalised root mean square error
(MANRMSE), presented in Equation (5.3). Hence, signals are divided into Np parts, using a different average value in each part j to normalise the error. The bias of the error measure decreases
as Np increases, since the average value corresponding to each j part is more representative of the
signal values in that j part. However, there is a value of Np , beyond which further increases in
Np do not affect the error measure. In this study, the error measure was observed to be constant
when the signals were divided into more than 40 parts, so N = 40 was chosen to obtain the fidelity
measures.
s n
Np
∑ j=1

MANRMSE =

t, j
∑i=1 |y j (ki )−ŷ j (ki )|2
nt, j

yj

(5.3)

Np

where y j and ŷ j are any variable measured in the test-rig and given by the mathematical models,
respectively, at each part j, y j the time-average of the measured variable, and nt, j the number of
samples in each part j. Once the MANRMSE is calculated, the fidelity of the variables from the
mathematical model in percentage terms can be obtained as follows,
Fidelity = (1 − MANRMSE) × 100
5.3.3.1
5.3.3.1.1

[%]

(5.4)

Electric generators
SCIG

Fidelity values shown in Table 5.5 for the SCIG show a good overall agreement between the
machine and the mathematical model, where fidelity values above 90% are shown for most of the
test cases and variables. Results from the mathematical models, considering all of the variables
and test cases, show the ability to reproduce the behaviour of the real machine, as illustrated in
Figure 5.20 for ωr , Te , Pe and Qe .
The chaotic behaviour of the real power in Figure 5.20 (b) corresponds to abrupt variations
of the input signal in the test case Test 1c, as shown in Figure 5.17 (a). Due to these abrupt
variations, the generator rapidly varies from operating close to full-load conditions to part-load
conditions, or vice versa. As a consequence, high power spikes appear, which can lead to negative
power values when the generator need to draw energy from the grid to reach the new operation
point. However, the measurements from the real machines show considerable high-frequency
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Table 5.5: Fidelity measures [%] for the SCIG.
Test 1a

Test 1b

Test 1c

Test 2a

Test 2b

Test 2c

ωr

98.64

98.09

98.68

89.92

98.53

99.61

iabc

93.33

97.72

94.26

86.47

97.05

94.03

Te

96.43

95.22

95.33

82.15

95.57

94.42

Pe

97.25

93.78

96.13

81.03

92.70

93.80

Qe

96.72

90.71

94.60

78.87

86.52

95.13

Ploss

97.01

96.25

91.87

79.98

85.74

92.49

fluctuations, as illustrated in Figure 5.20, which reduce the fidelity of the mathematical models.
In fact, one can observe, from Figure 5.20, that such fluctuations are the main difference between
the experimental and numerical results, in all the test cases.

(a) Test 1a - ωr

(b) Test 1c - Pe

(c) Test 2b - Te

(d) Test 2c - Qe

Figure 5.20: Comparative results from experiments and numerical models for the SCIG: rotational
speed for Test1a (a), real power for Test1c (b), electromagnetic torque for Test2b (c) and reactive
power for Test2c (d).
These high-frequency fluctuations appear in all of the test cases and variables, except for the
rotational speed, as shown in Figure 5.20, because the inertia of the rotor shaft smooths out the
rotational speed signal. However, the impact of these fluctuations in the measurements varies
from one test case to another. In fact, the impact of these fluctuations is strongest for Test 2a,
as illustrated in Figure 5.21 (a). It should be noted that fluctuations are similar for all the test
cases and highest close to nominal values, as illustrated in Figure 5.21. Hence, since the variables
remain almost constant close to nominal values through the whole simulation in Test 2a, the impact
of these fluctuations is considerably higher in the fidelity results, as shown in Table 5.5.
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(a) Test 2b - Pe

(b) Test 2a - Pe

Figure 5.21: Real power output for the test cases Test 2a (a) and Test 2c (b).

Two different sources are identified for these fluctuations: the harmonics generated by the
power converters, and measurement noise. Harmonics inserted by power converters include fluctuations with a specific frequency, i.e. multiples of the fundamental frequency ( f0 ), while the noise
added by virtue of the sensors, includes a (broadband) random error in the signal [331]. Figure
5.22 illustrates the frequency content of the stator voltage signal in Test2b, for which the fundamental frequency is 50 Hz for the complete simulation, because the rotational speed is constant
(1500rpm). In addition to the fundamental frequency, one can clearly see the harmonics at twoand four-times the fundamental frequency, as well as the noise over the complete frequency range,
in the case of the real machine. The mathematical models described in Section 4.2.2, however, do
not incorporate the switching operations of the power converters and, as a consequence, results
from mathematical models show no high-frequency fluctuations, as illustrated in Figure 5.20. The
frequency content associated with the voltage signal of the mathematical model is, indeed, zero
far from the fundamental frequency, as shown in Figure 5.22.

Figure 5.22: Frequency content of the stator voltage signals in Test2b, from machine measurements and model results.
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5.3.3.1.2

PMSG

In the case of the PMSG, the fidelity values shown in Table 5.6 also show good agreement between
the mathematical model and the real machine, with fidelity values over 90% for most of the test
cases and variables. Similarly to the SCIG, test case Test 2a shows the results with the lowest
fidelity values. However, fidelity values, in general, are lower in the PMSG than in the SCIG.
These lower fidelity values are associated with stronger high-frequency fluctuations, as illustrated
in Figure 5.23, where the level of high-frequency fluctuations is compared for the PMSG and the
SCIG. Figure 5.23 (a) illustrates normalised real power values (normalised against rated power),
and Figure 5.23 (b) shows the upper and lower envelopes of the normalized real power signals.
The lower envelope for the SCIG and the PMSG in Figure 5.23 (b) is almost identical, while
the upper envelope is considerably higher for the PMSG, which illustrates the greater level of
high-frequency fluctuations in the PMSG.
Table 5.6: Fidelity measures [%] for the PMSG.
Test 1a

Test 1b

Test 1c

Test 2a

Test 2b

Test 2c

ωr

97.03

95.51

97.19

88.90

97.06

98.70

iabc

94.55

94.69

94.59

81.84

90.29

93.98

Te

93.58

93.13

94.31

72.72

92.20

92.14

Pe

94.66

91.34

95.02

77.45

87.28

94.95

Qe

93.34

92.49

93.87

78.56

85.77

88.43

Ploss

92.59

91.00

94.50

75.35

84.39

87.85

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.23: Real power measurements in the SCIG and the PMSG for the Test 2c test case: power
values (a) and normalised power showing the noise level (b).
Larger high-frequency fluctuations in the PMSG can arise due to the higher-rated rotational
speed of the PMSG, which is twice as high as the rated rotational speed of the SCIG. The higher
the rotational speed, the higher the frequency, which leads to faster pulses generated by the PWM
voltage source converter and, as a consequence, to stronger fluctuations.
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5.3.3.1.3

DFIG

Finally, fidelity figures for the DFIG, shown in Table 5.7, are similar to those obtained for the
SCIG, which shows, once again, good agreement between the mathematical model and the real
machine. Rated power and rotational speed are identical for the SCIG and the DFIG, which can
explain why fidelity values for the SCIG and the DFIG are similar.
Table 5.7: Fidelity measures [%] for the DFIG.
Test 1a

Test 1b

Test 1c

Test 2a

Test 2b

Test 2c

ωr

99.08

98.49

99.05

91.46

97.86

98.06

iabc

93.57

96.72

95.26

83.07

91.75

94.72

Te

96.34

95.22

95.63

76.34

92.36

91.47

Pe

95.34

94.78

94.78

77.13

88.41

94.73

Qe

93.72

91.26

94.21

79.91

86.97

89.66

Ploss

95.70

96.47

91.38

76.38

84.67

88.47

Apart from the dynamics of the machines, for which the effectiveness of the mathematical
models has been demonstrated, accurately estimating the power losses associated with the generators is crucial. Therefore, efficiency values obtained from real machines and the corresponding
mathematical models are compared for the three generators, using test case Test 1c. The reason
why Test 1c is employed is because it is the test case that comprehensively covers the operational
range of the generators, randomly varying ω∗r and TM , as shown in Figure 5.17. However, such
random variations include abrupt spikes in the power and efficiency signals. In addition, because
speed and torque input signals vary randomly, the electric generators operate at high rotational
speed and low torque at some points during the simulation, which results in significant efficiency
drops.
Therefore, Figures 5.24(a)-(c) illustrate the trend lines of the efficiency signals for the SCIG,
PMSG and DFIG, respectively, as a function of the normalised rotational speed, providing satisfactory agreement between the trend lines from the real machines and the mathematical models.
Rotational speed is normalised against the rated speed of each generator. The efficiency trend
lines, shown in Figure 5.24, are fitted using a polynomial function, as follows,
y f it = c1 xωc2 + c3

(5.5)

where y f it is the trend line, xω the variable on which the trend line is based (normalised rotational
speed, in the case of the efficiencies), c1 and c3 are the coefficients and c2 the exponent of the
polynomial function that are identified to fit the data. The coefficients of the polynomial function
for each generator, using results from the real machines and mathematical models, are given in
Table 5.8, where subscripts Ma and Mo are used, respectively.
5.3.3.2

Power converters

The experiments carried out in the DFIG are also used to validate the B2B power converter implemented in the mathematical model, since the DFIG is grid connected in a B2B configuration.
Hence, power losses in the GenSC and GridSC can be included in the simplified mathematical
model, where the computationally prohibitive switching operations are neglected, modelling the
PWM units as unit gain elements.
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Table 5.8: Coefficients of the polynomial function used to fit the trend line of the real machines
and model results.
SCIGMa

SCIGMo

PMSGMa

PMSGMo

DFIGMa

DFIGMo

c1

−264.1

−335.4

−164

−245.4

−20.88

−34.58

c2

−0.2868

−0.3017

−0.1591

−0.2817

−0.3802

−0.3175

c3

122.6

128.6

144

124.6

110.2

127.2

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.24: Efficiency of the SCIG (a); PMSG (b) and DFIG (c) for the Test 1c test case.

The main objective of the GenSC and GridSC, is the control of the electric generator and DClink voltage, respectively. Therefore, apart from the power losses in the inverters, the capacity to
reproduce the effects of the controllers are evaluated in this subsection. Figure 5.25 (a) illustrates
the real power generation in the stator of the DFIG, comparing the power measured in the real
machine and simulated in the simplified mathematical model, following test case Test 1c. Hence,
it is demonstrated that the action of the controller in the GenSC can be accurately reproduced by
only considering the fundamental harmonic. In addition, Figure 5.25 (b) compares the voltage
in the DC-bus measured in the test-rig to that simulated in the mathematical model, illustrating
the good agreement between the two signals and demonstrating the suitability of the simplified
mathematical model of the GridSC to accurately control the voltage in the DC-bus.
As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, power losses in the B2B power converter can only be computed
numerically if switching operations in the converters are considered, which is not the case in
the mathematical model presented in this thesis. Therefore, power losses in the converters are
considered in the simplified mathematical model using experimental analysis. To this end, active
power is measured at the input and output of the B2B power converter, computing the losses
between the input and the output, and calculating the efficiency of the B2B power converter for
different operating conditions. In fact, the converter’s efficiency varies as a function of load, with
considerable efficiency drops at part-load and overload conditions [332]. However, measurements
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.25: The efficacy of the control implemented in the GenSC and GridSC via the simplified
mathematical model, compared to the measures of the real machine: power in the stator of the
DFIG (a) and voltage at the DC-bus (b).

in the test-rigs only cover the part-load operation of the converters, since the rated power of the
DFIG is significantly lower than the rated power of the converters used in the B2B converter.
Figure 5.26 (a) shows the efficiency of one converter in the B2B power converter as a function
of normalised load, defined as the ratio between the input power to the B2B power converter and
the rated power of the converters. The points from the experimental measurements clearly show
the trend of the efficiency curve, at least for the part-load operating conditions. Thus, experimental
data is used to fit a power trend-line, following Equation (5.5), as shown in Figure 5.26 (a). Using
the fitted curve, power losses in the converters can be calculated without prohibitively increasing
the computational requirements of the mathematical model. Hence, the power output of the B2B
power converter is calculated using the power trend-line for all the different test cases, and is
compared to the measures obtained from the test-rig with the DFIG. Figure 5.26 (b) illustrates this
comparison for Test 1c.
Fidelity values, obtained by comparing the voltage in the DC-link and power losses in the
B2B power converter from the experimental platform and the mathematical model, are presented
in Table 5.9, showing very good agreement between the experimental and numerical results. In
the case of power loss, the agreement is particularly good for Test 1c, since the power trend-line
is fitted using the data from this test case.
Table 5.9: Fidelity measures for the B2B converter.
Test 1a

Test 1b

Test 1c

Test 2a

Test 2b

Test 2c

VDC

96.39

96.72

95.81

96.37

97.13

96.78

Ploss

94.61

95.27

98.47

87.43

95.71

94.86
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.26: Efficiency of the converter, as a function of normalised load, including the fitted curve
(a), and the power output of the B2B power converter for the test-rig and the model (b).

5.4

Summary

This chapter presents the validation of the different subsystems of the cHyW2W model. This validation has been divided into three main parts, based on the different conversion stages illustrated
in Figure 2.22: absorption stage (Section 5.1), hydraulic transmission stage (Section 5.2), and
generation and conditioning stages (Section 5.3). Hence, each of these parts has been validated
independently using experimental data from different test-rigs or well-established high-fidelity
software.
In the case of the absorption stage, several BEM-based mathematical models, which include
different nonlinear effects, are compared against CFD. The comparison presented in Section 5.1
considers one regular wave condition and two control strategies, i.e. docile and aggressive control.
All BEM-based mathematical models, including the LFK model, show high-fidelity levels under
docile control. In contrast, only the viscNLFKa model shows high fidelity results when energy
absorption is maximised by means of a more aggressive control strategy, providing results almost
identical to CFD, but at a fraction of the computational cost, four orders of magnitude lower than
CFD, due to the efficient algebraic solution presented in Section 3.3. However, a comprehensive
coverage of the complete operational space of the WEC is necessary when validating numerical
models. Accordingly, results for a single regular wave are insufficient to draw general conclusions. Thus, this comparison is extended in [56], including a wide range of incoming waves that
adequately covers the operational space of the WEC, where the need for nonlinear FK forces and
viscous effects is confirmed.
The mathematical model for the hydraulic transmission system is validated in Section 5.2,
which includes two different hydraulic transmission system configurations commonly used in
WECs: constant- and variable-pressure configurations. Experimental data for the validation of
the hydraulic transmission system models is obtained from the CPTMC at University of Bath and
covers different hydraulic transmission system configurations and operating conditions. Mathematical models show very good agreement, including the friction model in the hydraulic cylinder
and the loss model in the hydraulic motor.
Finally, the electrical system, including the generation stage, with three different electric generators (i.e. a SCIG, DFIG and PMSG), and the conditioning stage, via a B2B power conversion
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unit, is validated in Section 5.3. Experimental data is obtained using the facility of the University
of the Basque Country in Eibar, where experiments, specifically designed to cover the complete
operational space of an electrical system implemented in a WEC, are carried out. These experiments combine RARP and realistic HyPTO signals, described in Section 5.3.2, for which mathematical models provide excellent agreement, including losses in the different electric generators.
In addition, an alternative method to include power losses of the B2B power conversion unit, avoiding the modelling of switching operations, is suggested in this chapter, where an efficiency curve
based on a polynomial function is fitted to experimental data. Results using the fitted efficiency
curve are compared to other experimental results, those that are not used in the identification of
the polynomial parameters, showing good agreement and validating the use of the fitted efficiency
curve.
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Chapter

6

Efficient numerical implementation and
simulation of the cHyW2W model
Mathematical models presented in Chapters 3 and 4, and validated in Chapter 5, need to be adequately combined to build the cHyW2W model. Due to the different components, which involve
different dynamics, included in each subsystem described in Chapters 3 and 4, the cHyW2W model
result in a complex multidisciplinary mathematical model. In addition, different absorbers and/or
PTO systems may need to be implemented. Therefore, an adequate numerical implementation that
allows for efficient simulation and facilitates the creation of different HyW2W models, is vital.
Hence, the numerical implementation presented in this chapter makes the cHyW2W model
• generic, in the sense they can, with appropriate modification, accommodate different
– types of absorbers with one or multiple DoFs, single- or multi-body absorbers, or even
an array of absorbers;
– hydraulic PTO configurations, i.e. constant- or variable-pressure topologies;
– rotational electric generators, fixed- or variable speed generators; and
– grid connections, i.e. directly connected or through a B2B configuration.
• computationally efficient, mitigating their high computational requirements by utilising multirate (MR) time-integration schemes.
• accurate, with the subsystems of the HyW2W model validated against experimental data or
well-established high-fidelity software.
The numerical implementation of the cHyW2W model is presented in the first part of this
chapter (Section 6.1), describing the way in which the different mathematical models presented
in Chapters 3 and 4 are combined. Section 6.1.1 analyses the selection of the optimum numerical
method for each subsystem. In addition, the benefits of a MR time-integration scheme, compared
to the traditional single-rate (SR) scheme, are illustrated.
Section 6.2 illustrates the results for two different variations of the cHyW2W model that include the same absorber, one coupled to a constant-pressure hydraulic transmission system topology and the second one to a variable-pressure topology. These two topologies are compared
using different sea-states and control strategies. Finally, Section 6.2 shows the value of using the
cHyW2W model when evaluating the impact of different HyPTO system configurations (Section
6.2.1) and control strategies (Section 6.2.2), and assessing the power production capabilities of a
WEC (Section 6.2.3).
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6.1

Model implementation

The cHyW2W model is designed as a combination of inter-connected sub-models that represent
the different subsystems, as illustrated in Figure 2.22, which facilitates the interchange of any submodel. The first subsystem, Ocean waves, generates the primary input ηw for the cHyW2W model
following Equation (3.19), which is generated for the complete simulation time, prior to running
the W2W simulation model.
The interconnection between ocean waves and the absorber is the only unidirectional interconnection, as illustrated in Figure 2.22. Therefore, any perturbation in any of the sub-models has
an impact on the preceding and/or following sub-models due to the bi-directional interconnection.
Hence, each sub-model in the cHyW2W model takes input variables from the preceding and/or
following sub-models, independently solves the dynamical equations of the conversion stage it
represents, and sends the output variables to the preceding and/or following sub-models, as appropriate. For example, the Hydraulic transmission system subsystem takes zd and ż from the
preceding Absorber and ωM from the following Electric generator subsystems, solves the equations associated with the different components of the hydraulic system, and sends Fpis and TM to
the preceding and following subsystems, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.4.
However, it should be noted that the coupling between the different sub-models is a weak
coupling, since an offset exists in time-steps. That is, the variables calculated in one sub-model
are only used at the same time-step in the down-wave sub-models, while in the up-wave submodels, the variables are used in the next time-step. Following the same example used in the
previous paragraph, the TM (ti ) calculated at time step ti in the Hydraulic transmission system
will be used in the Electric generator sub-model (down-wave) at the same time step ti , while the
Fpis (ti ) will be used in the Absorber sub-model (up-wave) at time-step ti+1 . This weak coupling
is computationally more efficient, since it does not require any intermediate iteration, but can be
problematic in some cases, because the convergence is not guaranteed. Problems normally arise
when the inertia effects in the different sub-models are equally important. However, in wave
energy applications, inertia effects are significantly more important in the Absorber than in any
other sub-model. Therefore, the weak coupling seems appropriate.
The cHyW2W model is coded in Matlab, with the aspiration of avoiding the use of proprietary
Matlab functions or toolboxes where possible, so that it can be easily ported from Matlab to
another coding language/environment if necessary. This transcription to another programming
language may be needed, for instance, when implementing the cHyW2W model, either entirely
or partly, in a HIL simulation or an energy maximising controller. The dynamical equations of
the different subsystems are solved by means of a numerical method, which can be either fixedor variable-step. Variable-step numerical methods have some important benefits, compared to
fixed-step methods:
• Faster computation in systems with few disturbances,
• capability to adapt to the changing dynamics of the system, and
• numerical stability.
However, variable-step methods also include important disadvantages:
• The coding of the mathematical model becomes significantly more complex, since the appropriate step size must be identified at each step to achieve the accuracy requirement (or
error tolerance), which needs to be specified beforehand.
• The processing time cannot be controlled and provides output vectors with values irregularly
spaced, which may require interpolation. As a consequence, variable-step methods, either
cannot be used or significantly complicate the implementation of the mathematical model
for real-time applications.
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• The implementation of parallel processing is also very complex.
In the specific case of the cHyW2W model, due to the different subsystems with very diverse
dynamics implemented in the mathematical model, a SR time-integration scheme, i.e. an integration scheme that uses the same time-step for the whole model, requires that the whole model
uses the time-step necessary in the subsystem with the fastest dynamics. Consequently, simulation time can increase substantially, since unnecessary computation is added in the components
with slower dynamics. A solution to this issue, as presented later in Section 6.1.1.1, is a MR
integration scheme, where each subsystem uses the time-step needed to accurately capture the
specific dynamics of that subsystem. In this context, the lack of consistency of the processing
time of variable-step numerical methods complicates the interconnection between the different
subsystems in the cHyW2W model. Therefore, the cHyW2W model is implemented as a fixed-step
simulation model in Matlab, using time-integration numerical methods coded by the author.

6.1.1

Time-integration schemes

Time-integration schemes or numerical methods are methods to find numerical approximations
to the solution of differential equations. Different methods have been suggested in the literature
to integrate a (system of) differential equation(s), which can be divided into two main categories
[333]: one-step (Section B.1) and multi-step methods (Section B.2). Figure 6.1 classifies the
different methods analysed in this chapter, where Euler’s and Runge-Kutta (RK) methods are
included in the one-step group [334], and Adams-Bashforth (AB) [335], Adams-Moulton (AM)
[336] and backward differentiation function (BDF) [337] methods in the multi-step group.

Figure 6.1: Classification of the different numerical methods.
One-step methods only use one previous step (yi ) and the derivative of that previous step (y0i ) to
calculate the current step (yi+1 ), while multi-step methods attempt to improve the efficiency of onestep numerical methods by utilising the information of several previous steps. More details about
the different numerical methods illustrated in Figure 6.1 are provided in Appendix B, including
the stability regions for each method.
6.1.1.1

Multi-rate scheme

Due to the different dynamics of the components included in the cHyW2W model, different sample
periods are required to accurately reproduce the behaviour of the components described in each
subsystem. For example, a sample period of 10ms (δtHdM = 10ms) is suitable for wave-absorber
interactions [338] (including linear and nonlinear hydrodynamics), while a period of 1ms (δtHyd =
1ms) is recommended for hydraulic transmission systems [233] and a period of 50µs (δtElecM =
50µs) for electric generators [339]. The suitability of these sample periods have been confirmed
when validating each subsystem in Chapter 5, comparing the results from the mathematical models
using different sample periods to the results from physical experiments or high-fidelity software.
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Therefore, when a SR solver is implemented in the cHyW2W model, a sample period of 50µs is
necessary to capture the dynamics of the fastest components. In contrast, the MR time-integration
schemes permit the implementation of the required sampling period in each subsystem [340, 341].
Hence, the sub-models are connected by performing appropriate up-sampling and down-sampling
on the output signals from each sub-model. Up- and down-sampling are performed by interpolating the signals (interpolation is required in down-sampling only when the time-steps of the
interconnected sub-models are not integer multiples of each other), for which different interpolation methods, such as linear, cubic or spline interpolation, have been investigated. Identical results
have been obtained for the different methods, which suggests that the linear interpolation is the
most suitable, due to its appealing computational requirements.
The RK4 numerical method is initially employed to compare results from the model with the
MR scheme against the results from the more conventional SR scheme, evaluating computational
requirements and fidelity of the output variables in the three main sub-models: hydrodynamic submodel (HdM), hydraulic transmission system sub-model (HyM) and electric sub-model (ElecM).
The deviation between the results obtained with the SR and MR simulation models is calculated
by means of the NRMSD presented in Equation (5.1), which is used to calculate the fidelity level
of the different variables from the MR simulation model, following Equation (5.2).
The displacement and velocity of the absorber are evaluated in the HdM sub-model. Cylinder pressure difference and force, and motor flow and torque are studied in the HyM sub-model.
Finally, current, voltage, active power and rotational speed are analysed in the ElecM sub-model.
The overall fidelity of a sub-model is calculated as the straight average of the fidelities for all
sub-model variables. Fidelity values, illustrated in Figure 6.2, exceed 99.5% for all the subsystems, with the deterioration attributed to the interpolation of the signals in up- and down-sampling.
In order to illustrate the meaning of the fidelity values shown in Figure 6.2, time-domain results
are illustrated in Figures 6.3 (a), (b) and (c) for hydrodynamic displacement, piston force applied
from the HyPTO system to the spherical HPA, and the final electric power, respectively. As one
can observe in Figure 6.3, differences between the SR and MR are almost imperceptible.

Figure 6.2: Fidelity and computational requirement characteristics of the SR and MR schemes
using the RK4 method.
With respect to computational requirements, simulation time is reduced by a factor of 5 with
the MR scheme, compared to the SR scheme, as shown in Figure 6.2, where all interpolation
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calculations represent less than 0.05% of the total simulation time.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.3: Comparison of the SR and MR time-integration schemes for body displacement (a),
piston force (b) and generated power (c).
The RK4 integration method is, in the experience of the author, the most commonly implemented method in simulation models for wave energy applications, though little justification is
offered. Therefore, a comparative study is carried out, in this section, to find the most efficient
integration method, comparing different iterative and multi-step explicit and implicit methods presented in Sections B.1 and B.2: explicit RK (Section B.1.2), explicit AB (Section B.2.1), implicit
AM (Section B.2.2) and implicit BDF (Section B.2.3) for orders between 2 and 4. Results from
higher order methods, such as 5th order Dormand-Prince, are found to be identical to the results from RK4 for all the variables. Therefore, the SR model implementation with the numerical
method RK4 (SR-RK4) is considered as the benchmark.
An extra complication may appear when modelling hydraulic transmission systems. Hydraulic systems are stiff systems due to the compressibility of the hydraulic fluid combined with the
other relatively slow dynamics. Figures 6.4 (a) and (b) illustrate the motion of the device and
the pressure in the hydraulic cylinder, respectively, using the second order RK solver for the first
30s and the second-order AB solver for the last 30s. Both solvers are numerically stable for the
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hydrodynamic model, as shown in Figure 6.4 (a), while instability issues are evident in the last
30 seconds of the hydraulic transmission system simulation, as illustrated in Figure 6.4 (b), where
numerical instabilities are highlighted in the zoomed dashed circle. Numerical instabilities, in this
case, do not cause the solution to increase or decrease towards infinite values, but introduce rapid
oscillations around the exact solution. Likewise, AM and BDF methods of order greater than two
show stability problems when modelling the hydraulic transmission system, unless the sampling
rate is significantly increased [336], since the absolute stability region reduces as the order increases, as shown in Figures B.3 and B.4. Consequently, AB methods of all orders and AM and BDF
methods of order greater than two are directly discarded from the comparative study.

Figure 6.4: Hydrodynamic (a) and hydraulic subsystem (b) results for the RK and AB methods.
Hence, RK methods of order two, three and four, and AM and BDF methods of order two,
are analysed in terms of accuracy and computational requirements, taking the SR-RK4 method as
the benchmark. Figure 6.5 shows the fidelity values of each integration method for the different
sub-models against the normalised computation time, where the colour code refers to the different
sub-models again utilising the colour code used in Figure 6.2. As expected, second-order methods
have the most appealing computational features, while higher-order RK methods are more accurate. However, RK2 exhibits both the appealing computational characteristics of the second-order
methods and the accuracy of higher-order methods. Nevertheless, high-order RK methods could
theoretically use larger time-steps than low-order RK methods, while providing similar fidelity
levels. Therefore, to provide a fair comparison between high- and low order RK methods, a RK4
with a larger time-step (RK4a) is also included in the comparison. The time-steps for RK4a are
defined so that computational requirements for RK2 and RK4a are similar: 20ms, 2ms and 75µs
for the HdM, HyM and ElecM, respectively. Figure 6.5 shows that, compared to RK2, RK4a provides identical fidelity for HdM, but lower fidelity for HyM and, particularly, ElecM. In addition,
stability issues appear in HyM when using RK4a, due to the larger time-steps.
As a consequence, MR-RK2 is demonstrated to be the most efficient method, providing almost
indistinguishable results when compared to the results obtained using the SR-RK4 method, while
requiring approximately a tenth of the time taken by SR-RK4.
However, in the event that the hydraulic transmission systems is modified so as to include more
compression/expansion processes, a higher-order integration method, or a shorter time-step, may
be necessary to accurately reproduce the more complex dynamics of such a hydraulic transmission
system [233]. In such a case, the rest of the sub-models could still use the RK2 method, resulting
in a MR multi-solver W2W model.
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Figure 6.5: Fidelity versus normalised simulation time for each sub-model and integration method,
when compared against the SR-RK4 method.

6.2

Application of the cHyW2W model

Using the cHyW2W model, implemented via the MR-RK2 integration scheme, the holistic performance of WECs can be evaluated accurately. Hence, a preliminary analysis is carried out
to evaluate the holistic performance of the spherical HPA presented in Section 3.1.3, coupled
to constant- and variable-pressure hydraulic transmission configurations described in Sections
4.1.1.1 and 4.1.1.2, respectively. It should be noted that the grid connection of the electric generator, in the constant- and variable-pressure hydraulic transmission system configurations, is different in this preliminary analysis. Constant-pressure configurations provide, in general, a smooth
power output, which allows for a direct connection of the electric generator to the electricity grid,
as shown in [238]. In contrast, the typical power output of variable-pressure hydraulic transmission system configurations is highly variable, which suggests that power converters are required
for fulfilling the restrictions imposed by the electricity grid.
This preliminary analysis simulates the response of the spherical HPA for a polychromatic input wave based on a JONSWAP spectrum of 1.5m Hs and 9s Tp . In order to provide a fair comparison between the two HyPTO configurations, an identical hydraulic cylinder is used in both configurations, and the control forces used in both configurations are similar in magnitude. The refe∗ ) for the WEC is defined via Coulomb damping in the constant-pressure hyrence PTO force (FPT
O
draulic transmission system configuration, while resistive control is used in the variable-pressure
∗
configuration. This FPT
O is used to determine the control input to the hydraulic motor (C1 in Figure 2.22), which regulates αM , controlling the fluid flow in the hydraulic motor and the pressure
∗ , defined following Coulomb damping and
difference between the cylinder chambers. Hence, FPT
O
resistive control, is given by:
∗
FPT
O = CPT O ,

(6.1)

∗
FPT
O = −BPT O żd ,

(6.2)

where CPT O is the Coulomb damping term.
Results from the preliminary evaluation are summarised in Table 6.1, where the efficiencies of
the different conversion stages, including the essential components of the hydraulic transmission
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system and the electrical system, the efficiency of the HyPTO system as a whole (ηPT O ), and the
W2W efficiency (ηW 2W ) are presented. In addition, hydrodynamic power absorption efficiency
(ηHyd ) is computed using the ratio of the absorbed power to the power available in the wave, as in
[342].
Table 6.1: Efficiency of the different components included in the different variation of the
cHyW2W model, with constant- and variable-pressure hydraulic transmission system configurations.
HyPTO
configuration
Constantpressure
Variablepressure

ηHyd

ηCyl

ηMot

ηHy

ηGen

ηInv

ηPT O

ηW 2W

Pav
grid

10.22

97.96

92.73

90.84

87.51

-

79.49

8.17

7.39 kW

16.15

95.27

72.92

71.91

76.63

92.47

51.67

8.34

7.54 kW

where

η=

Pout
Pin ×100 [%]

In addition, Figures 6.6 (a) and (b) illustrate the velocity profile of the spherical HPA, and the
PTO force applied by the hydraulic cylinder to the absorber, respectively, for the constant- and
variable-pressure configurations. The velocity profile illustrated in Figure 6.6 (a) shows the different absorption modes for each HyPTO configuration, which shows higher peak values and less
sharp edges in the variable-pressure case, compared to the constant-pressure case. Differences between constant- and variable-pressure configurations are more pronounced in Figure 6.6 (b), where
the force profile in the constant-pressure case is, as expected, similar to a coulomb force, while the
force profile in the variable-pressure case broadly follows the profile of absorber’s velocity.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6: Absorption characteristics of the constant- and variable-pressure configurations: (a)
absorber’s velocity and (b) piston force. Superscripts consP and varP correspond to the constantand variable-pressure hydraulic transmission system configurations, respectively.
Power outputs from the different conversion stages are shown in Figure 6.7, where the absor-
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bed power signal is always positive for the variable-pressure HyPTO configuration, while negative values can be observed in the constant-pressure configuration. These negative values in the
constant-pressure HyPTO configuration appear when the absorber reaches its final position and
the check valves close, as explained in Section 5.2.3.1.1. At this point, the absorber starts moving
in the opposite direction almost instantaneously, while the pressure in the cylinder chambers and,
as a consequence, the force, needs more time to change. For a short period of time, the signs
of the velocity and the force are the same, resulting in negative absorbed power results. Similar behaviour is observed in Section 5.2.3.1.1, when validating the mathematical model for the
constant-pressure hydraulic transmission system configuration. Apart from the negative values,
peaks in the absorbed power signal are twice as high in the case of the variable-pressure HyPTO
configuration, compared to the constant-pressure case. As a result, absorption efficiency in Table
6.1 is almost 60% higher in the case of the variable-pressure HyPTO configuration. It should be
noted that power absorption can be improved in both cases, by optimising control parameters CPT O
and BPT O in Equations (6.1) and (6.2), respectively, or, in the case of the variable-pressure HyPTO
configuration, by implementing real-time energy maximising control strategies, such as modelpredictive [343], pseudo-spectral [344] or moment-domain control [345]. However, limitations
of the constant-pressure HyPTO configuration, due to the HP accumulators installed between the
hydraulic cylinder and motor, suggest that absorbed power will always be higher in the variablepressure case.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.7: Absorbed, mechanical and electrical power for the constant- (a) and variable-pressure
(b) configurations.
However, due to the HP accumulator in the constant-pressure HyPTO configuration, the output
electrical power signal is smooth and practically constant, as illustrated in Figure 6.7 (a), which
implies potentially higher hydraulic motor efficiency, as shown in Table 6.1. Mechanical and
electrical power outputs (red dashed and yellow dash-dotted lines in Figure 6.7 (a), respectively),
appear to be perfectly flat, since a very large accumulator is implemented (1000L). However, slow
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power variation, due to the volume and pressure variation in the accumulator, can be observed in
the zoomed dashed circle. In addition, since the generator operates at constant speed, the generator
can be connected directly to the grid, avoiding power losses due to the inverters.
In contrast, the electrical power signal in the variable-pressure HyPTO configuration, as illustrated in Figure 6.7 (b), follows the profile of the absorbed power, which considerably reduces
the HyPTO efficiency (approximately a 30% reduction compared to the constant-pressure HyPTO
configuration), as shown in Table 6.1. Nevertheless, the W2W efficiency in the variable-pressure
HyPTO configuration is higher than in the constant-pressure PTO configuration. Indeed, an improvement of the HyPTO efficiency in the variable-pressure HyPTO configuration is to be expected
when the rotational speed of the electric generator and the hydraulic motor is actively controlled
[64], since the rotational speed is held constant in the results shown in this chapter.
The results of the preliminary analysis shown in Table 6.1 demonstrate that a higher PTO
efficiency does not necessarily imply a higher output power flow, which reinforces the idea that
a holistic evaluation of a WEC is necessary to accurately assess the overall performance of a
WEC. Therefore, a more comprehensive analysis is required to fully understand the relevance
of the cHyW2W model. The impact of using the cHyW2W model is analysed for three specific
applications presented in Chapter 2: selection of the HyPTO system configuration (Section 6.2.1),
related to the PTOopt application; control strategy selection and optimisation (Section 6.2.2),
related to the MBC application; and PowAss (Section 6.2.3).

6.2.1

HyPTO system configuration selection

Appropriate design of the PTO system is crucial for a WEC to efficiently convert absorbed wave
energy into electricity. Different aspects must be considered when designing the PTO system of a
WEC, such as the PTO mechanism to convert absorbed energy into electricity, the configuration
and type of components included in that PTO system, and the sizing of these components. The
comprehensive analysis evaluating constant- and variable-pressure HyPTO configurations is designed to cover the wide range of different possible sea conditions WECs can absorb energy from.
Hence, three sea-states are defined in Table 6.2, i.e. low- (LE), medium- (ME) and high-energetic
(HE) sea-states. Figure 6.8 presents the complete scatter diagram of the BIMEP test site in the
bay of Biscay [346], showing the position of the three sea-states under analysis in the full scatter
diagram.

Table 6.2: Sea-states analysed in
the comparison of constant- and
variable-pressure HyPTO configurations.
HyPTO
LE sea-state
ME sea-state
HE sea-state

Hs [m]
1
1.5
3

Tp [s]
6
8
11

Figure 6.8: Scatter diagram of the BIEMP test site in the
Bay of Biscay [346].
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Similarly to the case in the preliminary analysis, the input ηw for each sea-state is generated
by utilising the JONSWAP spectrum [75]. Figures 6.9 (a) and (b) illustrate the wave spectra and
the ηw signals, respectively, for the three sea-states defined in Table 6.2.
The HyPTO systems used in this comparison have not been optimised, in the sense that the
HyPTO components might be oversized, since the optimisation of the HyPTO systems is beyond
the scope of this thesis. Thus, the components in the constant- and variable-pressure HyPTO
system configurations used in this comparison, presented in Table 6.3, are designed so that they
allow for satisfactory power absorption and generation all over the operational space presented in
Figure 6.8.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9: Wave spectra (a) and ηw (b) for the three sea-states defined in Table 6.2.
In the case of the constant-pressure HyPTO configuration, the hydraulic cylinder is designed
based on the maximum piston force and pressure allowed in the cylinder. Maximum pressure is
usually set between 300-350 bar [64], while the maximum piston force is determined by optimising
the power generation for the HE sea-state. The maximum piston force needed for optimal energy
generation in the HE sea-state is about 100kN, so a maximum allowed piston force of 150kN
is defined, which leaves a reasonable margin for (even) more-energetic sea-states. Dividing the
maximum allowed piston force over the maximum allowed pressure (350 bar), gives the required
A p , which in this case is 70cm2 . Since the power output of the constant-pressure HyPTO system
configuration is relatively flat, as shown in Figure 6.7 (a), the displacement of the hydraulic motor
and the rated power of the electric generator can be selected based on the maximum expected
average power. Thus, the hydraulic motor is designed so that it operates at 80% of its capacity at
the HE sea-state, leaving a reasonable margin to absorb energy from (even) more-energetic seastates, which results in a hydraulic motor of 60cc/rev. Finally, an electric generator of 36.6kW
rated power is selected, which is the average power production expected in the most powerful
sea-states within the power production region.
In contrast, the design of the variable-pressure HyPTO configuration needs to consider the
high peak-to-average ratios (up to 17 and 58 for resistive and reactive control, respectively, [272]),
which requires the analysis of the instantaneous generated power, in addition to the average power
analysis. As a consequence of the high peak-to-average ratios, HyPTO components are significantly oversized, compared to the constant-pressure configuration, as one can notice in Table
6.3. The methodology to select A p is the same as in the constant-pressure configuration, which
results in A p = 140cm2 (assuming a maximum force of 420kN, based on [64]). The lack of hydraulic accumulators between the hydraulic cylinder and motor, results in the flow through the
hydraulic motor being directly proportional to absorber’s velocity. Therefore, the maximum displacement of the hydraulic motor is strongly related to the velocity constraint of the absorber.
2m/s is a common value for the velocity constraint in HPAs, which, assuming a maximum gene-
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rator speed of 1500rpm, results in a hydraulic motor of 1120cc/rev capacity. Power fluctuations
in variable-pressure configurations, illustrated in Figure 6.7 (b), complicate the selection of the
electric generator. On the one hand, the electric generator should be large enough to deal with
high power peaks. On the other hand, large electric generators involve frequent part-load operating conditions, significantly reducing the overall efficiency of the generator. Hence, the selection
of the electric generator becomes a trade-off between the capacity to deal with power peaks and
minimising losses due to frequent part-load operation. Although electric generators can operate
in overload conditions for short periods of time, excessive overloading can cause serious damage
[347]. However, to the best knowledge of the author, no study in the literature suggests a thorough
analysis of the overloading operations in wave energy. Therefore, the power rating of the electric
generator implemented in the variable-pressure configuration in this thesis, is determined as twice
the average power generated in the HE sea-state: 74.5 kW.
Table 6.3: Main characteristics of the constant- and variable-pressure HyPTO system configurations.

Ap
Cylinder length
Vacc
Dω
Perated
Jsha f t

Constant-pressure HyPTO
40cm2
2m
200L
60cc/rev
36.6kW
1.66kg·m2

Variable-pressure HyPTO
140cm2
2m
1120cc/rev
74.5kW
4.45kg·m2

In this section, only resistive control is implemented in the variable-pressure HyPTO system
configuration, following Equation (6.2). More aggressive control strategies, e.g. reactive control,
are described and implemented later in Section 6.2.2, when analysing the effect of control strategies. Control parameters of the constant- and variable-pressure HyPTO system configurations are
optimised for each sea-state. In the case of the constant-pressure configuration, the initial pressure in the accumulator, which determines the pressure difference between the hydraulic cylinder
chambers and across the hydraulic motor, and the fractional-displacement αM of the hydraulic
motor, must be optimised. However, the optimisation needs to make sure that the hydraulic motor
uses only the energy absorbed in the absorption stage and not the energy initially stored in the HP
accumulator. Therefore, the optimisation is subject to a maximum of 5% difference between the
energy entering and outgoing from the HP accumulator. Control parameter optimisation of the
variable-pressure HyPTO configuration is simpler in that sense, where only the BPT O coefficient
needs to be optimised.
Power absorption and generation modes of the constant- and variable-pressure HyPTO system
configurations are already described in Figures 6.7 (a) and (b), respectively. Therefore, power
flows through the different conversion stages, and efficiencies of the different components in each
conversion stage, are studied for the two HyPTO system configurations. Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show
results for the constant- and variable-pressure HyPTO system configurations, respectively.
The extended comparison between constant- and variable-pressure HyPTO system configurations allows for a comprehensive discussion on the characteristics of the two HyPTO configurations.
Absorption capabilities of the spherical HPA are significantly enhanced in the variable-pressure
HyPTO configuration, particularly for medium- and high-energy sea-states, where the constantpressure configuration absorbs up to 40% less energy from ocean waves. In fact, this difference
can increase substantially when implementing a more aggressive control strategy in the variablepressure configuration, as studied in Section 6.2.2.
However, absorbed energy needs to be converted into electricity to be delivered into the elec-
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Table 6.4: Power flow through different conversion stages and efficiencies of different components
for the constant-pressure HyPTO configuration.
SS
LE
ME
HE

Ocean
waves
av
Pwave
13.1
39.1
213.8

Absorption
av
Pabs

3.1
7.4
19.1

ηAbs
23.5
18.9
8.9

ηCyl
90.6
92.0
94.4

Hydraulic
transmission
av
ηMot
PHy
66.1
2.1
82.7
5.8
91.7
16.6

ηHy
60.0
76.1
86.6

Electric
generator
av
PGen
ηGen
0.1
5.5
3.7
64.3
14.2
85.6

Power
converter
av
PInv
ηInv
-

W2W
av
Pgrid

0.1
3.7
14.2

ηHyPT O
3.8
50.4
74.5

ηW 2W
0.8
9.5
6.6

Table 6.5: Power flow through different conversion stages and efficiencies of different components
for the variable-pressure HyPTO configuration under resistive control.
SS
LE
ME
HE

Ocean
waves
av
Pwave
13.1
39.1
213.8

Absorption
av
Pabs

3.4
9.8
32.2

ηAbs
25.7
25.1
15.1

ηCyl
93.2
96.5
96.8

Hydraulic
transmission
av
ηMot
PHy
14.3
0.4
57.8
5.5
69.5
21.4

ηHy
13.3
55.8
66.5

Electric
generator
av
PGen
ηGen
-2.5
3.8
69.8
17.3
80.9

Power
converter
av
PInv
ηInv
-3.2
1.9
50.5
16.1
93.1

W2W
av
Pgrid

-3.2
1.9
16.1

ηHyPT O
20.1
50.0

ηW 2W
4.9
7.5

tricity grid, and this conversion is particularly inefficient for the variable-pressure configuration.
In the LE sea-state, energy generation with the constant-pressure configuration is very low, with
a HyPTO efficiency of just 4%. The efficiency of the HyPTO system increases to 50% in the
ME sea-state and reaches a reasonably good 75% in the HE sea-state. Similar trends, with very
low efficiency of the HyPTO system in LE sea-states, are presented in [276], where losses in the
electric generator are neglected.
In the case of the variable-pressure HyPTO configuration, the average power generation is
negative in the LE sea-state, meaning that the WEC needs to draw energy from the electricity
grid to keep the electric generator rotating at synchronous speed. The variable-pressure HyPTO
configuration includes oversized hydraulic and electric components to handle flow and power
peaks at high-energy sea-states, which dramatically reduces conversion efficiencies at part-load
operating conditions. In addition, based on the results shown in Table 6.5, the components of the
variable-pressure HyPTO system designed in this chapter are clearly too large, which makes the
variable-pressure HyPTO configuration even more inefficient.
These oversized components of the variable-pressure HyPTO configuration make electricity
generation in LE and ME sea-states infeasible and very inefficient, respectively, as shown in Table
6.5. In fact, due to the highly variable hydraulic flow and power outputs, half of the energy absorbed from ocean waves is lost through the different HyPTO components, even in HE sea-states.
Such low efficiencies of the HyPTO can be increased, without affecting the power absorption, by
controlling the rotational speed of the hydraulic motor and electric generator via the B2B power
converter, as shown in [64]. Another possibility to reduce losses at part-load operating conditions, is to use HyPTO components or configurations that allow for high-efficiency performance at
part-load operating conditions, such as DDMs or DDCs coupled to accumulators with different
pressure levels, as described in Section 2.3.4.
In any case, Tables 6.4 and 6.5 again show that lower efficiencies of the HyPTO system do not
necessarily mean lower power production. Despite the excessively large HyPTO system components incorporated in the variable-pressure configuration, average power delivered into the electricity grid is higher in the variable-pressure (except for the LE sea-state), if the effect of the
B2B power converter is neglected. The B2B power converter is included in the variable-pressure
HyPTO configuration, which incurs significant losses at part-load operating conditions as illustrated in Table 6.5, but is not being used to control the rotational speed of the electric generator, since
the electric generator rotates at constant synchronous speed, in all the analysed sea-states.
Differences between the constant- and variable-pressure HyPTO configurations, in terms of
generated power, are relatively low. Thus, the smaller and, as a consequence, cheaper components,
and the smoother power output of the constant-pressure configuration, as demonstrated in Figure
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6.7, can tip the balance in favour of the constant-pressure configuration. However, the performance
of the constant-pressure configuration is difficult to improve, apart from accurately optimising the
size of the components, which would not excessively change the results shown in Table 6.4. In
contrast, several alternatives to improve the performance of the variable-pressure configuration
have been suggested: accurately optimising the size of the HyPTO components, including a DDM
that reduces losses at part-load operating points, actively controlling the rotational speed of the
generator and hydraulic motor and, most importantly, using an energy maximising control strategy
to improve power absorption and generation of the WEC. The impact of a more aggressive control
strategy, and the optimisation of control parameters using the cHyW2W model, is analysed in the
following section.

6.2.2

Control strategy selection and optimisation

In order to evaluate more realistic capabilities of the variable-pressure HyPTO configuration, a
more aggressive control strategy is implemented: reactive control. Reactive control is used to actively bring the absorber to resonance with the incident ocean waves, maximising energy absorption
by harnessing reactive power flow through the HyPTO system. In essence, the absorber is actively
forced, at specific instants throughout the simulation, using energy from the electricity grid, to
enhance absorber’s motion by putting it in phase with the excitation force and increase the average
energy absorption from ocean waves. The PTO force under reactive control is given by
∗
FPT
O = −BPT O żd − KPT O zd ,

(6.3)

where KPT O is the PTO stiffness that brings the absorber to resonance.
The performance of the variable-pressure HyPTO configuration under reactive control, using
control parameters (BPT O and KPT O ), independently optimised for the LE, ME and HE sea-states,
is illustrated in Table 6.6. These results can be compared to the results obtained from the same
configuration under resistive control and the constant-pressure HyPTO configuration, presented in
Tables 6.5 and 6.4, respectively.
Table 6.6: Power flow through different conversion stages and efficiencies of different components
for the variable-pressure HyPTO configuration under reactive control.
SS
LE
ME
HE

Ocean
waves
av
Pwave
13.1
39.1
213.8

Absorption
av
Pabs

7.6
26.9
70.1

ηAbs
57.8
61.0
32.8

ηCyl
92.3
95.5
97.7

Hydraulic
transmission
av
ηMot
PHy
15.9
1.1
68.3
17.6
79.0
50.5

ηHy
13.9
65.3
72.1

Electric
generator
av
PGen
ηGen
-2.1
12.8
71.6
39.1
77.4

Power
converter
av
PInv
ηInv
-3.2
9.1
79.8
34.5
88.2

W2W
av
Pgrid

-3.2
9.1
34.5

ηHyPT O
33.8
49.3

ηW 2W
22.4
16.1

The importance of actively controlling the WEC via aggressive control strategies is highlighted
in Table 6.6, where average generated power values, compared to the variable-pressure configuration under resistive control, are shown to be significantly higher in ME and HE sea-states, about
350% and 115% higher, respectively. A large part of this improvement corresponds to the increase in absorbed power due to the more aggressive reactive control, which doubles the absorption
efficiency in all the different sea-states presented in Table 6.2. However, the efficiency of the
HyPTO system also increases in HE and, especially, in ME sea-states, which also contributes to
the significant increase in generated power. The improvement in the absorption stage is a direct
consequence of the more aggressive reactive control strategy and, thus, can be considered as a
general rule, applicable to other type of absorbers and/or PTO mechanisms, as long as these aggressive control strategies can be implemented. In contrast, the improvement in HyPTO efficiency
is rather circumstantial, and should not be considered as a general rule. In this specific case, due
to the oversized HyPTO components, the more aggressive reactive control increases the pressure
flow in the hydraulic circuit and the power peaks in the electric generator, which encourages the
different components to operate closer to their ideal operating points.
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The increase in average generated power under reactive control, shown in Table 6.6, also
shows the superiority of the variable-pressure HyPTO configuration over the constant-pressure
configuration. Hence, the capability to actively control the WEC, allowing generated energy to
be maximised, is shown to be crucial in increasing the power delivered into the electricity grid.
However, it should be noted, from Table 6.6, that the need for oversized HyPTO components, in
the variable-pressure HyPTO configuration to deal with flow and power peaks, is a real problem
in LE sea-states, illustrating the difficulty in designing a WEC that can efficiently generate energy
from the wide range of conditions present in the ocean.
Equally important, as the implementation of a more aggressive control strategy to maximise
energy generation from ocean waves, is accurately designing such controller, using a mathematical model that includes all the necessary information. Since the control strategies analysed in
this section are resistive and reactive control, the accurate design of the controller is limited to
accurately optimising the BPT O and KPT O control parameters. The impact of using the cHyW2W
model for control parameter optimisation is analysed in this section, using the spherical HPA with
a variable-pressure HyPTO configuration directly connected to the electricity grid, as illustrated
in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10: Diagram of the variable-pressure HyPTO system configuration.
These control parameters are usually optimised using mathematical models where the PTO
mechanism is either neglected or excessively simplified. The only studies in the literature that
use W2W models for control parameter optimisation are, to the best of author’s knowledge, [64]
and [271]. However, [64] optimises control parameters, considering losses in the PTO system
by means of a constant efficiency parameter, while, in the W2W model suggested in [271], the
electrical generator is added in the post-processing and is modelled using an efficiency coefficient
that varies as a function of the rated power, neglecting the effects due to the inertia of the generator
shaft.
Therefore, control parameters are optimised in this section using two significantly different
mathematical models. On the one hand, the commonly used viscLPF method, based on Equation
(3.28), coupled to an ideal HyPTO model, represented by Equation (6.3), is employed, henceforth referred to as viscLPF+iPTO model. The viscLPF+iPTO model includes three essential
constraints of the HyPTO system: maximum absorber’s displacement and velocity, and maximum
PTO force. The maximum displacement constraint is implemented via the FEndStop , which can be
modelled as a spring and/or damping that is activated as soon as the motion amplitude reaches a
threshold value close to the actual end-stop of the hydraulic cylinder. In this specific analysis, a
linear damping (BEndStop ) is implemented. Note that, when an ideal HyPTO model is employed,
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losses and dynamics of the HyPTO system are not included. Therefore, the hydrodynamic absorbed power and the generated electrical power are identical, and are given by:
∗
Pabs = Pe = −żd FPT
O.

(6.4)

Results from the simplified viscLPF+iPTO model are compared to the cHyW2W model presented in this thesis, where all the essential dynamics, losses and constraints of the different components from ocean waves to the electricity grid are included. The latter is referred to as the
NLBEMW2WCd=1 model in the following. The variable-pressure HyPTO system included in the
NLBEMW2WCd=1 model is the same as that described in Table 6.3.
In order to comprehensively analyse the impact of the cHyW2W model on control parameter
optimisation, the control parameters should be optimised over the complete operational space.
Therefore, data from a real location is used to define that operational space. The selected location
is Belmullet, off the west coast in Ireland, for which the Irish Marine Institute [348] provided the
data. Belmullet has a high wave energy potential (one of the locations with the highest potential in
Europe [346]). The scatter diagram for the location in Belmullet is shown in Figure 6.11 and the
main characteristics of the location, such as the peak period and significant wave height with the
highest frequency of occurrence (Tp0 and Hs0 , respectively), and the mean annual incoming wave
energy per meter of wave front J, are presented in Table 6.7. Finally, it should be noted that the
operational space of the WEC is limited to Hs ≤ 5m, as illustrated by the red line in Figure 6.11,
assuming that the WEC shifts to survival mode beyond that threshold value.

Table 6.7: Main characteristics of
the Belmullet test site.
Tp0
Hs0
J

11.3 s
3.5 m
78kW/m

Figure 6.11: Scatter diagram of the Belmullet test site,
where the red line shows the limit of the operational space.
Results from the viscLPF+iPTO and the NLBEMW2WCd=1 models are compared for both
resistive and reactive control, where differences between the outputs from the viscLPF+iPTO and
the NLBEMW2WCd=1 models are calculated, in percentage terms, as follows,
∆[%] =

yNLBEMW 2WCd=1 − yviscLPF+iPT O
× 100,
yNLBEMW 2WCd=1

(6.5)

where yNLBEMW 2WCd=1 and yviscLPF+iPT O are any output of the NLBEMW2WCd=1 and viscLPF+iPTO
models, respectively. Note that ∆ can take positive or negative values, negative values meaning
that outputs from the viscLPF+iPTO model are overestimated, compared to the NLBEMW2WCd=1
model.
In the case of resistive control, differences between the control parameters (∆BPT O ) optimised
using the NLBEMW2WCd=1 and viscLPF+iPTO models are relatively important. Figure 6.12 il-
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lustrates these differences over the complete operational space, where the viscLPF+iPTO model
appears to overestimate control parameters for more energetic sea-states (Hs ≥ 3m), while underestimation is evident for less energetic sea-states (Hs ≤ 3m). One can observe, from Figure 6.12,
that ∆BPT O values are relatively low (−10% ≤ ∆ ≤ 10%) for medium sea-states (1.5 ≤ Hs ≤ 3.5),
which suggests that the impact of inaccurate control parameters in that area may be lower.

Figure 6.12: Resistive control parameter differences between the NLBEMW2WCd=1 and viscLPF+iPTO models over the complete operational space.
Table 6.8 presents the optimal control parameters and generated average power estimates
for each model, and generated average power estimates from NLBEMW2W Cd=1 using
control parameters optimised with the viscLPF+iPTO model (Peav,viscLPF+iPT O ), for resistive and
reactive control at the sea-state with the highest occurrence in Belmullet (Tp = 11.3s & Hs =
3.5m). For resistive control, the viscLPF+iPTO model is shown to overestimate the optimal control parameter by almost 9% and the generated power by over 30%.
(Peav,opt )

control
control

Reactive

Resistive

Table 6.8: Optimal control parameters and corresponding generated power for the 11.3s peak
period and 3.5m significant wave height sea-state, using resistive and reactive control.
viscLPF+iPTO

NLBEMW2WCd=1

∆ [%]

BPT O [kNs/m]

250

230

-8.7

Peav,opt [kW]

39.23

29.70

-32.1

Peav,viscLPF+iPT O [kW]

N/A1

29.24

-1.5

BPT O [kNs/m]

90

130

30.8

KPT O [kN/m]

-175

-100

75

Peav,opt [kW]

123.7

53.6

-130.8

N/A

UnR2

UnR

Peav,viscLPF+iPT O

[kW]

The abbreviation N/A is used for not applicable.
The abbreviation UnR is used for unrealistic.
However, if the BPT O optimised with the viscLPF+iPTO model is used in the NLBEMW2WCd=1
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model, generated power difference is low (about 1.5%). This means that the impact of the control
parameter overestimation on the power estimation is low under resistive control. This difference is
calculated by comparing Peav,viscLPF+iPT O and Peav,opt calculated with the NLBEMW2W Cd=1 model,
based on Equation (6.5), as follows,
Peav,opt − Peav,viscLPF+iPT O
∆[%] =
× 100.
(6.6)
Peav,opt
Conversely, differences are significantly larger under reactive control, as illustrated in Figure
6.13, where both control parameters and generated power, are significantly misestimated. Furthermore, the misestimation of control parameters has a dramatic impact on the performance of the
WEC, since control parameters optimised with the viscLPF+iPTO model lead to unrealistic situations, as illustrated in Table 6.8 by the abbreviation UnR, where the WEC gets stuck at one of the
cylinder end-stops for the whole simulation due to effect of the erroneously designed controller.

Figure 6.13: Reactive control parameter optimisation for the 11.3s Tp and 3.5m Hs , using
NLBEMW2WCd=1 and viscLPF+iPTO models.

6.2.3

Power assessment

Accurate power production assessment is crucial for the development of WECs, since it allows
the evaluation and comparison of different technologies in different geographic locations. Several
studies in the literature analyse the power production assessment of different WECs, using either
isolated devices [183, 271, 349–353] or arrays [346, 354] in the analysis. Power production assessment is also an essential tool to evaluate the economical viability of WECs or wave energy
arrays, for which effects of the PTO systems should not be neglected. Finally, power production
assessment is also used to evaluate the impact of wave resource variations on WECs [21, 22].
The predominant method for power production assessment consists of combining the wave
scatter diagram of a specific location with the power output capabilities of a WEC for the different
sea-states included in the scatter diagram, known as a power matrix. The wave scatter diagram is
generated from the historical data collected over a reasonable time period (generally over a year),
and the power matrix for the WEC is calculated using numerical models. Other methods for power
production assessment, which avoid the use of power matrices, such as the full spectrum representation, are discussed in [353], where the potential inaccuracies of the power matrix approach are
studied compared to the full spectrum representation.
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The power matrix representation is used in this section, due to its simplicity and its appealing
computational properties. In addition, the Belmullet location is particularly appropriate for this
study, since the real spectra are similar to theoretical spectra, such as the JONSWAP spectrum,
which reduces the inaccuracies due to the misrepresentation of the resource by the power matrix
approach [353]. In any case, the objective of this section is to analyse the inaccuracies related
to the WEC dynamical description, highlighting the impact of the cHyW2W model compared to
the more common hydrodynamic models with an excessively simplified PTO system model. To
that end, power production capabilities are assessed, under resistive and reactive control, using the
viscLPF+iPTO and NLBEMW2WCd=1 models.
Figures 6.14 (a) and (b) illustrate the generated power matrices under reactive control for the
viscLPF+iPTO and the NLBEMW2WCd=1 models, respectively. The pattern of the two power
matrices in Figure 6.14 is very similar. Hence, the power absorption and generation modes of
the WEC are not modified by the dynamics of the HyPTO system, suggesting that the HyPTO is
∗
able to adequately follow the reference force FPT
O created in the controller via Equations (6.2)
and (6.3). Constraints and losses are probably one of the most influential aspects of the HyPTO
system, but the fact that constraints are also included in the viscLPF+iPTO model makes the two
power matrices very similar. The main difference between the two power matrices presented in
Figure 6.14 is the magnitude of the generated power. Generated power estimates reach up to
200kW in the case of the viscLPF+iPTO model, while the maximum generated power estimate is
about 80kW for the NLBEMW2WCd=1 model. This difference, a factor of 2.5, arises due to the
losses of the different components in the HyPTO included in the NLBEMW2WCd=1 model, which
are neglected in the viscLPF+iPTO model.

(a) viscLPF+iPTO model

(b) NLBEMW2WCd=1 model

Figure 6.14: Generated power matrices obtained using (a) the viscLPF+iPTO and (b) the
NLBEMW2WCd=1 models under reactive control.
In addition, one can observe, in Figure 6.14, that all generated power estimates over the complete operational space are positive in the case of the viscLPF+iPTO model, while negative values
appear in the power matrix generated using the NLBEMW2WCd=1 model. These negative values
appear at low-energy sea-states, as illustrated in Figure 6.14 (b), and arise due to the losses of the
HyPTO system and the inertia effects in the electric generator. Negative generated power values
appear both under resistive and reactive power, but always at less-energetic sea-states, since the
power of ocean waves is too low to counteract the high inertia of the relatively large electric generator. However, such a large electric generator is necessary to deal with power peaks at more
energetic sea-states. Similar trends are shown in Tables 6.5 and 6.6, where the energy delivered
into the electricity grid at the LE sea-state is also negative. Although HyPTO system optimisation
is beyond the scope of this thesis, it should be noted that an accurately optimised HyPTO system
may improve the power generation of the WEC, allowing for power generation in all the sea-states,
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including the less-energetic ones.
Differences between the two mathematical models are evaluated by means of the AMPP measure, and annual mean efficiencies of the HyPTO system (ηAMPP
HyPT O ) and the whole WEC from
AMPP
ocean waves to the electricity grid (ηW 2W ), calculated using AMPP values as follows,
AMPPgen
× 100,
AMPPabs
AMPPgen
AMPPgen
AMPP
ηW
× 100 =
× 100,
2W =
av
Pwave
J × Lcharac
ηAMPP
HyPT O =

(6.7)
(6.8)

where AMPPabs and AMPPgen are the absorbed and generated AMPP, respectively, and Lcharac is
the characteristic length of the absorber, its diameter in this case.
Generated AMPP and efficiency values are given in Table 6.9, where generated power overestimation of the viscLPF+iPTO model is shown again, as in Table 6.8: 40% under resistive
control and 160% under reactive control. In addition, Table 6.9 demonstrates the importance of
AMPP , rather than ηAMPP .
the holistic performance evaluation of the WEC by means of the ηW
2W
HyPT O

control
control

Reactive

Resistive

Table 6.9: Power production assessment of the spherical HPA under resistive and reactive control, including optimal AMPP values, and HyPTO and W2W efficiencies obtained using the viscLPF+iPTO and NLBEMW2WCd=1 models; and AMPP values with misestimated control parameters (AMPPeav,viscLPF+iPT O ).
viscLPF+iPTO

NLBEMW2WCd=1

∆ [%]

AMPPeav,opt [kW]

27.71

19.89

-39.32

ηAMPP
HyPT O [%]

100

70.35

N/A

AMPP [%]
ηW
2W

7.11

5.26

N/A

AMPPeav,viscLPF+iPT O [kW]

N/A

19.62

-1.4

AMPPeav,opt [kW]

94.23

36.17

-160.5

ηAMPP
HyPT O [%]

100

59.07

N/A

AMPP [%]
ηW
2W

24.17

9.37

N/A

AMPPeav,viscLPF+iPT O [kW]

N/A

-17.34

-308.6

Most importantly, Table 6.9 shows the impact of the misestimation of the control parameters
using the viscLPF+iPTO model. Under resistive control, since the area with low ∆BPT O values in
Figure 6.12 includes the sea-states with the highest frequency of occurrence (see Figure 6.11), the
impact on AMPPgen is reasonably low (about 1.5% of difference, calculated following Equation
(6.6)). In contrast, the impact of that misestimation is dramatic under reactive control.
Figure 6.15 illustrates the power matrix obtained using the NLBEMW2WCd=1 model with the
control parameters optimised with the viscLPF+iPTO model. The blank spaces correspond to the
unrealistic situations due to the erroneously designed controller, in which the WEC is considered
to be non-operational. In addition, comparing Figure 6.15 with Figure 6.14 (b), one can note
that positive values are significantly lower (up to a factor 3), while negative values are even more
negative (up to a factor 2), which dramatically results in negative AMPPgen , as shown in Table 6.9.
Despite the obvious benefits of the NLBEMW2WCd=1 model over the viscLPF+iPTO model,
it should be noted that the computational requirements of the NLBEMW2WCd=1 model are prohibitive for any kind of optimisation and power production assessment purpose (over 100 times
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Figure 6.15: Power matrix obtained using the NLBEMW2WCd=1 model and misestimated control
parameters optimised with the viscLPF+iPTO model, where blank spaces illustrate unrealistic
situations due to erroneously designed controller.
slower than the viscLPF+iPTO model), mainly due to the extremely small time-steps required to
capture the very fast electrical dynamics of the electric generator.

6.3

Summary

This chapter presents the numerical implementation and simulation of different variations of the
cHyW2W model, and shows their relevance for different applications. Hence, the chapter is divided into two main parts. The first part of the chapter (Section 6.1) describes the numerical implementation of the cHyW2W model, comparing different time-integration schemes. The benefits of
the MR time-integration scheme are highlighted over the SR scheme, which facilitates the use of a
sampling period that is appropriate for each conversion-stage and avoids unnecessary computation
in the components with slower dynamics. As a consequence, the computational requirements of
the cHyW2W model are significantly reduced with a MR scheme, reducing the simulation time
by a factor of 5. In addition to the integration schemes, different numerical integration methods,
described in Appendix B, are analysed for each conversion stage. All the numerical methods
analysed in this chapter provide accurate results for the absorption- and generation-stages, while
the second-order RK method RK2 is shown to be the computationally most efficient method. In
contrast, due to the fast dynamics included in the transmission-stage, mainly due to the compressibility effects of the hydraulic fluid, some numerical integration methods of order greater than
two, such as the multi-step AB, AM or BDF, show stability issues, and, as a consequence, are
directly discarded from the comparison. Thus, the RK2 numerical method with the MR integration scheme MR-RK2 is identified as the computationally most efficient numerical method, while
providing almost indistinguishable results compared to the benchmark numerical implementation,
which uses a SR integration scheme and the RK4 numerical method.
The second part of the chapter (Section 6.2) first presents a preliminary simulation of the
cHyW2W model with the two different HyPTO system configurations described in Chapter 4:
constant- and variable-pressure configurations. The absorption modes and generated power profiles for the spherical HPA with the two HyPTO configurations are compared, and the efficiency of
each component included in the cHyW2W model is analysed. This preliminary simulation shows
that a higher HyPTO efficiency does not necessarily imply higher power generation, highlighting
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the importance of the absorption stage and the evaluation of the holistic performance of a WEC.
In fact, the relevance of the cHyW2W model is studied in the same section via a more comprehensive analysis, which is divided into three subsections. Section 6.2.1 includes three sea-states that
reasonably cover the wide operational space of the spherical HPA. In addition, the constant- and
variable-pressure HyPTO configuration systems are designed, evaluating the performance of the
spherical HPA using the constant-pressure configuration and the variable-pressure configuration
under resistive control. The performance of the spherical HPA coupled to the variable-pressure
HyPTO configuration and under a more aggressive control strategy, i.e. reactive control, is studied
in Section 6.2.2. Hence, this extended evaluation again shows the need for evaluating the holistic behaviour of WECs, to accurately assess their power production capabilities, and particularly
highlights the benefits of implementing more aggressive control strategies to maximise energy generation and using PTO systems that allow the implementation of these strategies. Hence, due to
its higher flexibility in implementing energy maximising control strategies, the variable-pressure
HyPTO configuration is selected to further evaluate the relevance of using the cHyW2W model.
Finally, the impact of the cHyW2W model in control parameter optimisation, and assessment of
power generation capabilities, is analysed in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3, respectively. To that end,
two significantly different mathematical models are compared: an excessively simplified mathematical model, viscLPF+iPTO, and the cHyW2W model, NLBEMW2WCd=1 . Results show that,
when optimising control parameters, the viscLPF+iPTO model misestimates the values of control
parameters, where this misestimation is particularly important in the reactive control case. More
importantly, it is demonstrated that using misestimated control parameters does not significantly
affect power absorption in the resistive control case, but dramatically affects the performance of
the WEC under reactive control. In fact, when using the misestimated control parameters in the
real WEC, represented by the NLBEMW2WCd=1 model, the WEC may get permanently stuck at
one of the end-stops, drawing energy from the electricity grid. With regard to power assessment,
the viscLPF+iPTO model significantly overestimates power generation capabilities under resistive
and, especially, reactive control. Finally the dramatic consequences of using misestimated control
parameters in reactive control are shown, resulting in a negative AMPP value.
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Chapter

7

HiFiWEC: coupled numerical wave tank
and power take-off models
The commercial development of WECs is a slow, risky and expensive process, and the development trajectory towards the final commercial prototype involves several different stages. Figure
1.6 illustrates two different WEC development trajectories, where the ideal trajectory, suggested
in [48], delays the expensive (large scale) prototype demonstration until a reasonably high level of
confidence is gained in the concept. Hence, this ideal trajectory suggests first traversing the TPL
scale at lower, less costly TRLs, as shown in Figure 1.6.
To gain confidence in the concept and traverse the TPL scale at lower TRLs, high-fidelity
simulation models are vital. The need for the cHyW2W model for an accurate evaluation of the
overall performance of WECs is demonstrated in Chapter 6, in particular for PTOopt, MBC and
PowAss applications. However, the higher the TPL, the higher the level of accuracy needed to
realistically assess the overall performance of the WEC. In contrast to the PTOopt, MBC and
PowAss applications, the VerVal and Ident applications need W2W models of the highest possible
fidelity, regardless of the computational cost required to provide such a high-fidelity level, as
shown in Section 2.6.
This chapter describes a novel holistic high-fidelity W2W simulation platform, henceforth
referred to as the HiFiWEC, which is the first attempt to couple a high-fidelity CNWT to a highfidelity PTO model (the cHyPTO model presented in Chapter 4 and validated in Chapter 5). Hence,
the HiFiWEC offers a high-fidelity simulation model for medium-high TPLs and low-medium
TRLs, as shown in Figure 7.1.
The chapter is divided into four different parts, where the first part (Section 7.1) describes
the HiFiWEC, including the CNWT and the inter-software coupling between the CNWT and the
cHyPTO model. In addition, the area of application of the HiFiWEC is defined in Section 7.1, stating the particular applications for the HiFiWEC, and application areas for which the HiFiWEC is
computationally prohibitive. Section 7.2 presents the case study utilised in this chapter, including
the test cases, input waves, the CNWT setup and the HyPTO design. The inter-software coupling
between the CNWT and the HyPTO model in the HiFiWEC is verified in Section 7.3, comparing
the variables that are shared between the CNWT and the cHyPTO model, and the value of utilising
the high-fidelity simulation platform offered by the HiFiWEC is highlighted in Section 7.4.

7.1

The HiFiWEC

The HiFiWEC is formed by coupling two high-fidelity mathematical models: a CNWT model that
solves the fully nonlinear WSHI and the cHyPTO model that includes all the relevant dynamics,
losses and constraints of hydraulic and electric PTO subsystems. Figure 7.2 illustrates the inter-
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Figure 7.1: TRL and TPL matrix with the ideal development trajectory and the applicability area
of the HiFiWEC, adapted from [48].

ηw

CNWT

tsim , zd , żd
F̃pis

cou
pli
n

Absorber

g

software coupling between the CNWT and cHyPTO models, where the simulation characteristics,
such as the absorber and input waves ηw , are input to the CNWT, and the final output of the HiFiWEC is the generated electric power Pe . Since the CNWT and cHyPTO models are implemented
in different software environments, and use different time-integration numerical methods, the platform requires a bespoke communication channel to couple the two models, which is described in
more detail in Section 7.1.3.

tsim , z̃d , ż˜d
Fpis

cHyPTO
model

Pe

Figure 7.2: Scheme of the HiFiWEC, illustrating the inter-software coupling between the CNWT
and the HyPTO model. Due to differences between the time-integration numerical methods, interpolation of variables is inevitable, which is illustrated with a tilde on the shared variables that are
interpolated.
Likewise the coupling between the different sub-models in the cHyW2W model, the coupling
between the CNWT and the cHyPTO model in the HiFiWEC is weak, in the sense that a timestep offset exists between the variable calculated in the cHyPTO model and the use of this variable
back in the CNWT. This weak coupling may be problematic when the inertia effects in the different
models that are coupled have a similar impact. However, in the wave energy case, as explained
in Chapter 6, inertia effects of the absorber are always significantly higher than inertia effects in
other sub-systems (e.g. the PTO system or the moorings). Therefore, the weak coupling, which
is computationally more efficient due to the lack of any iterative process in the coupling, provides
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accurate results in wave energy applications. In order to gain confidence in the coupling and
demonstrate its suitability, the coupling implemented in the HiFiWEC is verified in this chapter.
The HiFiWEC is particularly useful (based on the seven applications defined in the introduction of Chapter 2):
a.i) as a benchmark to validate lower fidelity or computationally more efficient mathematical
models (ValVer application),
a.ii) for system identification purposes, identifying the viscous drag coefficient or representative/parametric models under realistic operational conditions (Ident application), and
a.iii) to evaluate the efficacy of control strategies in realistic conditions (ValVer application).
While these applications would traditionally have required physical wave tank experiments,
the HiFiWEC offers some advantages compared to its physical counterpart. The HiFiWEC can
eliminate undesired influences of measurement equipment and the test environment, e.g. the unrepeatability of experiments [355], reflections from tank walls [356] and magnified friction effects
from device restraints at small scale [185], but also has an ability to evaluate devices at full scale
[357]. Also, the difficulty in evaluating the performance of full-scale PTO systems, and their
impact on WSHIs, in wave tank experiments [358], is overcome in the HiFiWEC.
In contrast, it should also be noted that, due to the high computational cost, this high-fidelity
platform is less useful for (based on the seven applications defined in the introduction of Chapter
2):
b.i) assessment of power production capabilities across a wide range of sea states (PowAss application),
b.ii) design of energy maximising control strategy (MBC application), or
b.iii) any kind of optimisation purpose (MBC or PTOopt applications).
Similarly to the cHyW2W model presented in Chapter 6, the validation of the HiFiWEC is
accomplished by validating the CNWT and the cHyPTO model separately. The validation of
the cHyPTO model is presented in Chapter 5, while the setup of the CNWT is first verified by
comparing the performance of a WEC simulation in the CNWT against results of a BEM model
[188, 359, 360], and then validated against physical experiments of a 1:10 scale WEC in [361,
362]. It should be noted that the implementation and the validation of the CNWT model are taken
from previous publications and, as a consequence, are not an original contribution of this thesis.
However, the setup of the CNWT is thoroughly described in Section 7.2.2, to demonstrate the
high-fidelity level of the results obtained from the CNWT implemented in the HiFiWEC.

7.1.1

CFD-based numerical wave tank

The CNWT model in the HiFiWEC is based on the open-source CFD software, OpenFOAM [318].
The OpenFOAM based CNWT captures relevant hydrodynamic non-linearities when simulating
WEC operation, by numerically solving the incompressible RANS equations using a cell-centred
finite volume method. The RANS equations describe the conservation of mass and momentum,
derived from Equations (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, given as:
∇v = 0,

(7.1)

∂v
1
1
+ (v∇)v = − ∇p f + F + ∇T,
∂t
ρw
ρw

(7.2)

where T is the viscous stress tensor.
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Turbulence is included in the CNWT using a k-omegaSST turbulence model, which is the
most commonly employed turbulence model for WEC applications [139], and utilises the kqRWallFunction for turbulence effects on the WEC boundary. The CNWT uses the interDyMFOAM
solver to iteratively solve the RANS equations using the PIMPLE algorithm [363], and employs
the VOF method to account for the two fluid phases in the CNWT (air and water) and capture the
free surface interface.
The interDyMFOAM solver allows dynamic mesh deformation to accommodate the motion of
the WEC within the numerical domain. The WEC motion, due to input waves and PTO forces,
is calculated using the sixDoFRigidBodyMotion solver [364]. A range of numerical wave makers
are available in OpenFOAM to generate and absorb waves [365]. For the present case study, the
relaxation method is employed, via the waves2Foam toolbox [366], where target solutions for
surface elevation and the velocity field are relaxed into the computational domain. Full details of
the CNWT implementation can be found in [367].

7.1.2

Power take-off model

The variable-pressure cHyPTO model included in the HiFiWEC, and its implementation in Matlab,
are thoroughly described in Chapters 4 and 6, respectively.

7.1.3

Platform coupling

The CNWT and the cHyPTO model are implemented on different software platforms, OpenFOAM
and MATLAB R , respectively. Therefore, a communication channel, enabling the coupling between the CNWT and the cHyPTO model, is required. The coupling is achieved following similar
procedures presented in [359, 368]. The method was first demonstrated in [368], where mooring forces on a floating WEC are calculated in MATLAB R , at each time-step of an OpenFOAM
CNWT simulation. Similarly, OpenFOAM and MATLAB R are coupled in [359] for the evaluation of energy maximising control strategies, where an adaptive receding horizon pseudospectral
control algorithm is implemented in MATLAB R to calculate the optimal PTO force applied to the
absorber at each CNWT time-step.
The coupling is driven by the CNWT model, where, at each time-step, the CNWT simulation
pauses, passes information to the cHyPTO model (tsim , zd and żd at that time-step, as illustrated in
Figure 7.2), and waits for the cHyPTO model to calculate and return Fpis at that time-step, before
continuing. The CNWT adds F̃pis , the interpolated Fpis , to the sum of fluid and gravity forces, and
determines the total force acting on the absorber, from which the acceleration of the absorber and
its resulting motion is calculated using the sixDoFRigidBodyMotion solver in OpenFOAM.
Due to the different time-integration solvers and time-steps implemented in the CNWT and
the cHyPTO model, interpolation of the variables going through the communication channel is
required. Similar interpolation procedures are also required in the cHyPTO model due to the
MR scheme, as described in Section 6.1.1.1, where linear interpolation is demonstrated to be
sufficiently accurate and computationally efficient. Therefore, linear interpolation is also used
in the inter-software coupling between the CNWT and the cHyPTO model. A verification test is
conducted in Section 7.2.1.1 to certify the satisfactory performance of the coupling.

7.2

Case study

The case study utilised to demonstrate the performance of the HiFiWEC considers the spherical
HPA presented in Section 3.1.3, which is restricted to heave motion, similarly to the study presented in Section 6.2. The HiFiWEC is analysed for two different test cases, described in Section
7.2.1, where the same absorber connected to the same HyPTO system is used. The essential
CNWT setup is also the same for both test cases, where only the size of the NWT and the mesh
stretching ratio of the creation zone vary from one test case to the other (both are defined according
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to the wavelength of the incoming wave, which is different in each test case). Therefore, in order to
avoid repetition, the case study is described in this section for both test cases, including the CNWT
setup and the design of the HyPTO system described in Sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3, respectively.

7.2.1

Test cases

A verification test case is designed to ensure that the inter-software coupling between the CNWT
and the cHyPTO model is implemented correctly and performing as expected. On the other hand,
an evaluation test case is created to demonstrate the importance of utilising a high-fidelity simulation platform as the HiFiWEC.
7.2.1.1

Verification test case

The verification of the inter-software coupling is carried out by comparing results from the HiFiWEC to those obtained from a BEM-based HyW2W model with a linear WSHI model, referred
to as the LBEMW2W model. The LBEMW2W model is similar to the NLBEMW2WCd=1 model
presented in Section 6.2.2, except for the WSHI model, which is replaced with the linear model
presented in Equation (3.28). Therefore, the viscous effects and nonlinear FK forces are neglected
in the LBEMW2W model.
The LBEMW2W is implemented exclusively in MATLAB and, therefore, does not require any
inter-software coupling as in the HiFiWEC. The mathematical model for the HyPTO system in
the LBEMW2W model is the same as that in the HiFiWEC, so any variation in the results will
arise due to differences in the hydrodynamic models or errors in the inter-software coupling of the
HiFiWEC. Therefore, by choosing an input wave that ensures a linear hydrodynamic response of
the absorber, any discrepancy between the HiFiWEC and the LBEMW2W models can be attributed
to an erroneous inter-software coupling in the HiFiWEC.
To ensure linear hydrodynamic absorber behaviour, it is important to minimise variations in the
wetted surface area, resulting in a perfect wave following absorber. This condition can be met with
long waves of small amplitude, whose period is far from the absorber’s natural period (3.17s in the
case of the spherical HPA). However, the longer the wave, the higher the computational cost of the
CNWT simulation, since a longer tank is required to ensure that waves are adequately generated
and absorbed. Therefore, a monochromatic wave of 12s period and 0.5m height, illustrated in
Figure 7.3 (a), is selected as a reasonable trade-off between wavelength and computation time,
while ensuring linear absorber behaviour in the verification test.
Similarly, F̃pis applied to the absorber should not enhance the relative motion between the
WEC and the water surface. However, a realistic F̃pis , achievable by the HyPTO system utilised
in the case study, needs to be applied in order to properly test the CNWT-cHyPTO coupling. A
linear PTO damper, following Equation (6.2), with a BPT O = 100kN is used, which is found to
ensure proper operation of the HyPTO system and linear hydrodynamic behaviour of the absorber.
Figures 7.3 (b) and (c) illustrate the excitation force and the displacement of the spherical HPA, respectively, using linear and partially nonlinear BEM-based WSHI models, the LPF and viscNLFK
models presented in Chapter 3, respectively. Results for the linear and nonlinear WSHI models
are shown to be identical, confirming the linear behaviour of the absorber for the input wave and
the BPT O coefficient value selected in the verification test case.
7.2.1.2

Evaluation test case

The evaluation test case considers a more realistic input wave signal, similar to the ME sea-state
defined in Table 6.2 (Hs = 1.5m & Tp = 8s), which corresponds to the sea-state with the highest
occurrence in actual open-ocean sites, such as BIMEP in the Bay of Biscay, or Lisbon, in the
Atlantic Ocean [183]. The ME polychromatic wave of Hs = 1.5m and Tp = 8s, used in the evalua-
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(a) Input waves.

(b) Excitation force

(c) Absorber displacement

Figure 7.3: The free-surface elevation signal for the verification test case (a), and the certification
of the linear hydrodynamic behaviour of the absorber in the verification test case, comparing linear
and nonlinear BEM-based WSHI models for excitation force (b) and displacement of the absorber
(c).

tion test case, is generated using the idealised JONSWAP spectrum [75] with a peak-enhancement
value γJ = 3.3 and is illustrated in Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Input waves for the verification test case.
To evaluate the HiFiWEC, it is compared against four other HyW2W models, listed in Table
7.1, which combine different approaches to model the WSHI and the HyPTO system. In addition
to the CNWT approach, the WSHI is modelled using both linear and nonlinear BEM-based models
(described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively), where the latter includes nonlinear FK forces and
a quadratic viscous damping term. The HyPTO system is modelled using, both the high-fidelity
cHyPTO model, presented in Chapter 4, and an ideal HyPTO model, described in Section 6.2.2.
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The coupling of the different HyW2W models which include the CNWT, is the same as that
described in Section 7.1.3 for the HiFiWEC. However, the HyW2W models that represent the
WSHI via BEM-based models, do not require any inter-software coupling, since all the different
subsystems of the HyW2W model are implemented in the same environment, i.e. MATLAB.
Table 7.1: HyW2W models compared against the HiFiWEC in the evalutation test case.
Model name
CNWT+iPTO
LPF+iPTO
NLBEMW2WCd=1
NLBEMW2WCd=2

Description
A CNWT coupled to
an ideal HyPTO model
Linear BEM-based hydrodynamic
model coupled to an ideal HyPTO
The viscNLFK BEM model,
with Cd = 1 and the high-fidelity cHyPTO
The viscNLFK BEM model,
with Cd = 2 and the high-fidelity cHyPTO

Similarly to the analysis carried out in Section 6.2, the performance of the spherical HPA is
assessed under resistive and reactive control in the evaluation test case, following Equations (6.2)
and (6.3), respectively. The optimal BPT O and KPT O are taken from the analysis shown in Section
6.2.2, where control parameters are optimised for the same WEC as considered here, using the
NLBEMW2WCd=1 model.

7.2.2

CNWT setup

Details of the CNWT, including wave generation, NWT geometry and mesh, and time-step of the
solver, are presented in the following subsections for the two test cases.
7.2.2.1

Wave generation

The waves are first generated in the CNWT without the absorber in the tank, recording the freesurface elevation at the intended absorber position. The ηw signals are illustrated in Figures 7.3 (a)
and 7.4. The recorded ηw is used as the input wave signal for the BEM-based models, and the
CNWT simulations are run again, using exactly the same wave generation settings, with the absorber positioned in the tank. This ensures that results from CNWT- and BEM-based approaches
are compared for identical input wave signals, removing the influence of any small errors in wave
height or phase stemming from the numerical wave generation in a CNWT.
7.2.2.2

Tank geometry

For both test cases, the absorber is positioned at the centre of a simulation zone of 10 absorber
radii (25m) length and 100m width. However, due to the different characteristic wavelengths
considered, the water depth, and the creation and absorption zone lengths are different for each
test case, as listed in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Numerical wave tank characteristics.
Test case

Wavelength

Verification
Evaluation

225m
100m

Creation
zone
337.5m
150m
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Absorption
zone
675m
300m

Water
zone
160m
70m

The length of the wave creation and absorption zones utilised in each test case are parametrised
by the wavelength. This wavelength becomes the peak wavelength, the wavelength corresponding
to the Tp of the sea-state, in the evaluation test case. Hence, the length of the wave creation zone
is 1.5 times the wavelength and the absorption zone 3 times the wavelength. These values are
selected based on the parameter study in [320], where the same sea-state used in the evaluation
test case is analysed. In the case of the wave absorption zone, increasing the length decreases wave
reflection. At a length of three times the peak wavelength the reflection coefficient drops below
1%.
For the wave creation zone, the parameter study in [320] considers a regular wave with the
same period and wave height (8s & 1.5m, respectively), for which a wave creation zone of between
1 and 1.5 times the peak wavelength is found to provide the most accurate waves. Thus, the
longer creation zone (1.5 time the peak wavelength) is chosen for the analysis, to allow for good
absorption of radiated waves from the absorber travelling back towards the wave creation zone
and to accurately generate waves in the polychromatic spectrum with wavelengths longer than the
peak wavelength.
The wavelength of the verification and evaluation test cases, based on the wave period of the
monochromatic wave and the Tp of the polychromatic wave, are 225m and 100m, respectively. The
water depth of 70m, for the evaluation test, is chosen to be representative of the depth conditions
at the BIMEP test site in the Bay of Biscay. However, in the verification test, for the 12s regular
wave, the 70m water depth does not correspond to deep water and the resulting wave would not be
completely monochromatic; therefore, the water depth is increased to approximately 70% of the
wavelength to ensure deep water conditions.
The computational domain includes a 25m height above the equilibrium water level to the
atmospheric boundary. To reduce the computational requirement, a symmetry plane is utilised
through the centre of the tank, so that only half of the tank and WEC width is simulated. The
influence of the symmetry plane on the body motion is investigated in [361] and found to be
negligible.
7.2.2.3

NWT mesh

The mesh of the NWT, illustrated in Figure 7.5, consists of three main vertical regions: the air, the
water and the interface region. The interface region is centred at the still water level and has a total
height of 10m. The mesh of this interface region includes three different levels of discretisation,
being the mesh finest close to the still water level. Hence, the whole interface region is first meshed
vertically using uniform cells of height ∆C. These cells are then split in half at a distance of 2.5m
above and 4.5m below the still water level, and split into half again 2m either side of the still
water level, so that the cells in the region where the free surface will be generated have a height
of ∆C/4. Adjacent to the interface region, the mesh is stretched vertically towards the boundaries
of the tank, using the grading ratio (GR), defined as the ratio between two subsequent cell sizes in
the direction of stretching. In the water region, the mesh is stretched towards the tank floor with
GR = 1.075. In the air region, the mesh is stretched to the atmosphere boundary with GR = 1.2.

Figure 7.5: (a) The CNWT mesh (b) Zoom in of mesh around the absorber and (c) further zoom
in of mesh refinement around absorber to ensure adequate y+ values.
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Horizontally, across the width of the tank, the mesh has a width of ∆C and then is stretched
towards the side wall with GR = 1.1. Finally, along the length of the tank, the mesh is divided into
three regions: creation, simulation and absorption zones. In the simulation zone, the mesh has a
constant length of ∆C. In contrast, the meshes of the creation and absorption zones are stretched
towards the up- and down-wave tank walls, respectively. The GR of the absorption zone is the
same, GR = 1.1, for the verification and evaluation test cases, while the GR of the creation zone is
larger, GR = 1.075, for the verification test case, compared to the evaluation test case, GR = 1.01.
The reason why different GRs are utilised in the two cases is the fact that different wave regimes
are used. It is important to have a specific number of cells per wave length, which can easily be
determined for a regular wave. However, the wave spectrum utilised to generate the polychromatic
wave for the evaluation test case contains a range of frequencies, meaning that the polychromatic
ηw includes high-frequency waves with short wavelengths. Therefore, the cell length needs to be
smaller for these shorter waves and, as a consequence, a smaller GR is used for the evaluation test
case.
The GR values for the different regions are determined using two-dimensional (2D) trial runs,
whereby the tank is only one cell wide, to reduce the overall cell count and allow many fast
simulations. The GR was incremently increased until the solution began to diverge, identifying
GR values that provide accurate solutions while ensuring the least amount of cells are used, which
is vital for the subsequent three-dimensional simulations.
The mesh in the region around the absorber, illustrated in Figure 7.5 (b), needs to be refined
too. Therefore, the cells are split in half in all directions within a box. This box extends a horizontal
distance of three absorber radii from the centre of the absorber, and a vertical distance of three
and two absorber radii downwards and upwards, respectively, from the centre of the absorber. A
second refinement box, extending a distance of 1.5 absorber radii in all directions, is also included,
where the cells are split into half again, so that the mesh within this second refinement box around
the absorber has cells of length ∆C/4. During this refinement procedure, the vertical cell lengths
in the already refined interface regions remained unchanged, as illustrated in Figure 7.5 (b).
Once the structure of the mesh is defined, the value of ∆C needs to be determined. To that
end, a mesh convergence study was undertaken, considering the wave generation and propagation
for the polychromatic wave used in the evaluation test case (which is the most demanding test
case). Three mesh resolutions were investigated, where ∆C was doubled between each mesh,
resulting in a coarse (∆C = 0.625m), medium (∆C = 0.3125m) and fine (∆C = 0.15625m) mesh
(these ∆C values were chosen as they are factors of 5m, allowing a clean division of the simulation
and interface regions). The resulting ηw measured at the centre of the simulation zone, where
the absorber is supposed to be placed, is plotted in Figure 7.6, with very little difference observed
between the three meshes. However, as shown in the zoom box, results from the coarse mesh differ
slightly, at some wave peaks and troughs, from the other two meshes which are shown to converge.
Therefore, the medium mesh, with ∆C = 0.3125m, is used for the case study. This relates to 19.2
cells per waveheight, which is consistent with predominant values reported in [139].
The final mesh parameter to be determined is the length of the first cell layer adjacent to the
absorber, illustrated in Figure 7.5 (c), which can be adjusted using surface layers growing from the
absorber to the background mesh. The length of the first cell layer, in conjunction with the fluid
velocity in the cell, determines the non-dimensional wall distance y+ , which is important for the
performance of the wall functions used within the turbulence model. The recommended y+ values
are 30 < y+ < 500 for fully developed turbulent flows in single phase fluids. However, a y+ within
this range is challenging to obtain in case studies with oscillating flows that include a free surface,
as in the case of WECs. The pragmatic approach, generally taken when applying turbulence
models to WECs [139], is to perform a sensitivity analysis of the results to these parameters.
Hence, the refinement around the absorber is implemented using an expansion ratio of 1.2
from the absorber to the background. Results for two different meshes, where Mesh 1 uses 12 refinement layers, resulting in a first cell thickness of 0.010m, and Mesh 2 uses 9 refinement layers,
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Figure 7.6: Free surface elevation for increasing mesh refinement.

resulting in a first cell thickness of 0.018m, are shown in Figure 7.7. The y+ values are calculated every 2s (since this requires cell values to be written to memory at each time step, increasing
memory requirements and computation time), where the minimum and maximum values from all
the cells surrounding the absorber are recorded. Mesh 1 shows a y+ range with minima of 16-64
and maxima of 211-478, while the y+ range of Mesh 2 includes minima of 44-114 and maxima of
410-835. Therefore, both meshes violate the ideal y+ range (30 < y+ < 500) in some instances.
However, comparing the results depicted in Figure 7.7, one can observe that differences are insignificant, with differences in absorber motion of less than 0.2% at the peaks/troughs. Therefore,
Mesh 1 with a first cell thickness of 0.01m is used for the case study.

Figure 7.7: Absorber heave displacement for different mesh resolution around the body.
Overall, 1.3 and 1.7 million cells are used for the verification and evaluation test setups, respectively. Despite the large tank used for the verification test, the greater mesh stretching used in
the creation zone gives an overall lower number of cells, compared to the evaluation test case.
7.2.2.4

Time-steps

The numerical integration method implemented in OpenFOAM offers the option of either variableor fixed-step methods, where the variable-step method ensures adherence to a maximum specified
Courant number. In this case, the fixed-step option is selected, due to the dependence on timesteps of the wave generation process using waves2Foam. Smaller mesh cells lead to smaller timesteps in the variable-step method, and, consequently, slightly different ηw signals are generated by
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waves2Foam for cases with different meshes. Therefore, a mesh convergence study is impossible
using a variable-step method with the waves2Foam toolbox. In addition, when introducing the
absorber into the tank, the mesh of the NWT is modified, using smaller mesh cells to capture
the boundary layer around the absorber. As a consequence, time-steps would be different for the
waves-only and wave+absorber cases, meaning that the generated waves would be different too.
In order to select the optimum time-step, a convergence study is performed. A preliminary
convergence study is presented in [320], where the static boundary method for wave generation is
used with waves2Foam. Windt et al. [320] considers a regular wave with 8s period and 1.5m wave
height, on a mesh with similar resolution as the mesh considered here (20 cells per waveheight),
and finds a converged fixed time-step value of 0.02s.
For the present study, a further convergence study is required, where the absorber motion /
fluid-structure interaction is included. However, if the absorber (the spherical HPA) is driven by
waves generated via the wavemaker, the time-step dependence of the wavemaker may alter the
convergence study. Therefore, in order to focus on the fluid-structure interaction, the convergence
study opts to drive the absorber with the PTO force, as previously performed in [189]. To ensure
representative dynamics, similar to the dynamics expected in the verification and evaluation test
cases, the PTO force signal generated by the NLBEMW2WCd=1 model under reactive control, is
used as the input to the absorber. Time step values of 0.04s, 0.02s, 0.01s and 0.005s are investigated in the convergence study. Results depicted in Figure 7.8 show that 0.01s and 0.005s time-steps
provide identical results, which suggests 0.01s is the optimum time-step.

Figure 7.8: Absorber heave displacement for varying time step lengths.

7.2.3

PTO design

The specific design of the variable-pressure HyPTO system used in this case study is the same as
that illustrated in Figure 6.10 and described in Table 6.3.

7.3

Verification of the platform coupling

Results from the HiFiWEC and the LBEMW2W model for the verification test case are compared in
Figure 7.9, where the absorber heave displacement and the PTO force are plotted in Figures 7.9 (a)
and (b), respectively, showing that the HiFiWEC and the LBEMW2W model agree extremely well
for simulation times t > 30s.
The difference within the first 30s arises due to the way in which the BEM-based model interprets the input wave signal. The hydrodynamic coefficients for the BEM-based model are calculated using a frequency domain approach, where the excitation on a body for each frequency
assumes interaction with a fully developed wave field of that single frequency. Therefore, the wave
field exists both up-wave and down-wave from the body. However, for the CNWT, when the wave
initially starts to interact with the body due to the up-wave pressure field, the fluid pressure on the
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(a) Absorber displacement

(b) PTO force

(c) Generated power

Figure 7.9: Verification test case results from the HiFiWEC and the LBEMW2W models for (a)
displacement, (b) PTO force and (c) generated power.

down-wave side of the absorber is still at rest and, thus, the response of the absorber in the CNWT
is inferior to that of the linear BEM model.
To complete the verification of the HiFiWEC, generated power signals obtained from the HiFiWEC and the LBEMW2W model are compared in Figure 7.9 (c). A notable characteristic of
the generated power signal, for both models, is the high frequency oscillation during the first 5s.
These oscillations correspond to the start-up of the induction generator, where the generator is
accelerating until it reaches synchronous rotational speed. Once the generator is operating at synchronous speed, steady-state is reached at around 30s in the LBEMW2W model, while it takes
about 10s longer in the HiFiWEC. Results again show a perfect match in steady-state. Thus, the
correct performance of the coupling in the HiFiWEC is verified.

7.4

Evaluation of the HiFiWEC platform

For the evaluation test case, the WEC hydrodynamic behaviour and power generation, simulated
by the HiFiWEC, is compared against the four other HyW2W models presented in Table 7.1. To
remove any irrelevant initialisation effects, results are analysed for t ≥ 40s, based on the observation from the verification test case.
The results from resistive control simulations are shown in Figure 7.10. The hydrodynamic
behaviour of the WEC, illustrated by the body motion in Figure 7.10 (a), is similar for all five
simulations. However, a small difference can be seen between the CNWT- and BEM-based approaches, highlighted in the zoomed snapshot in Figure 7.10 (a). With respect to the PTO force,
Figure 7.10 (b) shows that, under resistive control, the force applied by the PTO system to the absorber is almost identical in all the HyW2W models. Small discrepancies can be observed between
CNWT- and BEM-based approaches, likewise in Figure 7.10 (a), suggesting that discrepancies in
the PTO force are mainly caused by differences in the hydrodynamic model.
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(a) Absorber displacement.

(b) PTO force

(c) Generated power.

(d) Generated energy.

Figure 7.10: Comparing results from the 5 different HyW2W models for (a) displacement, (b)
PTO force, (c) generated power and (d) generated energy under resistive control.

However, although the impact of the high-fidelity cHyPTO model is negligible, with regard
to PTO force, it significantly affects the generated power and energy estimates, as illustrated in
Figures 7.10 (c) and (d). For example, generated power signals corresponding to the HyW2W
models with the ideal PTO are always positive, while the power signals, corresponding to the
HyW2W models with the high-fidelity HyPTO, reach negative values. Negative values in the simulation models with the high-fidelity HyPTO, also seen in Section 6.2.3, appear due to the need
to draw energy from the electricity grid to keep the electric generator rotating at synchronous speed
(1500rpm) when the mechanical energy is zero or close to zero. On the other hand, differences
in the power peaks, between the HyW2W models with the ideal and the high-fidelity cHyPTO
models, correspond to energy losses considered in the high-fidelity cHyPTO model, which result
in significantly lower generated power peaks. The cumulative generated energy plotted in Figure
7.10 (d) illustrates that the HyW2W models with the ideal HyPTO model significantly overestimate power generation (by more than 100%), compared to the results from the HyW2W models
with the high-fidelity cHyPTO model.
av and Pav , reTable 7.3 compares the time-average absorbed and generated power values, Pabs
e
spectively, from the different HyW2W models against the values from the HiFiWEC, showing
the deviation ∆ between the different models and the HiFiWEC. As mentioned in Chapter 2, absorbed power refers to the mechanical power directly absorbed from ocean waves, which mainly
depends on the hydrodynamic behaviour of the absorber, while generated power refers to the electric power output, where the components of the transmission- and generation-stages also play an
important role. Deviation between the HiFiWEC and the other HyW2W models is calculated following Equation (6.5), with HiFiWEC as the benchmark. Table 7.3 shows low relative deviation
values in absorbed power under resistive control, which is consistent with the results shown in
Figure 7.10 (a). Regarding the generated power, the NLBEMW2W models, regardless of the Cdrag
value, provide results close to the HiFiWEC, with a relative deviation of -5.24% and -3.19% for
NLBEMW2WCd=1 and NLBEMW2WCd=2 , respectively. Interestingly, although NLBEMW2WCd=2
yields closer overall average generated power to the HiFiWEC, NLBEMW2WCd=1 yields closer
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overall absorbed power, highlighting the importance of evaluating the overall performance of the
WEC.
Table 7.3: Time-averaged absorbed and generated power values obtained from the HiFiWEC (in
kW) and the deviation in percentage (∆[%]) of the different HyW2W models.
HyW2W

Resistive control

Reactive control

models

av
Pabs

Peav

av
Pabs

Peav

HiFiWEC [kW]

8.60

3.50

23.76

13.99

-0.32

-146.4

-3.03

-78.36

-2.50

-151.8

-16.32

-97.52

-0.51

-5.24

7.60

2.87

1.81

-3.19

14.25

11.58

CNWT+iPTO
∆ [%]
LPF+iPTO
∆ [%]
NLBEMW2WCd=1
∆ [%]
NLBEMW2WCd=2
∆ [%]

The results from reactive control simulations are shown in Figure 7.11. The hydrodynamic
nonlinearities are seen to be enhanced under reactive control, where differences between the absorber motion simulated by the different HyW2W models, shown in Figure 7.11 (a), are more
av inevident compared to the resistive control case. This is also evidenced in Table 7.3, where ∆Pabs
creases by about an order of magnitude, compared to the resistive control case for all the different
models. Consequently, differences between CNWT- and BEM-based approaches are also more
evident in the PTO force profile, compared to the resistive control case, as illustrated in Figure
7.11 (b).
Overestimation of energy generation under reactive control, illustrated in Figure 7.11 (d), by
HyW2W models with the ideal HyPTO model, compared to those with the high-fidelity cHyPTO
model, is not as large as under resistive control. The efficiency of the HyPTO system is higher
under reactive control for the input wave analysed in the evaluation test case, where the hydraulic system operates closer to its optimal operation point, due to increased fluid pressure in the
hydraulic cylinder and motor. Similar findings are reported in Section 6.2, where ηHyPT O is higher under reactive control than under resistive control for similar wave conditions, as shown in
Tables 6.6 and 6.5, respectively. As a consequence, the difference between the high-fidelity and
ideal HyPTO models is smaller compared to the resistive control case. Similarly, generated power
signals in Figure 7.11 (c) also illustrate smaller differences among the different HyW2W models.
An interesting finding is that, unlike under resistive control, ∆Peav , under reactive control, is
lower for the NLBEMW2WCd=1 model than for the NLBEMW2WCd=2 model, which illustrates the
av , under reactive control, is higher than ∆Pav ,
inconsistency of the viscous model. In addition, ∆Pabs
e
for both the NLBEMW2WCd=1 and NLBEMW2WCd=2 models, as opposed to the resistive control
case, where the absolute ∆Peav is always higher. This again shows the inconsistency of the viscous
model, which is shown to be particularly inconsistent when the motion of the device is exaggerated
via reactive control.
Regarding computational requirements, the runtimes of the HiFiWEC are of the same order
of magnitude as the CNWT+iPTO, because the CNWT is the computationally heaviest part in the
HiFiWEC. Compared to the BEM-based approaches, both CNWT-based approaches are O (1000)
slower than any NLBEMW2W approach and O (10000) slower than the LPF+iPTO model.
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(a) Absorber displacement

(b) PTO force

(c) Generated power.

(d) Generated energy.

Figure 7.11: Comparing results from the 5 different HyW2W models for (a) displacement, (b)
PTO force, (c) generated power and (d) generated energy under reactive control.

7.5

Summary and discussion

This chapter presents the high-fidelity HyW2W simulation platform HiFiWEC, coupling a CNWT
to the high-fidelity cHyPTO model presented in Chapter 4, to accurately simulate the holistic
performance of WECs. The HiFiWEC is first presented in Section 7.1, where potential applications
of the platform are discussed. In addition, the different parts that comprise the HiFiWEC platform,
i.e. the CNWT, the cHyPTO model and the inter-software coupling, are also described in Section
7.1.
The second part of the chapter (Section 7.2) presents the case study utilised to verify and
evaluate the HiFiWEC platform, including the absorber, the different test cases and the details of
the CNWT and the cHyPTO model. The verification of the simulation platform, verifying that
the inter-software coupling between the CNWT and the cHyPTO model is implemented correctly
and performing as expected, is shown in Section 7.3. For this verification, the variables that are
shared between the CNWT and the cHyPTO model, and the final output of the HiFiWEC, are
compared against a linear BEM-based mathematical model with the same high-fidelity cHyPTO
model, under specific conditions. Finally, the HiFiWEC platform is evaluated in Section 7.4,
comparing the HiFiWEC simulation platform to other HyW2W models.
Three potential applications (a.i-a.iii) for high-fidelity simulation platforms, such as the HiFiWEC, are mentioned in the introduction of this chapter. Regarding the use of the HiFiWEC as a
benchmark to validate lower fidelity or computationally more efficient mathematical models (a.i),
the results from the evaluation test case in Section 7.4 highlight the relative deficiencies of the
different lower fidelity HyW2W modelling approaches, compared to the HiFiWEC. Similarly to
the results shown in Chapter 6, the LPF+iPTO model, one of the most widely used approach in
the literature for evaluating the power production of WECs, due to its simplicity and appealing
computational requirements, is demonstrated to be highly inaccurate. Large relative deviation between the LPF+iPTO model and the HiFiWEC arise from excessive simplification of the WHSI
and, especially, the HyPTO system.
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Comparing the CNWT+iPTO model with the HiFiWEC isolates the importance of including a
high-fidelity HyPTO model. The results show that neglecting the dynamics, constraints and losses
of the HyPTO system, can lead to significant overestimation in the generated power output, up to
146% and 78% for the resistive and reactive control cases, respectively. Conversely, comparing
the NLBEMW2W models to the HiFiWEC, isolates the importance of using the CFD approach to
model the WSHI. The results show that using the BEM-based viscNLFK approach, which includes
nonlinear FK forces and viscous effects, can reduce the deviation ∆ in absorbed power to 7.6%,
compared to the HiFiWEC. Therefore, for the particular absorber, HyPTO system and operating
cases considered in this chapter, including the high-fidelity cHyPTO model, is seen to have a much
larger influence on improving the accuracy of the simulated W2W system, compared to including
the high-fidelity CFD model.
However, the HiFiWEC not only incorporates the individual benefits of high-fidelity WSHI
and HyPTO models, but also offers the unique possibility of evaluating the holistic performance
of a complete WEC system in high-fidelity. The significance of this is highlighted in Table 7.3,
showing that the deviation in NLBEMW2W models alternates from absorbed to generated power,
even though the HyPTO model is identical in the HiFiWEC and the NLBEMW2W models. This is
relevant, since it implies that analysing the hydrodynamic WSHI and the HyPTO system independently, even with high-fidelity approaches, does not necessarily provide accurate results.
The price for such a high-fidelity platform is a high computational cost. Comparing the HiFiWEC to the NLBEMW2W models reveals a 1000-fold increase in run time. However, the results
in the case study show a relative deviation in generated output power of 3-12%, which varies depending on the Cdrag value and on the operating conditions (for example, the use of resistive or
reactive control). A similar issue is also identified in [184], where the difficulty in consistently
and accurately including viscous effects in BEM-based models is discussed. In this respect, the
HiFiWEC is useful for the second application identified in the introduction of this chapter (a.ii):
system identification purposes.
Despite the possibility of designing computationally more efficient mathematical models with
reasonably low deviation, as shown in this chapter, some nonlinear effects can only be captured
using fully-nonlinear approaches. Under certain circumstances, the performance of the best BEMbased approach, with the optimum Cdrag value, may still provide inadequate results. Indeed, the
spherical HPA analysed in this chapter is intentionally simple for demonstrative purposes whereas,
in general, many WECs are significantly more complex, with several degrees of freedom and/or
complicated geometries. In addition, the effect of mooring lines, which can influence the dynamical behaviour of the WEC, is often required (in which case the HiFiWEC must be extended to
include coupling to high-fidelity mooring models [369]).
Finally, the suitability of the HiFiWEC to evaluate the efficacy of control strategies in realistic
conditions (a.iii), is also demonstrated in this chapter. Apart from the differences among the different modelling approaches, the importance of actively controlling the WEC is clearly illustrated
in Table 7.3, where the average generated power in the reactive control case is shown to be significantly higher (about 40% higher) than the average absorbed power in the resistive control case.
This suggests that actively controlling the WEC will always result in a higher generated power,
regardless of the efficiency of the HyPTO system. In addition, one can observe in Table 7.3, that
the deviation for the absorption stage is very low for all the different mathematical models under
resistive control, while increasing considerably under reactive control. Therefore, it can be concluded that an accurate representation of WSHIs, including all the nonlinear effects, is particularly
important when the device is actively controlled to maximise the energy generation, as reported in
Chapter 3.
Hence, the HiFiWEC is a vital numerical tool for the design of WECs with a high TPL in the
early stage of (TRL) development, where open sea experimental tests are prohibitively expensive.
As a complement to physical small-scale wave tank experiments, the HiFiWEC allows for a highfidelity evaluation of the overall performance of full-scale WECs, including the dynamics, losses
and constraints of the PTO system.
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Chapter

8

Complexity reduction of wave-to-wire
models
The high-fidelity HyW2W simulation platform HiFiWEC, presented in Chapter 7, provides a platform for accurately evaluating the holistic performance of a WEC, improving the results obtained
from the cHyW2W model designed in Chapter 6, named as NLBEMW2W Cd=1 . Nevertheless, the
price for such high-fidelity results obtained with the HiFiWEC is a significantly high computational cost, about three orders of magnitude higher than the NLBEMW2W Cd=1 model, as shown in
Chapter 7.
However, W2W models are required for several different applications, as described in the
introduction to Chapter 2, which have potentially diverse requirements. Specific requirements of
these potential applications are shown in Table 8.1, where the different requirements are organised
into three main categories: accuracy and computational cost (Comp. cost in Table 8.1), specific
dynamics and losses, and nonlinear effects, where nonlinear effects refers to the implications that
nonlinear effects have in each application. For example, high-fidelity generated energy estimation
(Egen ) is required for ValVer and Ident, including all the dynamics and losses from ocean waves
to the electricity grid, and the computational cost of the mathematical model is largely irrelevant,
since only few simulations are normally computed in these applications. Therefore, the HiFiWEC
is the perfect simulation platform for ValVer and Ident, as stated in Chapter 7.
Table 8.1: Specific requirements of the potential applications that demand W2W models.
Accuracy & Comp. cost
Potential
applications

Egen
fidelity

Low
comp. cost

WSHI

ValVer
Ident
SimWEC
PowSyst
MBC
PowAss
PTOopt

+++
+++
++
++
++
++
++

----+++
++
++

3
3
3
7
7
7
7

Specific dynamics & losses
Hydraulic Hydraulic
Electrical
system
system
dynamics
dynamics
losses
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
7
3
3
7
3
7
7
3
7
3
3
7

Electric
generator
losses
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Nonlinear
effects
7
3
7
7
3
7
7

However, the other applications presented in Table 8.1 require faster simulation models, as
categorised in Section 2.6 for WSHI approaches. However, the need for low computational cost is
less restrictive for some applications, such as SimWEC and PowSyst, compared to MBC, PowAss
and PTOopt. In fact, modest computational cost is not the main requirement for SimWEC and
PowSyst, but the inclusion of specific dynamics and losses. All dynamics and losses are important for SimWEC, while only losses in the HyPTO system and electrical dynamics of the electric
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generator are necessary for PowSyst.
In contrast, reasonably fast mathematical models are essential for PowAss, PTOopt and, particularly, MBC, while relatively high-fidelity Egen is required in all the three applications. In the case
of MBC and PowAss, only the losses in the HyPTO system are necessary, while hydraulic system
dynamics are also required for PTOopt, since evaluating the wear of the HyPTO components is
crucial for the optimisation of PTO components. With respect to the impact of nonlinear effects,
they are important only for Ident and MBC.
Unsurprisingly, Table 8.1 shows that reasonably high-fidelity results are required in all the applications, while low computational cost requirements are quite restrictive for some applications.
However, combining high-fidelity and low computational cost in a mathematical model is a challenging task. Figure 8.1 illustrates the ideal fidelity/complexity characteristics of the application
requirements and the modelling approaches commonly used for these applications, where the fidelity of the commonly used mathematical models is shown to decrease dramatically as complexity
decreases. Thus, the discrepancy between the requirements and the usual models used for the
applications is shown in Figure 8.1 to be significant, for certain applications.

Figure 8.1: Fidelity/complexity trade-off of application requirements and the modelling approaches commonly used for these applications.
In order to fulfil all the requirements for each potential application, parsimonious HyW2W
models specifically designed for each application are necessary. To that end, this chapter presents
an application-sensitive systematic CR approach, using the HiFiWEC as the starting point for the
systematic CR. Hence, the complexity level is systematically reduced to an acceptable level, while
attempting to maximally retain those fidelity aspects of the model crucial to the application.
The complexity of a mathematical model (C ) depends on a number of aspects, such as the order
of the dynamic system or the number of equations included in the model (N ), the nonlinearity
degree of the system (χ), and the computational cost (T ).

C = f (N , χ, T ),

(8.1)

where the determination of N and T is straightforward, and χ can be calculated via the nonlinearity measures described in Section 8.1. However, the relative weight of each component in C is
very application-specific, meaning that a generic complexity measure is unattainable.
Complexity reduction techniques in the literature include model order reduction (MOR) approaches, linearisation techniques, and identification of compact parametric models utilising data
from experiments or from well-established high-fidelity numerical models. Different MOR techniques can be classified into two main groups [370]. On the one hand, there exist singular-value-
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decomposition-based methods, such as the balanced truncation [371], the Hankel-norm approximation [372], or the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) [373]. An extension of the balanced
truncation approach, the balanced POD, has also been recently suggested to deal with cases where
a balanced truncation becomes complicated [374]. On the other hand, MOR techniques, based on
approximation by moment matching, have been suggested [375], which are claimed to be numerically more efficient and reliable [376]. Specific to the wave energy field, research studies that
apply these MOR techniques are scarce, to the best of the author’s knowledge. One of the very few
examples is [377], which applies the balanced POD technique to reduce a nonlinear WEC model
implemented using a finite element method. The reduced-order model is then used to design an
optimal controller for a WEC. Also with the aim of designing an optimal controller for a WEC, a
moment matching approach is applied to a linear WEC model in [345].
Linearisation techniques are used in several different fields [378], providing a linear approximation of a nonlinear dynamical system around an operation point. These linearisation techniques
are particularly appropriate for MBC, allowing for a control strategy based on linear control theory. However, due to the extreme variability of the wave resource, WECs do not have specific
piecewise constant operating points, meaning that linearisation techniques are not as useful as in
other fields. An extension to linearisation techniques in wave energy is the use of multi-linear or
linear parameter-varying models, named as mLPF models in Section 2.2, defining multiple linear
models for different operational points and switching between these linear models, depending on
the operational space, as suggested in [160]. Finally, parametric models can be identified from
input/output data generated from real processes or high-fidelity numerical platforms, as described
in Section 2.2.3.3.
In this chapter, the measures for quantifying the nonlinearity degree of W2W models are
presented in Section 8.1, using the best linear approximation identified through a minimisation
problem. Two measures are suggested, i.e. the original and the power nonlinearity measures,
where the original nonlinearity measure evaluates the nonlinear effects of the WSHIs and the
power nonlinearity measure quantifies the nonlinear effects of the whole drivetrain with a power
metric, including all the conversion stages from waves to the electricity grid.
The systematic CR approach is presented in Section 8.2, which is divided into two parts, where
the systematic CR is applied to the WSHI and the HyPTO subsystems in Sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2,
respectively. Based on the reduced WSHI and HyPTO models, balanced reduced HyW2W models,
that is, HyW2W models with a similar complexity/fidelity level for all the different subsystems
of the drivetrain, are created in Section 8.2.3. Once different balanced reduced HyW2W models
are created, the selection process, to allocate the optimum reduced model for each application, is
presented in Section 8.2.4, which is divided into three steps: evaluation of computational cost and
fidelity, examination of the specific dynamics required for each application, and quantification of
the nonlinearity degree. Finally, the different balanced reduced HyW2W models are evaluated in
Section 8.3, identifying the corresponding Specific HyW2W model to each application presented
in Table 8.1.

8.1

Nonlinearity measures

The identification and quantification of nonlinear effects is crucial for Ident and MBC, since the
inclusion of nonlinear effects may overcomplicate the structure of ParaMs or the identification
process, and the control strategy, respectively. In the case of Ident, all the relevant nonlinear effects must be covered by the HyW2W model used for Ident, so that the identified model captures
all the information, including nonlinear effects. In contrast, nonlinear effects should be linearised
whenever possible for MBC, since including nonlinear effects in the controller significantly complicates the design of the controller. The first implication of including nonlinearities in the model
used for MBC is the substantial increase in the numerical optimisation computation time [379],
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which may challenge the real-time operation. In addition, regardless of the computation time, the
optimisation problem may become non-convex when nonlinear effects are included [343].

8.1.1

A survey of nonlinearity measures

The degree of nonlinearity of a system can be analysed through nonlinearity tests, evaluating the
degree of violation of a property that is specific to linear systems. In this area, [380] describes
coherence analysis and [381] presents a variety of methods, such as a frequency method analysing
the presence of sub-harmonics, and methods based on linear correlation and linear spectral density.
Alternatively, a nonlinearity measure can be employed, which, unlike a binary nonlinearity
test, provides a means to quantify the nonlinearity degree of a nonlinear system. Several approaches to evaluate nonlinearity of dynamic systems have been suggested in the literature. A review of
these different approaches is presented in [382], where different methods to evaluate nonlinearity
are divided into two main groups: time-series-based and model-based methods.
Time-series-based approaches only use the output time-series of a process to evaluate nonlinearity. Indeed, one of the main benefits of time-series-based approaches is that no process model
is required. Three main time-series-based methods have been suggested, based on bicoherence
[383, 384], surrogate data [385], and harmonic analysis approaches [386]. Although time-seriesbased approaches only require the output data of the process to evaluate the nonlinearity of the
system, this output data often needs to be adjusted (e.g. using correction factors that may include
bias errors), or extended (e.g. generating synthetic or surrogate data).
Conversely, model-based approaches quantify the nonlinearity degree based on the inputoutput relationship of a nonlinear system. A curvature measure was first presented in [387] and
extended in [388], where the nonlinearity of a process is quantified by measuring the first and
second order sensitivities of the process model. This sensitivity is measured by analysing the contribution of the higher-order terms of the Taylor expansion of a nonlinear operator, relative to the
contribution of the first-order terms. Thus, the curvature measure requires a Taylor expansion of
the nonlinear system, which may be extremely complicated if the nonlinear system consists of
different interconnected nonlinear subsystems, as is the case in the current application.
Other model-based approaches suggested in the literature measure the degree of nonlinearity
by comparing the input-output behaviour of a nonlinear system to the best linear approximation
of that nonlinear system. The first contribution to the identification of a best linear approximation
is presented in [389], and several authors have used the same definition since then. The need for
nonlinear models for modelling and control applications is studied in [390, 391], where variations of the best linear approximation are evaluated for different inputs. Similarly, the best linear
approximation for the worst input case is defined in [392]. A generalisation of the approach suggested in [392] is presented in [393], which can be applied both to steady-state operation points
and trajectory-dependent analyses.

8.1.2

Nonlinearity measures for wave energy

Among the different options presented in Section 8.1.1, nonlinearity tests appear to be a good
option to identify whether the system is nonlinear or not, but do not provide a means to quantify
the nonlinearity degree and, as a consequence, are not suitable for the present application. Timeseries-based approaches only require output data, but often need to be somewhat subjectively
adjusted, which can distort the results. Thus, time-series-based approaches are also discarded.
In the category of model-based methods, the curvature measure requires the Taylor expansion of
the nonlinear system, which is quite complicated in the present case. Therefore, the model-based
comparative approach, based on the best linear approximation, suggested in [393], appears to be
the sensible choice for the quantification of nonlinear effects in W2W models, especially if a W2W
model is already available (the cHyW2W model).
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8.1.2.1 Original nonlinearity measure
The definition of the nonlinearity measure presented in [393], which is a generic measure that can
be used for any finite-dimensional multi-variable dynamic system, is summarised in this section.
In this thesis, the nonlinearity measure suggested in [393] is referred to as the original nonlinearity
measure, and is applied to WECs, which can be described by a set of nonlinear ordinary differential
equations.
Hence, a nonlinear WEC model can be represented by a state-space description as follows,
ẋN (t) = f(xN (t), uN (t)),

xN (0) = xN,0 ,

yN (t) = h(xN (t), uN (t)),

0 ≤ t ≤ tf ,

(8.2)

where f and h are vector mappings, and uN , xN , xN,0 and yN the inputs, states, initial conditions
and outputs of the nonlinear system, respectively. The system can be evaluated for a finite or
infinite time interval (t f ≤ ∞). In this nonlinear system, uN consists of elements of the space Ua of
admissible inputs, xN belongs to the space X , xN,0 are elements of the space of admissible initial
conditions X0,a , and yN consists of elements of a normed space of outputs Y .
The nonlinear system presented in Equation (8.2) can be defined using a nonlinear dynamic
operator N that maps input signals uN , with xN,0 initial conditions, into output signals yN as follows,
yN = N[uN , xN,0 ],

(8.3)

with uN ∈ Ua , xN,0 ∈ X0,a , and yN ∈ Y .
To quantify the nonlinearity degree of the system defined with the operator N, the best linear
approximation needs to be identified for the same input and output dimensions. As a consequence,
a linear dynamic operator L can be defined, where L is an element of the time invariant linear space
L . Thus, any L ∈ L maps the input signals uL , with initial conditions xL,0 , onto the output signals
yL as follows,
yL = L[uL , xL,0 ],

(8.4)

where uL ∈ UL , xL,0 ∈ X0,L , yL ∈ YL , UL and X0,L are the spaces of admissible inputs and initial
conditions, respectively, and YL is the normed space of outputs.
In the present study, the author is only interested in measuring the nonlinearity of a WEC
response at steady-state. Due to the slow variation of the conditions in the ocean, the transientstate can be neglected, as suggested in [345, 394] for energy maximisation control applications.
Therefore, zero initial conditions can be assumed (xN,0 = xL,0 = 0).
Once the nonlinear and linear systems are defined, the original nonlinearity measure is represented as follows,
φSN = inf sup

||L[u, 0] − N[u, 0]||
,
L∈L (u,0)∈S
||N[u, 0]||

(8.5)

S = {(u, 0) : u ∈ Ua , N[u, 0] ∈ Ya },

(8.6)

with

where u refers to the common input to the linear and the nonlinear systems, Ya ⊂ Y is the space
of admissible outputs, and || · || is a suitable norm. The nonlinearity measure in Equation (8.5)
assumes the existence of y and the boundedness of all norms for all (u, 0) ∈ S .
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The nonlinearity degree of a nonlinear system is given by the normalised largest difference
between the nonlinear system and the best linear approximation for the worst input. This nonlinearity measure always provides a value between 0 and 1, where 0 means that N behaves as a linear
system, and the closer to 1, the more nonlinear N is. A suitable norm applied in Equation (8.5) is
the L2 -norm.
However, the computation of φ requires the solution of an infinite-dimensional nonlinear minmax problem, which is practically infeasible. Therefore, Equation (8.5) needs to be transformed
into a finite-dimensional optimisation problem, replacing the inf -operator in Equation (8.5) with a
min-operator.To that end, it is necessary to represent the best linear approximation L as a weighted
sum of basis functions Li as follows,
m

L[u j , 0] = ∑ dw,i Li [u j , 0],

(8.7)

i=1

where dw = [dw,1 , dw,2 , ..., dw,m ] is the vector of weights. The space spanned by the Li basis functions should be dense in L . As a consequence, the linear operator L is represented by linear transfer
functions Li , with corresponding time constants Ti ,

Li (s) =

1
.
1 + Ti s

(8.8)

In addition, if an approximated space Sc ⊂ S with a finite number of elements is defined, the
sup-operator in Equation (8.5) can be replaced by a max-operator. Hence, the inf-sup problem
becomes a min-max optimisation problem.
Finally, the min-max optimisation problem is transformed into a single convex minimization
problem with constraints:
θSNc =
s.t.

min

z∈R ,d∈R m

z,

L[u j , 0] − N[u j , 0]
− z ≤ 0,
N[u j , 0]

(8.9)

∀(u j , 0) ∈ Sc .
8.1.2.2 Power nonlinearity measure
In wave energy systems, Fex is the typical input (uN in Equation (8.3)) for WECs, while the output
(yN in Equation (8.3)) is typically zd , żd and/or Pe , as illustrated in Figure 8.2.
The original nonlinearity measure can quantify nonlinearities of the WEC system when using
zd or żd as outputs. That way, θ can capture any nonlinearity of the WSHI. However, Pe , described in Equation (6.4) for the simplest representation of the WEC, is represented by a nonlinear
combination of the outputs, Pe = f (zd , ż2d ), assuming FPT O = f (zd , żd ) as shown in Equation (6.3).
Consequently, using Pe as output results in a θ biased by the nonlinearities in the measurement
Equation (6.4), rather than being focused on the nonlinearity degree of the WEC system. However, the nonlinearity degree of a WEC, including all the dynamics from waves to the electricity
grid, can only be fully assessed using Pe as output. Therefore, for the nonlinearity measure to be
appropriate for evaluating the nonlinearity degree of W2W models, θ must be adapted. The adaptation of θ is referred to as the power nonlinearity measure in the following. Figure 8.2 illustrates
the application areas for the original and power nonlinearity measures.
Since Pe is obtained by multiplying żd and FPT O , the simplest way to measure the nonlinearity
of a system, using Pe as output, is to include that multiplication between żd and FPT O in the
nonlinearity measure itself. Thus, two linear operators L1 and L2 , which represent żd and FPT O
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Figure 8.2: Diagram of a WEC, illustrating the applicability of the original and power nonlinearity
measures.
individually, are defined so that the combination of any L1 ∈ L and any L2 ∈ L maps the input
signals uL12 , with initial conditions xL1 ,0 and xL2 ,0 into the output signals yL12 as follows,
yL12 = L1 [uL12 , xL1 ,0 ]L2 [uL12 , xL2 ,0 ],

(8.10)

with uL12 ∈ UL12 , xL1 ,0 , xL2 ,0 ∈ X0,L12 , and yL12 ∈ YL12 .
The new best linear system is then formed by the combination of two linear operators L1 and
L2 (L1 [u, 0]L2 [u, 0]), and the power nonlinearity measure can be defined as follows,
S

ψNp =

||L1 [u, 0]L2 [u, 0] − N[u, 0]||
,
L1 ,L2 ∈L (u,0)∈S
||N[u, 0]||
p

(8.11)

S p = {(u, 0) : u ∈ Ua , N[u, 0] ∈ Y p },

(8.12)

inf

sup

with

where L1 [u, 0] : Ua × 0 → Ya and L2 [u, 0] : Ua × 0 → Ya are two linear dynamic operators belonging to the space of linear operators L . Similarly to the measure presented in Equation (8.5), Ua
and Ya are the spaces of admissible inputs and outputs of the two linear operators, respectively.
However, the combination of these two linear operators defines a new space of admissible outputs
Y p . In addition, the nonlinearity measure in Equation (8.11) assumes the existence of y and the
boundedness of all norms for all (u, 0) ∈ S .
Similarly to the measure presented in Equation (8.5), the computation of the power nonlinearity measure needs an approximative computation scheme, transforming the practically infeasible
infinite-dimensional problem into a finite-dimensional optimisation problem. For this purpose, an
appropriate parametrization of the space of the linear operators L1 and L2 is chosen, using the
weighted sum of basis functions Li as in Equation (8.7),
m

L1 [u j , 0] = ∑ dw1,i Li [u j, 0],
i=1
m

(8.13)

L2 [u j , 0] = ∑ dw2,i Li [u j, 0],
i=1

where dw1 = [dw1,1 , dw1,2 , ..., dw1,m ] and dw2 = [dw2,1 , dw2,2 , ..., dw2,m ] are the vectors of weights of
L1 and L2 , respectively. Li functions are also represented by linear transfer functions, as shown in
Equation (8.8), to ensure that the space spanned by the Li functions is dense.
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Similarly to the original nonlinearity measure, the inf - and sup-operators need to be replaced
by min- and max-operators, respectively. Hence, ψ turns into a single constrained minimization
problem,
S

χNpc =
s.t.

min

z∈R ,d1 ,d2 ∈R m

z,

L1 [u j , 0]L2 [u j , 0] − N[u j , 0]
− z ≤ 0,
N[u j , 0]

(8.14)

∀(u j , 0) ∈ S pc ,
where S pc ⊂ S p is the approximated space with a finite number of elements.
That way, the best linear approximation obtained from the power nonlinearity measure suggested in Equation (8.11) captures the quadratic response of the power signal, and is able to provide
the nonlinearity measure expected for a linear model (χ = 0). It is important to note that this coverage of the quadratic response does not distort the nonlinearity measure, since it only covers the
quadratic response corresponding to power. Other nonlinearity sources are still captured by the
power nonlinearity measure.

8.1.3

Verification of the nonlinearity measures

The performance of the original and power nonlinearity measures is verified by comparing the
outputs from WEC models (yN ) and their best linear approximation (yL ), and evaluating the nonlinearity degree of WECs’ response under different conditions. The first verification is shown in
Figure 8.3, where the displacement of the spherical HPA, presented in Section 3.1.3, is analysed
under different conditions. Figure 8.3 (a) compares the response of the spherical HPA for a monochromatic input wave of 2m wave height and 7s wave period under resistive control using the
LPF+iPTO model, to its best linear approximation, where both are shown to be identical. Since
the LPF+iPTO mathematical model is linear, the best linear approximation is able to perfectly
replicate the displacement of the spherical HPA and, as a consequence, the nonlinearity measure
θ = 0.
In contrast, Figure 8.3 (b) illustrates the same WEC under the same conditions, but represented via the viscNLFK+iPTO model, where nonlinear FK forces and viscous effects are included
in the WSHI. As a consequence, the response of the partially nonlinear model and its best linear
approximation cannot be identical, although they are both reasonably close, resulting in a very
low nonlinearity measure: θ = 0.04. As shown in Sections 3.2.4 and 5.1, the spherical HPA under
docile control, i.e. resistive control defined in Equation (6.2), shows linear behaviour, which is
again confirmed in Figure 8.3 (b). However, if the spherical HPA is analysed under a more aggressive control strategy, allowing the WEC to resonate with the incident wave, nonlinear effects
are enhanced, as shown in Sections 3.2.4 and 5.1. Therefore, Figure 8.3 (c) analyses the displacement of the spherical HPA for a monochromatic input wave of 2m wave height and 3s wave
period, which is close to the natural period of the spherical HPA (see Table 3.2), and, thus, shows
the spherical HPA at resonance. Consequently, differences between the displacement obtained
from the viscNLFK+iPTO model and the best linear approximation are more significant and the
nonlinearity measure is consequently higher: θ = 0.21.
Another example is illustrated in Figure 8.4, where the best linear approximation and the original nonlinearity measure are evaluated for a heaving cone analysed in a fully-nonlinear CNWT.
Results for this heaving cone are taken from [187], where the cone is excited with a monochromatic input force signal of 960N and 8s period. Figure 8.4 shows a reasonably nonlinear response,
with a significant asymmetry with respect to the horizontal axis at the origin, and quite flat troughs.
This nonlinear behaviour cannot be captured by the best linear approximation and, thus, results in
a reasonably high nonlinearity measure of θ = 0.26.
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Figure 8.3: The response of different WEC models for the spherical HPA under different conditions, their best linear approximation, and θ: (a) the LPF+iPTO mathematical model off-resonance,
(b) the viscNLFK+iPTO model off-resonance, and (c) the viscNLFK+iPTO model at resonance.
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Figure 8.4: The response of the heaving cone analysed in a CNWT (yN ) and the approximation via
ARX model (yARX ) from [187], compared to the best linear approximation (yL ) using the original
nonlinearity measure. Also, the nonlinearity degree θ of the cone’s response.

Davidson et al. [187] attempts to replicate the response of the cone in the CNWT by utilising
the linear ARX parametric model identified from the data generated in the CNWT. One can notice
in Figure 8.4 that the output from the best linear approximation and the ARX model are identical
once the response from the ARX has reached steady-state. After all, the ARX model and the best
linear approximation calculated via Equation (8.9), if they are adequately identified, represent the
best possible approximation to a nonlinear response using a linear model structure.
However, due to the quadratic response of the power signal, θ cannot capture the nonlinearity
degree of a WEC model when using Pe as output. Figure 8.5 (a) illustrates the power output
estimated with the LPF+iPTO model compared to its best linear approximation obtained using
the original nonlinearity measure. The incapacity of the original nonlinearity measure to replicate
the response of a linear model is clearly shown and, as a consequence, an unrealistically high
nonlinearity measure, θ = 1, is obtained. However, Figure 8.5 (b) shows the capability of the
adapted power nonlinearity measure to capture the quadratic nonlinearity of the power signal and
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Figure 8.5: Pe of the LPF+iPTO mathematical model and its best linear approximation for the
original (a) and power nonlinearity measures (b).

provide the expected nonlinearity measure for a linear model: χ = 0.
Despite the adequate performance of both nonlinearity measures, i.e. θ and χ, the nonlinearity
degree of a WEC model, analysed under the very same conditions (identical input and control
strategy), can vary significantly depending on the output signal selected for the evaluation of the
nonlinearity degree. Figure 8.6 illustrates the best linear approximation and the nonlinearity degree of the NLBEMW2W Cd=1 model, which includes a nonlinear description of the WSHI and all
the dynamics of the HyPTO system, as described in Chapter 6. The nonlinearity degree is evaluated in Figures 8.6 (a), (b) and (c), under monochromatic wave excitation (3s period and 1m
height, so close to resonance), using displacement (θdis ), velocity (θvel ) and power (χ), respectively, as output. The highest value of the nonlinearity measure is obtained with displacement as
output (θdis = 0.56), higher than with power (χ = 0.45), which includes all the nonlinearities of
the high-fidelity cHyPTO model described in Chapter 4. In addition, the nonlinearity degree is
more than halved using θvel , compared to θdis (θvel = 0.21).
This substantial difference between θdis and θvel appears due to the specific nature of the
nonlinearity in this particular case. The main nonlinear phenomenon of the displacement signal
is the asymmetry with respect to the horizontal axis at the origin, which can be represented by a
constant offset in steady-state. However, because velocity is the derivative of the displacement,
the offset of the displacement vanishes in the differentiation, dramatically reducing the indicated
nonlinear behaviour.
The relevance of nonlinearities in different outputs depends on the required application of
the nonlinear model. When nonlinearity is assessed for energy maximising control applications
in wave energy, the implication of velocity nonlinearities may be significantly more influential
than displacement nonlinearities, for two main reasons: On the one hand, velocity-dependent
components are lossy, which strongly affects the final energy generation and, on the other hand,
the control problem in wave energy is commonly tackled by optimising the velocity trajectory,
as reviewed in [343]. In addition, Figure 8.6 (a) suggests that the displacement nonlinearity is
affine, which can be relatively simple to tackle from a control perspective. Nonlinearities in the
power signal are also important, since a precise description of the generated power is required to
accurately maximise the generated energy of WECs.
Similarly to monochromatic waves, nonlinearity measures θ and χ can also be used with polychromatic waves. However, the parametrisation of the best linear approximation is different for
monochromatic and polychromatic waves. In the case of monochromatic waves, only two basis
functions are used, and the time constants must be selected in order to accurately characterise the
steady-state response of the spherical HPA over the complete frequency range [395]: one time
constant is placed close to the resonant frequency (T1 = 3s) and the second time constant at a
lower frequency (T2 = 0.3s). For polychromatic waves, the best linear approximation is parametrized using 5 basis functions, with appropriately distributed time constants between 0.1s and 16s,
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Figure 8.6: The best linear approximation and nonlinearity measures of the NLBEMW2W Cd=1
model under monochromatic waves (3s wave period and 1m wave amplitude), when using (a)
displacement, (b) velocity and (c) power as output.

which reasonably covers the range of possible wave periods. Figures 8.7 (a) and (b) illustrate the
best linear approximation and θvel for the LPF+iPTO and viscNLFK+iPTO models, respectively,
using a polychromatic input wave of 8s Tp and 2m Hs under resistive control, following Equation
(6.2) using the control parameter optimised in Section 6.2.2.

8.1.4

Quantification of nonlinear effects

Using the different nonlinearity measures, the impact of the action of energy maximising control
strategies on the nonlinear behaviour of WECs, suggested in Chapter 3, can be evaluated and
quantified. Hence, the nonlinearity degree of the viscNLFK+iPTO model under docile and more
aggressive control strategies, i.e. resistive and reactive control defined in Equations (6.2) and (6.3),
respectively, is studied. Despite the lower nonlinearity measures obtained for velocity and power,
as illustrated in Figure 8.6, special emphasis is given to velocity and power nonlinearities, due
to their importance in the design of energy maximising control strategies for WECs. However,
displacement nonlinearities are also quantified.
The nonlinearity degree of the viscNLFK+iPTO model is analysed over the complete operational space of a WEC defined by the scatter diagram of the BIMEP test site, depicted in Figure 6.8.
Hence, Figures 8.8 (a) and (b) illustrate the nonlinearity measures of the viscNLFK+iPTO model,
under resistive and reactive control, respectively, for each sea-state in the operational space. The
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Figure 8.7: The best linear approximation and θvel for a polychromatic input wave (Tp =8s and
Hs =2m) under reactive control, using (a) the LPF+iPTO and (b) viscNLFK+iPTO models.

maximum θvel is very similar in both cases (θmax
vel ∼ 0.33) and is given for the same input wave
(4s wave period and 4m wave height). In addition, θvel is highest with waves of 4s period for all
wave heights, which suggests that the natural period of the device (3.17s using fully linear hydrodynamics) increases slightly due to the nonlinear effects in the WSHI, as previously reported in
[321].
However, θvel decreases substantially when moving away from the resonant-period. For long
period, small amplitude off-resonance waves, θvel vanishes under resistive control, as illustrated in
Figure 8.8 (a), meaning that the WEC behaves linearly (as a wave follower) under these specific
conditions. In contrast, θvel never vanishes in the case of reactive control, always staying above
0.1, as shown in Figure 8.8 (b). Differences between resistive and reactive control results are
illustrated in Figure 8.8 (c), showing that θvel increases significantly far from the resonant-period
due to reactive control. Similar trends can be observed using power as the output.
Table 8.2 presents the maximum nonlinearity measures for resistive and reactive control using
monochromatic waves. However, maximum nonlinearity measures tend to describe the behaviour
of the WEC close to resonance, while the main nonlinearity measure differences between the
different controllers and models are observed far from the resonant-period, as shown in Figure
8.8. To capture an overall nonlinearity measure, mean values of the nonlinearity measures over
the complete operational space are also considered in Table 8.2. Nonlinearity measures increase
up to 25% from resistive to reactive control, which confirms the idea suggested throughout this
thesis, that the action of energy maximising control strategies significantly affects the behaviour
of WECs and enhances nonlinear effects of the WSHI.
Table 8.2 also shows the maximum and mean nonlinearity measures for the NLBEMW2W Cd=1
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Figure 8.8: θvel over the complete operational space for the viscNLFK+iPTO model under (a)
resistive and (b) reactive control, and (c) the difference between both.
Table 8.2: Maximum and mean nonlinearity measures for the viscNLFK+iPTO and NLBEMW2W Cd=1 models when using different control strategies and outputs for monochromatic
waves.

Reactive Resistive
control control

Monochromatic
waves
θdis
θvel
χ
θdis
θvel
χ

viscNLFK+iPTO
max
mean
0.61
0.14
0.33
0.10
0.46
0.15
0.66
0.16
0.34
0.13
0.48
0.19

NLBEMW2W Cd=1
max
mean
0.62
0.15
0.36
0.10
0.51
0.17
0.69
0.20
0.37
0.14
0.57
0.23

model, which allow the impact of the HyPTO system dynamics on WEC’s nonlinear behaviour to
be assessed. Under resistive control, maximum and mean nonlinearity measures are similar for the
viscNLFK+iPTO and NLBEMW2W Cd=1 models. Conversely, differences between the two mathematical models increase substantially under reactive control, where the highest maximum and
mean nonlinearity measures are obtained for the NLBEMW2W Cd=1 model, under reactive contmean = 0.23, respectively). However, it should be noted that nonlinearities
rol (θmax
dis = 0.69 and χ
in the case of the NLBEMW2W Cd=1 model increase only by about 20%, compared to the viscNLFK+iPTO model with the ideal HyPTO model, meaning that the primary nonlinearity source in
the cHyW2W model is the WSHI.
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A similar analysis can be carried out for polychromatic waves. Figure 8.9 illustrates θvel for the
viscNLFK+iPTO model under resistive control over the complete operational space, which, when
compared to the same case with monochromatic waves illustrated in Figure 8.8 (a), three main differences can be observed: Firstly, θmax
vel is substantially larger in polychromatic waves, approximately 40% higher; secondly, although θvel decreases when moving away from the resonant-period,
the nonlinear behaviour of the WEC never vanishes completely as in the case with monochromatic
input waves; and finally, θvel varies little with wave height.
Maximum and mean nonlinearity measures for all the different cases, using polychromatic
waves, are presented in Table 8.3. Mean nonlinearity measures increase significantly (up to 30%)
from monochromatic to polychromatic input waves, most likely due to the harmonics in the WEC
response as a consequence of the frequency components added in the input polychromatic waves,
meaning that nonlinear effects are more significant in polychromatic waves. Measures θmax
vel and
max
max
χ
also increase significantly for all the cases, while θdis remains relatively unchanged.
The response of the WEC in polychromatic waves includes more harmonics, due to more
frequency components included in the input wave, which incurs a more nonlinear behaviour of the
WEC.

θvel

θmax
vel = 0.49

Figure 8.9: θvel over the complete operational space for the viscNLFK+iPTO model under resistive
control and polychromatic waves.
Table 8.3: Maximum and mean nonlinearity measures for the viscNLFK+iPTO and NLBEMW2W Cd=1 models when using different control strategies and outputs for polychromatic waves.

Reactive Resistive
control control

Polychromatic
waves
θdis
θvel
χ
θdis
θvel
χ

8.2

viscNLFK+iPTO
max
mean
0.61
0.20
0.49
0.18
0.45
0.17
0.63
0.21
0.52
0.19
0.61
0.24

NLBEMW2W Cd=1
max
mean
0.56
0.21
0.59
0.22
0.49
0.26
0.62
0.21
0.56
0.21
0.68
0.29

Systematic complexity reduction

Different reduced HyW2W (rHyW2W) models need to be designed for each application shown
in Table 8.1, due to the specific requirements of each application. The ideal rHyW2W model for
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each application, referred to as the specific HyW2W model, would be generated by means of an
algorithmic CR approach that reduces the HiFiWEC considering the requirements of each application, as illustrated in Figure 8.10. However, such an algorithmic CR approach would be intractable, due to the complexity of the HiFiWEC, the difficulty in quantifying and, as a consequence,
reducing the application-specific complexity, and the difficulty in articulating application requirements. Therefore, a systematic CR approach is suggested, progressively reducing the HiFiWEC
model complexity.

Figure 8.10: Algorithmic CR approach.

This systematic CR approach consists of removing or linearising different dynamics and loss
models from the HiFiWEC. The reduced options for the WSHI and HyPTO models, referred to
as the rWSHI and rHyPTO models, respectively, are analysed separately. Figures 8.11 (a) and
(b) illustrate the model structure of the HiFiWEC and the different rWSHI and rHyPTO model
possibilities, respectively, where red circles highlight the dynamics and/or loss models removed
from the cHyPTO implemented in the HiFiWEC. Adequately combining the different rWSHI and
rHyPTO models, a wide variety of rHyW2W models can be constructed.
The HiFiWEC could also be simplified in a single step via a ParaM, which would represent
the whole drivetrain from ocean waves to the electricity grid, using ηw as input and Pe as output.
Figure 8.11 (b) illustrates that option, where yParaM represents any output of the ParaM. Since the
HiFiWEC includes the nonlinear effects due to the WSHI and HyPTO system, a nonlinear model
structure, such as KGP [193] or ANN models [189, 194], must be chosen for the parametric model.
However, due to the complexity of the HiFiWEC, identifying the parameters of a nonlinear
ParaM that accurately cover the complete operational space of a WEC without resulting in an
overly complex model, may be extremely difficult. Therefore, ParaMs could be used to represent
only one subsystem of the drivetrain, such as the WSHI, as shown in Section 2.2.3.3, the efficiency
of the HyPTO system [278], or even a single effect within a subsystem, e.g. the fluid viscosity in
the WSHI. The combination of multiple ParaMs, where each ParaM represents a single subsystem
or effect, is also an alternative.
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Figure 8.11: Schematic illustration of the HiFiWEC (a) and the different CR options (b) to design
rHyW2W models. The abbreviations a.v. and int. mean algebraic variables and integration, respectively, red circles illustrate the part of the cHyPTO that has been removed, and the numbers in
brackets after the variables represent the equations where the corresponding variables are defined.
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8.2.1

WSHI reduction

Taking Equations (7.1) and (7.2) as the starting point, and excluding ParaMs, mathematical models
based on potential flow are the next step in the progressive CR of the WSHI problem, as illustrated
in Figure 2.23 (a). Therefore, all the rWSHI models assume the decomposition of the fluid force
as in Equation (3.23). The different reductions suggested in this subsection result in WSHI models
which have already been presented in Chapters 3 and 5.
8.2.1.1 rWSHI-I
The first reduced WSHI model, i.e. rWSHI-I, is based on Cummins’ equation [86], and includes
nonlinear FK forces, via Equation (3.45), and viscous effects added externally using a Morisonlike equation [178], as in Equation (3.37). Diffraction and radiation forces remain linear, as in
Equation (3.36), which can be represented as follows,
Z ∞

Fdi f f =

−∞

Kdi f f (t − τ)ηw (τ)dτ,

Frad = −µ∞ z̈d (t) −

Z t
−∞

Krad (t − τ)żd (τ)dτ.

(8.15)
(8.16)

Hence, the rWSHI-I is the viscNLFKa model presented in Section 5.1.2.
8.2.1.2 rWSHI-II
The rWSHI-II model is also based on Cummins’ equation, using the linearised version of the FK
forces, as in Equation (3.28), represented as follows,
Z ∞

FFK =

−∞

KFK (t − τ)ηw (τ)dτ.

(8.17)

In addition, viscous effects are included in the rWSHI-II model using the Morison-like equation, as in rWSHI-I. Hence, the rWSHI-II model is the same as the viscLPF model presented in
Section 3.2.3.
8.2.1.3 rWSHI-III
Another step in the systematic CR is removing viscous effects, so that rWSHI-III model, also based
on Cummins’ equation, becomes the LPF model presented in Chapter 3.
8.2.1.4 rWSHI-IV
Finally, the radiation force can be replaced with a M-D system, neglecting the memory effects in
the WSHI,
Frad = Brad z˙d + Arad z̈d .

8.2.2

(8.18)

HyPTO reduction

The cHyPTO model included in the HiFiWEC, presented in Chapter 4, can be simplified by neglecting or simplifying specific dynamics and losses of the hydraulic system and electric generator,
as shown in Figure 8.11 (b). The cHyPTO includes a MR solver with different δt implemented in
each subsystem of the drivetrain, as described in Chapter 6. However, the simplification or omission of certain (higher-frequency) dynamics allows the use of a larger δt, which can significantly
reduce the computational cost of the rHyW2W model.
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8.2.2.1 rHyPTO-I
In rHyPTO-I, fluid compressibility is neglected in the hydraulic system, meaning that ∆pcyl in
∗
Equation (4.6) is the same as ∆p∗cyl , as shown in Equation (8.19), where FPT
O is given by Equation
(6.3). The omission of compressibility effects allows the use of a larger δt in the hydraulic system
model: δtHyM = 10ms.
∗
∆p∗cyl = FPT
O /A p .

(8.19)

8.2.2.2 rHyPTO-II
Losses in the HyPTO system are neglected in rHyPTO-II. Hence, leakages and friction losses in
the hydraulic cylinder (Ff ric = FI = 0) and motor (Qlosses = Tlosses = 0) are neglected.
8.2.2.3 rHyPTO-III
The complexity of the electric generator is reduced in rHyPTO-III, where the electric dynamics
are neglected. Hence, rHyPTO-III only includes the steady-state response of the electric generator, which permits the use of a larger time-step (δtElecM = 10ms), significantly reducing the
computational cost.
Therefore, Equations (4.22)–(4.30), (4.35) and (4.36) are replaced with their steady-state representation [267] as follows,
Tess =

3 N2p RrVg2
2
2
sωg [(Rs + Rr + 1−s
s Rr ) + ωg (Ls + Lr ) ]

,

(8.20)

Pess = 3Vg Iess cos(∠Z ss ),

(8.21)

Qss
e

(8.22)

=

3Vg Iess sin(∠Z ss ),

where Vg is the grid voltage, s the generator slip and ωg the frequency of the grid voltage. The
current at the stator is given as,
Iess =

Vg
,
Z ss

(8.23)

with

Zr Zm
+ Zs .
Zr + Zm
Zr , Zs and Zm are the rotor, stator and magnetizing impedances, respectively.
Z ss =

(8.24)

8.2.2.4 rHyPTO-IV
rHyPTO-IV is the most simplistic case, where the HyPTO is completely idealised, meaning that
generated power is the same as absorbed power, as shown in Equation (6.4).

8.2.3

Design of balanced reduced HyW2W

Reduced versions of the HiFiWEC, designed by combining the different options suggested in
Sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2, can lead to highly unbalanced (unbalanced complexity/fidelity levels for
the WSHI and HyPTO models) and/or excessively simplified HyW2W models, e.g. the CNWT
combined with rHyPTO-IV or rWSHI-III combined with rHyPTO-IV (the CNWT+iPTO model and the LPF+iPTO model presented in Table 7.1, respectively), which result in inaccurate
HyW2W models as demonstrated in Section 7.2.1.2. In this section, a number of reasonably balanced rHyW2W models, presented in Table 8.4, are designed via the systematic CR approach. It
should be noted that the rHyW2W-I model is the same as the NLBEMW2WCd =1 model presented
in Sections 6.2 and 7.4.
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Table 8.4: Configuration of the different balanced rHyW2W models.
Balanced rHyW2W
rHyW2W-I
rHyW2W-II
rHyW2W-III
rHyW2W-IV
rHyW2W-V
rHyW2W-VI

8.2.4

WSHI
rWSHI-I
rWSHI-III
rWSHI-I
rWSHI-I
rWSHI-I
rWSHI-I

HyPTO
cHyPTO
cHyPTO
rHyPTO-I
rHyPTO-II
rHyPTO-III
rHyPTO-I & -III

HyW2W model selection process

Among the initial set of HyW2W models, including the HiFiWEC, and the balanced rHyW2W
models shown in Table 8.4, the specific HyW2W model must be selected for each application.
Specific application requirements, presented in Table 8.1, are divided into three main groups:
Accuracy and computational costs, specific dynamics and losses, and nonlinear effects. Hence,
the selection process is also designed as an elimination process divided into three steps, following
these three groups of specific requirements. Figure 8.12 illustrates the staggered selection process
to select the specific HyW2W model.

Figure 8.12: Specific HyW2W model selection process.

8.2.4.1

Selection Step-I

In Step I of the staggered selection process, the accuracy of Egen estimation, and the computational
cost of the different HyW2W models, are evaluated. Hence, the HyW2W models that cannot
provide the required fidelity within the required computational cost are eliminated. If only one
HyW2W model can meet the accuracy and/or computational cost requirements, then that HyW2W
model will be the specific HyW2W model straightaway. Otherwise, the successful HyW2W models
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are sorted from the computationally cheapest to the most expensive, before passing to Step II.
8.2.4.2

Selection Step-II

Among the HyW2W models that succeed to Step II, the inclusion of specific dynamics and losses
is analysed. Hence, the HyW2W models that neglect the dynamics and/or losses, specifically
required by the application, are eliminated in Step II. In a case where the inclusion of nonlinear
effects is not a vital requirement of the application under analysis, the HyW2W model on the
top of the list after Step II, that is, the computationally cheapest among the models that fulfil the
requirements in Steps I and II, will be chosen as the specific HyW2W model.
8.2.4.3

Selection Step-III

Finally, the degree of nonlinearity of the HyW2W models that progress to Step III is evaluated.
These successful HyW2W models are sorted from the most nonlinear to the least, according to
the nonlinearity measure χ presented in Section 8.1.2.2. The implication of nonlinear effects is
only relevant for Ident and MBC, as shown in Table 8.1, but with opposite requirements. In the
case of Ident, retaining nonlinear effects is important, so the HyW2W model on top of the list, i.e.
the most nonlinear model, is selected. Conversely, irrelevant nonlinear effects should be avoided
when designing a model for MBC, so the HyW2W model on the bottom of the list, i.e. the least
nonlinear, is chosen for MBC.

8.3

Evaluation of reduced models

For the evaluation of the different rHyW2W models suggested in Table 8.4, the spherical HPA
presented in Section 3.1.3, coupled to the HyPTO system presented in Table 6.3, is used as the
case study. In addition, all the rHyW2W models are analysed for the ME sea-state described in
Table 6.2 (Tp = 8s, Hs = 1.5m, γJ = 3.3) based on the JONSWAP spectrum [75], as described
in Section 6.2.1. Due to the impact of control strategies on the behaviour of the spherical HPA,
demonstrated in this thesis, resistive and reactive control are included in the analysis, for which
the optimal BPT O and KPT O coefficients are obtained from Section 6.2.2.
Hence, for the initial step of the selection process, the fidelity of the Egen estimates and the
computational cost of the initial set of HyW2W models are studied, where the excessively simplified LPF+iPTO and the unbalanced CNWT+iPTO models are also included in the analysis,
for the sake of completeness. The fidelity measure (F ) is given as a normalised value, following Equations (5.1) and (5.2), and using the HiFiWEC as benchmark, while the computational
cost is given as the ratio between the simulation time and the real time required to run the simulation (Tratio = tsim/treal ). Figure 8.13 illustrates the fidelity/computational cost compromise of
the HyW2W models included in the initial set, under reactive control, where the extreme computational cost of the CNWT-based approaches, i.e. the HiFiWEC and the CNWT-iPTO model,
is highlighted again. In addition, one can observe, in Figure 8.13, that, the high computational
time and complexity of mathematical models, do not ensure high-fidelity results, especially if the
HyPTO system is excessively simplified, as shown in the case of the CNWT-iPTO model.
The computational cost of the different HyW2W models is identical, regardless of the control
implemented. In contrast, the fidelity of the HyW2W models may vary significantly, as seen in this
thesis, under the action of docile and aggressive control strategies. Therefore, Figures 8.14 (a) and
(b) illustrate the Egen under resistive and reactive control, respectively, for the HiFiWEC, reduced
models rHyW2W-II, rHyW2W-IV and rHyW2W-VI, and the LPF+iPTO. Figure 8.14 illustrates that
the differences between a linear and a nonlinear model to solve WSHIs are particularly relevant
under reactive control, while the simplification of the HyPTO model may lead to poor results
under any type of control, as also highlighted in Chapter 7. The fidelity and computational cost
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Figure 8.13: Fidelity/computational cost compromise of the different HyW2W models.

of all the rHyW2W models, under resistive and reactive control, are presented in Table 8.5, where
CNWT+iPTO and LPF+iPTO models are excluded.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.14: Generated energy estimates of different HyW2W models under resistive (a) and
reactive (b) control.
Although maximum fidelity can only be achieved with the HiFiWEC, Figure 8.13 and Table
8.5 show that reasonably high-fidelity results can also be obtained for a small fraction of the computational time required by the HiFiWEC. In fact, most of the rHyW2W models suggested in Table
8.4 provide fidelity values of over 90% under resistive and reactive control, with computational
time reductions of, at least, three orders of magnitude, compared to the HiFiWEC. The only exceptions that return fidelity values below 90% are the reduced models rHyW2W-II and rHyW2W-IV,
which neglect the nonlinear effects of the WSHI and the losses in the HyPTO system, respectively. However, it should be noted that the hydrodynamic models implemented in all the reduced
HyW2W models, except for the rHyW2W-II model, use the Cd parameter, which must be identi-
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Table 8.5: Fidelity, computational cost and nonlinearity characteristics of rHyW2W models.

HyW2W

Tratio

rHyW2W-I
rHyW2W-II
rHyW2W-III
rHyW2W-IV
rHyW2W-V
rHyW2W-VI

4.7
3.1
3.7
3.8
0.31
0.1

Resistive
control
F
χ
0.95 0.23
0.89 0.22
0.94 0.15
0.51 0.21
0.95 0.23
0.95 0.15

Reactive
control
F
χ
0.97 0.12
0.77 0.11
0.94 0.09
0.79 0.11
0.95 0.12
0.94 0.08

fied via a CNWT to ensure an acceptably accurate value. In addition, the inconsistency of Cd is
demonstrated in Chapter 7 and [184], meaning that mathematical models which use a Morison-like
equation, presented in Equation (3.37), to represent viscous losses of the WSHI, may lose fidelity,
unless Cd is uniquely identified for each specific case.
Based on Table 8.5, the list of the HyW2W models that succeed in Step I of the selection
process can now be defined for each application. In the case of ValVer and Ident applications, since
the maximum fidelity is required, the HiFiWEC can be directly selected as the specific HyW2W
model. In contrast, the list of HyW2W models that succeed in Step I for SimWEC and PowSyst
applications includes four rHyW2W models, sorted from the computationally most efficient to the
most demanding: rHyW2W-VI, rHyW2W-V, rHyW2W-III and rHyW2W-I. This list is reduced to
just two candidates, i.e. rHyW2W-VI and rHyW2W-V, for the case of the PTOopt, PowAss and
MBC applications, due to the excessive computational cost of the other models.
In Step II of the selection process, the specific HyW2W model is selected for all the applications except for MBC, for which the implication of the nonlinear effects is vital. For instance,
the SimWEC application requires all the dynamics and losses to be included, which leaves the
rHyW2W-I model, named as NLBEMW2W Cd=1 in Chapters 6 and 7, as the only possible specific
HyW2W model. On the other hand, the PowSyst application only requires electrical system dynamics and HyPTO losses, which are only included in models rHyW2W-I and rHyW2W-III, from
which the computationally more efficient rHyW2W-III model is selected as the specific HyW2W
model.
In the case of the PTOopt application, hydraulic system dynamics and HyPTO losses need to
be considered, which are only covered by the rHyW2W-V model. Although the outputs from the
rHyW2W-V and rHyW2W-VI models are almost identical at first glance, high-frequency dynamics,
only covered by the rHyW2W-V model, as illustrated in Figure 8.15, have a significant impact on
the wear of hydraulic components. Therefore, rHyW2W-V is the specific HyW2W model for the
PTOopt application.
All the requirements for the PowAss application are included in the two candidates that progressed to Step II. Therefore, the rHyW2W-VI model is the specific HyW2W model for the PowAss
application, due to its more appealing computational cost compared to the rHyW2W-V model. In
fact, Table 8.5 shows that the rHyW2W-VI model can provide high fidelity results (always above
95% fidelity), but with a computational cost reduction of one order of magnitude, compared to
rHyW2W-I.
Finally, the specific HyW2W model for the MBC application is selected in Step III, where the
nonlinearity degree of the models is taken into consideration. Table 8.5 presents the χ measure
for the different rHyW2W models, where all the χ measures are relatively low. In addition, the
χ measure for the same model is different when the WEC operates under resistive and reactive
control, as shown in Section 8.1.4. However, as opposed to the overall conclusion presented in
Section 8.1.4, χ is higher under resistive control, compared to reactive control. This is linked to the
power production profile of the spherical HPA under resistive and reactive control in this particular
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Figure 8.15: Pressure difference between the hydraulic cylinder chambers modelled with
rHyW2W-V and rHyW2W-VI.

case, shown in Figure 8.16 for the rHyW2W-I model. The spherical HPA under resistive control,
cannot produce enough energy to overcome the inertia of the electric generator at several stages of
the simulation, as mentioned in Sections 6.2.3 and 7.4, which results in a generated power profile
with rather flat troughs, as shown in Figure 8.16. This profile with flat troughs represents a more
nonlinear behaviour of the spherical HPA than the profile shown under reactive control, which
explains the higher χ values under resistive control, for this specific case.

Figure 8.16: Generated power estimated with the rHyW2W-I model under resistive and reactive
control.
The fidelity and computational cost characteristics of the rHyW2W-V and rHyW2W-VI models
are very similar, but the rHyW2W-V model is more nonlinear, under both resistive and reactive
control (up to 30% more). Therefore, the rHyW2W-VI model is considered as the specific HyW2W
model for MBC.

8.3.1 Specific HyW2W models
Hence, the specific HyW2W model for each application is selected following the systematic CR
approach, as shown in Table 8.6. The objective of this chapter, that is, reducing the complexity
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of the HiFiWEC while retaining the specific fidelity required by each application, illustrated by
the red arrows in Figure 8.1, is successfully accomplished, as illustrated by similar red arrows in
Figure 8.13.
Table 8.6: The specific HyW2W model for each application.
Specific HyW2W
model

ValVer

Ident

WECsim

PowSyst

PTOopt

PowAss

MBC

HiFiWEC

HiFiWEC

rHyW2W-I

rHyW2W-III

rHyW2W-V

rHyW2W-VI

rHyW2W-VI

8.3.2 rHyW2W models for power assessment and controller design
Section 6.2 shows the incapacity of the viscLPF+iPTO model to accurately optimise control parameters and assess power production capabilities of the spherical HPA. In fact, Figure 6.15 illustrates the dramatic consequences of using an excessively simplified mathematical model for
control parameter optimisation. Thus, a more accurate description of the WSHIs and the HyPTO
system is required. However, the computational cost of the NLBEMW2W Cd=1 model is shown to
be prohibitive in Section 6.2, over 100 times slower than the commonly used LPF+iPTO or the
viscLPF+iPTO models.
Using the systematic CR approach, the rHyW2W-VI model is selected as the optimum for
PowAss and MBC applications, as shown in Table 8.6, for which the computational cost is comparable to the cost of the LPF+iPTO or the viscLPF+iPTO models. However, the fidelity of
the rHyW2W-VI model is significantly higher, as illustrated in Figure 8.13. Therefore, the same
analysis, carried out in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3, using the viscLPF+iPTO and NLBEMW2W Cd=1
models, is repeated in this section, using the rHyW2W-VI model. In this case, the suitability of
the rHyW2W-VI model is analysed, and compared to the results shown in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3.
Following Equation (6.5), differences between the NLBEMW2W Cd=1 and rHyW2W-VI models are
analysed as follows,
∆[%] =

yNLBEMW 2WCd=1 − yrHyW 2W −V I
× 100,
yNLBEMW 2WCd=1

(8.25)

where yrHyW 2W −V I represents the outputs from the rHyW2W-VI model. Similarly to Equation
(6.5), ∆ can take positive or negative values, negative values meaning that outputs from the
rHyW2W-VI model are overestimated, compared to the NLBEMW2W Cd=1 model.
Table 8.7 presents control parameters optimised using the rHyW2W-VI and NLBEMW2W Cd=1
models for the three sea-states described in Table 6.2. In addition, control parameters optimised
with the rHyW2W-VI and NLBEMW2W Cd=1 models are implemented in the NLBEMW2W Cd=1
model to obtain power production estimates. The difference between the power estimates are
given as ∆Peav . That way, the impact of using control parameters optimised with the rHyW2W-VI
model is evaluated. Likewise in Section 6.2, control parameters are optimised under resistive and
reactive control, as shown in Table 8.7.
In the case of resistive control, control parameters optimised utilising the rHyW2W-VI model
are identical to those optimised with the NLBEMW2W Cd=1 model, except for the LE sea-state,
where BPT O optimised with the rHyW2W-VI model is slightly overestimated. In the reactive control case, differences are slightly larger, especially for the KPT O term, with overestimation of up
to 15%. However, overestimation of control parameters has a very low impact on power production estimates. Differences between power production estimates are negligible under resistive
control (∆Peav < 0.03%) and remain reasonably low under reactive control (∆Peav < 5.2%), where
the highest differences are found for the LE sea-state. Note that all ∆Peav values in Table 8.7 are
positive, meaning that control parameters optimised with the rHyW2W-VI model result in slightly
underestimated power production estimates.
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Table 8.7: Resistive and reactive control parameters optimised using the rHyW2W-VI and NLBEMW2W Cd=1 models, and the difference between power estimates obtained with the NLBEMW2W Cd=1 model using the different sets of control parameters. Units of BPT O and KPT O
are kNs/m and kN/m, respectively.
Resistive
control
LE
ME
HE
Reactive
control
LE
ME
HE

rHyW2W-VI

NLBEMW2W Cd=1

BPT O

BPT O

∆Peav [%]

150
210
330

140
210
330

0.03
0
0

BPT O

KPT O

BPT O

KPT O

∆Peav [%]

70
90
150

-110
-160
-120

70
90
160

-120
-140
-140

5.2
2.6
3.2

Power production capabilities are evaluated over the complete operational space, illustrated in
Figure 6.11, using the AMPPgen and ηAMPP
HyPT O measures, as in Table 6.9. In addition, the AMPP measure is calculated using the NLBEMW2WCd=1 model with control parameters optimised via the
rHyW 2W −V I
rHyW2W-VI model (AMPPgen
). Figures 8.17 (a) and (b) show the differences between the
rHyW2W-VI and NLBEMW2W Cd=1 models, when estimating power capabilities over the complete
operational space under resistive and reactive control, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.17: Differences between the power matrices obtained with the NLBEMW2W Cd=1 and
rHyW2W-VI models under (a) resistive and (b) reactive control.
Differences between the rHyW2W-VI and NLBEMW2W Cd=1 models are relatively low across
the complete operational space, for both control strategies. The rHyW2W-VI model always underestimates power production, this underestimation being highest at HE sea-states, up to 4% and
7% under resistive and reactive control, respectively. However, differences under resistive control
remain remarkably low, below 1%, for LE and ME sea-states, and only increase for HE sea-states
(Hs ≥ 3m). Results for the ME sea-state are consistent with those presented in Table 8.5, where results from the rHyW2W-VI and the NLBEMW2W Cd=1 models (rHyW2W-I in Table 8.5) are almost
identical under resistive control and show a deviation of about 2% under reactive control.
rHyW 2W −V I
Table 8.8 presents AMPPgen , ηHyPT O and AMPPgen
results, where differences between
the rHyW2W-VI and NLBEMW2W Cd=1 models are remarkably low. The rHyW2W-VI model is
shown to underestimate the power production capabilities of the spherical HPA by 3.7% and 5.1%
under resistive and reactive control, respectively. Due to the high occurrence of the HE sea-
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states in Belmullet, differences between the two mathematical models are close to the differences
at HE sea-states, shown in Figure 8.17. On the other hand, the impact of control parameters
optimised using the rHyW2W-VI model on the estimation of power capabilities is demonstrated
to be negligible under resistive control, a difference of 0.8%, and very low under reactive control,
2.6%.

control
control

Reactive

Resistive

Table 8.8: Power production assessment of the spherical HPA under resistive and reactive conrHyW 2W −V I
trol, including AMPPgen , ηAMPP
. AMPP values are given in kW, while
HyPT O and AMPPgen
efficiencies are shown in percentage.
rHyW2W-VI

NLBEMW2W Cd=1

∆ [%]

AMPPgen

19.16

19.89

3.7

ηAMPP
HyPT O

67.8

70.3

N/A

rHyW 2W −V I
AMPPgen

N/A

19.72

0.8

AMPPgen

34.32

36.17

5.1

ηAMPP
HyPT O
rHyW 2W −V I
AMPPgen

56.05

59.07

N/A

N/A

35.48

2.6

The differences between the rHyW2W-VI and NLBEMW2W Cd=1 models appear due to the
slightly lower efficiency of the HyPTO system in the rHyW2W-VI model, as shown in Table 8.8.
Figure 8.18 illustrates the power output of the rHyW2W-VI and NLBEMW2W Cd=1 models for the
ME sea-state under reactive control, where one can notice the underestimation of the rHyW2W-VI
model at some power peaks, highlighted with transparent salmon circles.

Figure 8.18: Generated power estimated with the rHyW2W-VI and NLBEMW2WC d = 1 models
for the ME sea-state under reactive control.
In any case, differences between the rHyW2W-VI and the NLBEMW2W Cd=1 models are relatively low, demonstrating that the rHyW2W-VI model provides sensible control parameters and
reasonably high-fidelity power production estimates. In addition, the computational cost of the
rHyW2W-VI model, reducing computational time in an order of magnitude, confirms that the
rHyW2W-VI model is the most suitable candidate for controller design and power assessment purposes, as suggested in Table 8.6.
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8.4

Summary

The present chapter presents a systematic CR approach to create application-sensitive HyW2W
models, known as specific HyW2W models, for the different potential applications of W2W models, presented in Chapter 2. To that end, the specific requirements of each application are identified in the introduction of this chapter, which are divided into three main categories: accuracy
and computational cost, specific dynamics and losses, and nonlinear effects. Based on these requirements, the fidelity/complexity trade-off of the different applications and the commonly used
models for these applications are illustrated in Figure 8.1, where the gap between the required
fidelity and the fidelity provided by the commonly used mathematical models is shown.
Due to the relevance of nonlinear effects for the complexity reduction of W2W mathematical
models, two nonlinearity measures, the original and power nonlinearity measures, are presented
in Sections 8.1.2.1 and 8.1.2.2, respectively. The two nonlinearity measures are based on the best
linear approximation and are designed to identify and quantify nonlinearities in W2W mathematical models. The original nonlinearity measure θ quantifies the nonlinearity degree of the WSHI
in W2W models, while the power nonlinearity measure χ is designed to quantify the nonlinearity
degree of W2W models as a whole, including nonlinear effects from ocean waves to the electricity
grid. Section 8.1.3 shows the potential of these two nonlinearity measures and Section 8.1.4 quantifies the nonlinearity degree of two different mathematical models that represent the spherical
HPA: viscNLFK+iPTO and NLBEMW2W Cd=1 models. For the quantification of the nonlinearity
degree, the complete operational space of the spherical HPA is analysed, and the behaviour of the
spherical HPA under resistive and reactive control strategies is evaluated. Hence, nonlinearities
are shown to be significantly enhanced at resonance and the impact of a more aggressive control strategy on the enhancement of nonlinear effects, as discussed in Chapters 3, 5 and 7, is also
demonstrated.
Section 8.2 presents the systematic CR approach, which uses the HiFiWEC simulation platform presented in Chapter 7 as the basis. The possible reductions, deletion or linearisation of
different dynamics and/or loss models, in the WSHI and the HyPTO models are illustrated in
Sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2, respectively. Based on these reduced WSHI and HyPTO models, a set of
balanced rHyW2W models, models where the complexity/fidelity level of the different subsystems
is similar, is suggested in Section 8.2.3 and the process to select the specific HyW2W model is presented in Section 8.2.4. Finally, the systematic CR approach is evaluated for the spherical HPA
case in Section 8.3, showing that significant reduction of the computational cost can be achieved
while retaining the required fidelity level for each application. Hence, the specific HyW2W models
for each application are presented in Section 8.3.1, and the specific HyW2W model for PowAss and
MBC applications, the rHyW2W-VI, is tested in Section 8.3.2, providing very satisfactory results.
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Chapter

9

Conclusions
Despite the significant development of different wave energy converter technologies during the recent decades, none of the technologies suggested so far has yet demonstrated economical viability.
One of the difficulties for the development of wave energy converters is the prohibitive cost associated with the testing campaigns in wave tanks and, especially, in the open ocean, which are crucial
to gain confidence on the prototype. The initial idea of the developers, as explained in Chapter
1, was that, once the technical viability and survivability of the prototype were demonstrated, the
economical viability would arrive naturally. Therefore, developers focused on the technical viability, represented by the technology readiness level, trying to reach high technology readiness
levels regardless of the cost, as shown by the traditional development methodology illustrated in
Figure 1.6. However, the reality has demonstrated that the cost of the technology is crucial for the
wave energy industry and that it has to be considered in the development of the prototypes from
very early stages.
In this context, an improved development methodology, also illustrated in Figure 1.6, was suggested, where the expensive testing campaigns are delayed as much as possible, until confidence
is gained in the prototype. To gain confidence on the prototype while avoiding or minimising the
experimental campaigns, precise mathematical models are vital, which allow for the assessment
of technical and economic performance of wave energy converters from the early development
stages for a tiny fraction of the cost required in experimental campaigns. These mathematical models should include all the necessary dynamics (including nonlinear dynamics, if required), losses
and constraints of the different conversion stages from ocean waves to the electricity grid, referred
to as parsimonious wave-to-wire models. The literature review presented in Chapter 2 highlighted the need for different mathematical modelling approaches depending on the application of
the model. Hence, all the different applications are divided into two main groups, based on two
distinguishing dominant requirements: complexity vs. accuracy. This distinction is an important
one when designing a mathematical model. Therefore, in this thesis, the author has attempted to
create a procedure for designing specific wave-to-wire models for each application, starting from
a comprehensive wave-to-wire model.
The starting point of the research study in this thesis is the design of the comprehensive waveto-wire model, for which the different conversion stages are analysed separately. In the case of the
wave-structure hydrodynamic interaction model, the appropriate mathematical approach depends
both on the model application and the type of absorber, as shown in Tables 2.5 and 2.6. When
creating a model that requires low computational costs, only the mathematical approaches based
on potential flow are applicable, including the linear and the partially-nonlinear mathematical models, since the computational cost of other approaches, i.e. weakly- or fully-nonlinear potential
flow models and numerical wave tanks based on computational fluid dynamics, becomes prohibitive. In addition, linear potential theory appears to be suitable only for oscillating wave surge
converters, if viscous effects are included appropriately, while nonlinear Froude-Krylov forces included in the partially-nonlinear potential flow method are essential for floating oscillating water
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column devices, heaving point absorbers and oscillating pitch converters.
The linear and the partially-nonlinear potential flow approaches require hydrodynamic coefficients, which are usually identified using a boundary element method solver, such as the commercial code WAMIT or the open-source code NEMOH. The capabilities of the open-source code
NEMOH are evaluated in Appendix A, compared to results obtained from WAMIT. In the case of
wave activated wave energy converters, such as point absorbers or oscillating wave surge converters, NEMOH provides excellent agreement with WAMIT. It is only when relatively thin elements,
such as damping plates, are included in the device that NEMOH provides poor results, showing
odd spikes in the radiation damping curve, as illustrated in Figure A.4 (b). One more issue NEMOH cannot yet solve is the presence of irregular spikes at relatively high frequencies, known
as irregular frequencies, which can automatically be removed in WAMIT. However, these irregular frequencies can be removed manually, under post-processing, using interpolation methods
to fill the gaps, as shown in Section 3.1.3. The modelling of oscillating water column devices is
particularly challenging for NEMOH, since it fails to reproduce the hydrodynamic coefficients of
the water column, when the water column is modelled as a thin disk. An alternative method is
suggested in Section A.3.2, modelling the water column as a long cylinder, which provides reasonable results when only the heave motion is considered. However, the performance of this method
should be analysed with more degrees of freedom before definitive conclusions can be drawn.
The case of a generic heaving point absorber, using a spherical heaving point absorber, is
analysed in detail in Sections 3.2.4 and 5.1. The linear potential flow model is shown to be able to
accurately estimate the behaviour of the spherical point absorber under docile control, when the
relative motion of the device with respect to the free-surface elevation is not enhanced by the action
of the controller. However, when more aggressive control strategies are implemented, latching or
reactive control, for example, the impact of nonlinear effects on the behaviour of the absorber is
significant. In order to quantify the impact of these nonlinear effects, two nonlinearity measures
are presented in Section 8.1, which confirm that more aggressive control strategies enhance the
nonlinear behaviour of wave energy converters, up to 25% more nonlinear under more aggressive
control strategies, as shown in Section 8.1.4. These more relevant nonlinear effects, under more
aggressive control strategies, lead to important displacement and power absorption overestimation
of the linear model. Froude-Krylov forces, and, particularly, static Froude-Krylov forces, are
demonstrated to be the most relevant nonlinear effect for heaving point absorbers. However, if
only the static Froude-Krylov force is represented by a nonlinear approach, while using the linear
representation for the dynamic part, the balance between the static and dynamic forces is broken,
resulting in more significant motion and power overestimation, compared to the linear model.
The fact that the action of controller can significantly influence the suitability of a mathematical model suggests that any validation of mathematical models, either against high-fidelity
well-established software or experimental results, should always consider the behaviour of the device under the action of an aggressive control strategy. Otherwise, when the validation is based on
experimental results, where the device behaves as a wave follower, either because it is floating free
on the free-surface or because it is tested under a docile control strategy, even mathematical models based on the linear potential flow method may provide excellent agreement with experimental
results, as shown in Section 5.1.2. However, any further development based on these linear mathematical models, such as the design of the absorber geometry, the power take-off system or the
energy maximising controller, may result in ineffective designs, leading to dramatic consequences,
as shown in Section 3.2.4.
In addition to nonlinear Froude-Krylov and viscous effects, the impact of nonlinear waves is
analysed in this thesis. Section 2.1 shows that waves in the power production region tend to be
linear or low-order nonlinear, based on the data obtained from open ocean tests of three different
devices. However, the implementation of nonlinear Froude-Krylov forces is theoretically more
consistent when nonlinear waves are considered, since nonlinear boundary conditions are assumed
at the free-surface. Results shown in Section 3.2.4.2 demonstrate that the linear representation of
ocean waves is accurate enough when analysing a wave energy converter in the power production
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region.
Therefore, including nonlinear Froude-Krylov forces, both static and dynamic, and viscous
effects is vital to accurately design control strategies and evaluate the performance of heaving
point absorbers. However, mathematical models with low computational cost are required for the
design model-based control strategies and assessment of power production capabilities of wave
energy converters. Therefore, the semi-analytical approach presented in Section 3.3 to implement
nonlinear Froude-Krylov forces, which can also be extended to compute several degrees of freedom, is very convenient, providing identical results to other approaches that also include nonlinear
Froude-Krylov forces, while reducing the computational cost by a factor of 5. With respect to the
viscous effects, the most widely used Morison-like equation with a quadratic drag coefficient Cdrag
is found to be inconsistent, as shown in Section 7.4. In fact, the Morison-like viscous model is
particularly inconsistent when the motion of the absorber is enhanced via an energy maximising
control strategy. This highlights again the need for an accurate coverage of a wave energy converter’s operational space, including large relative WEC/fluid motion amplitudes to emulate the
action of an energy maximising control strategy, when carrying out experiments for the purpose
of validation, or identification of mathematical models.
Including all the relevant components of the power take-off system, a hydraulic transmission
system coupled to an electric generator in the case of the present thesis, is an essential part of
comprehensive wave-to-wire modelling. However, these components are often neglected in the
mathematical models presented in the literature, as illustrated in Section 2.6. Excessive simplification of the power take-off system can lead to generated power overestimation of up to 160%, as
shown in Tables 6.9 and 7.3, which can vary depending on the control conditions.
With respect to hydraulic transmission systems, the main aspects to be considered are fluid
compressibility, friction losses in the hydraulic cylinder and the losses in the hydraulic motor.
Depending on the hydraulic system configuration, the effect of valves and hydraulic accumulators
is also essential. Fluid compressibility is typically represented via the effective bulk modulus,
which varies with the fluid pressure. However, Section 4.1.2.1.1 shows that the impact of these
variations is negligible when estimating the pressure in the chambers of the hydraulic cylinder.
Therefore, a constant value of the bulk modulus can be used to represent compressibility effects of
the hydraulic oil. This constant value is usually calculated by reducing the air-free value provided
by manufacturers by 40%. In order to include compressibility effects in the model of the hydraulic
transmission system and capture the fast dynamics of the compressible fluid, the time-step of the
mathematical model must be reduced to 1ms, which moderately increases the computational cost
of the model.
Friction losses in the hydraulic cylinder and losses in the hydraulic motor are calculated using
nonlinear loss models based on the Stribeck and the Schlösser models, respectively. The parameters of these models are identified using manufacturers’ data. In the case of the hydraulic motor,
since different hydraulic motor topologies can be used for different hydraulic system configurations, manufacturers’ data for the required motor must be used. In addition, manufacturers often
provide data for very specific operating points, i.e. one or two fractional displacement or rotational
speed values. In that case, the parameters of the loss model identified using manufacturers’ data
must be interpolated to cover the whole operational space. However, this interpolation should be
carried out carefully. If only data for two operating points is available, the linear interpolation
is the only option, but if more operating points are available, that this linear interpolation can be
inaccurate, as shown in Section 4.1.2.4.1. A second order interpolation function is shown to be
accurate for all the different cases when more than two operational points are available. One of
the advantages of the mathematical model suggested in this thesis for the hydraulic motor is the
possibility of adapting the model, including the loss model, to hydraulic motors of different sizes
by multiplying flow and torque equations by the ratio between the displacement of the baseline
and the new motor. The models for the different hydraulic components are comprehensively validated over a wide range of operating conditions, demonstrating the suitability of the loss models
identified using manufacturers’ data.
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Mathematical models for electric generators, are based on the conventional two-phase orthogonal rotating dq reference frame, which simplifies the analysis of three-phase machines. Therefore,
iron losses in the generators are neglected, only considering copper, stray, and friction or windage losses. However, comparing the results from this conventional model against experimental
results, excellent agreement is obtained, as illustrated in Section 5.3.3.1 for three different electric
generator topologies, which suggests that iron losses can be neglected when modelling electric
generators. However, the generators analysed for the validation in this thesis are small generators
(around 10 kW). The relevance of iron losses in larger generators (around 1 MW) may be higher
and, thus, a more detailed analysis is required before assuming iron losses are negligible, in general. In any case, if electrical dynamics are included in the mathematical model of the electric
generator, the time-step must be reduced to 50µs, which significantly increases the computational
cost of the mathematical model. The dq reference frame is also very convenient for control purposes. The control of electric generators is implemented via power converters and can be a highly
valuable strategy, particularly rotational speed control, to improve the efficiency of the electric
generator when generating power at part-load conditions.
The implementation of power converters in the mathematical model is more problematic than
the implementation of electric generators. Power converters include extremely fast switching operations, reproducing the pulses generated in the pulse width modulator unit. However, these
switching operations require very fine time-steps (about 1µs), which prohibitively increase the
computational cost of the model. In fact, it is not only the computational time that increases prohibitively, but also memory requirements, rendering a simulation of more than a few seconds beyond
the capability of most computing hardware. Therefore, the simplified alternative, suggested in this
thesis, is to consider only the fundamental harmonic of the voltage signal and to model the pulse
width modulator units as unit gain elements. The results from the simplified mathematical model show good agreement with experimental results, in terms of output power measurements and
controller’s efficacy, as presented in Section 5.3.3.2. However, power losses can only be considered if switching operations are included. Therefore, the efficiency of power converters in the
mathematical model can be included by means of an efficiency curve measured from experimental
tests. In fact, this strategy provides accurate results and significantly reduces the computational
requirements, as shown in Section 5.3.3.2.
An essential aspect of comprehensive parsimonious wave-to-wire models is the efficient interconnection of the different mathematical models. However, the fact that each sub-model, which
represents a conversion stage of the drivetrain, has different time-step requirements, and that the
interconnections between the different sub-models are bidirectional, makes the combination of
the different sub-models particularly complex. The use of a single-rate time-integration scheme
simplifies the model implementation, which can be coded as a single large model. However, the
use of a single-rate scheme involves that the time-step required to capture the fastest dynamics
of the complete model, 50µs for the electrical dynamics in this specific case, to be used for all
the different dynamics. This includes unnecessary computation for the slowest dynamics, which
significantly increases the computational time and memory requirements of the mathematical model. The alternative multi-rate scheme divides the complete wave-to-wire model into different
sub-models and uses the required time-step in each sub-model. That way, unnecessary computation can be avoided, reducing computational time and memory requirements by a factor of 5
and 8, respectively, as shown in Section 6.1.1.1. Due to the different time-steps used in the different sub-models, the variables shared between two consecutive sub-models need to be interpolated. The interpolation calculation can degrade results if a too simplistic interpolation technique
is used, while complicated techniques can significantly increase the simulation time. Therefore,
it is crucial to perform interpolation only when required (always in up-sampling, but only when
the time-steps of the interconnected sub-models are not multiples of each other in down-sampling)
and to use efficient interpolation techniques. In this specific case, as described in 6.1.1.1, linear
interpolation is found to be accurate and to reduce computational costs, compared to other more
complex techniques.
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Apart from the time-integration scheme, diverse numerical methods to solve differential equations, one-step and multi-step methods, are compared for all the different sub-models. The use
of the traditionally-used one-step fourth order Runge-Kutta method is found to be computationally inefficient for all the different sub-models. Lower order Runge-Kutta methods or multi-step
predictor-corrector Adams-Moulton or backward differentiation functions can provide very similar fidelity levels for a fraction of the time required by the fourth order Runge-Kutta method, as
depicted in Figure 6.5. However, when modelling stiff systems, such as hydraulic transmission
systems, where compressibility effects are included, higher order Adams-Moulton or backward
differentiation functions become unstable, unless the time-step is significantly reduced, as illustrated in Figure 6.4. Therefore, a second order Runge-Kutta method with the multi-rate integration
scheme is found to be the most efficient numerical method, providing identical fidelity levels to
the higher order Runge-Kutta method, while reducing computational requirements by a factor of
10, compared to the traditional single-rate fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.
High-fidelity comprehensive wave-to-wire models are essential to accurately evaluate the holistic performance of wave energy converters and design the different parts of the converters. For
example, the power take-off technology or configuration can only be adequately specified if the
overall performance of the wave energy converter is evaluated. If only the power take-off efficiency is evaluated, then the constant-pressure hydraulic transmission system appears to be the
best candidate, with reasonably high efficiencies for all the components. However, the large accumulators included in the constant-pressure configuration remove the option to maximise energy
absorption from ocean waves, as shown in Section 6.2.1. In contrast, if the overall performance
of the wave energy converter is analysed, one can notice the potential of the variable-pressure
hydraulic transmission system configuration to absorb and generate more energy (up to 260% and
140% more, respectively, as shown in Section 6.2), despite its lower power take-off efficiency.
Similarly, the effect of the control strategy can only be accurately evaluated when the overall performance is analysed. A more aggressive control strategy, which maximises the energy absorption
and generation by enhancing the motion of the absorber, is shown in Section 6.2.2 to significantly
improve the performance of wave energy converters, increasing generated power by 350%, partly
due to a significant increase in the power take-off efficiency. However, power generation can also
be significantly increased by using a more aggressive control strategy (an increase of 115%) when
the efficiency of the power take-off system is similar or lower, due to the substantial improvement
in absorbed power (117% higher power absorption under more aggressive control strategies).
Similar conclusions can be drawn when using the HiFiWEC simulation platform, where a numerical wave tank, based on computational fluid dynamics, is coupled to the high-fidelity power
take-off system model, providing the highest achievable fidelity level via numerical simulation. In
fact, a heaving point absorber under a more aggressive control strategy is shown to generate 40%
more electrical power than the mechanical power absorbed from ocean waves under a docile control strategy (see Table 7.3). This suggests that the use of an accurately designed aggressive control
strategy would always improve the power production of a wave energy converter, regardless of the
power take-off efficiency.
Parsimonious wave-to-wire models are also crucial for the design of control strategies and power assessment. Unless the essential dynamics, losses and constraints of the different conversion
stages from ocean waves to the electricity grid are included in the mathematical model used for the
design of the controller, energy generation cannot be adequately maximised and the performance
of the wave energy converter is inefficient. More importantly, a poorly designed controller can
lead to catastrophic consequences, as shown in Section 6.2.3, where the device is forced to follow an erroneous trajectory that can result in negative average generated power (consuming more
energy from the electricity grid than the energy generated from ocean waves) or, more dramatically, stuck at one of the constraints of the power take-off, producing zero energy and potentially
damaging the structure of the wave energy converter. Therefore, it is highly recommended to use
high-fidelity simulation platforms, such as the HiFiWEC, to accurately evaluate the effectiveness
of control strategies and evaluate the realistic performance of the wave energy converter.
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Finally, wave-to-wire models specifically designed for each application can be created following a systematic complexity reduction approach, as shown in Section 8.2. That way, the relevance of the different dynamics in the drivetrain is analysed, keeping only the dynamics that are
necessary for the purpose of each application. Electrical dynamics are necessary for electrical
power systems modelling, electric generator fault analysis, power quality analysis or wave power
integration into the electricity grid. However, modelling electrical dynamics requires short timesteps, which significantly increase the computational cost of the mathematical model. Therefore,
if the computational cost requirement is very restrictive for an application, as in the case of an
energy maximising controller’s design or power production assessment of a wave energy converter, the electrical dynamics should be removed. Similarly, compressibility effects in the hydraulic
transmission system are important when designing the servo controller (e.g. control of hydraulic
valves) or even when designing and sizing the components of the hydraulic transmission system,
since water hammer effects due to the compressibility of the fluid may influence the wear of the
different components. However, for energy maximising controller design or power production
assessment applications, these compressibility effects are negligible, and their omission can reduce computational costs significantly. In contrast, friction effects in the cylinder and losses in the
hydraulic motor are important to accurately estimate the power generation capability of the wave
energy converter, and add almost no extra computational cost, if they are efficiently implemented
in the mathematical model.
Hence, reasonably high-fidelity results (about 95% fidelity) can be obtained by only including
the essential dynamics, losses and constraints from ocean waves to the electricity grid, while
reducing the computational cost of this comprehensive wave-to-wire model to similar values of
the traditionally used excessively simplified mathematical models, as illustrated in Table 8.5.

9.1

Future work

The main contribution of this thesis is the construction of a unique comprehensive wave-to-wire
model. However, for the sake of completeness, this wave-to-wire model still requires specific
improvements:
• The wave-structure hydrodynamic interaction is so far defined for a single-degree-of-freedom
point absorber, while real wave energy converters absorb energy from multiple degrees-offreedom. Thus, in order to provide high-fidelity results of realistic wave energy converters,
the inclusion of multiple degrees-of-freedom, including the necessary nonlinear effects in
the different degrees of freedom, is vital. In addition, the improved version of the wavestructure hydrodynamic interaction model should allow for the implementation of absorbers
with different geometric characteristics and working principles. In this sense, incorporating nonlinear effects may not be necessary in all the degrees-of-freedom, depending on the
geometry and working principles of the absorber.
• The behaviour of a floating absorber moving in different degrees of freedom can be influenced by mooring lines, especially if the motion of the device is enhanced via an energy
maximising control strategy. Therefore, including mooring lines is crucial in order to understand the complete dynamic behaviour of the device and to evaluate the holistic performance of realistic wave energy converters. Apart from the impact of mooring lines on the
performance of the absorber, the mathematical model of mooring lines implemented in the
comprehensive wave-to-wire model should also consider their internal dynamics, allowing
for the evaluation of stresses and tensions in mooring lines, which is crucial for technoeconomical analyses.
• Including different realistic wave energy converters involves the implementation of different
power take-off systems, such as air-turbines, mechanical transmission systems and linear
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generators. In the case of mechanical transmission systems, the implementation is straightforward, where only the mathematical model for the transmission stage needs to be replaced,
keeping the remainder of the model as it is. The implementation of oscillating water column
devices with air-turbines requires an additional subsystem with a thermodynamic model to
consider compressibility effects of the air trapped in the chamber. In contrast, for the implementation of the linear generator, the transmission stage can be removed and the generation
stage modified, replacing the rotational generator model with the linear generator model.
• Finally, the comprehensive wave-to-wire model should be extended to include arrays of several wave energy converters. Wave-to-wire models of arrays are essential for the analysis
of wave power grid integration, the design of the electrical equipments, such as submarine
cables to deliver electricity into the electricity grid, realistic power assessment of large wave
energy converter farms, where interactions among the different absorbers are also considered, and the design of energy storage systems, if necessary. However, the implementation of
arrays of comprehensive wave-to-wire models is likely to be challenging from a computational cost perspective. Due to the hydrodynamic interactions among the different absorbers
implemented in the farm, the hydrodynamic model cannot be parallelised. However, power
take-off systems are completely independent of each other, meaning that the parallelisation
of the power take-off system models is possible, which can be computationally beneficial.
The impact of high-fidelity wave-to-wire models on the design of controllers has been widely
demonstrated in this thesis. However, the control strategies employed in the thesis are rather
simple control strategies. One of the interesting future research directions is the integration of the
most relevant information of the comprehensive wave-to-wire model in more advanced control
algorithms. These more advanced control strategies allow for generated energy maximisation (not
only absorber energy) subject to certain constraints. These constraints can be used to minimise
the wear of the different components, resulting in lower maintenance and operation costs and, as
a consequence, lower the cost of wave energy. In addition, advanced control methods also include
fault-tolerant control strategies, which can retain energy generation in the event of a fault in one
or more components of the drivetrain. However, the integration of all the dynamics and losses,
even when they are efficiently included in the optimisation problem, may be computationally
prohibitive.
Last but not least, an important effort needs to be made in the wave energy community to include the appropriate economic metrics into the numerical models. The research study presented
in this thesis only focuses on the technical aspects. However, in order to design wave energy converters that can achieve commercial viability, an accurate techno-economical analysis is necessary.
Therefore, the author believes that high-fidelity mathematical models, such as the comprehensive
wave-to-wire model presented in this thesis, are valuable tools, but need to be complemented
with economic analysis in order to provide developers with the most accurate information. Only
with the most accurate and complete information can developers make the correct decisions in the
development of economically successful wave energy converters.
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Appendix

A

Verification of the NEMOH solver
The comparison between NEMOH and WAMIT is focused on the processing stage, that is, the
stage where the BVP for the user-defined geometry is solved, providing the FD hydrodynamic
coefficients. Other aspects, such as the pre-processing stage, where the files are prepared, and the
post-processing stage, where the FD coefficients are converted into TD coefficients, are ignored in
this section, but are considered in [396].

A.1

Geometry selection

The comparison between NEMOH and WAMIT is performed using the geometries of four different WECs for which real-life examples exist: a submerged axisymmetric point absorber (SAPA),
a two-body point absorber (2BPA), an OWSC and a floating OWC. That way, most of the different
types of WECs presented in Figure 1.4 are covered. In addition, two configurations of the 2BPA
are analysed. The geometry of both 2BPAs is identical, except for the fact that one configuration
includes a damping plate (Sparwdp ), while the second configuration does not (Sparnodp ). The
main characteristics of the geometries used in the present comparison are given in Table A.1.
The mesh used in WAMIT and NEMOH simulations is identical for the SAPA, the 2BPA (in
both configurations) and the OWSC, for which the mesh generated in NEMOH is converted into
the WAMIT format (.gdf ) to be used in WAMIT. Figure A.1 illustrates the meshes for these three
geometries. The case of the OWC is slightly different, due to the different modelling options
presented in the literature, and is treated separately in Section A.3.2.

(a) SAPA

(b) 2BPA

(c) OWSC

Figure A.1: The low-order meshes for the SAPA, 2BPA and OWSC devices.
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Table A.1: Main geometric characteristics∗ of the WECs used for the comparison.
Device
type
SAPA

2BPA

Realistic
WEC

DoFs

Principal
dimensions

Water
depth

CETO [27]

surge (s11 )
heave (h33 )
pitch (p55 )

Rgeom = 8.5
H geom = 6
geom
HFS
= −2

20

surge (s11 )

Rgeom
Fout = 4.75
Rgeom
Fin = 3
TFgeom = 2.25
Rgeom
= 2.5
S
Rgeom
DP = 5.9
TSgeom = 35

∞

pitch (p55 )

W geom = 2
Lgeom = 20
H geom = 12

13

heave (h33 )

Rgeom
out = 3
Rgeom
=2
in
geom
T
= 10

∞

OPT [29]

heave (h33 )
pitch (p55 )

OWSC

OWC

Oyster [26]

Sparbuoy [34]

geom

∗

In the Principal dimensions column, Rgeom is the radius, H geom the height, HFS the distance from the top of the
device to the free-surface, T geom the draft, W geom the width and Lgeom the length. In addition, subscripts out and in
indicate the outside and inner radius, respectively, and F , S and DP refer to the float, spar cylinder and the damping
plate of the 2BPA, respectively. All the dimensions in the table are shown in metres.

A.2

Outcome selection

Only the processing capabilities are analysed in this section, by comparing the following FD hydrodynamic coefficients:
• Fex [N/m],
• Arad [Kg], and
• Brad [Nm/s].
Due to the large number of cases to be compared (three devices with multiple DoFs, including
cross coupling terms, and three different coefficients for each case, as illustrated in Table A.1),
visual comparison of all the cases is impractical. Therefore, results need to be shown by means
of similarity measures. However, discrepancies between NEMOH and WAMIT may arise due to
diverse causes, but such discrepancies do not necessarily indicate a failure on the part of NEMOH.
Thus, it is not possible to show the correspondence between the results obtained from the two
solvers by using a single similarity measure. As a consequence, the comparison between NEMOH
and WAMIT is shown by using three metrics based on two different measures, namely crosscorrelation and the root mean square (RMS) ratio.
The cross-correlation measure compares two series as a function of the displacement of one
relative to the other, and shows the similarity of the two signals for all the possible relative positions, as one signal progressively overlaps the second signal. For two series comprising n elements,
the cross-correlation of the two signals results in a correlation vector with 2n values. Each value in
the cross correlation vector lies between -1 and 1, where 1 means a perfect positive correlation, 0
indicates no correlation and -1 shows a perfect negative correlation between the two signals under
analysis.
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For the present study, where curves of hydrodynamic coefficients as function of frequency
obtained from NEMOH and WAMIT are compared, two values from the correlation vector are
considered. The first value of interest is the correlation when frequencies of the two curves align.
This value is termed XC. The second value is the maximum correlation value, termed maxXC,
which may not occur when the frequencies are aligned. Hence, XC shows the shape similarity of
the curves from NEMOH and WAMIT when the frequencies are aligned, while maxXC highlights the best shape similarity of the curves, which corrects any potential frequency shift between
NEMOH and WAMIT.
For example, these frequency shifts appear in geometries with a moonpool. Figure A.2 shows
the Brad coefficient for the pitch motion of the 2BPA float obtained from WAMIT and NEMOH,
including the relative positions of the NEMOH curve corresponding to the XC and maxXC values,
and the XC and maxXC values obtained from the cross-correlation analysis. When the frequencies
of the WAMIT and NEMOH curves are aligned, the resonant frequency of the moonpool calculated with NEMOH and WAMIT is slightly different, showing strong spikes at different frequencies.
As a consequence, the XC value is low. However, the agreement between the NEMOH and WAMIT curves, when frequencies of the curves are aligned, is relatively good, meaning that the XC
value fails to provide a realistic similarity measure. Therefore, a second correlation value is necessary to realistically illustrate the agreement between the WAMIT and NEMOH curves. The
maxXC value and the position of the NEMOH curve corresponding to the maxXC value shown in
Figure A.2 demonstrate that the only discrepancy between NEMOH and WAMIT arises due to a
small frequency shift. Hence, combining the XC and maxXC value, the shape agreement between
WAMIT and NEMOH can be obtained. If there is no such frequency shift between the NEMOH
and WAMIT curves, XC and maxXC values are identical.

Radiation damping [Ns/m]

x 6
5 10

XC=0.39 & maxXC=0.99
WAMIT
NEMOHXC
NEMOHmaxXC

4
3
2
1
0
-1
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Frequency [rad/s]
Figure A.2: Radiation damping for the pitch mode of the 2BPA float from WAMIT and NEMOH,
illustrating the relative position of the curve obtained from NEMOH corresponding to the XC and
maxXC measures.
A third metric is required, however, as the XC and maxXC values only show the similarity
of the two curves in terms of their shape. These metrics give no indication as to the relative
amplitudes of the two signals. Therefore, the RMS ratio (RMSr), defined in Equation (A.1), is
used.
RMSr =

WAMIT )
RMS(CFD
,
NEMOH )
RMS(CFD

where CFD represents the FD hydrodynamic coefficient under analysis.
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(A.1)

A.3

BEM comparison

Results of the comparison between the hydrodynamic coefficients are shown in Table A.2, using
the three measures described in Section A.2. In addition, a colour code with three colours (green,
orange and red) indicates the level of agreement between NEMOH and WAMIT. Green colour
indicates a cross-correlation or RMSr of between 0.9 and 1.1. Orange indicates a cross-correlation
or RMSr between 0.8 and 0.9, and 1.1 and 1.2. Finally, red indicates any values outside these
ranges.
Table A.2: Comparison of the hydrodynamic coefficients obtained with WAMIT and NEMOH for
the four device types.
Brad

Arad
s11

h33

p55

s − p35

s11

h33

F̂ex
p55

s − p35

s11

h33

p55
XC
maxXC
RMSr

∗

Results for the added-mass column in the case of the OWC free-surface modelled via the FC technique
are obtained using the total inertia term that includes the added-mass and the mass of the cylinder.
∗∗ N/A is used to show the corresponding measure is not applicable in that case.

Due to the difficulty to represent OWC devices with BEM solvers, the comparison between
NEMOH and WAMIT is divided into two parts. Firstly, wave-activated bodies, that is, devices with
moving elements that are directly activated by ocean waves, such the SAPA, 2BPA and OWSC
devices, are analysed in Section A.3.1. Secondly, OWC devices are studied in Section A.3.2.
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A.3.1

Wave-activated WECs

Overall, the performance of the NEMOH solver for the three wave-activated WECs (the SAPA,
the 2BPA and the OWSC) is quite good. Similarity measures for the SAPA show a very good
agreement between NEMOH and WAMIT for the three DoFs, including the cross coupling terms
(s − p35 ), as illustrated in Table A.2. In fact, the XC and maxXC measures are very close to
1, which would illustrate a perfect match, for all the DoFs and hydrodynamic coefficients. The
main differences appear at curve peaks, where the curves from NEMOH reach slightly larger
values, while results from NEMOH and WAMIT are almost identical for the rest of the curve, as
illustrated in Figure A.3 (a).

(a) SAPA - s11

(b) OWSC - p55

Figure A.3: Radiation damping for surge mode of the SAPA device (a) and the excitation force
for the pitch mode of the OWSC (b).
Similarly to the SAPA, the hydrodynamic coefficients from NEMOH and WAMIT for the
OWSC are almost identical. The level of agreement between the two solvers is shown in Table
A.2, where all the measures show that hydrodynamic coefficients match almost perfectly. The
only difference between the coefficients obtained with NEMOH and WAMIT is the magnitude of
the peak values, which in this case is always slightly lower in NEMOH, as illustrated in Figure
A.3 (b).
The case of the 2BPA is slightly more complex, due to the damping plate of the central spar
buoy, which may be an issue for NEMOH if represented by a thin element, and the presence of
the moonpool between the float and the spar. Although it is well known that linear potential flow
solvers cannot accurately represent such small moonpools, it is informative to compare the results
between WAMIT and NEMOH when modelling this gap.
The similarity metrics given in Table A.2 for the two 2BPA configurations, with and without
the damping plate, are divided into 5 different sections: the float, the Sparnodp , interaction between the float and the Sparnodp , the Sparwdp , and interaction between the float and the Sparwdp .
Similarity measures show good agreement between NEMOH and WAMIT for the 2BPA without
the damping plate (including the float and the spar cylinder). The mayor difference between NEMOH and WAMIT, for the 2BPA float, is the frequency shift, showing higher maxXC than XC
for most of the coefficients. Figure, A.4 (a) illustrates, however, that results from NEMOH and
WAMIT are almost identical for the 2BPA float, and, the fact that the moonpool frequency lies at
a slightly higher frequency in NEMOH, should not be taken as an issue of the NEMOH solver. In
addition, one can note irregular spikes at high frequencies (around 3.2, 4.3 and 4.8 rad/s, in this
case) in the NEMOH curve, which are not present in the WAMIT curve. These spikes are known
as irregular frequencies [177], which are frequencies for which the solution of the inner problem
in the BEM solver is non-zero. These irregular frequencies appear only with free-surface piercing
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bodies and generally at high frequencies, and arise due to a fundamental error in the formulation
of the BEM solvers. Different methods have been suggested in the literature to solve the problem
of irregular frequencies [397]. In fact, WAMIT results do not show such spikes, because WAMIT
includes an option to remove irregular frequencies [398]. NEMOH also offers a preliminary option to remove them, but it is not fully implemented at this time, so it has not been included in this
study [177].

(a) 2BPA float - h33

(b) 2BPA spar - h33

Figure A.4: Radiation damping for heave mode of the 2BPA float (a) and spar cylinder with
damping plate (b).
However, the performance of the NEMOH solver decreases significantly when the damping
plate is considered. Results are similar for Arad , for which the frequency shift is the main source
of discrepancy, while the calculation of Brad for different DoFs appears to be problematic, as
illustrated in FigureA.4 (b). The spar cylinder includes a relatively thin element at the bottom,
which appears to be the source of odd spikes in the damping curve at relatively low frequencies.

A.3.2

Oscillating water column WECs

Modelling OWC devices using BEM codes, using either WAMIT or NEMOH, is especially challenging due to the very particular behaviour of the free-surface in the OWC chamber. The traditional method for modelling the free-surface inside the OWC chamber is to use an infinitely thin
massless disk (lid) to represent the free-surface [399], referred to here as the thin disk method.
However, WAMIT provides a number of methods to model OWC devices, including a generalised
mode, which considers the free-surface at the moonpool as an extension of the body surface and
assigns a new patch to represent the free-surface in the higher order method. Generalised modes
are then applied to this patch, and the motion of the moonpool is modelled as the heave motion of
this additional patch.
The only way the free-surface inside the chamber can be modelled in NEMOH is using the
traditional method, i.e modelling a two-body system where the lid is modelled as a thin cylinder, as
illustrated in Figure A.5 (a). An alternative method to model the free-surface is suggested in [400],
where a cylinder of the same length as the water column is used. This method is referred to as the
full cylinder (FC) method, and the mesh generated to apply the FC method is illustrated in Figure
A.5 (b). Thus, in order to provide a fair comparison between the two solvers, while showing
the full capabilities of both solvers, the two different two-body system models in NEMOH and
WAMIT, plus a third case using the generalised modes in WAMIT, are compared.
Results shown in Table A.2 show good agreement between NEMOH and WAMIT for the OWC
buoy, which is similar to the OPT float, and so good agreement was to be expected. However, when
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(a) OWC mesh - thin disk.

(b) OWC mesh - FC.

(c) OWC lid - h33

Figure A.5: OWC meshes for the thin disk (a) and FC (b) modelling methods, and the Brad for the
moonpool free-surface modelled via the thin disk, FC and generalised modes methods (c).
modelling the free-surface of the moonpool using the thin disk method, NEMOH fails to produce
hydrodynamic coefficients. While added-mass and excitation force coefficients in NEMOH are
different from the WAMIT coefficients, these results appear to be reasonably realistic. In contrast,
the radiation damping generated in NEMOH is clearly incorrect, showing negative values, as
illustrated in Figure A.5 (c), which is unrealistic.
Results given by WAMIT, using the FC method, are identical to the results obtained using
WAMIT with the thin disk method, except for the added-mass coefficient. However, when the
total inertial term, which is the sum of the mass of the water in the water column and the addedmass of the cylinder, is considered, identical results are obtained in WAMIT for the two different
two-body modelling techniques.
In addition, because no thin elements are used when modelling the OWC via the FC technique, NEMOH provides what appears to be realistic results for all the hydrodynamic coefficients,
including radiation damping, as shown in Figure A.5 (c). Comparative metric values in Table A.2
for the FC modelling technique show that results from WAMIT and NEMOH are very similar,
where an offset in amplitude between the WAMIT and NEMOH coefficients seems to be the only
difference, as shown by the RMSr in Table A.2 and in Figure A.5 (c). It should be noted that the
similarity values corresponding to the added-mass in the FC case are obtained by comparing the
total inertia term.
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Appendix

B

Numerical methods
As described in Figure 6.1, the different numerical methods are divided into two main groups:
one-step and multi-step numerical methods, defined in Sections B.1 and B.2, respectively. These
methods can be explicit or implicit, where explicit methods calculate the response of a system at
a later time-step only using the information of the system at the current and past time-steps, while
implicit methods find a solution using the information at, both the current and later time-step.
Obviously, implicit methods require an extra computation to obtain the information at the later
time-step, but they can be useful for stiff problems. However, in this thesis, implicit methods are
implemented using a predictor-corrector approach.
Stability is an important issue for numerical methods. A stable problem can be defined as a
problem for which small changes in the initial conditions cause only small changes in the solution [334]. However, for some differential equations the application of standard explicit methods
(e.g. Euler or higher-order RK methods) or even multi-step methods (e.g. the Adams-Bashforth
method) exhibit numerical instabilities in the solution, unless the step size is significantly reduced.
These problems are known as stiff problems. Instability exhibited by explicit methods in stiff problems does not necessarily mean that the solution quickly increases or decreases towards infinity,
but can also involve oscillations about the expected solution [334].
Therefore, different numerical methods are described in this appendix, including the stability
regions for different methods and method orders.

B.1

One-step numerical methods

All the one-step methods can be expressed [334] as follows,
yi+1 = yi + φs δt,

(B.1)

where φs is the slope or the increment function, and δt = ti+1 − ti the time-step. Hence, φs is used
to estimate or extrapolate yi+1 from yi over an interval δt. Depending on the one-step method
employed, the slope φs is estimated following different approaches.

B.1.1

Euler’ method

Euler’s method is a first-order approach that estimates the slope φs using the first derivative of the
function y0 evaluated at instant i, as illustrated in Figure B.1 (a), for which Equation (B.1) can be
replaced as,
yi+1 = yi + y0i δt.

(B.2)

The computational requirements of Euler’s method are appealing, due to the few and simple
calculation required to solve differential equations. As other first-order methods, Euler’s method
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uses straight lines to approximate the solution, which provides error-free predictions in the cases where the underlying function is a first-order polynomial function. In contrast, the accuracy
of first-order methods, including Euler’s method, decreases drastically for higher-order polynomial functions [334], unless the step-size is sufficiently small. However, decreasing the step-size
considerably increases the computational time, cancelling the main advantage of Euler’s method.
y

y

True
solution

Euler’s
approximation

φs = y0i

φs,i = y0i

True
solution

Heun’s
approximation

δt

δt
ti

φs,i+1 = ỹ0i+1

t

ti+1

ti

(a) Euler’s method.

ti+1

t

(b) Heun’s method.

Figure B.1: Approximation with Euler’s (a) and Heund’s (b) methods, where the green arrows
illustrate the slope φs estimated with the first derivative at different points of the interval δt.

B.1.2

Runge-Kutta

The inaccuracies of Euler’s method arise, mainly, due to the assumption that, the derivative at
the beginning of the interval can be applied across the whole interval δt. Thus, improving Euler’s
method involves the calculation of more derivatives at other points within δt. Different approaches
have been suggested in the literature, but all these improved methods are considered as part of a
larger group known as RK methods [334].
The simplest improvement of Euler’s method is known as Heun’s method, which calculates
the derivative of the function at the beginning (ti ) and the end (ti+1 ) of the interval, and uses the
average of the two derivatives as the estimated slope in Equation (B.1), as illustrated in Figure
B.1 (b). Hence, Equation (B.1) can be replaced [334] as follows,
yi+1 = yi +

y0i + ỹ0i+1
δt.
2

(B.3)

Heun’s method is a predictor-corrector approach, where the initial prediction (ỹi+1 ) using
Euler’s method is corrected by the average of the two derivatives calculated at ti and ti+1 .
Another possible improvement of Euler’s method is the Midpoint method [334], where Euler’s
method is used to predict the value of the function at the midpoint of the interval δt,
ỹ i+1 = yi + y0i
2

δt
,
2

(B.4)

which is later used to calculate the slope at the midpoint (φs, i+1 = ỹ0i+1 ). This slope φs, i+1 is assumed
2
2
2
to be a valid average slope of the entire interval and is used to extrapolate the value yi+1 , following
Equation (B.1):
yi+1 = yi + ỹ0i+1 δt.
2
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(B.5)

The Midpoint method is superior to Euler’s method, because it estimates the slope at the midpoint of the interval δt, instead of at the end of δt, which always provides a better approximation
than the forward or backward finite-difference approximation [334].
Heun’s method and the Midpoint method are only two variations of the second-order RK
method (RK2), where the second derivative is calculated at ti+1 and t i+1 , respectively. Other
2
variations consider this second derivative at other points within the interval δt, for example, at
t 2(i+1) in the case of Ralston’s method [333]. However, the family of explicit RK methods also
3
includes numerical methods of order higher than two. In fact, the most popular RK method is
the fourth-order RK method (RK4), also known as the ‘classical’ RK method [333], which is a
four-stage method, as illustrated in Figure B.2 (a).
y
φs,2

RK4
approximation

φs,3

φs,4

φs,1

δt
ti

ti+1

t

(a) RK4 method.

(b) RK stability regions.

Figure B.2: Approximation with the RK4 method (a), where the different colours of the arrows
illustrate the slope φs at different stages, and the stability regions in the complex plane for different
explicit RK method orders (b), adapted from [336].
The RK4 predicts the current value of the function yi+1 by estimating the slope at four different
points of the interval δt, and calculating a weighted average of these slopes [333] as follows,
yi+1 = yi + φs,1 + 2φs,2 + 2φs,3 + φs,4

 δt
.
6

(B.6)

The stability of numerical methods is an important aspect, specially when the numerical methods are used for solving stiff problems, i.e. problems with a combination of fast and slow dynamics. Stability regions for various explicit RK methods of different orders are illustrated in Figure
B.2 (b), where it is shown that the stability region increases with the order.
Apart from the explicit RK methods, implicit RK methods also exist and have great stability
characteristics. However, while the implementation of explicit RK methods is straightforward,
implicit methods require solving a separate system of equations simultaneously, which are solved,
in general, by means of an iterative process. In general, it is difficult to justify the use of implicit
RK methods, due to the additional work and complexity involved in the implementation, and, thus,
their use is restricted to very specific cases with critical stability issues [333].

B.2

Multi-step numerical methods

In contrast to one-step methods, multi-step methods use more information from several previous
steps and, thus, compared to higher-order RK methods, multi-step methods require less function
evaluations at each time-step. The most popular multi-step methods are the Adams family, with
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AB and AM, and the BDF, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. These multi-step methods use linear
combinations of function values at previous steps (yi , yi−1 , ...), and slope predictions at previous
(φs,i , φs,i−1 , ...) and current steps φs,i+1 .

B.2.1

Adams-Bashforth

Adams-Bashforth methods are explicit methods, where the current step of the function yi+1 is
predicted by combining only the function values and slopes of the previous steps [335]. Thus, the
derivative of the function does not need to be estimated within the interval δt, as in RK methods.
The predicted value of the function, using a second-order method, is obtained as follows,
3
1 
φs,i+1 − φs,i ,
(B.7)
2
2
where two previous steps are used. The corresponding coefficients for higher order methods can
be found in [336].
Absolute stability regions for AB methods of different order are rather small and decrease
when the order increases, as illustrated in Figure B.3 (a). These small absolute stability regions
inspired an implicit version of the Adams method, namely the AM method.
yi+2 = yi+1 + δt

B.2.2

Adams-Moulton

Implicit AM methods are similar to the explicit AB methods, where the main difference is the
need to estimate the slope of the function at the end of the interval δt (ti+1 ), as in Heun’s method. Similarly to Heun’s method, the value at ti+1 is used to correct the prediction, resulting in a
predictor-corrector approach [336] as follows,

1
yi+1 = yi + δt φs,i+1 + φs,i ,
(B.8)
2
which also shows the second-order method, even though only one previous step is used. The
coefficients for higher order methods can also be found in [336].

(a) AB.

(b) AM.

Figure B.3: Absolute stability regions in the complex z-plane for different orders of AB (a) and
AM methods (b), adapted from [336].
Adams-Moulton methods provide lower error values than the AB methods of the same order,
and use one previous step less, for the same order, to predict yi+1 . In addition, the absolute stability
regions of AM methods are significantly larger than those of AB methods, as shown in Figure B.3.
However, AM methods are implicit methods and, thus, are often used together with AB methods,
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yielding predictor-corrector pairs [336], where an AB method provides a preliminary prediction
which is corrected by an AM method.

B.2.3

Backward differentiation function

The last multi-step method analysed in this thesis is the BDF. The BDF formulae are implicit
methods and were created to solve stiff problems [337]. The current value of the function, using
the second-order BDF method, can be predicted as,
4
1
2
yi+2 = yi+1 − yi + δtφs,i+2 ,
(B.9)
3
3
3
where two previous steps are also used, as for the second-order AB method. Again, typical values
of the coefficients in higher order methods can be found in [336].
The absolute stability regions for different orders of the BDF methods are illustrated in Figure
B.4, where stability regions correspond to the space outside the shaded areas. Hence, stability
regions for BDF methods are significantly larger than RK, AB and AM methods and, as in the
case of AB and AM, the stability regions decrease in size as the order increases.

Figure B.4: Absolute stability regions in the complex z-plane for different orders of BDF methods,
adapted from [336], where stability regions are outside the shaded areas.

Finally, since previous values of the function y are utilised in multi-step methods, initial values
are required to start the process. For instance, for a NMS -step method, NMS initial values are
needed. In addition, the accuracy of these initial values is important for accurate predictions of
yi+1 from multi-step methods [336]. Therefore, these initial values are commonly obtained using
an appropriate one-step method, since one-step methods do not require initial values.
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